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THE BROTHERHOOD MESSAGE

To the people of Goodwill and Brotherly Spirit in all

lands—Greeting

We, the delegates and representatives of twenty nations

assembled in the First World-Brotherhood Congress in

London, England, September 13 to 17, 1919, address
to you this Message and Challenge :

The nineteenth century, it has been suggested, made
the world a neighbourhood. It is the task of the
twentieth century to make the world a Brotherhood.
In the providences of God and the development of

history the ends of the world have been brought to-

gether and human contacts have become very close

and vital. If men are to live together at all on
this crowded earth it is necessary that these human
relations be adjusted on the basis of justice and
brotherhood.

As we look out upon the world to-day one outstanding
fact meets our eyes. It is a world of Broken Brotherhood.

There are many ways of reading the sorrows and ques-

tionings of our time ; and all these partial interpreta-

tions express great truths. But beneath all, beyond
all, is the tragedy of balked and broken brotherly

love. There is one Father in heaven who has made of

one blood all nations of men. The Son of Man calls

us to live together as brothers on this earth and to

seek one another's good. But alas ! men have denied
their common Brotherhood and have lived as aliens and
enemies. Sin in its human expression began in the
denial of Brotherhood. Where is Abel thy brother ?

asked the Lord. And Cain said : Am I mv brother's
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keeper ? It is this spirit of Cain, the denial of Brother-

hood, which has broken the race into warring groups

and set men wandering on the earth.

The violation of Brotherhood lies at the foundation

of the wrongs and sorrows of the world.

This is the trouble with the nations to-day. They
have denied and broken their common Brotherhood.

They have sought their own advantages and have

despised other peoples. War is the result.

The industrial unrest of our day grows out of denied

Brotherhood. Our present industrial system has divided

men into groups and has depersonalized the relations

between them. Misunderstanding, friction, and strife

are not mere incidents and accidents ; they are due

not alone to the discontent of working men and the

ambitions of employers. They are inherent in the

system, and will continue until in the system itself

competition is replaced by brotherly co-operation.

Broken Brotherhood is the secret of a divided

Christendom. The Son of Man gave to men the great

truth of God as Father ; He charged men to live as

sons of the Father by living as brothers in a family.

He thought of the Church as the fellowship of brothers

where all were equal and all were to serve. He ex-

pected His people to go out into the world and express

their essential life in brotherly living. But too often

men have forgotten their common Brotherhood and have

broken up into groups and parties. In their absorption

in theories and organizations, the lesser matters of the

law, they have forgotten Brotherhood and love, the

weightier matters of the Gospel. Christ intended His

Church to be a true Brotherhood, but men have made it a

mass of competing parties.

This world of broken Brotherhood constitutes the

challenge and the opportunity of our time. It is the

summons to all of us to confess our sins of unbrotherli-

ness, and to affirm our faith in Brotherhood. It is the

summons to make Brotherhood a fact in the universal

life of the world.

The first thing is to confess our faith in the Father-

hood of God and the Brotherhood of mankind. It
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is for us then to interpret and exemplify the fact

of Brotherhood in all its meaning and scope and

to bring all our personal plans, our social methods,

and international policies to the test and standard of

Brotherhood.
It is for us to reorganize our social, industrial, and in-

ternational life on the foundation of Brotherhood. This

will involve some thorough-going changes in the ideas

of men and the organization of society. It means the

creation of a body of common Christian ideals and prin-

ciples in the minds of men on which to lay the founda-

tion of a new social order. It implies such a change

in the industrial system as will bring all parties together

as partners, and will give all partners a voice in the direc-

tion of the enterprise. It means that industry will

become a social service, and the whole process of

industry, both in production and distribution, will

represent the co-operation of all in behalf of all. It

demands that the Church shall become a fellowship

of brothers, and that the men of all churches find

some way of expressing their common life and of co-

operating in the service of the Kingdom.

Beyond this, it means that the nations learn to think

of other peoples as brothers and to respect the con-

tribution and life of each people. It means the culti-

vation and growth of an international mind that leads

the men of each race to love and trust all others. And
it involves the creation of a League of Nations that

recognizes the right of each people to live, that holds

the strength of all in pledge for justice for all, and

becomes the co-operation of all peoples on behalf of a

world-progress and human redemption.

The sorrows and tragedies of the world grow out of

broken Brotherhood. The redemption of the world

comes through renewed and fulfilled Brotherhood. It

is for us, therefore, to affirm our faith in the Fatherhood

of God, and to knit up the broken strands of our human-

ity in the great bond of Brotherhood.
" Humanity has struck its tents," says General Smuts,

" and once more is on the march." The hour is freighted

with splendid opportunity. The Spirit of God is at
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work and is stirring up the hearts of men. A new vision

is breaking upon our sight. Men are growing a great

new passion for justice and Brotherhood. They are

waiting for some one to rally them and lead them across

the wilderness. There is a wonderful timing of God's

providences in the interests of His Kingdom. The

stage is set for a mighty drama of Social Reconstruction.

It is possible for humanity to advance a thousand

years towards the Kingdom of God. If we would lift

the Standard, rally the people, have the courage of

our faith; if we would make a great venture for

God, we might lead the people forward and bring in

a new age. But if we fail to read the signs of the

times, if we fail to follow the gleam wheresoever it

leads ; if through timidity or compromise we hesitate

and put ourselves off with half-measures, we will fail

the world and lose our supreme opportunity. And
such an opportunity may not come again for a thou-

sand years.

In the name of the Heavenly Father we summon
men everywhere to the faith and practice of Brotherhood.

We charge the men of every church to make their

church a true Brotherhood of love and service. We
ask the brotherly men in all countries to effect such a

national organization as may be deemed best for the

prosecution of the work. And we invite the Brother-

hood Federations of all lands to co-operate in the work

of making Brotherhood a fact in the universal life of

the world.

The Divine Father challenges us with a great oppor-

tunity and a splendid task. We are called to carry

forward the purpose of Christ and make a world of

brothers, a world in which all who call God Father know

men as brothers, a world in which all cherish each and

each lives for all, in which they who are stronger and

wiser hold their strength and wisdom in trust for the

weaker and needier, a world in which each life has mean-

ing and is guaranteed a fair inheritance in society, in

which men regard industry as a social service, and men
of great talents organize industries for the benefit of the

many and not the enrichment of the few, in which the
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nations regard themselves as members of one family,

and each holds its treasures in trust for all—this is

the meaning of the Christian Gospel, the yearning of
mankind, the supreme task of the men of goodwill of

all lands.
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I

INTRODUCTION

By Basil Mathews

The Brotherhood of the world is broken.

The men of all nations whom God " made of one
blood" have shed that blood in destroying each other.

The house of humanity is divided against itself. In an
age when the world has become economically one, in

the day when for the first time in history men of all

races have become interdependent for food and for the

supplies of civilization, man has divided into armed
camps that have slain, not the ones of Cain, the thousands
of Saul, or the ten thousands of David, but the millions

of militarism. And the central cause of all that mon-
strous evil of war does not reside in any of the things

that lie outside the control of man ; in the last resort

all the resources of science and of organization, of dip-

lomacy and of military power are the instruments of the

soul of humanity. The fundamental evil is in the heart

of man : it is moral and spiritual ; it is the fact that we
have allowed the material to dictate terms ; it is the

lack of Brotherhood, arising from the failure to recognize

the authority of the Will of the Father-God.

The principle that dominated the old civilization

before the war was largely that of the struggle of indi-

viduals and of classes for dominance in the nation ; and
the contest of the nations with one another, not only

for influence within the borders of the West, but for the

material sway over Asia and Africa, and over the human
and the material resources of those continents. That
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principle of antagonism came to its natural and in-

evitable climax in the Great War. The symptoms had
been in the body of the nations long before they broke

out in the devastating disease. The wages of that

sin of antagonism was death—death in a hideous variety

of forms—by gas and shell, bayonet and bullet, on land

and sea and in the air—for millions of men ; death for

multitudes more by starvation and disease after the

war—innocent children, distraught mothers, and em-
bittered age ; and beyond the death the maimed,
blinded and broken lives of millions more.

Looking at the whole situation that led up to the war,

we recognize, then, that the dominant cause of the

whole of that unspeakable outrage upon humanity

—

that terrific sin against God—was at the root " lack of

goodwill " : it was a failure in Brotherhood. In a

word, millions of young men who ought to be walking

the world, living happy and fruitful lives, lie dead in the

soil of Europe, and their death, at the root, is due to the

lack of that principle of Brotherhood as the ruling force

In the life of men in relation to one another.

.11

What, then, is this foundation-principle that we call

Brotherhood ?

Brotherhood, like all ultimate realities, cannot be

expressed in words. Brotherhood is fellowship between
personalities unhindered by selfish ambition or by
pride or anger. Brotherhood is unobstructed comrade-
ship, charged through and through with wholesome
love. Brotherhood is the " team " spirit of men who
strive together for a common goal. It is the splendid

bond that links warriors in a Round Table that quests

for the Holy Grail. Brotherhood is a readiness to share

with other men, regardless of boundaries of class or

nationality or race, the good things of the world.

Brotherhood is respect and affection for the personality

of the other man. In action it is a quick readiness to

4o all that can give that other man's personality the
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chance of growth to the fullness of its possible stature of

manhood. In a word, Brotherhood is that attitude of

a man's will that leads him to do unto others as he

would they should do unto him.

It is more still. Brotherhood is a readiness to share

with others, not simply the goods of life, but oneself.

As Christ says in Lowell's poem

:

" The Holy Supper ia . . . indeed
In whatso we share with a brother's need.
Not what we give, but what we share

;

For the gift without the giver is bare
The man who gives himself feeds three :

Himself, his hungering neighbour, and Me."

Brotherhood has as its original charter " This is

my commandment, that ye love one another as I have
loved you." Its manifesto is the immortal hymn of

the man who wrote of the love that " never faileth, is

not puffed up, doth not behave itself unseemly." Its

ultimate source and fountain is in the heart of a God
whose name is Father, and whose nature is love, and
in His Son who on the road to Damascus transformed

the super-bully of Pharisaic hate into the supreme
and first apostle of world-brotherhood that could bridge

all chasms of class, nation, education, sex, or race; a
brotherhood in which there is neither Greek nor Bar-

barian, slave nor free.

Brotherhood of that kind, if it became the motive
of men in all their relationships (personal, civic, com-
mercial, national, international, and interracial) would
become the active creator of a new world-order, the life

that we call the Kingdom of God on earth. And it is

the contrary principle of selfishness that has created

the old world-order that issued in the war.

It was, as I have said, for lack of tliis quality of

Brotherhood in not only the leadership, but in the

thought of the common people of the different nations,

that the war was able to break in upon and to break up
the old order of civilization. In a word, a wrong atti-

tude, a fundamentally evil idea, had been drilled into

the children of the nations, and had come at last to
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dominate their life. That evil idea, that wrong attitude,

was that the good of one nation could and should, if

necessary, be achieved at the expense of others. That

idea—selfishness—was both morally evil and in fact

unsound. It was and is a concrete sin; and the wages

of that sin, as I have said, was death ;—death and worse

than death—the maiming and blinding of unnumbered
multitudes of the flower of the manhood of the world.

Ill

If that evil idea, drilled into the minds of the nations

by a fundamentally bad educational method, and
accepted as the base of our old civilization, was the cause

of its undoing, then the most practical thing that

"men of goodwill" ever can set their hands to is a

world-propaganda of the idea that will found a new
world-order—the thought of Brotherhood. It rests

upon all " men of goodwill " everywhere—men who
do care that the world should be lifted to a plane of

existence on which peace and the well-being of men can

be achieved permanently^to give themselves abso-

lutely to this idea, to live for Brotherhood with the same
sacrificial spirit as moved in the Man who died to save

us all.

Victory to the allies in the war has not and cannot

achieve this triumph of Brotherhood. The Peace

Treaty has not, and no written treaty can perform the

miracle apart from which war will recur—it cannot

change the hearts of men.

No men were closer to the war, no men were more
intimately concerned in the peace, than those men who
had been made responsible for the government of the

British Commonwealth of Nations—the Prime Ministers

of the self-governing dominions and of Great Britain

and Ireland.

Those men, as they sat in Paris at the Peace Confer-

ence and engaged in the discussions that grouped around

that Conference, came to naked grips with the world-

situation after the war. They became convinced by the
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remorseless logic of reality that the foundations of a

new world-order of peace cannot be laid by diplomacy,

education, science, or force, except in so far as those

things are the tools of the spirit of Brotherhood. What
is more significant still—and here we get down to abso-

lute bed-rock—they became convinced as they pro-

claimed in their message to the Empire in the New
Year of 1920, that the spirit of Brotherhood reposes

finally on a real recognition by men of the Fatherhood

of Almighty God.

These men cannot be accused of being vague idealists

or visionary Don Quixotes ! They are men who have

both feet firmly set on the solid earth. This is their

message :

»

From the Prime Ministers of the British Commonwealth

of Nations ^

To our fellow-citizens of the British Empire :

" The war, in shaking the very foundations of ordered

civilization, has driven all thoughtful men to examine

the bases of national and international life.

" It has become clear to-day, both through the

arbitrament of war and through the tests of rebuilding

a life of peace, that neither education, science, diplo-

macy, nor commercial prosperity, when allied with a

belief in material force as the ultimate power, are real

foundations for the ordered development of the world's

life. These things are in themselves simply the tools

of the spirit that handles them.
" Even the hope that lies before the world of a life of

peace, protected and developed by a League of Nations,

is itself dependent on something deeper and more funda-

mental still. The co-operation which the League of

Nations explicitly exists to foster will become operative

in so far as the consenting peoples have the spirit of

1 The mesaage was issued through the National Laymen's Missionary

Movement, and countersigned by the President, Colonel Sir Robert

Williams, M.P. ; by the Right Hon. Viscount Bryce, O.M., on behalf

of the Advisory Council of the movement ; and on behalf of the Execu-

tive Cominittee by the Right Hon. Sir Albert Spicer, Bart.
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goodwill. And the spirit of goodwill among men rests

on spiritual forces, the hope of a ' brotherhood of
humanity ' reposes on the deeper spiritual fact of the
' Fatherhood of God.' In the recognition of the fact

of that Fatherhood and of the divine purpose for the
world, which are central to the message of Christianity,

we shall discover the ultimate foundation for the
reconstruction of an ordered and harmonious life for all

men. That recognition cannot be imposed by Govern-
ment. It can only come as an act of free consent on
the part of individual men everywhere.

" Responsible as we are in our separate spheres for a
share in the guidance of the British Empire as it faces

the problems of the future, we believe that in the
acceptance of those spiritual principles lies the sure

basis of world-peace. We would, therefore, commend
to our fellow-citizens the necessity that men of good-
will who are everywhere reviewing their personal respon-

sibilities in relation to the reconstruction of civiliza-

tion should consider also the eternal validity and truth of

those spiritual forces which are in fact the one hope for

a permanent foundation for world-peace.

D. Lloyd George, United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland.

R. L, Borden, Canada.
W. M. Hughes, Australia.

Louis Botha, South Africa.

R. A. Squires, Newfoundland.
W. J. MasseY, New Zealand."

The end of the war, then, was not the end of the evil.

The coming of nominal peace has not welded the
Brotherhood. It is indeed still possible for friends of

world-peace and Brotherhood to have won the war, and
yet to lose the peace. The world is full of the con-

fusion of the broken life of the peoples. In the war four

Empires, governing more than a quarter of the human
race, crashed to the earth—the German, the Austrian,

the Turkish, and the Russian. There is chaos and
despair in the hearts of myriads of men, because the old

order has crashed to pieces. The blinded Samson has
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pulled down the hall of feasting upon our old opulent
life, and the people are in panic amid the ruins. But
just as the end of the destruction of a house is only the

beginning of its rebuilding, so the end of the war is only

the beginning of peace. There is throughout the world
to-day a situation in which we must rebuild (it may be
with the old material, but certainly to new plans) a
City of God.
That rebuilding is barely begun. We are even

farther back than the situation which Matthew Arnold
described when he said :

"The new age stands as yet
Half built against the sky,

Open to every threat
Of storms that clamour by :

Scaffolding veils the walls,

And dim dust floats and falls

As moving to and fro, their tasks the masons ply."

Men of goodwill everywhere are called, then, to be
the labouring masons, the hod-carriers and the archi-

tects, of a world-city of Brotherhood, whose walls shall

in due time encircle all humanity. And as we have
recognized, the one sure foundation for that City of Peace
is the principles of the Christian faith, and the recognized

Fatherhood of God, making the Brotherhood of Man.
In a word, there is set before us to-day a task as un-

paralleled in its immensity as it is pressing in its urgency

—

the building up in the whole world of a new order of life

between individuals, classes, nations, races, based on
Brotherhood.

IV

The rebuilding must be on a world- scale. Anything
less than that is futile, because anything less than that

is utterly inadequate to the hard facts of the world-

situation. If, for instance, we look away eastward
across the world we see half the human world—and
more than half—going derelict, their national as well as

their individual life confused and broken, disordered and
distracted.
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Comparatively few years ago there were six great,

ancient, absolute empires in the world. The end of

the war has left only one of them standing—Japan.

Let us look at the peoples of the five smashed empires.

The German throne has crashed to the ground and left

her people a problem as much to themselves as to their

neighbours, yet has left them a people whose powerful

constructive qualities must be drawn in whole-heartedly

to the rebuilding of a new world-order if a new world-

order there is to be. The Austrian throne of the

Hapsburgs has crashed, and from under its foundations

have emerged a number of bewildered little nations,

whose life had been crushed under its monumental

weight for centuries. They stand in desperate need of

help and leadership.

The Turkish Empire—that unnatural octopus among
the tyrants—has loosed its foul grip from the nations

that suffered under its paralysing power. The Arab,

the Syrian, the Kurd, the Armenian, and the rest must

have the hand of fellowship and guiding brotherhood

stretched out to them if they are to live in and help to

create an ordered life in the world.

The smashed Tsardom of Russia has left those un-

counted millions of people from the Baltic to the Pacific

Ocean, and from the Caspian to the White Sea, subject

to the inconceivable agonies of internal war, and of the

excesses of an undisciphned and unaccustomed rule;

maddened with suffering in a blizzard of revolution.

The fifth great empire—China—since she lost her

throne has lived in a state of persistent civil commotion

and disorder, four hundred millions of people hanging

'
' Between two worlds :

One dead ; one failing to be bom."

That tremendous situation among those seven

hundred million people stretching from the Rhine to the

Yangtse, and from the Persian Gulf to the Arctic Circle,

is in fact, the dominating element in the world-situation

to-day. Together their turmoil and disquiet present the

vastest upheaval of the human spirit that hfistory has

ever witnessed,
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If those are not reorganized on a basis of Brotherhood,

they will either drag the rest of the world down into their

state of broken institutions and bewildered policies to

the verge of the abyss of barbarism, or they will inevit-

ably reorganize themselves on a basis of conflicting

interests. Germany, for example, could organize Russia

to dominate, through her, the whole coast line of the

Pacific Ocean, while Japan would organize the four hun-
dred millions of China to contest those ambitions.

These two hostile groups, fighting for the control of

the Pacific (which is the new centre of world- politics)

would draw Britain (through her Canadian and Aus-
tralian possessions), and America (through her vital

Pacific interests) into a ghastlywar of dimensions stagger-

ing even to us who have been through the greatest war in

history—a war that would quite certainly shatter the

already broken fabric of our civilization. All that we
have slowly and laboriously built up since the Goths
smashed Rome would be lost. The jungle would over-

whelm the city, and we should realize H. G. Wells's

ghastly vision of man reduced to human packs looting

in the ruins of civilization for non-existent food.

To such a depth humanity can assuredly be plunged

by a persistent failure of the spirit of Brotherhood to

oust the demonic influences of hate.

If, however, that is the picture on the one side—

a

picture too horrible to be really grasped, yet unfortun-

ately not too horrible to be realized in fact within the

next generation—there stands on the other side a picture

of unmeasured and immeasurable good. That second

picture is of a world in which that amazing fact of

modern times—the world-leadership of the English-

speaking peoples—may and can and indeed must be

exercised, not to grasp for self greater material power

;

but, by persistent, patient, pertinacious, unwearied

effort to labour for the reconstruction of the world's

life everywhere—in Germany as in China ; in Russia

as in Nearer Asia—on a basis of world-brotherhood.

Holding clearly in the mind the shattered life of the

great peoples and the responsibility for moral leadership

given to the English-speaking race, and at the same
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time envisaging this conflict of these two ideas of
Brotherhood on the one side and of Selfishness on the
other for the control of the world, there is a new and
tremendous fact in the world-situation that must govern
all our strategy. It is the fact that for the first time in

human history the world is one. In that one world
commerce and industry have made labour everywhere
interdependent and yet full of unrest.

It is when set in this tremendous world-context that

the significance of the possibilities of the International

Brotherhood Movement emerges. For a world-situa-

tion like the one we have described demands a universal

propaganda of the principles of Brotherhood among
every people in every tongue. Anything less than that

is futile. The propaganda of the Kingdom of God on

a world- scale is the only fit ambition for forceful men of

invincible goodwill. The horizons must be ultimate.

The Movement must have no frontiers short of the cir-

cumference of the planet.

That propaganda of World-Brotherhood is bound to be
on a spiritual basis, because Brotherhood, as a moral
fact, is powerless apart from spiritual reality behind it.

We do not discover in the observed facts of human life

on earth the brotherhood of man, for we discover him
quarrelling, cruel, oppressive. In point of fact the

brotherhood of man is an ideal and not a realized

fact. It is, however, an ideal based upon Reality,

not a vague ideal ; it is a concrete real ideal, based on
the nature of the Power that creates the Universe. It is,

in fact, based upon the only ultimate Reality in the

universe—the Brotherhood of Man reposes absolutely

upon the Fatherhood of God.
Sir Sydney Olivier, on the basis of his long experience

as a Governor in Jamaica, where white and black are in

immediate and constant contact, said with deliberation

in my hearing that he saw no basis for interracial friend-
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ship except on a supernatural plane. We are in fact

thrown back on the fact that in Christ, the revelation of

the Father, we find the foundation in which there is

neither Jew nor Greek, African nor Chinese, Indian nor
Briton—but one man. The only final basis for world-

brotherhood lies in the dominance of Christ and His
principles over the heart of men everywhere.

For this reason, the first great factor of promise in the

International Brotherhood Movement is that it definitely

reposes on a spiritual foundation. If it ever tried to

gain a wider clientele by discarding that spiritual

foundation, it would only have tried (and failed) to win
the whole world and succeeded in losing its own soul.

The second great factor of the Brotherhood Movement
is that it is completely interdenominational, and there-

fore aims at realizing that " unity of spirit in the bond of

peace." The Brotherhood Movement, if it lives up to

the full measure of its possibilities, can on that broad
foundation call together and stimulate the Christian

men of all churches and of no church. It can carry

forward with a virile enthusiasm, that will not be daunted

by dangers or worn down by obstacles and delay, a

world-wide propaganda of Christian Brotherhood.

The Brotherhood Movement will do this, not as though
it alone were undertaking the enterprise, but in a spirit

of fellowship and colleagueship—indeed of co-partnership

—with all the churches. For, as a matter of fact, the

Brotherhood Movement never has and never will come
into its most fruitful line of work when hostile to or

cynically critical of the churches.

The function of the Brotherhood Movement, then, is

not to come in, so to speak, as another denomination, or

another organization extra to and separate from the

church. Its function is rather to carry to those millions

of men who are either detached or semi-detached from
the life of the church the Christian impulses and ideals

and to quicken in them the desire to be effective colla-

borators in creating world-Brotherhood on the basis of

those ideal realities.

The third quality of the Brotherhood Movement which
peculiarly equips it for the propaganda of World-Brother-
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hood is the fact that it not only is, as we have seen, on a

spiritual Christian basis, and interdenominational in

range, but, thirdly, it is actually international and

interracial, both in^ its basis and its membership. The

journeys and voyages of Mr. William Ward, for in-

stance, as the international apostle of the Movement,

reveal that this internationalism is not simply an ideal,

but, within limits, a realized fact.

The membership of the International Conference in

London, of which this volume is a record, is itself a

living picture of the interracial character of the Move-

ment. The African, the Indian, the Canadian, the

American, and the Englishman sat side by side, and

shared alike in the fellowship and the discussions.

These beginnings of international development, large

as they are in themselves, are, of course, meagre in com-

parison with the possibilities that lie ahead in the future.

The Movement has established itself at strategic centres

in various parts of the world, but those centres are, in

the mind of the men most responsible for the Movement,

simply central points from which will radiate wider

and yet wider developments.

This volume is itself a starting-point from which

the Movement can take stock of itself, and of its oppor-

tunity and responsibility in the new world of to-morrow,

and men of goodwill everywhere can take stock of the

Movement and of the ideals for which it increasingly

stands. Men who are highly resolved to dedicate them-

selves to the task of making Brotherhood the dominating

principle of a new world-order will find in this volume

the outlines of a programme of the campaign.

In the opening addresses they will find the passionate

proclamation of the fundamental principles of Brother-

hood. In the later addresses they will see the implica-

tions of those principles worked out in their relation to

the social and political, national, international, and

interracial life of man. Men speak here who have given

a life's thought to the issues that they define and the

principles that they advocate.

The final word on Brotherhood and on its significance

for the world will, however, not be found here, nor will
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it be found anywhere. For we shall only discover that

significance more and more fully as we experiment more

and more adventurously in Brotherhood. The call here

is for adventurous exploration. Men and women are

called to take risks in the experimental application of

the spirit of Christian Brotherhood to the complex

machinery of modern life. The field of experiment in

Brotherhood is as vast as the world, but it comes right

home to every one of us at every meal. It ranges from

the questions of the relation of mistress and servant

and master and man in the household and the shop,

to the relations of capital and labour, the factory and the

great commercial organization. It covers the relation-

ship of the classes of the nations and of the races. It

emerges in the problems of the differing standards of

wages and life in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ;

in the moral issues connected with interest, rent, and

profit; and the place of authority in the control of

industry ;—all these and a thousand other questions that

lie at the very core of any effort to alter the conditions

of human life can only be solved by the progressive

experimental apphcation of the principle of Brotherhood.

If the men and women in the " far-flung battle-line
"

of the Brotherhood Movement in the different countries

of the world mil take these problems in the light of the

principles proclaimed in this book, and will thresh them

out locally in discussion in a spirit of fellowship, they

will perform a greater service than they can well under-

stand. For they will carry forward to the succeeding

Conferences of the International Brotherhood Movement
an immensely enriched body of thought and experience.

They will all contribute their separate conclusions to

the common pool, and by thus sharing for the good of all

the discoveries and experiences of each the whole Move-

ment everywhere will be strengthened and quickened

in every part.

For instance. South Africa, Australia, and the United

States can bring to the discussion of Brotherhood

and the native races a body of experience that is lacking

in the British Isles or in, say, Belgium or Serbia ;
while,

on the other hand, in facing the problems of the adjust-
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merit of the relations of Capital and Labour or nation

with nation, the mother country of Britain can bring a

rich and painfully accumulated experience that is fuller

than that of any other people. t,,^

If Brotherhoods, Adult Schools, and all kinds of men
and women gathered together in any part of the world

will make each great issue raised in this book the plat-

form for a discussion, and will work their way through

those discussions to some clear thought, they will have
had an experience tremendously interesting in itself,

but at the same time of permanent value to the world-

propaganda of the Kingdom of God. For in the long

run the new age that is to be will not stand " built against

the sky " as a result of platform oratory tumultuously

applauded. When " the shouting and the tumult dies
"

it is after all the changed heart, the steadied and purified

will, the informed intelHgence that will carry the day
against the powers of darkness and will " beat down the

banner of Satan."

For, at long last, when we come to the end of the day
we find that the ultimate source of the power to turn the

world upside down reposes now where it first began—
in a group of men (mixed men from the labouring and
professional and business spheres) learning day after

day, in talk with their Leader, the principles of the

Kingdom of Universal Brotherhood, and discovering

day by day in Him the power to carry those principles

into practice. The Brotherhood Movement began in a

group of Galilean men round their Leader, Jesus Christ,

and if and when it leaves that central place it will perish.

If, however, it keeps its heart and soul centred in the

eternal and fundamental truth of the reality of God's

Fatherhood as the basis of man's Brotherhood ; if it

learns from Jesus Christ more and more of the mind of

God ; if it faces unflinchingly, with its mind as well as its

heart, the facts of the world-situation ; if its leadership

continues with no ambition save to serve God and
humanity ; and if it sets itself to achieve from platform

and press and in discussion a world-wide declaration

of the Brotherhood ideal as a practical solution of the

tremendous problems of the future, and will never flag
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till all men of every race on the earth have received
that message of God's goodwill,—then the Brotherhood
Movement will serve the present age as a manifest moral
and spiritual force, and will go down to posterity as one
of the great creative Christian movements that helped
to save humanity at its crisis of crises, its hour of
Destiny in world-history.



II

PRELIMINARY MEETING

Reception of Delegates

On Saturday afternoon, September 13, 1919, a pre-

liminary meeting was held from 3 to 5 o'clock in the

Lecture Hall of the City Temple, Mr. William Ward,
the Honorary International Secretary, acting as chair-

man. Delegates representative of the various countries

were invited to the platform, and short addresses were

delivered.

Rev. J. G. SHEARER, D.D., said :
" We are on the up-

grade in Canada. Canada is largely represented in this

International Congress. I believe there are something

like sixty-four delegates present. That is a goodly

number—perhaps disproportionate to the population

of our great dominion ; but our Christian Men's

Brotherhood Federation is a great organization in the

family of Brotherhood Federations. And, as you will

learn by and by, the mainspring and the main man,
and the real founder and leader of the movement in

Canada, is Thomas Howell, who makes all the bullets

and calls upon some of the rest of us to fire them off.

He lays all the schemes, presses the button, and keeps

out of sight himself. It is a really great man who can

do that."

Rev. SAMUEL ZANE BATTEN, D.D. (General Secretary

of the Baptist Brotherhood Federation, U.S.A.) said:

" I don't know why I should have been selected to say

a word for the United States, for we have quite a

number of splendid men here from that country—just

how many we have not been able to report as yet. But
while our delegation may not be as large as that from

16
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Canada, it will, I think, make up in enthusiasm what it

may lack in numbers. The chairman has said that

nobody was to look serious at this meeting, and that

any man who looked solemn would be turned out.

Well, we ought to be happy here in this Brotherhood

meeting ; but we cannot forget the world outside. Oh,

brothers, if the spirit of brotherhood which is here to-day

were only regnant in this world of ours, there would be

a joy in the heart and happiness upon the face of every

one ; and this old world of ours might be such a place

as an archangel would choose for a home."

Rev. Bishop WILLARD BREWING (Canada) said:

" There are so many Canadians here that I think

there may be a danger of this Congress becoming a

Canadian institution. I cannot fail to say just this :

I was over in Dr. Batten's country a few months ago,

at Cleveland, Ohio. I was stopping with a family

of German extraction; and, among other things the

daughter of the house said to me was : ' Well, you

cannot help acknowledging it was a very courageous

thing on the part of the German captain who came

across the Atlantic in a submarine.' To which I

replied that it was a very brave thing ; but that it was

a much braver thing those men were doing who were

coming across the Atlantic on the top of the water.

And so, standing on British soil to-day to speak this

word of greeting, I am glad to say that we in Canada are

rejoiced to be here at this particular time ;
because we

remember that it was the power of our mother country

and her Navy and her other great interests that made our

efforts through these five years possible, and also made
possible, as it could not otherwise have been, our

presence at this meeting."

Rev. J. FORT NEWTON, Litt.D., D.D. (City Temple) :

" My word is one of hearty and abundant welcome to

the Brotherhood to the City Temple. There is no place

on this planet where you will feel more at home or find

a better fellowship. It unites freedom and reverence to

the forward-looking faith that is sympathetic with all

things brotherly, that seeks to cultivate brotherhood in

religion as well as brotherhood between the nations of

2
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men. It is yours : take possession of it. By your

presence you will deepen its spirit, and you will leave

behind an added fragrance of brotherly love and good-

will."

The CHAIRMAN ;
" I am going to ask a friend to speak

who spent some considerable time in England trying

to understand the Brotherhood Movement and its

organization to the minutest detail, and getting into

touch with our societies. He went back to South Africa

to work among the native population ; and is already

doing a magnificent work. He has now returned to

England, bringing with him a translation into the native

language of the hymns of the Fellowship Hymn-book.
They have not the means over there to get it out. But
I immediately told him that, though I did not know
where the money was coming from, I did know the

Brotherhood Movement, and that we would make
arrangements for it to be got out before he went back

to South Africa."

Mr. SOLOMON T. PLAATJE :
" I bring to you the

greetings of seven million souls who are thirsting for

Brotherhood."
The CHAIRMAN drew attention (with the short refer-

ences appended under each name) to the presence on

the platform of Mr. Harendranath Maitra, " who is

doing a magnificent work in spreading the principle of

Brotherhood in India and in England." Mr. Samuel
Abadir, " who has been one of the stalwarts in extending

the Brotherhood with others in Egypt. They have

succeeded so well that they have had to form themselves

into a National Federation." Rev. W. J. Southam,
B.D., rector of Holy Trinity Church, Winnipeg, " who,

without knowing to what denomination I belong, and
without caring to ask, invited me to preach in his church

to a congregation of 1,000 people. He is President of

the Winnipeg Brotherhood Federation. Mr. Harry
Jeffs—" I see no more need be said on that subject "

—

(referring to the applause which greeted the name) ;

Rev. Tom Sykes ;
'' and, if any of you should not know

it, ' There is a man sent from God, whose name is

'

John Clifford."
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Rev. JOHN CLIFFORD, D.D. :
" I can only say this

is one of the happiest days of my Hfe. I am thankful

to be here to-day, and hear the speeches given. I am
anticipating one of the best possible times on Monday
afternoon, when we shall Hsten to messages from all

parts of the world, telling us what the Brotherhood is

doing, and arranging to do, for your better work in the

future."

Devotional Meeting

Monday, September 15, 1919, 9.30 a.m.

Rev. F. B. MEYER, B.A., D.D. :
" Those of us who

wrought in excavating the foundations on which this

noble edifice of Christian Brotherhood now stands had

but the merest conception that it would so soon rise to

its present proportions. This is due, under God, to my
friends, whose names are familiar to you as household

words, and who have kept steadily at this work, whilst

I, who for two years had the honour of being your

President, have been called in another but not an un-

sympathetic direction.

It is a marvel, and a profound cause for thankfulness,

that our Brotherhood Movement has so soon recovered

from the effects of the war, in which hundreds of our

men have died, and during which our ranks were neces-

sarily thinned.

But it is not difficult to account for it. The war has

killed Atheism, and proved the ineffectiveness of the

Agnostic position to help a man in the supreme crisis.

Men have been face to face with Suffering, Death, the

Unseen and Eternal World, and with God, in camp,

battlefield, hospital, in danger and in death. They have

seen their comrades die, have heard their last words,

received their final messages, have ministered the last

consolations. They have found by practical experience

that religion counts. Many of them have come back,

not saints, not Puritans, but with a new view of things.

In many cases, also, where the padres have been live men
their men have conceived a new respect for the ideals

which prompted them to go ' over the top ' beside them.
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The strong pure lives of their own Christian comrades

have also impressed them.

Thousands of men have returned to their homes with

a new latitude and longitude, but somehow the ordinary

church services fail, in a large percentage of cases, to

attract and grip them, and they have naturally gravi-

tated towards the more homely, free-and-easy meetings

of our Brotherhoods. There the democratic element

is more clearly in evidence. The laity have a more
definite position. The word Brother stands for a reality,

which counts for more than a handshake on Sunday.

The absence of class distinctions and ' side ' is also a

prime recommendation. In these respects the churches

have much to learn from the Brotherhood Movement.
The part which it is called upon to play in the

making of Britain and a new world cannot be over-

estimated. The great Labour movements of the present

day owe an incalculable debt to the influence of

religion on the character of honoured leaders, like

the past President, Arthur Henderson. However much
men differ from their opinions, all acknowledge and do

honour to their absolute integrity and straightforward-

ness as men of unimpeachable character.

But it is evident that if society is to be saved, the

Labour Movement, and indeed the whole of our Society,

must be permeated by the principles that Jesus taught

in the Sermon on the Mount. To sacrifice self for others,

to surrender one's personal interests for the universal

good, to seek to bring about the Kingdom of God and

His righteousness—this alone will save society ; but all

this must be based not merely on a moral code, but be

vitalized by the spirit of Pentecost. The Beatitudes

without that inspiration are likely to be very ineffective

in practice.

Who, then, that loves his Fatherland, and foresees the

position which the Labour Party will presently take,

can forbear to wish all prosperity to this mighty Brother-

hood Movement, which seems likely to supply the

religious needs of the masses of the people ! But how
vast the responsibility that rests on that great and

admirable array of voluntary speakers and singers to
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whom our meetings are so greatly indebted 1 They will,

in many cases, provide the sole instruction and inspira-

tion which our meetings and members get, so far as

religion is concerned. They are called upon to give a

religion which is Christocentric, and on which men can

live or die. Nothing less than Christ, who died for our

sins, and lives for our daily help, can meet the case.

And now that this movement is spreading through the

world, its influence will be still more intensive as well

as extensive. It will become a kind of Christian Free-

masonry. It will bring all men nearer by the ties of a

common relationship, based on the Fatherhood of God,

and wide as the Brotherhood of the race. Let politicians

take heart ! They may work on their treaties and their

leagues, in which may God speed them, but these

compacts can only live when the breath of religion

animates them. And that breath we hope and believe

our Brotherhood will supply."

Election of President

Monday, September 15, 10 a.m.

Mr. WILLIAM WARD (Honorary International Secre-

tary) presided.

CHAIRMAN :
" We found that it was necessary that

some one should be designated as President of the

Congress. I want to say that the British Brotherhood
Federation had no desire whatever to jump the claim by
designating one of our own men, and it is with general

consent and after consultation with our Canadian
brethren that I submit a name to you this morning.

Our friends from the United States and other parts of

the world have also by common consent agreed that

there is only one man that we can think of to preside

over this Congress ; and I have therefore to propose

the name of the venerable and venerated Dr. John
CHfford."

(The proposal was unanimously agreed to amid loud

applause.

)

" Dr. Clifford, I am proud of the opportunity of asking

you to preside over this Congress, All over Canada
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and the United States your name is held in reverence.

At the great Baptist Convention in Denver, when there

were 2,400 delegates present, I mentioned the name of

the man who occupied the presidential chair of the

British Brotherhood Council when it was first formed

—

Dr. F. B. Meyer ; and that name was received with great

applause. Then I mentioned that our present President

was Dr. John Clifford, and the audience rose to their

feet. There are men here, Doctor, who have been

looking forward to the opportunity of looking into your

face and grasping your hand. They have elected you

their President ; and we all pray that every atom of

your being while you are in this chair may be per-

meated by the Holy Spirit. Physically, mentally, and

spiritually may power be given to you to guide this

Congress."

Rev. JOHN CLIFFORD, D.D. :
" For three years it has

been my privilege to be the chairman or president of

the British Brotherhood ; and those years have been

full of joy. Additions have been made to the circle of

my friends ; and any juvenility I still possess must be

put to the credit of my entering upon the office of Presi-

dent of the National Brotherhood in this country. I

am therefore looking forward to an addition to my
youthfulness, as I occupy the position of President of

the International Congress. And I am certain that, as

activity is longevity and life is movement, so I shall

discover that this position affords me not only oppor-

tunities of adding to my friends, but also contributing

a little, I trust, towards the advancement of a cause which

is superlatively dear to me, and has been dear to me
throughout the whole course of my life. I will not

detain you further now ; I shall probably detain you

by and by. But at present it is my privilege to ask

Dr. Stevenson from the United States to give us his

message."
Rev. HUGH T. STEVENSON, D.D, (U.S.A.): "Mr.

President, and brothers and sisters in Jesus Christ :

I accept that welcome, not for me personally, but for my
country and for the cause that unites us this morning.

For I realize that you will regret as much as I do that I
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stand in the place of the Ambassador of the United States,

who was to bring to you the greetings of the President

of the United States and the people of my country. The
Ambassador has placed that duty and obligation upon
me in a note sent from the Embassy of the United
States.

Mr. President : allow me to bring to you, as I am sure

I can speak, the congratulations and the good wishes of

six millions of our own faith, who will be cheered and
encouraged when they realize that the Grand Old Man of

England leads us ; not because he leads, but because he
stands for the eternal principles of the Lord Jesus Christ.

For while at this hour there are differences of opinion

among us concerning the League of Nations ; while

those differences exist for the moment, I call you to

remember the history of our country, that never, in

all our career when America has been brought face

to face with a great moral issue has she ever decided

on the wrong side ; never ; and God grant we never
shall. While there may be differences concerning

interpretations and methods, when you come to speak
to the American men, to those forward-looking and
religious-thinking men, citizens of that great Republic,

I believe I can say, from those I have talked with
both inside and outside the church, that they hail

the dawn of a world-brotherhood as having within it

the hope of winning the peace. We have won the

war ; we have not yet won the peace. And the task

of winning the peace is more difficult and greater than
that of winning the war. And we will fail, as did

France some years ago. without considering the Father-
hood of God. But when we realize and have a true

conception of God as our Father, and realize the allegi-

ance that we owe to Him and our duty to incarnate in

the life of the world the spiritual teachings of Jesus

in such a manner that they shall have a social expres-

sion, that they shall be made practicable, that men
may understand that Jesus came with a programme,
not only to regenerate the individual, but to regenerate

the world ; and then when we see that the message of

Jesus has been committed to us, and that we are to
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carry on that work until the men of the whole world are

banded together in a great brotherhood, breathing the

spirit of the great Nazarene, dominated by the principles

and precepts of the great Teacher and Master of us all,

looking for help and for aid from the power of the Holy

Spirit to unite, in a constructive way, the hearts of the

nations, then God will become King of kings and Lord

of lords, and wars will cease, and throughout the world

men to men shall brothers be. And it is only as we carry

that spirit into our hfe and into our activities that we can

hope to bring the world into a brotherhood ;
and, with

that message of love that ties all hearts together, with

that binding power, the world will come into a new life

and the liberty which we have achieved, and wherein

we have saved democracy for the world and made for

ever possible that a government of the people and by the

people and for the people shall not perish from the earth.

That can only be when the democracies of the world

which have been saved for the world are made safe

for the world by the blood of the Redeemer and Master

of us all. And, on behalf of America, at the request

of the Ambassador, I bring to you these greetings and

hail you.

We have the opportunity to-day of uniting heart to

heart in working for peace that can only come as we

plant the standard of the Christ and the principles of

Jesus in the heart of man."
Rev. R. B. WHYTE, having presented the message from

Sir Robert Borden, the Prime Minister of Canada, which

appears in the Appendix, said :

" Canada occupies a unique position in this Conference

and in the sphere of world- politics. Canada has always

been proud to be numbered amongst the nations, and in

the world- circle of British nations. And in August

1914 we decided and showed to the world that we, who

were born and bred overseas, would always stand by the

ancient home, because we were sons of the blood and call

her mother still. We, however, have a unique position

on the North American continent. Like the republic

to the south we have people from all parts of the world

forn^ing our citizenship—sons of the Occident and sons
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of the Orient, sons of British freedom and sons of

European despotism ; and we share with them the task

of bringing forth from the melting-pot of the nations a

new type of man. And Sir Robert Borden knows as

well as anybody else that if Canada is to be truly great,

if the population of her cities is to be united, however
diverse they are in race and language, it must be done by
a common faith in our common Master, Jesus Christ, and

by filling and permeating the life of the nations with the

spirit of Brotherhood,

It has been a great pleasure to me to feel, in common
with the rest of the Canadian delegates, the warmth and
the spontaneity and the genuineness of the welcome
that we have received here ; and we hope to carry back

to our nation something of that spirit of Brotherhood

that will enable us to stand up under the burdens under

which the world is staggering at the present time, that

we may not bend or break under these burdens, but rise

with a new strength and a new force to the splendid

opportunities that are ours in this new day, and win for

those who shall come after us a national life and an

international life that shall be more thorough in its

organization than anything that we have known, that

shall be more brotherly than anything the past has

revealed to us, and shall win for all mankind the generous

inheritance of a brighter and a broader age."

Mr. WILLIAM WARD :
" Several other messages have

been received for this Congress, These have come from
practically all parts of the world, I should occupy
the whole of this morning's session if I were to read the

letters. There are a few to which I want particularly

to refer, before reading the three that must be read, from
distinguished men connected with the Press of this

country, Mr, Garvin, of The Observer. Mr, Gardiner, of

The Daily News, Sir William Robertson Nicoll, of The
British Weekly, and Lord Burnham, of The Daily Tele-

graph have all sent most encouraging messages to this

Congress ; and may I say also that there are two dis-

tinguished members of the Press attending the Congress

as delegates ?—Brother Davis, who is the editor of one

of the prominent weeklies in IJarailton, Ontario, and
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Brother Van Paasschen, editor of a leading daily news-

paper in Holland."

Mr. Ward then presented the messages to the Con-

gress from Dr. Albert Moore, President of the Canadian

Brotherhood Federation, Cardinal Mercier, of Belgium,

and General Smuts. The messages appear in full in the

Appendix.
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BROTHERHOOD AND RELIGION

BROTHERHOOD, ITS GREAT TASKS AND
MIGHTY HOPE

By Rev. John Clifford, D.D.

{Presidential Address delivered in the City Temple,
Monday morning, September 15, 1919)

" My first privilege in taking this chair is to express,

on behalf of the National Brotherhood Council of Great
Britain, the heartiest of welcomes to the delegates and
representatives here assembled in this our First Inter-

national Congress of the Brotherhoods of the world.

We rejoice in your visit, and have looked forward to
it with eagerness. It was our desire to meet in 1915,
but the war made it impossible, and now we hail your
arrival from far-sundered parts of the world with thank-
fulness, and with large expectations, both from what
this Congress must mean in itself to the cause so dear to
us all, and still more from the exceeding great and
precious promise it contains for the distant future.

Our Assembly is one of the brightest omens of these
perplexing days, a light shining in a sky darkened by
menacing clouds drifted hither and thither from the
tortured fields of strife. It will hearten and guide us in

our efforts to rebuild the City of God to meet as brother
thinkers and workers, who have seen their beneficent
work smitten and wounded, rent and torn during the
last five years ; but who never ceased to feel its perennial

27
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beauty and charm ; or to believe in its claims, or to

assert its divine authority, or to be sure of its conquering

march, under the leadership of our living and loving

Master, to final triumph amid the thanksgivings of a

new and better world. We are sure that our fraternal

intercourse concerning the way to make the League
of Nations absolutely safe, the methods of protecting and
training native races, and the introduction of peace into

the world of labour, will strengthen the sacred bonds
which unite English-speaking peoples all over the earth

and promote those greater purposes of spiritual freedom

and universal social justice and practical religion for

which our forefathers gave their lives.

Nor can our gatherings fail to bring healing and peace

to woe-stricken Europe. With increased ardour we
shall maintain the beneficent ministry we have been

discharging to the hungry and starving children and
women of the lands ravaged and desolated by this un-

paralleled war, and shall also obtain that anointing of

the Spirit of the Lord which will fit us to take the glad

tidings of Brotherhood and reconciliation to the victims

of hatred and greed in the countries so severely punished

by defeat.

But more gladdening and prophetic still is the fact

that in this Congress we actually achieve the union of

East and West on the broad and indestructible basis

of Fraternity. Short-sighted seers, ignorant of the

methods and purposes of the Eternal, have asserted

that such an event could never happen. But it has

happened ! It is here ! Children of the rosy dawn and of

the setting sun grasp hands in the name of the Religion

of Brotherhood ; both rejoicing to contribute to the

common stock of the world's spiritual wealth the mani-

fold and various results of their training in the separate

schools appointed by God : their philosophy and their

art, their science and literature, their speculation and
practical wisdom, so that by the pooling of all those

results, the civilization of mankind may be advanced to

higher stages, and the good of the whole increased. Thus
East and West join minds and hearts in a common pur-

pose, a common faith and hope, and a common devotion
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to duty, both bent on making the ' Golden Rule,' or

the ' Royal Law ' as James calls it (a law which is at the

heart of all practical religion), not only the standard of

individual conduct binding each man to order his life

so that it shall add the largest values to the welfare of

the community of which he is a member ; but also and

equally the law of inter-state relations, since the relations

of nations to one another react powerfully on the well-

being of individuals, and of communities, and of the

whole of mankind.
But although I cherish these anticipations of the

harvest to be reaped from this new departure in the

larger life of the world, I am not forgetful of the fact,

first, that our tasks are indescribably great, and,

secondly, that the times are sorely out of joint.

The war is over, in a sense ; but the aftermath is

portentous. Grave were the difficulties, and hard the

problems of the world-war ; but whilst the contest was

raging our energies were stimulated by our fears ;
we

were goaded to action, and the action fed our faith and

hope, and we endured to the end ; now we are bewildered,

confused, dazed, and in danger of mental paralysis from

problems we cannot solve, conditions of life we cannot

master, and reactionary forces we cannot beat back.

Our nerves are fretted and chafed ; we are driven to the

edge of the abysses of despair. We see as we have not

seen before that we are the apostles and preachers of

Brotherhood in a world built up to this very hour on the

hellish poHcy of " each for himself, and the devil take

the hindmost." The Cain- spirit which came in early

is still ruling large breadths of our life. Most men think

they have so much to do for themselves that they cannot

accept trusteeship for their brothers. The weeds of

selfishness choke the good seed sown in the garden of life.

The modern world does not really believe in the brother-

hood of man. It does not ! It talks about it just now.

Everybody sings its praises ; but it is still a new com-

mandment to 90 per cent, of our fellows that we should
' love one another.' Men will subscribe to it as a creed ;

but they do not believe it enough to practise it ; it is

not the master-passion of their lives. While God admini-
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sters the world in love and to make love king and lord,

man rules immense spaces of it in hate. Alienation and

strife abound, though we declare that fellowship is life

and isolation is death. Caste is a hoary and implacable

tyrant. Fashion enslaves us. We are imprisoned in

conventions. Inherited superiority empties the vials

of its scorn on the ' lower orders ' so-called. States use

their laws to confer favours on those who ' have ' and to

inflict penalties on those who ' have not.' Evil-doers

organize to exploit the weak races. Marauding mes-

sengers of trade filch the treasures of the poor. The

Drink Trade fills its coffers from the ruin of the home and

of the nation, and the British State bows to its sceptre.

Militarism plots for the continuance of the reign of

Moloch ; and even ecclesiasticisms are often prolific

sources of division instead of unity, and builders of walls

of partition instead of homes for Brotherhood.

Whittier sings, with apparent tranquillity—and I

confess I have often joined him—' I see the wrong that

round me lies,' but in these recent days, when the wide

world is laid open to view, and all the woes of Humanity

crowd upon the sight, I am compelled to say few of us

see further than the edge of the enormous mass of evil.

Mountains of wrong are heaped on the common people

of all lands. The inhumanity of man to man fills me with

horror. I cannot endure it. I feel like Jeremiah, and

wish that my head were a fountain of waters that I

might weep day and night for my brothers and sisters,

little children, frail women and old men slain by the

ruthless greed and unblushing cruelty of their fellows
;

and then, like the same prophet, I find hot indignation

burning like a fire in my bones, and I dash away my tears,

and would fain start out like Hercules to cleanse the

Augean stable of society from floor to roof from all the

accursed evils that infest it.

Ah, brothers and sisters of the International ! We
have indeed undertaken an enterprise of great pith and

moment ; a task of titanic proportions, demanding the

patience of Job, the courage of Moses, the valour of

Daniel, the sympathy of Jeremiah, and the faith and love

and sacrifice of our Master and Leader ; but, happily
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for us, we have not undertaken this transcendent mission

of World-Brotherhood in our own name, or at our own
charges. No ! thanks be to God, it is His work we
are doing, and He in His love of us invites us to work
with Him.

Dr. Lyman Abbott, talking at Westbourne Park
about the difficulties of the people of the United States

in assimilating and transforming the hosts of men of

different races who sought within their ample bounds a

new home, affirmed that God must love the Americans
very much, because He trusted them with such a work.

It is so ; that is the way to interpret our position, that is the

meaning of the work we have taken up ; and God Himself
is saying to us, as the Angel did to Daniel, ' O man,
greatly beloved, fear not

;
peace be to thee ; be strong,

yea be strong " ; that is God's message to us. We
welcome it, and as Daniel was strengthened and ' returned

to fight ' with fresh zest and courage, so we in the name
of God will set up our banners and inscribe on them the

old device, ' One is our Master, even Christ, ' and we all,

all without exception, are brothers ; we will cleanse and
brighten our ideals ; attack our problems with illumined

minds and reinforced wills, help to rearrange the map
of the world on a basis of freedom and democracy, social

and political justice ; and make our difficulties the

occasion for the full expenditure of our powers, and seek

to secure in this twentieth century the victory of

Brotherhood over the selfishness and folly of the world.

All Things are International

For, in spite of the stupendous difficulties I have
cited, I do not forget that there are other aspects of our

time which offer us strong encouragement. The seas

are stormy and the skies are overcast, but we are cer-

tainly launching our new vessel on the crest of that

wave of internationalism which will carry us safely to

our desired haven. The whole world is moving towards
solidarity ; the welding of the races of mankind into

unity is being forged in the fires of an unequalled catas-

trophe. God's way is to make of one spirit and purpose
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all the sons of men, and owing to the movements of His
spirit it is becoming more and more the way of man. A
narrow and cramped individualism, though still prodigi-

ously vital, is withering from day to day, and soon, like

the leaves of autumn, will be blown away by the winds
of fraternity. The recognition of the incomputable
values of each human unit is constraining men to make
an end of their divisions and work together, so that they
may ensure the maximum of enrichment to each from
the total spiritual wealth, and increase the sum of that
wealth for all by securing tke largest possible gift from
each to the whole.

The fact is, our Congress is the sign and mark of the
new start of mankind towards its divinely predestined
goal, for Humanity has in very deed entered upon a
fresh—and, as far as one can see, a final—stage in its

corporate life. The international is the dominating
conception of the relations of men to men. A new con-

sciousness, a new mind, has entered the soul of the world.

Brotherhood is on the march, and nothing can stop it.

The road is steep, and the summit is afar ; and slowly

every advance is made, but we are now climbing the

rugged heights, and in due time we shall arrive. The
domestic prepares for the civic and the civic for the
national ; and the national is on the way to the inter-

national, and realizes itself in and through the inter-

national. Brotherhood is like the air, universal and
unescapable. It besets us behind and before, and lays

its quickening and uplifting hand upon us. The world
is being made ' all clear ' for its march. ' Labour ' has
long been international. ' Peace ' movements are world-
wide. The Temperance Crusade assails all barriers and
will beat them down. The legislators of different coun-
tries meet in conference to harmonize laws. Even the

churches are developing international relations and
preparing for world-congresses ; and I cannot doubt
that the movements for unity will slough the obsolete

accretions of the past and unite the religions of the world
so that Humanity shall become one flock under one
Shepherd. Indeed, I cannot refuse to think that the

organization of our societies all over the world on the
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basis of practical religion will be one of the most effective

steps towards the realization of that divine ideal.

It is a settled conviction of most forward-looking

minds that nothing matters so much in life as the meeting

of minds in frank and fearless conference, to exchange

ideas, to discuss and frame policies for common service,

to crack every idea and see whether it contains nothing

but dust or has in it a germ of abiding life ; to bring

together earnest men with their different experiences

and outlooks, to canvass facts, sift them, set them in

their true logical relation to one another, and evolve

the one and only true line of action. That is what
avails. We therefore are here not merely to state our

task, but to educate one another for discharging the

most exacting work mortal men ever undertook ; to set

one another thinking ; to cast that thinking into a

common stock, to test it by the acid test of other minds ;

to map out our course of action, to fire each other and

all that we can reach with an inextinguishable enthusiasm

for Humanity.
Hence we are creating, this week, a great religious

International, in the name and spirit of the one unique

International Man ; an International wider than that

of Labour, or Art, or Science, or Philosophy, or any
existing, actual Church ; but coincident in its boundaries

with the Ideal Church ; an International based on the

human, but enjoying the sanction and resources of the

divine. That is our aim. There is our business, and we
pledge ourselves to spare no pains to give that World-

Brotherhood limitless sway over all men.
In these efforts we must as Internationalists give glad

welcome to the new interpretation of Brotherhood which

is emerging in the thought of the world through a height-

ened estimate of personal values.

More and more it is admitted that Brotherhood is not

of the body, but of the soul ; not of the pigments in the

skin, white or black, but of the potencies of the con-

science and heart, aspiration and will : not, indeed, in

any way contingent on the accidents of corporeity, or

geographical location, or the culture of the mind, or the

contents of the purse, or the place in the strata of society,
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or theological creeds, or ecclesiastical relations ; hut on

the capital fact that ' a man's a man for a' that and a'

that,' and that he is a brother man for a' that, and in

spite of everything apart from his essential soul. It is

not merely that science shows us that many of our racial

divisions are artificial and superficial and unreal ; it is

something much deeper. It is not a question of the

animal at all, but of the spiritual and ethical, of the

capacity for God, and for all God is, for the knowledge

of truth, the love of beauty and the practice of goodness.

Brotherhood is, in short, a supreme spiritual fact ; an

ultimate fact deeper than all the physical facts of life.

Now the advent of that conception is critical, it marks

a definite stage forward. There are revolutions, social

and political in that idea. It is packed full of dynamite.

The energies that will make a new world are concealed

in it. Set it fully to work in the markets, in society,

in states and churches, and you will turn the world

upside down, and bring a better era for humanity than

most people dream of ; the Kingdom of God will really

come, and the City of God will be built as a city for man
as man, and as God meant him to be when He made him

a little lower than the angels—that is, only a little lower

than Himself.
' God is a spirit,' said our Master, ' and they that

worship Him must worship Him in spirit and in truth '
;

for such the Father seeks to worship Him. The Father

seeks His child, seeks his Spirit for fellowship ; for man
also is a spirit ; and spirit with spirit can meet. As

there is no corporeity in God, so it is not the corporeity

that makes the man. He has a body, and life has a

physical basis ; but he himself is spirit and functions

through the body. The body is not the man, any more

than the boat is the rower, though it is the means by
which the rower moves along the river. So it is in the

spirit that men are brothers ; not in their blood, or their

language ; not in their racial qualities, as Jew or Gentle,

Scythian or barbarian ; not in their political status as

bond or free.

Everything in the conduct of man to man hangs on

that. Is man an animal and nothing more ? If so, then
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he may be treated as a pawn in the game, a cog in the

machine, a ' hand ' in the factory, a slave to a govern-

ment, a soldier to fight for a general ; a means of

furthering other people's ends and aims, and not an end

in himself ; but since he is a son of the Father, a spirit

in partnership with the Eternal Spirit, he has claims that

are Divine and must be met. The spiritual is basic and

universal ; and all the problems of Brotherhood are

spiritual ; that is the truth we have to work into the

thought and action of the world, amongst rich and

poor, black and white. Red Indians and black negroes ;

backward and forward peoples, small nations and big

commonwealths ; everywhere and always ; for it is an

indisputable and dominating fact that God has made
us all of one spirit, and expects us to sit and work together

in the heavenly places of the spiritual life.

Few there are, I fear, who steadfastly hold that faith,

and fewer still who practise it ; but our Congress comes

into being to make it the working idea of all life, the

accepted and obeyed axiom of the associated activities

of international man.
For brotherhood is ethical as well as spiritual, and

achieves its highest and best, not from sentiment and

synrpathy, but from moral conviction.

It is more than kindly help, the throb of pity and the

outflow of compassion ; it is an integral part of that

world-righteousness which builds nations on enduring

foundations, exalts them to dignity and greatness, en-

riches them with abounding fruitfulness, places them in

the divine order, and secures for them continuous pros-

perity. To realize the ideal of Brotherhood is righteous-

ness ; obedience to God and the discharge of the whole

duty of man to man.
It is due to God. God claims it. Thou shall love thy

neighbour as thyself is an eternal law, and our Master

gives that law a universal application. It is not, thou

mayst be brotherly ; but thou shalt. That is the com-

mand of God. Therefore brotherly love and service is

loyalty to God, to the sovereignty of right in the re-

lations of human life. Our Brotherhoods get their

structure of force and reality from the illuminated
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conscience ; that is, from the all-mastering conviction

of duty to God.

By that same high authority the spirit and practice of

Brotherhood is due to man as man, and as a child of the

Father ; to man as an individual, and in and for him-

self, and to him as a member of successive groups of

men, through which his personal life attains its full

development and reaches its true end. The Apostle

John scorns the assumption that a man loves God whom
he has not seen, whilst he does not heed the claims for

love centring in his brother who is at the doors. Of the

two great commandments with the obligation to obey,

the second is more obviously binding than the first

;

and some individuals who have had little to say con-

cerning their compliance with the claims of the Infinite

and Eternal have left us in no doubt whatever as to

their convictions concerning the claims of men their

brothers.

Abraham Lincoln had no question as to his duty to

the slaves of the United States. He could not have.

He must set them free. His mind was made up that the

iniquitous system must be destroyed, and he said, ' If

ever I get a chance to hit slavery I will hit it hard.'

The chance came to him, and his conscience was ready.

Necessity was laid upon him, and he struck so hard and

so repeatedly that he lost his Ufe in the contest ; but

he inflicted a blow from which slavery has not recovered,

and never will.

The same sense of brotherly duty to man fired Living-

stone, the fierce and implacable foe of the slave trade,

and urged him forward to mighty deeds to stamp it out.

It was as a consuming flame in the soul of William Knibb,

and made it impossible for him to rest content in telling

the good news of another life whilst his black brothers

were suffering the cruel bondage of this life.

Indeed, the long-sustained and heroic struggles for the

advancement of individual and social well-being have

always been fed from this exhaustless spiritual and

ethical source. We recognize the truth of the proverb

that ' One touch of nature makes the whole world kin.'

We have seen it on a scale of unprecedented splendour
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in the rally of the peoples of the earth to the defence of

imperilled freedom and democracy in the tragic war ;

as we have beheld it when a fire has raged in our streets,

or read of it when a wreck has taken place at sea. But
it is the conviction of what is due from man to his fellow

that has wrought righteousness, subdued kingdoms of

tyranny, and won victories for freedom and progress of

incalculable value and of infinite reproductiveness. It

is that ethical element in Brotherhood which has been vic-

torious. Men have felt like Martin Luther— ' Here I

stand. I can no other. ' And they have had strength

to stand still in patient steadfastness, or to dash forward

in conquering attack on behalf of what seemed im-

possible. Like Stephen, and his and our Master, they

have loved their enemies and prayed for them that

despitefully used them ; like John Eliot, they have
soared not only beyond their fears, but higher than their

social and racial prejudices in brother service to those

who had nothing to offer except their need and their

human claims ; like Shaftesbury and Gladstone, and
many others, they have striven to give to the whole man,
both in his personal activities and also to groups of men
in industries and villages and cities and nations, those

conditions and institutions and laws by which each

single soul should have a free, full, and rich life, realized

in and through the whole, and the whole itself should

become an uplifting and ennobling influence on each.

They have sought to free the land for the benefit of the

character of those who dwell on it and till it ; to get

better housing because the home is a momentous factor

in nourishing the virtue and building the manhood of

the citizens, to prohibit the drink trade because that

trade is the foe at once of the home and of the State, to

shape legislation so that every statute shall make it

easier to be and to do good, and more difficult to be and
do evil ; and to regulate and order the relations of

nations to one another in such a way as to bring war
to an end and inaugurate the reign of peace and good-

will for the peoples of the earth.

It is in this spirit and following the example of those

world-builders that we address ourselves to the im-
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mediate task of making the world safe for the League
of Nations, and the operations of the tribunal it estab-

lishes effective in the total abolition of war, the re-

mapping of Europe, the establishment of justice between
State and State, the promotion of economic righteousness,

and the increase of the happiness of mankind.
That is undoubtedly our international work. Lord

Grey says, ' The success of the League rests with the

people, who can make their Governments what they
will' That note ought to ring and peal through every
Brotherhood in the world. We are bound to support

to the uttermost this supernational Court. For that

League is the one great hope of the world. The Peace
we must have can come no other way. Every other

path is a blind alley. All other roads lead to the ' Hell

of War.' The League is the one true and only way to

the inauguration of that new world-order in which reason

and right shall rule, destructive competition give place

to peace-making co-operation, enmity to amity, and so

make our Brotherhood doctrines, ideals, and spirit sway,

as they must, the whole of the human race.

Never forget the present opportunity is without a

parallel in human history. The hour is great, even the

greatest in the long story of troubled man. There is

nothing like it in the crowded annals of the mighty
centuries. Lose it, and all is lost. Let it go, and the

flood-gates will not be long before they open and the

deluge of misery and death overwhelm us. Lose it, and
the generation that follows will scorn us for our blindness

and cowardice, our want of zeal and enthusiasm for the

welfare of the world. The opportunity creates a sacred

and solemn obligation. Before us is the chance to save

the future ; it is not less—the whole future ! Woe to us !

—unutterable woe to us if we let it slip unused !

We are all sure that if we do not end war, war will

end us. That is certain ! It has gone a long way towards

ending us already. Our modern civilization has been

broken up beyond imagination. No one can total our

losses of life, of power, of brain and of heart, of faith and
love ; no mind can ever conceive the range and value of

what has been destroyed, and no tongue can ever tell
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What is demonstrated is that we must bring war to an

end. We must have a real peace. Not a peace made
by diplomats between prince and prince, and made in

secret, but made by representatives of the peoples

between peoples and peoples, and for the benefit of all

the peoples ; not a peace of armed and fortressed military

frontiers, but a peace resting on justice to all ; on full

consideration for man as man. for the undeveloped

native and the cultivated inheritor of all the ages ; on

liberty for the individual to achieve his highest life, and
for each nation and tribe to aid the fuller life of the

whole Commonwealth ; a peace that does not leave any
sense of wrong in the feeblest, or goad the conquered

and humiliated foe to plot for another war in secret, but

wins him to better thought about his ways and to kindlier

feelings towards those who have beaten him to the earth ;

a peace that does not base itself on hatred and vengeance,

but on trust in the divine order, and the assurance that

in this world of the Righteous Ruler of Men ' there is

no darkness nor shadow of death where the workers of

iniquity may hide themselves.'

The League is a fact, the greatest fact of the hour,

and the greatest fact history records. The Tribunal is

created. This is the victory for Brotherhood ! In it we
rejoice with unutterable joy.

It is not that all our international problems are solved,

but that we have an organization that provides for the

operation of the pacific forces of the world in the settle-

ment of any quarrels that may arise. Colossal difficulties

still confront us. Perils menace us right and left.

' Dragons' teeth ' are in the Treaty itself. But the

splendid fact is that for the first time the nations of the

whole world have taken the first step towards not sug-

gesting merely, but creating a mighty and all-powerful

society, whose primary end and purpose is to banish for

ever all the causes of war, and to maintain a good, clean,

just, and righteous peace.

It is a fine omen that the Treaty starts with the signa-

tories of thirty-two peoples, and that thirteen others are

invited and are ready to join, whilst the doors are left

open for the members of the Central Powers to enter and
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form part of the League. Now, Brotherhood demands
that there shall be nothing in the provisions of the Treaty

which shall block the way to the doors, or extinguish the

hope of practical co-operation after they have passed

through them. Militarism must not be allowed to

remain in any of the nations, and the reparations must
be cleansed of vengeance and kept within lines of strict,

if severe, justice ; for, to quote Mr. Garvin, ' we fought

and worked not for the mere domination of the victors,

nor for the selfish security of a few, but for the redemption

even of the enemy and for the reconciliation of mankind.

That alone is worthy of the pure hearts of our young dead

who fought without hate. That alone is the truth, and

it will prevail'

It is notorious that the Treaty is not perfect. No
people is fully content with it. It is a compromise on

several points, and demands alteration and qualification

on many others. But on the whole it is a marvel of

justice, generosity, and statesmanship

—

e.g. (1) in its

wide and comprehensive range ; (2) in its provision for

reconciliation and peace ; (3) in its care for backward

peoples, protecting them from being exploited in the

interests of liquor and opium dealers
; (4) in its guaran-

tees for liberty of person and of conscience, of assembly

and of religion ; and (5) in its stipulations for economic

justice.

Do not forget that the Covenant puts the League before

everything else, and gives the tribunal, created by the

peoples themselves, and placed over and above all the

nations in authority and influence, power to amend the

Treaty where experience shows it is wrong, to repair

its defects and adjust its provisions to circumstances.

It expressly disclaims finality, and provides for change

and adaptation and development as the conditions of

the peoples may require.

And this must be said for the Treaty itself, that

though it has glaring mistakes, yet it is, in many ways,

on right lines. It does not give any people all it wants,

yet it puts us all in the way of getting what we ought

to want. It carries us away from autocratic and
militarist rule towards the broad highway of ' the
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government of the people by the people and for the

people.' It insists on liberty of conscience as a funda-

mental law in the countries where it has not been known,

such as Armenia and Serbia, Poland, and Rumania. It

places the backward races in school, where they may be

trained for joining the forward-marching peoples of the

earth. It produces a great charter for the labour of the

wide world based on the solidarity of humanity, on the

oneness of human interests in industry, and so seeks to

extinguish economic enmities and advance the welfare

of all. These are the ways we have to take if we are to

reach the condition where men may realize that they are

brothers, predestined to hve together as sons of God.

And to secure them, the one thing needful first of all is

to make the League safe ; this or that clause of the

Treaty will have to go ; others will be altered and

amended. But the supreme duty is to make secure

that tribunal which, by the will of the peoples, shall

consider and judge all the matters of difficulty which

arise out of the relations of nation to nation.

Do not suffer this dream of the ages to be dissipated

in the mists and fogs of ill-will and jealousy, narrow

nationalism and greed of power. Do not forget in this

warfare every one counts. Every brother's vote is a

force. Every sister's influence tells on the sum. Public

opinion is the force that rules the world. Each one

and every one helps to create it. The League really

needs us. For there are mighty forces working against

it, and against us Militarism is sleepless in its activity.

It shouts in the street and in the Press. It plots in secret.

It seeks to get hold of our boys and train them in the

State schools, and then conscript them for war. Greed

is playing the same game. It opposes Free Trade.

It locks the door from nation to nation with the key of

tariffs. It is the foe of the co-operation of the peoples

in industry, and ignores the solidarity of the labour of

the world. We must expose, condemn, and resist these

knavish tricks, and make a clear course for the recon-

ciliation and healing League of the Peoples.

It is for us to strengthen everywhere the common will

for Peace, so that it shall be ready, not only to further
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this unprecedented effort to enthrone the Higher Inter-

nationahsm in the life of mankind, but also to back

the action of its Great Tribunal and make it effective in

securing ' glory to God in the highest, and peace on

earth to men of goodwill'

Another international duty of supreme moment is

that of displacing all jalse theories of the collective life of

men—theories that make Brotherhood impossible or

check its free action and seriously limit its fruitfulness.

For the minds of men are saturated and obsessed with

a whole host of ideas utterly antagonistic to fraternity

and in violent conflict with truth and reality. Those

ideas we have to expose and cast out by putting in their

place the whole truth as it is in Jesus, the Friend and

Brother of all.

As nations think, so they are and so they act. The
well-being of nations rests on clear and true thinking.

The world needs a new mind as well as a new heart, a new
conscience not less than a new courage, a new faith as

much as a new wdll and hope. The new kingdom is at

hand, and, as usual, it comes to us with a call to repent-

ance, to change our mind, to scrap old and false thinking,

to turn from evil ways, to adopt a fresh point of view,

and to dedicate ourselves to self-sacrificing and world-

saving endeavour.

(1) It is demonstrated once more that the moral order

of the world is fixed and determined for the punishment,

yea, the eternal punishment of arrogant, self-seeking,

hard-hearted, and grasping nations. In the end of the

day injustice is ruin. ' The Lord knows how to deUver

the godly out of temptation and to reserve the unjust

unto the day of judgment to be punished.' People that

delight in war and plot it and wage it are scattered

and made to bite the dust. Might is not and cannot be

lord of all. Right rules. Conciliation cannot be carried

forward at the point of the sword, or Christianity dealt

out with a catapult. War has shaped the legislation of

the world, built enormous armaments, turned earth into

hell ; and yet men still believe in war. Brotherhood

has to make an end of that faith and to teach that for

nations as for men it abides true that whatsoever
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they sow they reap ; if they sow to the flesh they reap

corruption, and only by sowing to the spirit can they

secure everlasting national life.

(2) We have therefore to teach that nationality, im-

mensely serviceable as it has been in the development

of the organized life of men, is really becoming a relic

of the older times, a dangerous survival ; and as a for-

mative force in the life of the world must be transcended

by the brotherhood of all men. The system of training

men by the clan and tribe and nation in separate schools

is no doubt fully vindicated by the pupils who have

risen to eminence as servants of civiHzation, and by the

principles of self-determination and responsibility it has

estabhshed and illumined : but that system is passing,

and henceforth the education of the world will be carried

on in God's open air, where men will find that ' patriot-

ism ' must not become an enlarged and destructive

selfishness ; that, as Nurse Cavell said, ' It is not

enough ' ; that the isolation of peoples is now an

anachronism ; to talk of a ' foreigner ' or a ' bar-

barian ' ought to be as obsolete as to talk of wooden
ships ; and that racial differences have no spiritual

reality, and, being accidental, must pass away. National-

ism is thus a stage in the world's advance to a wide and

beneficent humanitarianism.

(3) Nor may we leave in their present sway the

ignorant obsession which says that the prosperity of one

nation is the impoverishment of another. It is a false

theory ; and yet it blinds even the wise. The Duke of

Argyll wrote, ' If there is one conclusion more certain

than another in the science of Political Economy it is

that everybody has a direct interest in the material

welfare and prosperity of everybody else. This blessed

national law is seated in the constitution of things. ' And
when semi-blind EngUshmen were objecting to ' cru-

sading ' on behalf of the deliverance of Armenia from

the tyranny of the Turks, Gladstone said :
' To serve

Armenia is to serve civilization.'

Frederic Naumann urged Middle Europe to aim at

making itself a self-supporting organization, enough for

itself without relation to the outside world. It could not
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be done. Exclusive barriers built round peoples are

fatal to the builders. ' We are members one of another.'

We are. We may deny it, but it is fact. We may
attempt to counterwork it, but we are only proving our

own folly. We cannot escape it. The royal road for a

nation to help itself is to do its utmost to help its neigh-

bours to earth's remotest bounds. It looks foohsh,

as the profoundest spiritual truths often do, but it is the

soundest of reasons ; for here, as all through life, ' ex-

pediency,' as George Meredith tells us, ' is man's wisdom,

but doing right is God's '
; and international reciprocity

and co-operation lie at the basis of the world's progress.

Protective tariffs are utterly discredited in the school of

sound economics, as well as in the Religion of Brother-

hood.

(4) In keeping with that trend of thought and life

we see that the notion of private property is slowly

yielding to the insistent pressure of the truth that the

wealth of the world really belongs to the community, and

that the individual has only a limited use of portions of

it, and that that user is in subordination to the broader

and deeper interests of the whole commonwealth. Re-

flective men have long been in revolt against the idea

of the sacredness of private property, and are prepared

for, and determined to extend, communal ownership.

For years in the more highly developed countries the

expropriation of property for communal benefit has been

an accepted principle and practice, as is seen in the case

of railways, growing towns, death duties, and on an

almost boundless scale for the late war. Indeed, it is a

false and exploded idea, due to his strong possessive

instinct, that man is free to ' make money ' in any way
he chooses, to take to himself whatever Hes to his hand

or descends to him from his ancestors, and entirely ignore

the needs and claims of the large proportion of his fellows.

Through that fallacy the national resources of wealth

have been converted into a monopoly of the few ; as

though ' God gave the earth ' to the landlords and not
' to the children of men.' Hence the landlords have

taken its broad acres to themselves, built high walls

round them, and handed them on to their children.
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and shut out the masses of mankind from any enjoy-

ment of them.
Indeed, it is as intolerable as it is notorious that the

land-holding caste have harassed and still harass the

greater part of Europe, and still hold the mass of rural

workers in chains, blight education, steriUze the churches,

cripple local government, and impoverish life. Brother-

hood has to alter that and make the earth the possession,

not of a few, but of the people, according to the will of

God and the needs of men. The communalization of

the land is at once one of the greatest and one of the most

unescapable tasks of Brotherhood.

A similar need meets us in industry, and a similar

trend in the right direction encourages our endeavour.

Owing to the new sense of human values a determination

has been taken that the pre-war conditions of industrial

Ufe shall not again dehumanize life and degrade the

childhood and manhood of our land, the land for which

our youth have died on the battlefields.

Here, again, we plunge into a very whirlpool of trouble,

but those whom Paul calls ' the slaves of justice ' must

keep their heads clear, their temper calm, their aims

high, their sympathies broad, and their faith strong,

and they will come safely through. Interests differ and

rights are difficult of definition, therefore all parties

must meet. Already the meeting of minds in conference

and in sympathy with justice, ready to look through

the eye of one another, to see things not only from their

own, but from the other's point of view, to fix attention

not only on the individual, but on the common interest

of all concerned in the industry, and also on the claims

of the whole, has gone far, in not a few instances, not

only to approximate to industrial justice, but also to

secure increased output, improved quality of products,

good feeling, hearty co-operation and harmony in the

common toil.

That is all to the good; and we have to go much
farther along those lines. The partners in industry

must meet together, and not simply or mainly in classes

apart. Meetings of men with the same interests, the

same prejudices, the same views, and the same antagon-
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isms, of capitalists with capitalists, directors with

directors, landlords with landlords, and wage-earners

with wage-earners, are not enough. Brotherhood must

work for two things that really count ; first, I say again,

there must be the meeting of all concerned, mind to

mind, each trying to understand the other, to see the

whole situation from the other's position, as men made

out of the same stuff, quarried out of the same rock of

manhood, and intended by God to humanize all industry

and carry it up to the full height of His purpose and plan ;

and, secondly, we must stand fast by the faith that God,

in appointing us to labour, means us to find in it not

only a means of maintaining the physical basis of life,

but the education and development of individual char-

acter and personal worth and joy, and by it to perform

our share of service to the community from which we

receive so much, and whose well-being rests upon our

shoulders ; each one encouraged by the truth of that fine

and familiar teaching of Emerson : ' Every man takes

care that his neighbour does not cheat him. But the

day comes when he begins to care that he does not cheat

his neighbour. Then he has changed his market cart

into a chariot of the sun.'

Principalities and Powers

In that chariot of the sun we have to march not only

against false views of life, such as those I have nanied,

but also against principalities and powers ; against

spiritual wickedness, organized and massed together

;

federated and entrenched in the fastnesses of ancient

and revered institutions, and rendered almost impreg-

nable by the enormous personal and private interests

which have gathered about them in the course of their

long history, institutions and organizations strong,

not so much because of any inherent truth or vitality

they possess ; but because they yield profit to those who

have adopted them, and who, therefore, resist every

attempt to diminish their destructive influences, in the

manner of the makers of the idol shrines of Diana in
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Ephesus, by announcing the downfall of the cherished

gods of the people, and stirring up a riot imperilling

the lives of those who have exposed their false practices.

I can only name a few of these sources of alienation

and strife, of ill will and hatred. They are supposed to

be known, but most of them, alas ! are so familiar that

we pay little heed to them, and are apathetic and in-

different to their results.

They are in customs and fashions almost as old as the

hills, and almost as intractable ; customs and systems
that degrade personality and foster that cleavage of

classes which runs right through the world.

They are specially strong in the enormous armies and
navies of the world, in the wage systems of toil, and in the

whole industrial order ; in the working of factories, as

reported from the Japan cotton mills, where women
work on a four-year indenture system, and die by the

score through the conditions of their toil ; in that drink
,rade, which America has banished, but which stalks

amongst us with greater audacity than ever, robbing the

people of their industrial efficiency and industrial gains

and driving them to the grimmest depths of social

misery ; in the system of caste, regarded as domiciled
in India, but operating in most harmful ways in the West
as well.

The legislatures of the world have given these wrongs
their sanction both in their laws and administration,

and made it the work of years, and even centuries, to
dig up and utterly destroy. Worst of all, the churches,
since the days of Constantine, have added their conse-

crating blessing and are perpetuating their tyranny.
Ah, friends, as we look over the earth, we must say

with Nehemiah when he had to face the business of re-

building Jerusalem, ' The work is great. And we must
stick to it.' It is great, and we must not be afraid of

Sanballat and Tobiah and Geshem, who would detach
us from it ; indeed, greater far than any one can measure,
and utterly beyond our unaided strength. A stupendous
work of reconstruction passing all the plans and estimates
of legislation in churches and states, going deeper than
any of them, and making demands upon us enough to
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paralyse us if we were not sure of the leadership and
strength of Him who says, ' Behold, I make all things
new.'

Talk of ' a moral equivalent for war '
! Well, here it is

most assuredly. Does war demand heroic faith and deed,
clear and strong and conclusive thinking ? Does it

ask for discipline and sacrifice, even of life ; for years of
patient drill, for dash and elan of attack, for a patience
that never gives out and a fortitude that never gives in ?

Then here in this our work for fraternity, real, thorough,
and universal fraternity, there are claims that rise to a
height and call for a completeness of consecration that
no war ever waged has made. Think of it : to cleanse

the habits and customs of all countries, to destroy the
diabolical factors in some of the oldest institutions in the
world ; to get rid of the remaining tyrannies of aristo-

cratic feudalism, to recover lost liberties, and to intro-

duce freedom where it does not exist ; to reconstruct the
governments of the world ; to make democracy a reality

in spirit and in form ; to abolish wrong and to put right

on the throne. Surely for this we shall need the heroic

temper that stands by principles and suffers anything
rather than sell them ; the courage that will not be silent

about wrong, and patiently toils for the liberation from
practical enslavement of a large part of the human
race in every continent of the world ; and the magnani-
mity that never forgets that the wrong-doer is a brother
and has a right to the redemptive ministry of our love.

It is a sad picture I have just painted ; but its deepest

gloom springs from its truth
;
yet I know and you know

it is not all that ought to be said of our condition, even
in these dark days. It is far from all. Still, I have not
a moment's misgiving about the future. As you say, I

am an incorrigible optimist ; and though I may visit

the juniper tree of the prophet and stay under its shade,

it is only for a moment, and so that I may be roused to

action by the sight of our grimly desperate state. I

cannot stay there, for I have an unwavering faith in

the seven thousand who have not been persuaded or

driven to bow the knee to the Baal the howling millions

may put up. I know the ' holy remnant,' the glorious
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company of apostles and prophets and saints—saints

not of the painted window, but of the market and of the

shop ; saints of industry who are already humanizing
trade and commerce, saints of the churches daily trans-

lating Christianity into service, and saints of social

reform outside the churches, full of faith and of venture

and strong in the conviction of the final triumph of

Righteousness, Ours is no failing cause. Victory

allures and awaits us. Humanity has only just escaped

its childhood, and passed into adolescence. These
sufferings are growing pains. God is making all things

work together for good—even for our redemption accord-

ing to His purpose that we shall bear the likeness of His

Son, and so our Master become the eldest of a vast family

of brothers. That is the goal, and it will surely be

reached ; for the mouth of the Lord hath spoken it.

We therefore build our Religious International with a

mighty hope, and build it four-square to all the winds

that blow ; assured that yet

' Shall dawn the golden day
To which true hearts are pressing.

When earth's discordant strains shall blend,

The one true God confessing.

When Christly thought and Christly deed
Shall bind each heart and nation

In one grand brotherhood of men
And one high consecration.'

Therefore, let every one of us fall into line and work
with God for the advancement of the Brotherhood of

the world.

' Does it make you mad when you read about
Some poor, starved devil who flickered out,

Because he had never a decent chance
In the tangled meshes of circumstance ?

If it makes you bxiru like the fires of sin.

Brother, you're fit for the ranks—fall in !

Does it make you rage when you come to learn.

Of a clean-souled woman who could not earn
Enough to live, and who fought, but fell

In the cruel struggle and went to heU ?

Does it make you seethe with an anger hot ?

Brother, we welcome you—share our lot

!
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Whoever has blood that will flood his face

At the sight of Beast in the holy place
;

Whoever has rage for the tyrant's might,
For the powers that prey in the day and night,

Whoever has hate for the ravening brute

That strips the tree of its goodly fruit

;

Whoever knows wrath at the sight of pain,

Of needless sorrow and heedless gain
;

Whoever knows bitterness, shame, and gall

At the thought of the trampled ones doomed to fall

;

He is a brother-in-soul, we know
;

With brain afire and with heart aglow
;

By the light in his eyes we sense our kin

—

Brother, you battle with us—fall in !
'

"

BROTHERHOOD AND RELIGION

By Rev. Tom Sykes

Monday, September 15

" The late Rev. Charles Silvester Home once said

he was never able to escape a sentence in Dr. Hatch's

The Organization of the Early Christian Churches, namely,
' the unaccomplished mission of Christianity is to

reconstruct society on the basis of Brotherhood.' The
pronouncement of a scholar so sure in his knowledge and
judgment of the origin of the Christian Church estab-

lishes the justification and sanction of the Brotherhood

Movement. It is quite necessary to ai^rm that the

Brotherhood Movement is not against the Church, but

enthusiastically with it in every effort to benefit man-
kind. It is not a vagrant stream meandering from the

main river, but a wider and fuller tide of the refreshing

Water of Life. According to Dr. Hatch, the propaga-

tion of Brotherhood contributes to the unfulfilled mission

of Christianity. The Kingdom of God, which was the

ideal and aim of Jesus, was humanity united in the

fellowship and practice of Brotherhood. There is no

desire for Brotherhood to become a sharply defined

organization, but rather an expanding organism through

which the ' power from on high ' is made manifest.
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Religion may be approached from one of two points

of view. It is not always possible to keep them apart,

for they cross each other here and there. Yet it encour-

ages toleration and sympathy to recognize the dis-

tinctions.

Religion may be looked upon historically—the forms

it has taken, the rites and practices it has cultivated,

and its general influence upon society. No healthy

form of human society has been achieved apart from

the influence of religion. No civilization has been able

to survive not merely indifference to religion, but the

relegation of it to a secondary place in its life. Creed

and system may have changed with the changing cen-

turies, but the sure foundation of a stable society has

been etliical and spiritual.

Religion also may be approached psychologically. As

Dr. Hall says, ' Thoughts, not things, reveal the kinship

of human spirits, and by the comparison of thoughts

men see in one another the common life of God. Pure

thought is the function of personality by means of

which chiefly the brotherhood of man is realized and

promoted. Within the sanctuary of pure thought,

geographical and racial boundaries exist no longer.

Age-long barriers dissolve, and the vast brotherhood,

of souls is disclosed in the presence of the fundamental

problems of God and Life.' We instinctively recognize

the truth of this statement providing there is given

to thought its amplest meaning. The place of reason

in experience is being fiercely contested at present.

M. Bergson, advocating as against intellect the su-

periority of intuition, says, ' There are two profoundly

different ways of knowing a thing. The first implies

that we move around an object, the second that we
enter into it. The first depends on the point of

view at which we are placed, and on the symbols by

which we express ourselves. The second neither de-

pends on a point of view nor relies on any symbol.

The first kind of knowledge may be said to stop at the

relative ; the second, in those cases where it is possible,

to attain the absolute.' According to this, thought

is nothing more than an instrument furthering the
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interests of life. But surely thought is more than a
clearing-house for the impressions forced upon it, or a
mechanism to manipulate what is externally supplied.

Thought is more comprehensive than conscious atten-

tion. It is contemplative, reflective, assimilative, a
power of reception and response, a brooding, cherishing

force by which the sublime affections of the spirit are

kindled. The soul of man is not an orphan vagrantly

tramping in a foreign country, but a child of Him who is

its Parent and Home.
Religion like life is primarily a gift. Being a gift

it carries its authority within itself. The lingering

taunt that religion has been imposed upon the race

by monarchs and priests acting from motives of self-

interest, a system of superstition and make-believe,

has no basis in fact. It is not the priest who pro-

duced religion, but religion the priest. The source

of religion is in the revelation of the Divine Nature
responded to by the worshipping spirit of man. God
can reveal His mind and will because man is endowed
with power to apprehend the revelation and translate it

into practice. The theories of animism, ancestor-worship,

fear and terror, whilst interesting descriptions of early

forms of religion, wholly fail to account for subsequent

developments. Religion is the most exalted and inde-

pendent achievement of the spirit of man. It carries

within itself its own authority, and, whilst plastic and
patient in its adaptation to human needs, is imperious

and irrevocable in its moral demands. It fulfils itself

in an invincible ability to overcome the world. No one

has tasted the delicious blessedness, the inward freedom,

the personal exaltation of religion, until truth has gripped

their deepest being with the hold and relentlessness of a

destiny. Religious experience is not any kind of an
experience. Religious relation is not any kind of a rela-

tion. It is something unique, original, supreme. Its

presence or absence makes a radical difference. A
religious decision implies the complex personality of man
making an act of self-committal to the Highest. In this

expanding and transcending realm of life, what is tem-

porary and physical, which otherwise might divide and
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destroy, assume their proper place as relatively un-
important. Here emerges the unique fact that man is

capable of a form of society, nurtured and realized in a
unique manner. Creatures controlled by instinct in

response to stimuli from without and appetite from
within may be cunning in their contrivances, but are

stationary throughout the ages. Man, by virtue of his

self-consciousness, of his power to discern and respond
to the alluring call of spiritual reality, finds his truest

relationship in voluntary response. He is capable of

Brotherhood because he is the offspring of the spiritual.

As Professor Jacks says :
' Religion is content with

nothing less than the absolute submission of the entire

range of human experience to itself. Opposition only

quickens it into completer self-assertion. The hour
when its foes are most active is the hour of its firmest

courage. When the highest interests of the soul are being

threatened and the foundations of life are on the point

of being swept away, religion rises up with an answering
menace and delivers itself in the teeth of the facts. " For
this cause," it cries, " came I unto this hour, yea, though
He slay me, yet will I trust Him." It is the pillar of fire

born in the blackest night. It is the trumpet call of

man's unconquerable soul breathing to the armies of

doubt, sorrow, and sin. . . . Things are as they are, new
names do not alter them ; evil is evil, pain is pain, death
is death, and it is only by experiencing them in their

naked reality that religion can be true to herself Let
them be what they are, and she will deal with them. Let
the sinner be a sinner, and she will put her arms around
him. Let the sheep be veritably lost, and she will

recover them. Let evil come armed to the battle, and
she will draw her sword. Let the gloom thicken, and
her radiance shall glow like the noon-day. Let life be
tragic, and she will lift it up among the stars.'

Religion, then, is the strangest yet most inevitable

behaviour of man. The arresting and revealing fact in

his history on this planet is his credulity. Scepticism

has been nothing more than a temporary distemper.

From the earliest time, when, stepping forth a stranger

and pilgrim on the barely cooled earth, and smoothing
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back the wrinkles from his ape-like brow, he Ufted his

wondering eyes to the blue canopy above, man has never

been able to accommodate himself to the feeling that

he was a fugitive. Something in him transcends physical

limitations and protests against the tyranny of time.

He has always had another world because he could never

be wholly at home in this. He is too great for time, too

high for the clod. His age-long problem has been to

discover the life of the Unseen above him, cultivate a

spiritual likeness within him, and express himself sym-

pathetically and helpfully towards his kind. The latent

capacity for Brotherhood has reaUzed itself through a

feeling of spiritual sonship. ' O God, Thou madest us

for Thyself, and our heart is restless until it rests in Thee.'

Beginning in submission and humility, religious experi-

ence has inspired activity and co-operation. The

passivity of the recluse is not normal. A conscious

automaton would be a moral freak. Huxley's simile of

a ' game of chess with an unseen player ' is too sporty

and risky for confidence. His willingness to be wound

up ' like an eight-day clock,' and regulated, owed

nothing to moral creative evolution. Religion implies

give and take, a spiritual commerce unfolding in ever-

deepening harmony of souls. Nor has man ever been

able to accommodate himself to the thought that the

ministries of the Unseen were a jest and pastime of the

gods. For the ' President of the Immortals,' in Hardy's

Tess, man has no use in his stern battle for Ufe. The

Invisible must be honourable, constant, responsible,

working constructively towards some far-off divine event,

otherwise well might we ask, ' What then were God to

such as I ? All life is darkness to its core.' So im-

portant has the religious relationship of man been in

history that the names he has given to it are the land-

marks of his progress and the measure of his civilization.

It will be generally conceded, then, that the endeavour

to know the will of God, and to do it, has been age-long

and earnest. The chief difficulty has been one of inter-

pretation. Dr. George Adam Smith says ' it is not so

important to believe there is a God as what kind of God

He is.' The conscious mind is so inadequate to repre-
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sent reality that the history of man's guesses at truth

affords strange reading. We find it hard to realize that

the first problem of humanity was not to find God, but to

escape Him. The first attempts at freedom took the

form of localizing Deity. Sacred places, tabernacles,

and temples were attempts to house and localize a
diffused presence. Life felt more safe and more free with
the nameless Unseen localized. Ever and anon, pilgrim

souls have beheld the radiant traffic of revelation at

unsuspected Bethels. Perhaps the greatest difficulties

about religion spring from this attempt to screen and
enclose Deity. The pomp and splendour of Oriental

courts, the majesty and autocratic whimsicality of

Eastern sultans have been attributed to Him. Hidden
away in the recess of some enclosure or building, receiving

attendance from subservient and chanting ministrants,

audience with Him on the part of a sinful, crude race

like ours could only be by means of delegation. Only
the privileged and expert few could be admitted on to

holy ground. Veils of cunning weaving screened Him
from the longing gaze of the common eye. Knowledge
concerning His will and demands depended upon the

report of the ambassador who conducted the negotia-

tions. Often this important function was distorted

and magnified in the interests of the representative,

rather than used in the interests of truth. All kinds

of charlatans and quacks imposed their conjuring upon
a credulous populace. They claimed by some cunning
trick, or technical art, to be able to enter successfully

into the secret by which human life is encompassed, and
to influence the result. Astrologers and whisperers,

medicine men and magicmongers, represent allied trades

in the uncanny. The exclusive claim of the priesthood

and the ingenious rivalry and mean jealousy which
practise the trick of exclusiveness, are refined survivals

of the same root idea. They imply in Deity something
malign from which the race needs protection. Brother-

hood stands four square against such a travesty of God
and injury to humanity. It believes in the ideal when
' neither in this mountain nor in Jerusalem shall men
worship the Father,' but everywhere find a sufficient
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and spiritual experience of the love of God which is

broader than the measure of man's mind. Down the

ages seers and prophets have done their pioneer work.

The craving devotee before an awesome shrine has been

rescued from his terrors and bidden to stand on his feet.

They have proclaimed that the moral order of the

universe is honourable, worship is not a peep-show nor

a species of moral gambling. It is personal in its

intimacy, and its ministry is the enrichment of the soul.

God makes known His will to the humble and contrite

heart. The personal and inward approach to the Unseen
introduces an absolutely new scale of value. Life in

its true sense is a hearty co-operation of spiritual forces

for ideal ends.

The relation of religion and brotherhood is disclosed

in what is now axiomatic in the modern point of view

concerning human society. Two facts emerge, each of

them capable of considerable expansion. First, the

fundamental kinship of mankind. ' The idea of the

unity of man,' says Dr. Caird, ' has within the last

century become not merely a dogma, but an almost

instinctive presupposition of all civilized men.' The
most fruitful exploration of recent years has been the

spiritual geography of the race. The human relation-

ships are not due to accident of country, physical pres-

sure, nor even what is named nationality. Language,

colour of skin, stage of material or mental achievement

are comparatively accidental. Political, social, cultural,

and racial distinctions are all controlled, or may be, by
the spirit of humanity. God has made of one blood all

families for to dwell on the face of the earth. He has set

the solitary in companies. It is that ' touch of Nature

that makes the whole world kin.' The race is not a

uniformity and cannot be. It is a unity in variety and

prophecy of high destiny. Here is the zest of wonder,

the ground of assurance, the romance of power in

fraternal service for mankind. One Hfe-pulse throbs

through the whole, for we are His offspring. This is con-

firmed by the mental and moral resemblance of all classes

of men. though not equality of powers, in the inevitable

mutuality of influence, in the recognition of the value of
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sacredness of personality, in the obligation for the wel-

fare of others, and, above all, in the experience of love.

Second, social co-operation with moral creative intelli-

gence in the universe is the testimony of history, and

implies the kinship of mankind. That each successive

generation benefits from the hard-won experience of its

predecessors is evidence of mutual dependence of life.

By the twin process of experience and experiment man
has made his progress in every realm. This ought to

be most obvious in the highest. When it is, religion and

Brotherhood will be cause and effect in one harmonious

life.

In the light of these truths, it will be obvious to all

impartial students that Christianity is not a competing

religion, but a completing one. The originality of Jesus

is seen in His teaching and belief concerning God. He
discarded the monarchial and official representation of

Deity and came to the filial circle of the human family

for His picture of divine paternity. His name for God
was Father, and Fatherhood, not in the sense of step-

father. Your heavenly Father knows how to give good

gifts unto His children. Existence to Jesus is primarily

spiritual, not spatial. The Father and His children are

one. ' Our Father ' is the first expression of prayer.

He gives Himself to us in life, and we are received into

living communion with Him. ' I am in My Father,

and ye in Me, and I in you.' The terms which describe

the religious relationship are filial. The process by
which it is reahzed is a living process, and its reality

is one of sympathy and practical helpfulness. The
entrance to the Kingdom of Heaven is described as ' a

birth from above.' The experience is one of sonship.
' By this shall all men know that ye are My disciples, that

ye love one another. '
' This is My commandment, that ye

love one another.' The love of God must find expression

in love of others. ' He that loveth not his brother whom
he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not

seen ?
' The meaning of these sayings is obvious. Not by

a rigid code of external rules, but by an inward principle

of love, allowing the freedom of moral initiative and the

felicity of fellowship, is the religious life attained. The
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authority of Jesus is one of personality, not profession.

He loved the Lord His God with all His heart, mind, soul,

and spirit. Thus the divine purity became incarnated
within the limitations of the human and a new way of
life revealed. The call is ' Follow me.' To follow
means living like Him, spiritually repeating His life to
the utmost capacity of human nature. It is suggestive
and significant that Jesus has far less to say about our
love of God than about real affection for each other.

Anticipating a development which has wrought incalcul-

able injury, that religion should become a private matter
divorced from immediate and social interests. It is the
ethical practice of Brotherhood that is the fulfilment of

childhood. ' Whatsoever ye would that men should
do to you, do you even so to them..' The reality of the
Fatherhood of God is disclosed in His impartial interest

in humanity. ' He maketh His sun to rise on the evil

and the good, and sendeth rain on the just and the un-
just." That God is love opulent and inexhaustible is

the confident assurance of Jesus by which He lived His
life and achieved His death, and on this impregnable
rock He proposed to build a Church. This belief makes
Christianity the destroyer of race-hatred and feuds,

the implacable opponent of the barbarism of war, and the

judge of all selfishnesss and deceit. Nothing offended

Jesus more than the unbrotherly exclusiveness practised

by the religious representatives of His age. The offence

was not in their professional dignity, but the moral
ignorance which, whilst claiming to be the vehicle of

religion, was really intercepting the free flow of love

and grace. The second great truth is the unqualified

value of human life. Like the deep silent tide, beneath
His ministry was a surge of human love which carried

Him out and on. He ignored the distinctions of race,

culture, and ecclesiastical pride, sought the manhood in

man, the womanhood in woman, the humanity in all, and
gave His life to save it. ' Life had for Him unqualified

value, value in its own right. If adorned with wealth,

office, religious prestige, it was not thereby more to Him.
If scarred with poverty, ignorance, sin, and the stain of

the pariah, it was not thereby less to Him. It was all
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life, and on the face of life Christ saw the likeness of the

child to the Father.' If we are followers of Him, we

must see as He saw, love as He loved, serve as He served.

Brotherhood cannot be honest or true if it contents

itself with anything less than this. It must cultivate

His characteristic breadth of vision and cherish His

reverence for personality. The risen and exalted Christ

is not spaciously removed from humanity, but sove-

reignly present within it. ' What ye do to one of the

least is done to Me.' When we recall what is done to

thousands of the least, we feel that daily He is crucified

afresh. Brotherhood must gird up its loins and march

into the midst of this selfish, heartless, grinding ungod-

liness that we call modern civilization, and change it

from what it is to what it ought to be.

' If God is Father, men are brothers,' says Dr. N. W.
Clarke, ' and true filial life towards God will turn out

to be fraternal life toward men. Fraternity is the

Christian ideal. All the teaching of Jesus naturally

works out in a life of Brotherhood. Fellowship with

the Father promotes it, and the brotherly life in turn

will enhance the preciousness of the Father.' The

richest religious conception and embodiment of the ideal

of Jesus is the Kingdom of God. This is fundamentally

a social conception, a social vision, and a social hope.

Whatever local colouring and national form He found

it in, He transformed it into a universal method of life.

In this kingdom God is not going to receive praise, but

render service. ' My Father worketh hitherto, and I

work. '
' The Son of Man came not to be ministered unto,

but to minister, and to give His life a ransom for many.'
' He that is greatest in the kingdom is the servant of

all' So in this kingdom of humanity we are encom-

passed by a Father's affectionate care. He is ever at

the service of His children. In Jesus He loved them

unto death. God is not a veiled being, as Mr. H. G.

Wells suggests, earning His experience at the suffering

of His children. He is the opposite of that. We earn

our experience at the expense of His suffering, and He
loves us with an everlasting love. Whatever the name
or sign of our particular religious associations, the test of
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our belief is that we are honourable members of a king-

dom of service and His servants. Nor is self-sacrifice

a more negative or ascetic thing, ' Religion throws

over human life a unity like that of the State, but vaster
;

it provides a canopy under which all men may recognize

their brotherhood ; in the goodwill of religion a totality

of spirit is brought about which apart from that goodwill

has no independent existence.' Virtue cannot be trained

in solitude. No good that comes to us remains with us,

unless it flow from us to enrich others. ' If a man is

completely insulated he can safely take hold of a live

wire, for electricity cannot get into a man unless it can

get out of him. So God's spirit of goodwill cannot possess

a man unless it can issue from him into other lives, and
a man who will not forgive cannot be forgiven.' This

spirit of the Kingdom of God is a social force manifested

in the life of man with men. For a long time, and even

now, it has been thwarted by national barriers, but it is

breaking through into a brotherhood of organized

humanity. Like leaven it carries and imparts its char-

acter, and that character is one of helpful affection.

It is self-imparting, penetrative, pervasive as the crystal

air, radiating through mutual service from man to man.
nation to nation, race to race. It is important to remind

ourselves that the unit of this fellowship is the individual.

Experience and character are primarily personal. Re-

ligion is not founded, it is incarnated ; a Church is not

established, it is travailed into being. The life of the

spirit is not an external manufacture, but an inward

creation, not an addendum, but a redeeming ministry.

This quest for experience drives us to the vital source of

Christianity. We shall realize afresh the real success

which is spiritual. A kingdom comes by repetition and
expansion of experience. Mr. T. R. Glover says : 'Much
is said to-day about the prospects of Christianity, of

reconstruction and restatement ; is it true that certain

things in the Christian fabric will stand no strain, that

there is no grouting possible here, but the whole must
be taken down and built without them ? Or is it that we
need a new vocabulary ? One thing is more and more

clear. The real need is not to reconstruct or restate, but
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to re-experience. A touch of what burned the stigmata

into Paul, and how clear and living a lost and dead thing

becomes ! How it lets one into a new world of reality

where men and women are living in a new creation !

Passed from death unto life, full of a new song, new
every day, more than conquerers through Him who
loved us and gloriously sure of the highest of all voca-

tions, ambassadors for Christ.'

This re-experience of Christianity eliminates the old

distinction between sacred and secular. There are

degrees of value, but if rehgion touches life anywhere it

touches it everywhere, and in a sovereign and decisive

way. Man is inevitably beset by a social context, and his

behaviour within it controls what he becomes. What
he does affects him more than any one else. The good

fortune of healthy conditions of birth, blood, home,

talents confers no right to take liberties with the un-

fortunate, but imposes the obHgation to share wisely

the wealth of hfe with the indigent and help them a stage

upward. The only way into any heaven for many is

not the goodness they are, but the goodness they make
possible in others. So Brotherhood is a religious crusade

to every man and every nation. ' Inasmuch as ye did

it unto one of the least of these, ye did it unto Me '—and

yourself. Nothing impoverishes religion more than

a narrow idea of its helpful ministry. The final test of

its worth is what it can do for the worst. How low can

it stoop, how high can it uplift, and what are its resources

for sustaining and developing the life it has founded.

Brotherhood prays, ' Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be

done on earth,' and is determined to help to answer its

own prayers. It cannot consent to leaving large areas

of life to the secular. It must find ethical expression in

Public Welfare work. Social Service is not a hobby, but

an imperious obligation. The cry ' No politics in the

church, no socialism in the pulpit' has no terrors for

Brotherhood. It believes that there is no real Christi-

anity that is not social in its wholesome influence, and

that there is no satisfactory socialism that is not inspired

by, and restrained by, the gracious ministry of religion.

The physical and industrial environment must have
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attention. Man cannot live by bread alone, yet he

cannot live without it. How he gets it, where he eats

it, the whole environment of the home and family, is a

religious question, for it pierces down to the throbbing

nerve of the soul. Christianity has no right to tell a

man to be born again, unless it has interested itself

in the kind of place he was born in the first time.

Labour is not a commodity to be bought and sold in the

market, going up and down according to the fickle law

of demand and supply. It is a human skill exercised in

the interests of the community, and therefore all condi-

tions of life should be so regulated that those engaged

in it enhance their sense of pubKc-spirited citizenship,

and do no violence to their sense of personal worth.

Politics ought not to be the subtle balancing of party

programmes by political strategists, but a frank and

equitable expression of the will of the community. Com-

merce and industry should afford no field for rings and

trusts to gamble with the food of the people, and a

Christian community ought to treat all such practice as

treachery to the welfare of humanity. International

relationships must find in open diplomacy, amity, and

fairness the means whereby mankind can be benefited.

Brotherhood sets before itself the lofty ideal of a State

that is truly good in quality—the incarnation of a lofty

morality, the effective instrument of an ethical ideaUsm.

Nothing less than this will save society from the re-

criminations and vendettas that threaten its very

existence. Brotherhood believes that a free and stable

democracy can only be secured by the awakening of the

moral instincts of the individual working in harmony

with others. Freedom is not Hberty to do what we like,

but abiHty to do what we ought. Brotherhood en-

courages and educates that ability, therefore all the

evils which deaden the soul and produce discord—and

their name is legion—must be destroyed. Drink, gamb-

ling, war, the low cunning and trickery by which a few

secure monetary gain at the cost of others, must be

stamped out. Many are asking ' Will Christianity sur-

vive ? ' Of course it will. If it had been mortal, it

would have passed away long ago, because of the
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wounds received in the houses of its friends. It is

waiting for its opportunity. Waiting for men and

women who readily give a moral pledge of loyalty to the

cleanest and fairest and most redemptive personality

in the history of the race. He has made an ineffaceable

impression upon humanity. A race cannot get away
from Him, and some day He will draw it to Himself. We
are standing at the dawn, His day is coming ; and when
it arrives, Religion and Brotherhood will be one, fulfilled

in the family of humanity."

BROTHERHOOD AND RELIGION

By Rev. W. J. Southam, B.D.

{Rector of Holy Trinity Church, Winnipeg ; President

of the Winnipeg Brotherhood Federation)

Monday, September 15

" I confess that Dr. Clifford lifted us up to such an
elevation that I do not know just where I am at the

present moment. I have been wondering whether I

should see Jeremiah or Isaiah ; but it seems to me we
see them both this morning personified in Dr. Clifford ;

and, though I do not bow the knee to any man, I bow
my heart and head to him this morning for his marvellous

message.

In what I have to say, I want to be very simple and
personal, I wanted to speak of the Meaning, the Need,

the Secret, and the Expression.

It is not necessary to say very much in regard to the

first—the Meaning of that word ' Brotherhood.' It

carries us to a very narrow and a very sacred circle

in the nature of the case, does it not ?—yea, to the

smallest and most sacred circle we can conceive of, where
we have the common tie of blood, where we have a com-
mon relationship to a common Father, and where there-

fore there should be the expression of a common spirit,
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love manifesting itself in all the details and all the
relationships of life. It seems to me that Love and
Brotherhood are interchangeable terms. Listen again,

therefore, to the definition of Brotherhood which the
Apostle gives us. And may I change the word for the
moment ? ' Brotherhood suffereth long and is kind ;

brotherhood envieth not ; brotherhood vaunteth not
itself; brotherhood is not puffed up. Brotherhood
doth not behave itself unseemly ; brotherhood seeketh
not its own ; brotherhood is not easily provoked.
Brotherhood thinketh no evil ; beareth all things,

believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all

things. Brotherhood never faileth.' And when we
accept that conception of Brotherhood and project it

into the larger relationships of life, the relationship

between family and family, between tribe and tribe,

between nation and nation, we are made to realize that

here we have the fundamental principle of life, which, if

applied, will be the solvent of all our problems and all

our difficulties. I would have you remember this, men
and brethren, that the basal principle is the same, when
we project this conception into the world. There is the

same common tie of blood, the same common relation-

ship, the same common Father.

Passing now to the second thought, the Need—we do
not require any further words on that, after what we
have listened to this morning. Dr. Clifford has reaffirmed

in magical words the supreme thought that is in the

minds of most of us— namely, that the problems of peace

are greater than the problems of war. Does tliis old

world of ours need this principle of Brotherhood ?—this

war-scarred earth, still with its wars and rumours of wars,

with its hatreds, with its small nationalism, with its

misunderstandings, with its unnatural social and class

distinctions that have led to so much misunderstanding

between class and class, with its industrial and economic
problems. Does this world, I say, need this principle of

Brotherhood ? In Winnipeg we have just come through

a very serious time. For seven weeks there was a sym-
pathetic strike. I am not here to talk about the merits

of that strike ; but I may here say that, admittedly, on
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the part of both strikers and capitalist, there was the

recognition that the spirit of Brotherhood was absent,

and, when brought face to face with the issue, that such
strikes could only be prevented by the application of

this same spirit of Brotherhood. So, then, the world
needs this spirit of Brotherhood.
And is that not true also concerning the Church ?

Does not the Church need this spirit of Brotherhood,
with her differences and divisions, her antagonisms and
her jealousies, her misunderstandings, her economic
waste, her failure to accomplish speedily the purpose
for which she has been called into existence, her frequent

misrepresentations of her Saviour and Lord ? Does
she not need the application of this principle ? When
we think of the Church to-day, and when we begin to

think of this principle of Brotherhood, we are made to

realize that here is the fundamental principle that is

needed in the Church at this present moment. Is not
this the thing which is really the initial step in the

direction of that unity which our Master desires, and for

which He prayed ? Is not this the thing that will

quicken the missionary vision of the Church, intensify

her missionary activities and unify those activities ?

—

that Church which up to the present moment has failed

to realize the purpose for which it has been called into

existence. Is not this the supreme apologetic of the

Christian Church ?
—

' By this shall all men know that ye
are My disciples, if ye love one another.' Is not this

also the Spirit in which the Church is to express itself

and deliver the truth of the Master—love, 'to speak
the truth in love ' ? and is not this the final testimony of

the world to the Church :
' See how these Christians

love one another ' ?

A friend of mine was once conducting a series of special

services, when one night he had visions in which God
spoke to him and revealed the wondrous beauty of

John iii. 16 as he never saw it before. He is a calm,

unemotional, and perfectly sane man ; but his sleep was
disturbed by this revelation, and he broke down as

he understood the expression of God's wondrous love

in that verse. The next morning he said, What does this

5
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mean ? He thought of several men in his community
who had broken away from the Church and from God.
' I think it means, ' he said, ' I ought to go to see these men
personally.' He went to a man in his store, and a

locomotive engineer in his shop, and spoke to each.

He spoke to them in the spirit of love, the spirit of

John iii. 16, and can we wonder that these men not only

came back to the Church, but came back to Christ ?

Whichever way we look at it, then—at the individual,

at the Church, at the world—above all other needs stands

this need, imperious in its demands, universal in its

application, glorious in its results, the need for the

spirit of Brotherhood.

And then the next point is the Secret—does it lie in

natural affection and natural relationship ? Well, it

ought to, and I believe in the plan of God was intended

to ; but sin has laid its hand on even the most sacred

relationships of life and spoiled them. Cain and Abel

were brothers, but that did not prevent Cain from

murdering his brother. Abraham and Lot were closely

related, Abraham being more of a father to Lot than an

uncle, yet Lot acted pretty meanly to his uncle. Jacob

and Esau were brothers, but that did not prevent Jacob

behaving in a most despicable way towards his brother,

nor Esau from harbouring murderous thoughts towards

Jacob. No ; we need some new revelation of Brother-

hood. And it is given, is it not, in rehgion ? I have said

little about rehgion ; that has been wonderfully put

before us in Mr. Sykes's paper. I believe Brotherhood,

if it is going to be real, vital, and effective, must be

religious. But not all rehgions express themselves in

Brotherhood. Twenty- eight years ago I was dumped
down in an American Indian reservation and left to live

there three years alone, to get my footing with the

people. I am more thankful for that than any other

experience I have had. I went prepared to love those

Indians and to see the best in them and in their rehgion ;

but I have to confess that the religion they professed,

whatever we may call it, did not express itself in

Brotherhood. Passing through the forest one day, I

came across a wigwam in which I found an old woman
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over a hundred years old, who had been turned out by
her son to die. I took clothing and food to her and
went to find the son to tell him what I thought about it,

but he was away. Two or three days after that I was
told the wigwam had been burned down, and the old

woman burned down one side. I did what I could to

dress her wounds, and she recovered. When I found

the son I told him what I thought of him, and I am
afraid I did not use very loving language either. But he

took her back to his log cabin. I was away after that

for three weeks. When I returned I asked for the old

woman, and learned that she had been buried on the

banks of the river. During my absence her son had
put her out again, this time in an old log cabin, the

chinks in which had not been filled up ; and the change

from the warm cabin to the other had been too much.
That is only one illustration of the truth that there

are religions which do not express themselves in

Brotherhood.
Later on, after my college course, it was my privilege

to be sent to South China by Dr. Mott, in connexion

with the Student Movement, to organize the work in that

district, with Hongkong as centre. There again I went
out prepared to recognize all the good in the people

and in their non-Christian religion. But I shall never

forget the shock I received in Hongkong, when I found a

little basket by the road-side, on looking into which I

saw a baby girl that had been cast out ; and when I saw
children that had been thrown out on the dung-heaps.

In Foochow there is a tower into which the baby girls

are dumped. How can any religion which puts woman
on the same plane as the beast express itself in Brother-

hood ? In spite of one's recognition of the good there

may be in those religions, one cannot but see that

they fail at the supreme point, and do not express them-

selves in Brotherhood. When we came back by Egypt
we heard pathetic stories of the influence of Mohamme-
danism on the lives of the people. We are driven, then,

to the conclusion that it is the religion of Jesus Christ

which contains the secret of Brotherhood ;
yea, that

Christ himself is the secret. There is a great deal of talk
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these days about the Fatherhood of God and the

brotherhood of man ; but I sometimes think that in

many cases the supreme factor is left out, and the theory

becomes a delusion and a snare. That supreme factor

is Jesus Christ our Saviour and Elder Brother. When
I come to the point where, as a son of man, I recognize

that I have broken with home and Father and wandered

into a far country, and that the only way back again is

through my Saviour and Elder Brother ; when my
eyes of faith are fixed on Jesus Christ, who is my Way,

my Truth, my Life, it seems to me that then I get a

real conception of what the Fatherhood of God means,

and what the brotherhood of man means. Then, when

I look round upon the sons of men, do they become

my brothers in a new and deeper sense ? Lost ?—Yes.

Strayed away ? —Yes. But, oh, they are my brothers

and His children, not only by creation, but also by right

of purchase. And what he wants me to be and do is

to live and love and labour that through me, and the

other sons who have been redeemed, the brotherliness

of Christ may be manifested, and that these lost sons of

men may be brought back to a Father's home and a

Father's love. Therefore the secret of Brotherhood is

not in natural relationships ; it is a supernatural grace.

It is not simply natural affection, but a fruit of the

Spirit which is Love.

Lastly, there comes the thought of the Expression

of Brotherhood. This principle is for all life, in all its

relationships. Our eyes again turn to Jesus of Nazareth,

and we think of Him as our Elder Brother, and our

Saviour. Yes, our brother-man, catholic, eternal, the

International man, who understands us, who is one with

us in our nature, in our experience, in our temptations ;

and yet the One who is superior to all environments,

and who comes into close relationship with us, as close

and intimate as He once had with His disciples nineteen

centuries ago ; and I hear Him say, ' I am among you

as one that serveth.' And then I remember the other

side of His nature, and hear that marvellous statement

:

' I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life. No man
ometh unto the Father, but by Me.' And I am made
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to recognize that He is not only human, but divine,

that the divine Christ says, ' I am among you as one

that serveth.' There comes again the new meaning of

service ; there is a new understanding of service. It

becomes a divine thing, a Christlike thing, spiritual

in its motive, sacrificial in its expression, and saving in

its results.

There are three currents in every human life—inward,

outward, and upward; and there were three currents

in the human life of Jesus Christ. And we ask, what

were the three keynotes of His life of service along these

lines ? For these must be our keynotes. ' It is enough

for the disciple that he be as his Lord.' Christlikeness

can never be gainsaid. Our message is our character.

And Christ says to you and me as He never said before

:

Through Me, God is your Father ; in Me, ye are all brothers

and in INIy love go and serve your brother.

The first keynote in its application to Himself is just

this : Self-denial. Jesus denied Himself. Of course He
made, as Son of God and Revealer of the Father, certain

tremendous and fundamental claims, but as man, brother,

and servant He denied Himself. There is nothing self-

assertive about the Carpenter of Nazareth. There is

no egotism about Jesus, the Son of Mary. He denied

Himself. ' Let this mind be in you, which was also in

Christ Jesus.' He was the Man who emptied Himself,

who became as a servant of man and became obedient

unto death, even the death of the cross. And it was

that which gave Him the right to rule and to reign.

' Wherefore God also hath highly exalted Him, and

given Him a name which is above every name.'

And the second thought : What was the keynote of

our Lord's service in regard to others ? Again one word

expresses it

—

self-sacrifice. You cannot read the life of

Jesus without realizing that that life was just one of un-

stinted generous Love ; a life that was poured out like

a drink-offering for others ; a life that was the perfect

illustration of His own marvellous statement :
' the

Son of Man came not to be ministered unto, but to

minister.' And is not that the supreme need of to-day,

as we look out over the world of men ? Is not self-love
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the supreme problem of all of us ? You remember,
probably, that striking illustration Canon Burroughs
uses in one of his books where he tells us the familiar
story concerning London, how Sir Christopher Wren
in 1666 prepared a great scheme for the reconstruction
of London to centre in St. Paul's Cathedral, from which
broad convenient thoroughfares would radiate in all direc-
tions. The plans were accepted, but never carried out.
Why? Because of the selfishness of men. Because
individual citizens insisted on having their own little

houses in their own little plots, built exactly as they
had been before. And as a result you have London
with its crooked and narrow streets to-day, instead of
broad highways radiating from a common centre. And
so, in a similar way, we are at a period of reconstruction
in our national and international life. The war is over
so far as actual fighting is concerned ; and what is needed
is a great wave of selflessness that shall manifest itself

in self-sacrifice, so that we may have a great city here on
earth, with its broad highways of truth and righteousness
and brotherhood, all radiating from and centring in
the worship of the one true God.
And the last thought is this : What was the keynote

of our Lord's ministry in regard to God ? Was it not self-

surrender ? Jesus surrendered His life to God, and con-
sequently His life was a Spirit-controlled life from first

to last. That is the source of the stream ; that is the
secret of His self-denial and His self-sacrifice. And that
must be your secret and my secret. Is that ideal too
great ? Does it seem too far above us ? Remember that
divine precepts are backed up by divine power. God's
commands are His enablings, and all He wants is the
surrendered life, that will allow Him to come in and
take possession, and will therefore express itself in
self-denial and self-sacrifice, thinking only of others,
not of self.

So shall we go forth surrendered to Him, possessed
by His Spirit of self-denial and self-sacrifice, to help
bring in that day of the Lord which has been set
before us this morning, and of which Kingsley wrote
when he said :
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' The day of the Lord is at hand

;

Its storms roll up tho sky
The nations sleep starving on heaps of gold.
All dreamers toss and sigh :

The night is darkest before the mom.
When the pain is sorest the child is bom.
And the Day of the Lord's at hand.

Gather you, gather you, hounds of hell.

Famine and plague and war,
Idleness, Bigotry, Cant, and Misnile,
Gather and fall in the snare !

Hireling and Mammonite, Bigot and Knave,
Crawl to your battlefield, sneak to your grave.
In the Day of the Lord at hand.

Who would sit down and sigh for a lost age of gold
\\'liile the Lord of all ages is here ?

True hearts will leap up at the trumpet of God,
And those who can suffer can dare.
Each old age of gold was an iron age too.
And the meekest of saints may find stem work to do
In the Dav of the Lord at hand.' "



IV

BROTHERHOOD AMONG THE NATIONS

Mr. Win. Ward {General International Secretary) presided

Monday afternoon, September 15.

The CHAIRMAN : "I know from personal contact

with the movement what has happened in Great
Britain, in Canada, in the United States, in France, and
in Belgium. In these various countries on the day-

peace was signed the Brotherhood Movement, like all

other organizations that had been working in the in-

terests of God and humanity, lay torn and bleeding.

Many thousands of our most active workers in Great
Britain had made the supreme sacrifice. Their angel

spirits are undoubtedly with us, but we shall know
them no longer in the flesh. Tens of thousands of our
Brotherhood men have not come back yet. The work
during the years of the war has had to be carried on by
the aged and the inexperienced. I found the same in

Canada. And yet, though that is our condition with
regard to our membership, the Brotherhood movement
was never so full of hope as it was on the day that peace

was signed. Looking round on the ruins made during

the war, we had the conviction that in the new order,

in the rebuilding of the world on a new foundation, there

was only one thing needed, and that was the Gospel

that we have been called upon to preach, the Gospel

of Brotherhood. And we determined to set out afresh

by the help of God, and tell warring nations that there

was one remedy for the militarist spirit—Brotherhood
;

that, where there was industrial strife and unrest, the

remedy was to be brotherly one towards another. A
73
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simple Gospel, I admit ; but it has New Testament
warrant. ' Pure religion and undefiled before God and
the Father is this : to visit the fatherless and widows
in their affliction and to keep himself unspotted from
the world.' In other words, live a clean life and be

brotherly : that is pure and undefiled religion.

And that is how we feel in Great Britain, That is

how I found our brothers felt in Canada, and in the

United States ; and now at the call they have come
from various parts of the world ; and we are anxious to

know the feelings that are in the breasts of our comrades
in Egypt, in South Africa, in West Africa, in Japan, in

Serbia, in Siberia, in Holland, in Finland, in Denmark,
in Jamaica, in Belgium, in Poland, in Norway, and in

India. These friends wall tell their own story. It is

fitting that we should commence with Canada. How
nobly the Brotherhood Movement has held together in

the Great Dominion ! I am sure you will not consider it

out of place if I take this opportunity of paying the most
glowing tribute I can to the enthusiasm, the glowing

fervour and the sanctified genius of one man, who rarely

appears in the public eye, but who has been mainly
responsible for keeping the movement together in Canada
and who has been a great factor in making this Congress

possible. I refer to the General Secretary of the

Canadian Brotherhood Federation, Mr. Thomas Howell.

There has been spared to us one of Canada's great and
noble men who, in a time of crisis, held the position of

President of the Canadian Brotherhood Federation, and
who has just recovered from a serious illness. I think

God has spared his life for some great purpose in the

future. I will ask Dr. Shearer to speak on behalf of

Canada."
Rev. J. G. SHEARER, D.D. :

" Mr. Chairman and
Brethren : In 1911, the enthusiastic leader of the

Brotherhood Movement in the United Kingdom, Mr.

William Ward—without whom, I think I may say, the

Brotherhood Movement had not been—visited Canada.
I am sorry to have to acknowledge that he found the

temperature a bit frigid ; for sometimes it is cold out
there—and sometimes very warm. However, the frigid
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atmosphere did not cool the ardour of William Ward
—nothing could—and he lit a few torches here and there

across Canada with his meetings on that tour. He
made another tour Avith Mr. Heal in the present year

;

I am warranted in describing that tour from ocean

to ocean in Canada as a triumphal march. It was
warm in Canada, and he felt the heat and the warmth
of it ; and he rejoiced in it. What made the differ-

ence between these two tours of 1911 and 1919 ?

Many things contributed, and I shall not take time to

enumerate them. But one thing supremely is account-

able for the difference—namely, the organization in 1912

of the Christian Men's Brotherhood Federation of

Canada under the leadership of Mr. Howell. There were

a number of Brotherhoods in Canada before Mr. Ward's
first visit. But they were scattered everywhere, and
knew naught of one another, and had no unity anywhere.

But after 1912, when the Federation was formed, these

Brotherhoods were all linked up in one. That accounts

more than any other one thing for the difference of the

temperature and of the experiences of Mr. Ward in those

two years. The churches as churches—Presbyterian,
Methodist, and the rest—have not only given the

Brotherhood Federation of Canada their authority,

their benediction, and their blessing; they are integral

parts of the Federation. For instance, the Presbyterian

Church through its General Assembly's Board in charge

of Brotherhood work within that church was repre-

sented at the organization meeting by twenty delegates,

official delegates. What was true of that church was
true of other churches.

The ideal on which we are working for local Brother-

hoods is that which Mr. Ward has set forth so eloquently

in that little book of his entitled : Every Church a

Brotherhood. You will notice it does not say, ' every

church with a Brotherhood,' not ' every church having

a Brotherhood,' but ' every church a Brotherhood'

—

assuming that all the members of the church, the men
as brothers, the women as sisters, are in that Brother-

hood, have the Brotherhood spirit, and are anxious to

do their part in Brotherhood service and life. The
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minister is Prime Minister in the Brotherhood Cabinet

;

and the Cabinet consists of the Prime Minister with the
livest wire from each of the organizations within the
church—one live wire from the official spiritual board of

the church, whatever name it may have ; one from the

financial or deacons' board of the church, whatever name
it may have ; one from the Sunday school ; one from
the physical-culture organization of the church, what-
ever it may be called—you may call it a Recreational

Committee ; and one from the social-service organization

of the congregation—for we have social-service organiza-

tions in the churches of Canada—that has to do with
community, province, and national service. Each one
of these various sub- organizations within the church,

all linked up in the Brotherhood—which is the church

—

is represented by its livest wire as member of the

Cabinet of the minister, unifying and centralizing and
bringing together for report and co-operation and
strengthening of service, the various activities of the

church.

In my humble opinion we shall make haste, it may be
more slowly, but more surely, and in the end more
swiftly, by endeavouring to set before all the churches
that ideal, and endeavouring to have the leadership, the

authority, and the sanction of the churches themselves.

Unless our Brotherhoods are truly Christian in spirit,

truly Christian in loyalty, truly Christian in service
;

and unless, moreover, they are closely linked up with
the Church of Christ, they will, in my opinion, exert a
greatly less influence upon the great effort for the estab-

lishment of the Kingdom of God in the world than other-

wise. That is the one message I personally have to

bring from the Christian Men's Federation of Canada,
in the hope that it may be suggestive possibly to some
of the other national Brotherhood Federations repre-

sented in this great Congress."

The CHAIRMAN :
" I think it is about twenty-three

years since a certain Canadian came over to London.
He was then President of a small Bible class. He got
in touch with the Brotherhood Meeting at Christ Church,

Westminster Bridge Road, and was astonished to find
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800 men in the building on the Sunday afternoon. He
made himself acquainted with its methods of organiza-

tion and working. When he went back to Canada he
converted his Bible class into a Brotherhood, and thus
started there, what we believe to be the first Brotherhood
on these lines. He is often spoken of in Canada now
as the father of the Brotherhood Movement in the
Dominion. Mr. T. B. Macaulay."

Mr. T. B. MACAULAY :
" My interest has been almost

entirely confined to our own Brotherhood, and I have
not had the opportunities for taking hold of the national

work in the way others have done. I had had a
Sunday-school class of young fellows who had come to

me right out of the infant class, and we grew up together.

The name of the class changed. First of all it was just

an ordinary class. Then it became the African Mission

Helpers, and then the Young Men's Bible Class, and so

on ; and we hung together and had about twenty-odd
at the end of all these years. But what nothing else

could do, I found the ladies could do, because they began
to get married, and the class to break up. And it looked

as if that was to be the end of all things, so far as that

class was concerned, unless I was to begin again at the

beginning with another crowd. Just then I heard
about the Brotherhood Movement in England. I was
coming over for about six weeks, and every Sunday I

went to one Brotherhood after another. I was par-

ticularly attracted by the Rev. F. B. Meyer's. When
we went back I proposed to my young fellows that we
should reorganize. This we did and gradually got upon
exactly the same lines as the British Brotherhoods, and
have not missed one single Sunday in all those years.

I do rejoice in the wonderful progress which has
been made in Canada, and that I hope will be made
throughout the world. The very fact that the Dominion
took hold of the Brotherhood ideal, the very fact that

the movement did succeed with us, is a testimony to

its merits. We believe in them ; and I believe the

Brotherhood Movement is the great hope of the Church
and of Christianity among the masses and rejoice at the

progress that is being made."
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The CHAIRMAN :
" The United States is not organized

yet as far as the Brotherhood Movement is concerned

;

and yet there is a spirit of Brotherhood throughout

the whole country, and it is just simply waiting now
for this Congress to be over, and active spirits will be

at work to organize the movement in the States from

the Atlantic to the Pacific. We have with us as dele-

gates to this Congress a number of men and women
who are travelling through Europe on a great mission

that is destined to have an important effect on the

future of the religious life of the Continent ; and I

am glad to be able to introduce to you one of these

delegates, who will speak on behalf of the United States."

Rev. Dr. W. B. BEAUCHAMP : "We have not a distinct

organization in the United States as a Brotherhood,

and yet from that particular sector of the United

States from which our deputation comes, the great

South Land, every church is a Brotherhood in the

largest possible sense ; and the Church in America

—

the Protestant Church in America—has been expressing,

in the last two years, the Brotherhood idea in a mar-

vellous way. There is the Church of the New Era

Movement of the Presbyterian Church ; the Lay-

men's Forward Movement of the Baptist Church ; the

Men and Missions Movement of the Christian Church
;

and what, with the Methodist people of America, is the

Historic Centenary Movement of our own church. Might

I take a moment or two to say to you on what we base

that wonderful Centenary Campaign in the United

States ? Those principles of which you have been speak-

ing this morning were basic in that great programme.

We did say—we still do say—in this campaign in

America, first of all. Pray. And then said—and this

is what we have been teaching, and what men,have been

believing in a wonderful way in these days—that life,

lay life as well as ministerial life, must be recognized as

a stewardship from God ; in time, in property, in service.

As evidence that the Methodists beUeve in that steward-

ship, they laid down more than 150,000,000 dollars

purely for Brotherhood and missionary campaigns the

world over. We have been learning during this awful
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war ; because the Government itself and patriotism
itself in America taught us afresh the significance of

sacrifice. And we said : The Church of Christ must
interpret in larger terms than a Government ever can
do what real sacrifice means for world-saving. We are

asking men everywhere that they shall give up time and
talent for service, and young men everywhere that they
should give themselves to the Kingdom of God for

service for life. I think it would interest this body to

know that nine days before what we call ' the financial

drive ' came on in that Centenary Campaign, in our
section of Methodism alone 100,000 laymen spoke every
Sunday throughout that country, carrying the message
of this new and larger Brotherhood to every church
in all that land. I take as an illustration of how that

spirit is widening and enlarging in the lives of men
among us, the case of a man, a great barrister, as you
would call him, or, as we say, a great lawyer, a Christian

lawyer, who said to me at the close of that campaign,
when I was in his city : ' I am taking into my concern
two young lawyers that they may take off my hands
much of my work, so that I may give more of my time
and what talent I have to the Kingdom of God ; for that
is the place in which to invest a life.' So I say, my
brethren, though we may not carry the name you have
as a ' Brotherhood,' we, like you, are trying to carry out,

what is better, the spirit of Brotherhood, man for man
the world over. I esteem it a great privilege to have
stood here for a moment or two to bring to this Congress,

representing many great nations of the earth, this word
of greeting from the United States, from a people who,
in a great hour, when the destiny of civilization hung
in the balance, counted not the cost, but went forth that

it might be saved."

The CHAIRMAN : "If you go to Boulogne and make
your way down the Rue de Liane, you will find a com-
paratively new building, finished just before the war
broke out ; and over the doorway you will see, graven in

stone, two clasped hands, the emblem of Brotherhood,
and over the clasped hands, in French, the motto of the

Brotherhood Movement : ' One is your Master, even
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Christ ; and all ye are brethren.' And if you go round

the corner to the Methodist Church, you will see the name
of the person who laid the foundation of that church,

a lady by the name of Wilmot. The mother laid the

foundation stone of the Methodist Church ; the son is

the inspiring spirit of the Brotherhood Movement in

Boulogne, and has a roving commission by the authority,

up to the present, of the British Brotherhood Council-

after this Congress finishes I hope it will be under the

authority of the International Congress—a roving com-

mission to go on its behalf all over France."

Mr. W. G. WILMOT (Boulogne) :
" I have the honour to

stand here to represent and to bring you, brethren over

here, greetings from that great and fair land of France,

that land which has just been torn and ravaged by the

most bloody war this world has ever seen. The soil of

that great land has been drenched with the richest and

noblest of her blood, mingled with the richest and noblest

of yours ; and that intermingling in one great sacrifice

will surely indissolubly unite our two great nations,

so that France and England will be able together to guide

Europe and start a nobler, greater, infinitely worthier

campaign for the bringing in of the great Kingdom of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. We were one when
we fought for liberty ; we were one when we fought for

what we considered the rights of man. We have a

nobler, higher, and greater task ; and towards the ful-

filment of that great task we come and appeal for your

help, sympathy, and prayers. When we come over here

and see your vast organization, your enthusiastic

meetings, and the elaborate way in which you run your

Brotherhoods, we compare you to the great arc lamps

that light the king's highway, and ourselves we liken to

the little glow-worms that shine along the hedgerows.

But, thank God, the little glow-worm has life ; and

where there is life there are potentialities, and that life

is going to grow and develop, I like to look upon it in

the light of the lad who invested in some bantam fowls,

and was greatly disappointed with the result. One
day he came across an ostrich egg, and put it up on the

fowl house, on which he wrote the words : ' Keep your
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eye on this and do your best.' That is what we are

going to do in France : we are going to keep our eye on

the great movement you have developed here, and

endeavour, by God's grace, to bring France, which is

so far from Christ and from the spirit of Brotherhood, to

the spirit of true fraternity and true unity. We reaUze,

as we look around that great country, with its mar-

vellous history, that there are vast possibilities when it

has been captured by the spirit of Brotherhood and

brought into real union with Jesus Christ. And so we

want you, brothers, who have studied France and have

known it geographically during the last five years, to

study it from another standpoint, that of Brotherhood ;

and looking at it from the standpoint of the cross of

Christ you too will realize that its possibilities are

immense. Men have said that France is one of the

hardest fields ; and surely it is. But the great Nelson of

your movement, the man who says ' impossible ' is not

in his vocabulary, has proved that things can be made

to come off in France. And we look to you and beheve

the day will come when this great gospel of Brotherhood

shall have gripped the French mind and imagination,

and, above all, the French heart, and bring in the glorious

Kingdom of our Lord Jesus Christ."

The CHAIRMAN : "We shall have an interlude now

in the speeches of delegates, to enable us to have the

privilege of hearing a lady who bears an honoured name.

I shall leave Miss Fry to tell her own story. We welcome

her with great cordiality to this Congress."

Miss JOAN FRY :
" It is kind indeed of your chairman

to have allowed me a few minutes to come and speak

here ; and I make no apology for speaking in the name

of one of the countries which, I suppose, comes under

the ' et cetera ' in your programme. Naturally, I speak

of Germany. I am a member of the Society of Friends

who sent out a small mission of the Friends to Germany ;

and I am sure that here there is, as I say, no need to

apologize for speaking to you on an International move-

ment.*' The great difficulty, I beheve, with those of us

who are Internationalists is that Germany has been

hidden behind a great veil, and we have none of us known
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what was happening in that country. And that is one

of the difficulties we are most anxious to remove. Because

I must say that we have had very unusual opportunities.

We have travelled about Germany without let or

hindrance of any kind, and met, with only one exception,

no English people or Americans, except those with whom
we travelled, and the official people in Berlin ! You
will therefore understand how it has been borne in upon
us that a great many English people do not know the

position in Germany, and if we do not know the position,

it is very difficult to see how we can help.

I should like to bring before you one or two facts this

afternoon ; because we must all hope that now we shall

set to work to repair the awful miseries of war. It is

quite impossible that Europe can recover unless we and
other people look at these from the standpoint of Europe
as a whole. I am not going to plead for Germany alone,

because we all of us know the position in England,

France, Austria, Russia—all in a most dangerous state
;

and it is because we feel this so very much and that

Germany must be brought into the comity of nations

that we want to lay before you a few facts.

Do you know what is happening in Germany to the

children ? Do you know that we cannot undo the effects

of the blockade ? It is all very well to say that the

blockade is raised ; but that does not undo the effects

of that awful blockade. Do you know that children

from two to seven years old in many cases cannot walk ?

I myself have seen a child two and a half years old which
could not raise its head. The cases of rickets are not

just such cases as we may see in poor parts of London

—

alas, too many and too serious ! The American doctor-
one of the foremost American doctors—travelling with

us, said she had never in all her experience in Chicago

seen such awful cases of rickets. One child had its

bones broken in six places. What are the mothers to

do with children of from two to five or six years old who
cannot walk ? They must just put them into institutions.

And what are the institutions to do when they have not

got sufficient milk or food of any description to save those

children ? We went to one place in Dortmund, part of

6
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the industrial district whence the coal comes ; and
there the head doctor, a professor, told us that one-fifth

of all the children in Dortmund could not walk, and that

thousands of children would always remain dwarfs. We
are often in difficulties here about our food ; but we have
no exhibition here of the terrible ravages which the

nature of the nourishment is making upon those German
children. You can read some of the descriptions even
of English doctors who say the effects of the blockade

will only be evident in years to come when we see a

degenerate German race. Think of these dwarf children,

think of the mothers and what they are to do. Think,

too, of the doctors who have no means of helping these

children. The ravages of tuberculosis are simply terrible.

But it is also the moral and spiritual blockade

which we beg of you to raise. Germany is feeling

intensely isolated. My friends, you can give courage

by your attitude towards these broken German people,

and I appeal to you in the name not only of International

Brotherhood, but in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ

—

He is an Internationalist if any one ever was—I appeal

to you so to influence the public opinion of England that

it shall no more be said that there exists a moral and a

spiritual blockade over Germany."
Dr. CLIFFORD :

" I am sure I can tell Miss Fry there

is the deepest sympathy in the Brotherhood Movement
throughout the country for the effort to carry a heal-

ing message to our defeated brothers—defeated, but

still our brothers—to our defeated brothers and sisters.

I know it is in the programme of our International

Secretary to get into Germany himself as soon as he
possibly can; and our Brotherhoods will help him to

do that, and to endeavour the utmost for the purpose
of bringing about once more happy and healthy and
strong relations between the German people and the

people of this country."

The CHAIRMAN: " Dr. Chfford has given expression

to what I know are the views of every member of our

committee, which has been carrying on relief work during

the war. We have been helping to the best of our ability,

with the assistance of Canada and the United States,
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the victims of the war in Belgium, France, Serbia, and

Armenia. In certain cases funds contributed have been

earmarked for special purposes ; and, of course, that

money has been rigidly devoted to the special purposes

indicated. If any individual or any organization should

raise money in reply to that noble appeal from one who
bears such a distinguished and honoured name as Miss

Fry, and send it to the Relief Committee of the Brother-

hood earmarked for Germany, we shall see that Germany

gets that relief, in the way Miss Fry has outlined, at the

earliest possible moment.
The interesting news came to us long ago, during

the war, of the formation of a Brotherhood at Cairo.

Then there came a copy of a poster in English and

in Arabic giving the programme of the Brotherhood.

It sent a thrill of joy and excitement through the

whole Brotherhood Movem.ent in England when pub-

lished in the Brotherhood Journal. Then, later on, we

learnt that the Brotherhood in Cairo had started relief

work for orphan children, taking care of the desti-

tute orphan children there. Then we learnt of the

development of the movement. Other Brotherhoods

started in different parts of Egypt. Then some of our

soldiers associated with the expedition under General

Allenby to Palestine started Brotherhoods in the Holy

Land, until they had to form a Federation for Egypt

and Palestine. The inspiring spirit of that wonderful

movement is our brother Weaver."
Mr. HOWARD J.WEAVER :

" Before I tell you anything

of our beginnings in Egypt, I am going to ask our

Egyptian representative, Samuel Effendi Abadir, to come

and stand at my side that you may give him a welcome.

He has just come over for a five-years' course at London

University to get a medical degree. He has been for

some years a teacher in the American Mission College

at Assiout, where the best men in Egypt are being turned

out. There are over 200 students there ; and he brings

us word that the Brotherhood Movement has taken a

wonderful hold in that centre of education, and that all

the teachers in the College have now become members
of the local Brotherhood. I could wish that all our
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Egyptian members were present this afternoon to catch

the spirit of enthusiasm ; but our brother Samuel is

writing home very many letters, telling them all of the

doings of this Congress, and of the welcome that he has

had in England.

We do not quite know where Brotherhood work com-
menced in Egypt. One of the members of the Hampstead
Brotherhood went up to the western desert in the fight

against the Senussi ; and, finding twelve Brotherhood
men there, he gathered them together in a bell tent.

Some rather jovial spirit set light to the canvas, and in

a few months the audience was about ten times the

original number. In the 54th Division in Palestine,

the Norfolks, the Suffolks, and the Essex Regiment
contained a great many Brotherhood men ; and in

nearly every battalion there was a battalion Brother-

hood started by the men themselves, and very often

with the O. C. of the battalion as President. I went out

to Egypt in the autumn of 1915, to give my help to

missionary work ; and I became business manager to what
is known as the Nile Mission Press, a missionary printing-

press, the sole purpose of which is to send Christian

literature throughout the whole of the East in Arabic.

There is no time to speak of the work this afternoon
;

but when I got there I found we had a printing staff of

seventy-two, consisting of Egyptians, Mohammedans,
and members of the old Coptic Church. We had
Syrians, Armenians, Greeks, Jews, and a few other

nationalities in that seventy-two. Soon after my
arrival, I told them of the Brotherhood work in England.

They caught the spirit very quickly, and we formed in

that business staff of the Nile Mission Press the first

native Brotherhood. I think it is nearly an ideal

society. It is a business Brotherhood ; and I hope the

day will come when we shall hfive business Brotherhoods

in England. We have our Committee of that Brother-

hood ; and if a question of wages arises in consequence

of the higher cost of living, the Brotherhood Committee
settles the matter. And I can tell you that an extra-

ordinary change has come over the spirit of these men.

With the same number of men, we last year increased
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our output by nearly one hundred per cent, since the

Brotherhood was formed.

Soon after that society came into being, four of our
Egyptian boys were outside having their lunch, squatted

on the pavement. One of them was looking very miser-

able, and when asked by a companion why he was looking

so sorrowful replied :
' Well, I have been attending the

Brotherhood meetings in the Press, and have come to

believe in Christ. I want to confess it, but I am afraid

to do so.' The three others immediately turned to him
and confessed that their experience was the same. ' We
have learned,' they said, ' to love Christ ; and we will

confess if you will.' After lunch that boy went into the

Press—he was working a pedal machine—and on the

way wrote on the whitewashed wall ' Paul, the servant

of Christ.' The significance of that is that his name
was Mohammed Abdullah. Under Egyptian law a man
who becomes a Christian has to drop his father's name

;

and that boy's mode of confession was by writing his

new name upon the wall :
' Paul, the servant of

Christ.' These boys were turned out of their homes the

next day. They were attacked in the street. One day
about twenty of a family rushed the Press and kidnapped
one of them, but the whole of our Mission, including the

nominal Mohammedans, turned out to his rescue and
brought him back from several streets away.

I want to tell you what I think is the greatest work
our Federation has commenced, a work which will mean
a tremendous lot to Egypt, and which, I believe, will

convey to the minds of the people more of our Christian

love than even all the missionary work done before in

that country. On the streets of Cairo there are between
4,000 and 5,000 homeless children. It is a very easy

thing for a Mohammedan to obtain a divorce. He
brings his wife up with a witness. He says :

' I divorce

thee,' repeats it three times, and the matter is finishedj

Usually the wife gets married again as soon as she can
;

but the second husband almost invariably refuses to

have anything to do with the children of the first

marriage ; and they are simply cast out into the street.

There are four or five thousand of them in Cairo alone.
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Going along the streets at night you may come upon
what appears to be a heap of sacking. If you touch it,

you will suddenly discover that it is really a group of

children huddled together on the pavement, with the
dusty wind blowing over them, clothed in rags and
verminous beyond description— children of two years

and upwards. Our native secretary and I were travel-

ling back from a Brotherhood meeting at Assiout College

once, when the inspiration came to us that something
might be done for these children. We talked it over,

and plans began to form themselves. British soldiers,

members of the Brotherhood there, and native members
went out in twos throughout all the city one night, with
cards inviting these children to a great feast. The
children turned and laughed at them. They did not
believe it. It could not be true. They had no concep-
tion of a religion that had the motive of an unselfish love

behind it. But after all we got six of these children to

a preliminary feed. And those six children very soon
grew to 600. A day was arranged for a feast—four
o'clock on a Saturday afternoon. At half-past seven
in the morning there was a procession of several hundreds
marching round the streets beating tin cans and making
a dreadful noise. That feast was, as the native news-
papers said, one of the most memorable events that had
taken place in Cairo, The principal Arabic paper gave
the whole of the front page to an account of that feast.

Interest was aroused all over Egypt in this new message
of Brotherhood, But we felt the matter could not end
there. We felt that something permanent must be done
to save these children ; and a month before I came away
a Scotch lady, who had run a canteen for soldiers, gave
us a splendid building, lighted with electricity, with hot-

water shower-baths and all the necessary cooking
utensils. We opened that shelter on the very worst day
of the National Demonstration. A Mohammedan
Effendi came along and saw me taking photographs
of the children and declared I was doing it to show the
people of England what a rough lot of people the
Egyptians were. ' That is not the purpose at all,' I

said. He went to one of the Egyptian boys cooking the
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food, and said, ' This food is poisoned.' Whereupon the

boy joyfully ate a plate of the soup in front of him.

Then he stood for about ten minutes silent ; after which
he came over to me with tears in his eyes, and said :

' This is the most wonderful thing I have ever seen. How
can I help you in it ? ' From that time onwards that

Mohammedan young man came every day, and himself

assisted to feed these poor helpless children. Our plans

in that connexion are that we should feed at least 100
children every day, and give them all a hot bath. Now
when I tell you that a Mohammedan mother will never

wash her child or touch her child with water during its

first year, you will understand what need there is for

hot water. The whole Mohammedan religion—as it is

practised, at least—is rather a fear of evil spirits than a
desire to believe in good ones ; so that you must not

disturb dirt, which is supposed to be inhabited by evil

spirits—as indeed it is !—nor remove flies from a

child's face, though twenty or thirty may have settled

on it. We are going to give the children, then, a hot

bath and clean sleeping garments—another new experi-

ence for them—and a clean mattress. And, to crown
all. we hope to train these boys and girls in simple trades

and eventually put them out into situations. I believe

that is the way to the Egyptian heart, and to the heart

of all the peoples of the East. It is Christ's way, the way
of Him who went about doing good."

Mr. T. MAKAR (Egypt) was accorded the opportunity of

addressing the Congress also on behalf of Egypt, and said:
" I just wanted the privilege of the platform to convey

hearty greetings on behalf of the thirteen millions of

Egypt, where, although the Christian people are only one-

thirteenth of the population, they have a greater influ-

ence considering their numbers, than the others. By
no other way than the work of the Brotherhood and the

preaching of the Gospel of Christ, through whom, our
Elder Brother, we could say ' Our Father in heaven,'

can Egypt be won. I appeal for Egypt as an Egyptian,

looking with eyes of faith for the dawn of a new era,

when the Sun of Righteousness will arise with healing

on His wings."
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The CHAIRMAN: ''Now we come to Serbia, whose
representative I have not only the pleasure, but the
great honour to call upon, a man who has served his

country with a devotion that is beyond words to express

;

a man with whom I have had necessarily to be in very
close contact during the last few years, and have got
to love. We love each other ; and through his de-
votion and affection for his country he has aroused in

the breasts of Englishmen a great love for Serbia.

When brother Heal and I went to Serbia, I did what
I always find it expedient to do when going to a
country whose language I cannot speak— I compiled my
own dictionary. I found the word for ' brother ' in

Serbia is ' brat
' ; so I am going to call on Brat

Dr. Curcin."
Dr. CURCIN :

" I have to confess that in my country,
in Serbia, or in the newly-born Yugo-Slavia, the Brother-
hood Movement was not known before the war. It was
about three years ago that I myself heard of it for the
first time. It was at a meeting at Richmond to which
I had gone with the late Serbian minister, and at which
Mr. Ward spoke. You know him and how he speaks !

We were carried away with what he said. Among other
things he said he had just got a letter from his son who
was with the Serbian army—he had gone out to help the
Serbians—when it came through the retreat. And he
said his son had written that there was practically no
need for a national Brotherhood Movement amongst the
Serbians, because there existed already that Brother-
hood. Mr. Ward was quite exact. There have been
really Brotherhoods amongst the Serbians since ever
they lived in families ; for these are practically Brother-
hoods, organized, if I may say so, just on the lines of
your Brotherhoods. I should not like to detain you
too long ; but, to prove what I say, if you will let me,
I will quote a national song which is very short, and
which is being quoted in different versions ; but this is

one of the best known. Every one of us, even the child
in the street, knows it. It might—I am perfectly sure
you will agree with me—be taken as the motto of your
Brotherhood Movement

:
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' O men ;
just and good men, who are servants of God,

If you wish to belong really to God, do good whilst you live :

Honour your elder brother, and the younger ones will honour you.
Do not grow vain in prosperity ; do not be cast down in adversity :

Be not envious of what is not yours, O just and good men.
y^Tien death comes to man, nothing can he with him take,

Except his white hands folded on his breast

And his good works.'

This familiar poem in various versions—in prose, in

song, in stories—is told over the whole country ; and
that is really the spirit of the religion of the Brother-

hoods in our country. Unfortunately these Brother-

hoods are in danger of dispersal. It is really life in

families, where the father is head of the family and the

rest are brothers, that kept this spirit alive through
the centuries under trying conditions, during Turkish,

German, Austrian, and other foreign rules. And this

spirit was responsible for the behaviour of the Serbians

during the war. There is a danger that things are going

to be different in the future ; that the introduction of

railways and other influences will tend to destroy the

old customs at home. But we have a hope—and I am
glad to be able to express it in this place— that there

will be a welcome for this Brotherhood in Serbia if you
will take up the work there with your Brotherhood.
During the war your name and the good work of the

Brotherhood have become known, and especially the
London Committee—Mr. Ward, Mr. Heal, and the rest.

Their bringing over destitute Serbian children from
Macedonia to feed and educate them in England, and
their going themselves to Serbia to see the further need,

has made them known ; and every one is anxious for

them to come again, and to see their work develop.

If that can be done and you substitute your Brother-

hoods for ours, we shall not be too sorry to lose the

Brotherhoods in which we have been living up till now.
With this wish and hope, I bring to this Congress the
sincerest greetings from Serbia and Yugo-Slavia."

The CHAIRMAN :
" The delegate from South Africa

whom I shall call upon, can write a brilliant article, as

you will find out if you get the last issue of The African
World ; he can make a speech two hours in length, and
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he can also make one in five minutes. We postpone

his two-hours speech until we turn him loose in America,

and shall have his five-minutes speech now."
Mr. SOLOMON T. PLAATJE : "Mr. President, Brother

Delegates. Ladies and Gentlemen, in the name of the

seven million dark-skinned people of South Africa I

greet you. It is fairly well known that black people

throughout the world occupy an inferior position to that

of other sections of the human race ; but it is not per-

haps so generally realized that the native races of British

South Africa are assigned to a far lower level than that

occupied by Negro races in the rest of the world ; and
when you offer to one of them the right hand of fellow-

ship and a place of honour in your assembly which is to

be addressed by the Prime Minister of the United

Kingdom and the Premiers of two British Dominions

across the sea, you are going a long way to make my
down-trodden countrymen feel, as they could feel in no

other way, that you are practising the spirit of the

Universal Brotherhood as you preach it. How unlike

so many poor attempts at expressing the spirit made
especially in my part of the world, where some people

make the welkin ring with stories of the pitiable condi-

tion of the weak and the needy, but, when the crucial

moment comes for them to reduce their oft-expressed

sympathy to action (like the rich man in the parable),

they prefer their Lazarus afar off, and consider their

Brotherhood pretensions satisfied if they send their dogs

to lick his wounds. No, sir, your movement I am dis-

covering is no such parody on religion, but is that

practical Christianity which knows no distinction of

colour or artificial boundaries between nations.

To my mind. Mr. President, the ideal Brotherhood

man is the missionary. One of the first white men ever

seen by my own section of the Bechuana tribe—the

Barolong—was a Wesleyan missionary named Hodgson,

who came out in 1819. Before going out to South

Africa, Mr. Hodgson was a director of a bank at Dar-

lington. In those days a voyage to South Africa was a

great adventure by no means to be compared with the

floating picnic of to-day. Apart from the perils and
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discomforts of such a voyage, there was no certainty of

a boat ever reaching its destination and less certainty

still as to the reception that would be given to a mis-

sionary by the wild men and wilder beasts of the then

unknown subcontinent. A man who could resign the

directorship of a bank and embark on what looked

like such a wild-goose chase to save the souls of a people

of whom he knows nothing is, I think, a true follower of

Christ and a practical model of Brotherhood.

About the same time, your fathers were beginning to

send missionaries to distant parts of the globe. They

sent Robert Moffat to my part of South Africa, and he

was the first to reduce our spoken language to writing

and to translate the Scriptures into it. They sent the

Shaws of Xosaland, Bishop Colenso to Zululand, Mabille

of Paris to Basutoland, and Merenzky of BerHn to the

Bapedi of the Transvaal ; each one of whom performed

a like service to the people among whom they laboured.

The South African peoples owe their Bibles and all their

literature in all their varied languages and dialects to

European and American missionary enterprise. Coming

from a country where those in authority are apathetic

to all efforts made to elevate the natives, I can assure

you, sir, that it is only through the work of missionary

pioneers and their successors that you have on this day

representatives of the native races able and anxious to

participate with you in a world-conference of this char-

acter. They did more. They found the African a

polygamist and introduced a code of morality that

changed social chaos into an orderly, settled social

organization. They found our forefathers worshipping

no God, either true or false, and pointed out to them

the way to the foot of the Cross and salvation through

the blood of Jesus Christ ; and if I were to advise a

Brotherhood man on his duty I would say ' Go thou

and do likewise.' But excellent as were the efforts of

these men and their successors in the mission field, their

system of converting the natives has got its defects.

Some natives are so indoctrinated with their denomina-

tional teaching that a convert to Anglican Episcopa-

lianism does not regard the Wesleyan Methodist as a
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true Christian ; nor does a convert to German Lutheran-
ism regard a Scottish Presbyterian as a true believer,

and vice versa. So that the several sections of the same
Bantu race, divided as they are by languages, tribal

peculiarities, clannish jealousies, and geographical posi-

tions in their sparsely populated country, are further

regrouped and subdivided by their respective churches.

Two and a half x^ears ago I returned to South Africa
with Brotherhood ideas imbibed during my three years'

work in this country. In going about the country to

report on my work here, I found myself unwittingly
spreading the Brotherhood gospel in the native terri-

tories, for in reporting on my work I could not help
telling them how the Brotherhood found me in this city

of strangers, befriended me, raised me to their platform
so that by the time I left I had addressed no fewer than
130 Brotherhood and Sisterhood meetings in England,
most of which, like the General Secretary, sent them
messages of goodwill. Then the natives said : Here is

a splendid gospel ; a gospel, not of the top dog, but of

the love of mankind, irrespective of tribe or nationality.

Anyway it was impossible to start a Brotherhood any-
where, because of the lack of meeting-places, as the
mission chapels are fully occupied on Sundays with
class meetings, Sunday schools, besides two or three

services in the same little building, so that my Brother-
hood propaganda was carried out mainly at private

conversations. I may say that I was encouraged by a
promise made three years ago by Mr. Ward and Mr.
Jeffs, that at the close of the war they would endeavour
to secure a few Y.M.C.A. huts and ship them out to us,

but the native hunger for the Brotherhood and their

lack of a meeting-place became unbearable and impelled

me to assume what was called the most amazing audacity.

I approached the directors of De Beers Co.. which
practically owns my city of Kimberley, and begged them
for an old tram station near the coloured quarters of the
city so as to turn it into a meeting-place for our people

;

after three months of lobbying and persuasion, no man
was more astonished than I was when the Company
wrote consenting to hand over the place for the purpose
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stated in my application. The General Manager of the

Company, a worthy son of a worthy American engineer,

followed it up with a donation of £100 to help me in the

task of changing a tramshed into a meeting-hall. Mr.

President, although that was a mere flea-bite compared

with my needs, I was laid up for two days, sick with joy,

for I already saw the foundation of the Movement well

and truly laid.

On the August Bank Holiday last year, His Excellency

Viscount Buxton, Governor-General of South Africa,

came to Kimberley, and at my invitation Lord Buxton

came to lay the foundation stone of the first Brotherhood

hall among the dark-skinned people of South Africa.

The ceremony was attended by a large crowd of white

people, who listened to the encouraging speech of His

Excellency and collected £G4 for our building scheme.

Our own poor community could never have hoped to

collect so many shillings.

By the beginning of this year the roof was on, but not

the windows. Still our regular Sunday services began

on the first Sunday in January 1919, when messages of

encouragement were read from William Ward, William

Proctor of Stoke Newington, William Cross of Southall,

and John Mcintosh.

In April, after we had been going for three months,

the Bishop of Kimberley came and dedicated the

building for Brotherhood meetings and educational

purposes. I cannot refrain from telling the Conference

what struck me most on that particular day. I had

received a number of messages reporting that in Johan-

nesburg and the Witwatersrand natives, by the shoal,

were sentenced to imprisonment with hard labour because

they refuse to spend any of their scant earnings purchas-

ing that badge of degradation called a pass, as required

by law and for which our people have no use. Just

before going to the dedication service I got another

message :
' The mounted police just charged a crowd

of men and women, five killed by horses' hoofs, scores of

men and women maimed. Most of the victims were

singing or praying when police charged.' That was

the picture on the Gold Fields while we on the Diamond
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Fields held a Brotherhood dedication over which the

city magistrate presided, supported by the Mayor,

Councillors, and the Clergy of the district. And I hope

you will do for Brotherhood in the twentieth century

what your noble forebears did for mission work during the

last century and help us to establish a solid base in

Kimberley that will expand and make it unnecessary

for a native to travel six thousand miles to Croydon or

East Ham to see a Brotherhood in action. The natives

are already receiving helpful visits by some of the great

preachers of the English churches in South Africa.

Formerly if the Dean were to visit a mission chapel

or the Moderator to visit an Anglican mission place to

address the natives, they would be regarded as tres-

passers. To-day they can address them in our Brother-

hood hall without being looked upon as intruders. We
have done more. We have provided the natives with a

meeting-place where they can discuss their affairs in their

own way.
It must not be supposed that the enemies of Brother-

hood were not busy. They say to the natives :
' Sol.

Plaatje is playing on your ignorance for his own ends.

His Brotherhood has done nothing for you ; it is De Beers

Co. who did everything.' Now, the native has a laconic

way of answering a question with other questions, so he

asked in reply, ' All the wealth of De Beers is the creature

of cheap native labour, and how is it that De Beers gave

us nothing these last thirty years until Sol. Plaatje wanted

a hall for the Brotherhood ? ' This bit of native philo-

sophy finds an explanation in a letter addressed to me by

Sir David Harris, Member of Parhament, one of the

Directors of De Beers Co. He said :

' I am glad to tell you that the suggestion I made to my
colleagues at your instigation was successful in obtaining

for the natives a suitable meeting- hall.

' The keen and intelligent interest that you have

always taken in the welfare and improvement of the

native races, who rightly look to you for light and

leading, was a great incentive for me to assist you to

secure the building, which I trust will help your laudable

efforts to benefit and advance their condition. With
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every wish for the success of your object, I am yours
truly, D. Harris.'

But, ladies and gentlemen, one cannot preach to a
hungry man and expect him to listen. A very serious

handicap to the movement is that since the unification

of the South African Colonies the native has had
less liberty. Since 1913 he cannot live on farms in

the land of his fathers, unless he is in the employ of a
white man. He can neither purchase nor hire fixed

property. His right to the soil was never challenged

until 1913, when it was made illegal by a stroke of the

pen. A native working for a Dutchman at 105-. a month,
and offered £2 by the next Dutchman, goes to jail, with
hard labour, if he took the better job, without the

written consent of his master—the bad payer. The
Brotherhood could come to the rescue by asking General
Smuts, our Prime Minister, to allow the natives not
equality with the white man, but the bare human rights

to which every person born into the world is entitled.

Unlike my brothers from the West Coast of Africa, we
cannot boast of British freedom ; unlike my brothers

from the near and far East, we cannot boast of a culture

older than Western civilization ; unlike my brothers

from India, we cannot boast of populations of hundreds
of millions ; but, few as we are, we have built the
beautiful cities and harbours of British South Africa for

the benefit of other people ; we have produced, at the

peril of our lives, more gold and diamonds than the rest

of the world. All we ask for is a sympathetic and just

rule and we will respond to the call of your movement,
for I can think of no organization that would offer similar

opportunities to the black son of an African shepherd
like myself. Perhaps you will say : The Church does.

True, in a sense ; but only the other day the Bishop of

Pretoria—a vigorous Brotherhood man—addressing the
Council of Bishops in Capetown, said these oppressive

laws and colour hatreds were possible because the
Church had relaxed its vigilance, he said it was choked
with respectability. For the sake of ' the man farthest

down ' I shall pray that your movement be threatened
by no such choker ; on the other hand, that it may
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continue to find members in the lower walks of life,

and elevate them as it has raised me."

The CHAIRMAN :
" We have with us Brother Serenius

from Finland and Brother Norlev from Denmark. They

are here as honorary delegates because at the moment
there is no regularly constituted Brotherhood organiza-

tion in their countries. But they have got the inspira-

tion of our movement, and have already laid their plans

for a great Brotherhood campaign on the return home.

They have asked me to convey greetings to the Congress,

and to express their confidence in a development of the

movement in their countries which will result in their

representation by ordinary delegates at some future

World-Brotherhood Congress.

Dr. Ebina will have something to say to us on behalf

of Japan, but that will be for another session.

Now I will ask for a few words from a gentleman who

bears a name known in Europe and throughout India,

whose life has been and is being spent in spreading the

principles of Brotherhood—a man of brilliant intellect

whose works are read and treasured by people over

practically all the world, a man with a great brotherly

heart—Brother Harendranath Maitra."

Mr. HARENDRANATH MAITRA :
" Mr. President and

my Friends, I think you have all heard the name of Rabin-

dranath Tagore. Some time before the war he came here

and got the Nobel Prize. I have many a time had the

privilege of going to see his great father. When I asked

him, ' What is your religious belief ? Do you beUeve in

any particular religion ? ' he repUed :
' My brother, God

has taken me to such a height that from that height I do

not see any of the landmarks of the world.' Friends, I

expected that all the religions would have their own

place recognized : but I am sorry to say I sometimes

hear criticisms of the other religions ; and until we have

destroyed that attitude of mind, we shall never be able

to establish the universal brotherhood of which Christ

spoke so many times. If you come with me to our homes

do you know what you would hear ? A long time ago,

after the birth of Gautama Buddha, there came a man

who went from door to door. Women used to come to
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him and ask, ' What is the name you bear ? ' And he
said :

' I am Soul ; nothing but Soul ; Soul all over
the world.' Friends, go to Africa, go to India, go all

over the world ; and it is the same man, the same
brother. And until England recognizes that, wars will

never cease. It has been put forward here as an argu-

ment that in China and in America among the Indians

religion has not been expressed in terms of Brother-
hood. I could recite to you thousands of illustrations

of that in this country where you boast that you are

Christian ! For the last five years your representatives

of Christianity, disciples of Christ, have been killing

each other. And yet you call the East uncivilized,

and say that Eastern religions are different from the
idea of Christ ! But Christ came from the East, He
is a representative of the East, and your kings and
potentates pay homage to Him. It is now time for pil-

grimages from the West to the East and there pay
homage. Hence I acclaim this Congress, I who come
from a country which in the morning of time held aloft

the torch of civilization and gave to the nations of the

world the faith, ' No individual, but Soul !
' Christ

came to give that message. We shall have profited if

we can understand that point of view ; and we shall

then have the right to establish Brotherhoods all over
the world."



V

RECEPTION AT THE MANSION HOUSE

Monday, September 15, 5-7 p.m.

The LORD MAYOR (Sir Horace Brooks Marshall)

:

" Sisters and Brothers, it is a great satisfaction to the

Lady Mayoress and to me to welcome you to the City

of London to-day. We recognize the great work which

your Congress arid Conference represent; and it is a

special privilege in this peace year for the Lord Mayor

and the Lady Mayoress to welcome delegates of the

International Brotherhood from all parts of the world.

Some of you, doubtless, look upon the City of London,

as it undoubtedly is, as a home of great traditions;

and I would not have you forget that one of its cherished

traditions is Brotherhood expressed in the practical

work of doing good. And that same tradition attaches

to my official home, the Mansion House. I therefore

venture to hope that in my public life I am no stranger

to the ideal of Brotherhood. I have found that ideal

also to be, in my private life, a guiding star along life's

happiest roads and to hfe's fairest havens. If I under-

stand Hfe, and the purpose of Hfe, Brotherhood is essential

to its scheme ; and one may liken it, I think, to a golden

thread running through the whole fabric, giving it both

beauty and strength. Of this I am certain, that more

happiness comes from an acceptance of this ideal of

Brotherhood than can come from any material posses-

sion. I hope, therefore, that to-day you will consider

me as one of yourselves.

You are meeting in a spirit of wonderful optimism.

There is, to my mind, something splendidly audacious

in the fact that hardly has the awful war ended, than

98
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many men of many nationalities meet together to pro-

mote the Brotherhood of man. There are some who
would have us believe that such a war, after nearly

2,000 years of the teaching of the Fatherhood of God
and the Brotherhood of man, puts the ideal beyond
human reach. But I for one am among the optimists.

I join with you in the belief that Christianity still

remains the hope of the world, and the only power to

bring men of all races and tongues together in true

comradeship. The attainment of the true ideal of

Brotherhood is not to be reached by wishing. The
greater the ideal the more formidable the obstacles ; and
there is no doubt the war has left deep gulfs to be

bridged before men can become brethren again. The
Brotherhood Movement seems to me to stand for a faith

which is very much alive, for it is an outstanding

example of faith with works. To-day the world is

looking for the peace which comes^from the cessation of

conflict. In one word, it is looking for Brotherhood.

By your International Congress at this time you have
taken a bold and courageous step

;
you have come out

in the interest of the whole world and have challenged

observation and criticism of your movement. I think I

may venture to speak to-day in the name of the City

of London when I wish great success for your Congress

and the abundant fulfilment of your desires in the future

progress of your great movement.



VI

BROTHERHOOD AND THE WORLD'S
UNREST

By Rt. Hon. Arthur Henderson, M.P.

"To the thoughtful observer, organized society appears
to-day to be undergoing a process of dissolution. Unrest
is quite literally world-wide. Every people is disturbed

and unsettled to a degree hitherto unknown. In every
part of the world we are witnessing unprecedented mani-
festations of social discontent. In some parts of the

world, ordered government is at an end. In Central

and Eastern Europe political systems that have endured
for centuries have been suddenly overthrown and the

shadow of economic ruin overhangs the lives of millions

of helpless people. Vast areas in Asia and Africa have
lost even the rudimentary civilization they once possessed.

In Egypt, in India, and in Persia, nationalist aspirations

have weakened the Western overlordship imposed upon
them. In Japan and China the ferment of revolutionary

ideas is visibly working ; in Austria, America, and
Canada, in varying degrees of intensity, dissatisfaction

with the existing social and economic order influences

the mind of organized democracy to a much greater

extent than is realized ; while in Western Europe, in

France and Belgium, in Scandinavia and Italy, in Spain
and Portugal, and not less in our own country, the

popular masses have felt the impact of the revolutionary

movement that originated in Russia.

In different countries unrest has found expression in

various forms ; in revolution or riot, in strikes or

threatened strikes, in political propaganda, in the mass
100
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action of the organized workers. All this has contributed

to the feeling that the world-unrest is the signal of tre-

mendous changes in the organization and control of the

affairs of mankind. The war has brought about a total

crisis in human affairs. Since the signing of the Armis-

tice the crisis has developed rapidly. It behoves us, if

only on the ground of expediency and self-interest, to

inquire seriously what the world-unrest means and what
it portends. These revolutionary manifestations, uni-

versal in their range, indicate the presence in society

of fundamental evils, with which the Brotherhood Move-
ment, if it is to give effect to the inspirations of its demo-
cratic gospel, is vitally concerned.

Let me, for the sake of clearness, deal with this world-

movement towards a new order of life in its three main
aspects, which may be described as (1) the political, (2)

the economic, and (3) the moral aspects of world-unrest.

1. That the development of political institutions has

not kept pace with the growth of democracy is an asser-

tion that scarcely requires proof. Much of the existing

unrest, in the more highly organized countries, is attribut-

able to this fact. Democracy is awake and conscious of

its power, but finds itself unable to obtain any real

control of the machinery of government. Class rule in

politics, notwithstanding the existence of a broadly

democratic franchise, is still a reality. What are called

the possessing classes, through their social influence,

the power of money, their practical monopoly of all the

higher branches of education, and their control of the

press, contrive repeatedly to defeat the popular will on
every first-class political issue in which the rights and
liberties of the common people are involved. It is so

in this country, on the continent, and in America ; and
even more so in the countries where political institutions

are less highly developed. In countries still in a state

of political tutelage, like Egypt and India, political dis-

content has produced a vigorous nationalist movement,
which it is proving more and more difficult to keep in the

path of constitutional agitation. Whole communities
are claiming for themselves the right of self-determina-

tion, and some sections have shown that they are pre-
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pared to assert this right by methods of bloodshed and

violence.

Constant frustrations of the democratic demand for

a real share in the business of government, and for genuine

popular control over national policy, have produced two

serious results. One result is the attempt to substitute

for the Parliamentary system a new political method.

In countries like Russia and (for a time) Hungary and

even Germany, political democracy, as we understand it

in Western Europe, has been superseded by industrial

democracy, expressed through the system of Soviets or

workmen's councils. With the Parliamentary system

the council method of government has almost nothing

in common ; it is based upon a restricted franchise, and

is avowedly the instrument of a class dictatorship. Do
not make the mistake of thinking that the soviet theory

of government is a Russian invention which has no

attraction for the workpeople of other countries. The

soviet experiment has captured the imagination of a

much greater number of people than is commonly realized.

The other result to which I refer is the attempt to sub-

stitute for Parliamentary action and the peaceful pro-

cedure of the ballot box, direct industrial action by

the organized masses. I am not going to discuss either

the soviet system or the policy of direct action in this

place ; my views on both have never been concealed, and

I have stated them plainly and publicly in national and

international congresses of the workers. But in the

light of the subject we are discussing these two results

are of immense significance.

What do they mean ? They mean that large masses

of the people, even in countries that are highly developed

politically, have begun to lose faith in the parliamentary

system and the ordinary machinery of representative

government. These two theories are a measure of the

prevailing political discontent. They signify essenti-

ally—mark the word—essentially, they signify that

we have so far failed to enable the people to feel that

they have effective control of national policy. They

mean just what the demand for self-government in

Ireland or in India means—that democracy, growingly
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conscious of its power and its responsibilities, increas-

ingly aware also that the rule of the moneyed minority

means the perpetuation of the economic inequalities and
social injustices against which they are everywhere in

revolt, cannot be permanently denied the right to political

self-determination. Class rule in politics is doomed
to disappear. That is as certain as to-morrow's sunrise.

But it is still doubtful whether the ideal of true political

liberty will be realized in this and other countries with-

out a violent convulsion of society. The political history

of the last half- century, and longer, is largely the story

of the efforts made by the unenfranchised classes to

obtain the vote. But the winning of the vote has not

yet given the people real control of their own affairs ;

they have no effective voice in the making of national

policy, no real knowledge of the principles upon which
their rulers conduct international policy, no determining

influence upon governmental decisions which may be for

them literally matters of life or death. I need not supply

illustrations of this statement. For those who are dis-

turbed by this phenomenon of world-wide political

discontent, which challenges the whole system of Par-

liamentary government and attempts in some places

to substitute for it a new system which I believe to be

entirely unworkable because it is the negation of demo-
cratic principles, the problem is to restore popular

confidence in representative institutions, and to guide

the mass movement along the path of constitutional

change, and enable democracy to become master in its

own house without violence and without disorder.

2. The industrial aspect of world-unrest is at once

the most familiar and the most complex problem con-

fronting us. Working-class discontent with existing

conditions of life and work is the root of our modern
troubles. For more than a century the working people

in this country have been undergoing a process of self-

education which has kept pace with the process by
which they have become an organized, class- conscious,

and militant force, carrying on a continuous battle

on two fronts—the political and the industrial. In

other countries the organization of the workers for the
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political and industrial struggle began later, but the
process is the same everywhere, and the results are

similar; even in countries like India, Japan, and China,
where capitalist industrialism is only just beginning,
we are witnessing the rise of a trade-union movement

;

and in the United States, where the trade-union organiza-

tion is well developed, there are the beginnings of a
political Labour movement, corresponding to that which
exists in Europe. These working-class organizations are

not the cause, but the effect of working-class unrest.

No single cause can be assigned for the discontent of the
working people in every country. There are many and
diverse causes, some local, some universal, some of them
political, some economic, some social, some moral. But
all combine to produce the phenomenon we call in-

dustrial unrest, a vital problem of importance to every
citizen and every statesman.

In essence this unrest is a demand for a thorough
revolution in the economic organization of society. The
anarchic individualism of the profiteering capitalist

system of production and distribution has produced a
state of society in which hideous inequalities of wealth
and opportunity exist, a society based upon the exploita-

tion of subject classes, a subject sex, and subject races.

Organized Labour believes that most of the social evils

which darken life for the majority of the people flow from
the system of capitalist industry. It is no longer content
to aquiesce in the system under which industry is con-

ducted for the benefit of the few, and v/hich involves

servitude, exploitation, and subordination for the mass
of the working people. The workers demand a higher

standard of life and an altogether higher status in

industry. The demand for the nationalization of vital

industries and services, like the mines and the railways,

is accompanied by a demand for democratic control,

which will ensure to the workers a genuine share in the
management of industry. The workers are as much
opposed to bureaucratic methods of conducting industry

as they are to the capitalist method ; they want a new
method which will be based upon the recognition of two
cardinal principles hitherto disregarded : (1) that
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human labour is not a commodity or article of commerce
to be dealt with by the law of supply and demand as we
now deal with coal or cotton or iron ore, but that it is

something into which personality enters and through
which personality is expressed ; and (2) that the main-
tenance of the worker and the progressive improvement
of the standard of life for all the people ought to be the

first charge upon industry, and the profits of investors

an altogether secondary consideration. These two
principles in their negative aspects are in my judgment
fundamental factors in working-class unrest. Wherever
you find class- conscious working people you find this

conviction—that industry at present is organized and
conducted on the assumption that human labour can be
treated as one of the raw materials of industry, and that

profits are the first consideration. That there are

employers who treat their employees as human beings I

willingly acknowledge ; but they are few, and fewer
still are the employers who are prepared to concede to

the workers a genuine share in the actual management
of industry and an effective voice in determining the

conditions under which it shall be carried on. But until

this is conceded, until the profiteering element is elimin-

ated, until we have substituted for the motive of private

gain in industry the motive of public service, industrial

unrest will continue and will grow ever more pronounced.
3. This brings me to my third point, the moral aspect

of unrest. I have spoken in vain about the political

and economic aspects of the world-unrest if I have not
succeeded in convincing you that essentially we have to

deal with a world-movement towards a higher and better

order of life for the masses of mankind. Both in a
political and in an economic sense the masses are treated

still as being in a state of tutelage. Other classes will

do things for the people, but will not allow them to do
things for themselves, and deny them the adult right

of self-determination. Now, I hold the doctrine of one
of the best of our Liberal statesmen. Sir Henry Campbell
Bannerman, that self-government is better than good
government. But even if this were not true, I am con-

vinced that the popular masses are everywhere claiming
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this elementary right of self-determination and that
the world-unrest is a manifestation of the popular demand
for freedom—I mean freedom in the widest sense, free-

dom of mind and spirit, as well as freedom of body,
freedom to develop the God-given faculties which they
possess, freedom to enjoy the higher things of the mind
and the deeper things of the spirit. In the ultimate
analysis, therefore, the widespread dissatisfaction with
the existing order is a divine discontent. It derives
from the growing sense of the worth of the individual,
and the developing consciousness of responsibility in the
individual, which is the work of Christianity. Religious
leaders may have cause to lament the disappearance of
the old evangelical motives in personal life, the sense of
personal sin, the acknowledgment of the need for personal
repentance, and the assurance of personal salvation. The
spiritual realities corresponding to these expressions of
Christian faith and practice are as important as ever they
were, for it remains true that the soul of all improvement
is the improvement of the soul. It is here, as the late

Professor Drummond used to insist, that the old evan-
gelical faith did so much for the world—it produced good
men and women, and it is goodness that tells most in

the long run. The hope that you can get out of a re-

organized society more than you put into it in the way
of personal character, moral idealism, and the spirit of
Brotherhood in the individual man and woman is a vain
hope. But however much we may desire to recover
these evangelical inspirations of an earlier day, I say to
the Brotherhood Movement that we must also take
account of the new interpretations which mean so much
to the people of our time.

This is the day of the social conscience. There is a
corporate sense of sin, there is a need for corporate
repentance, there is a possibility of corporate salvation.

All the keywords of our religion have a social as well as
a personal significance, deriving from the state of the
society in which Christianity had its rise. In that
society there were only two classes, the class of master
and the class of slaves, the class of creditor and the
class of debtor ; and redemption meant the liberation
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of the slave, and forgiveness the cancelling of debt

;

and the hunger and thirst after righteousness, the

dream of the kingdom of heaven on earth, was the

dream of a new divine society in which there would be

neither Jew nor Gentile, neither exploiter nor exploited,

neither bond nor free. It is the task of the Brother-

hood Movement to realize this new divine order of life,

by interpreting the world-unrest not as a striving

towards a mere material betterment of the conditions of

life for the masses, but as a movement of the spirit in

men, inspired by belief in the possibility of realizing a

fairer future for all. We have reached a stage in the

history of our race when the original impulses to which

it gave guidance and interpretation can be recovered.

In its origin Christianity was a movement of the people

exploited and oppressed by a cruel imperialism. Within

the system of Imperial Rome the germ of the new divine

society developed, despite the persecution and martyr-

dom of the faithful. The ideal of the new society arises

again in these fateful days, august and wonderful,

strengthened by the downfall of that system of capita-

list imperialism which created the conditions which
drove our young men to the shambles of war and de-

stroyed the comfort and security of countless homes.

The dream of a world-society rooted in peace, sustained

by the organized will of mankind, and bound together

by the ties of genuine brotherhood, rises afresh. The
manifestations of world-unrest with which I have been

dealing are a sign that the old order is in its death-throes ;

they are a signal that the new society is about to come
to its birth, and the age-long injustices and inequalities

that have burdened the' lives of the common people are

at last to be swept away."
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BROTHERHOOD AND THE WORLD'S UNREST

By Rev. Samuel Z. Batten, D.D., of
Philadelphia, Pa.

" The present hour is a time of confusion and unrest.

The barometer indicates unsettled weather. No one
knows what a day may bring forth. All feel that
changes are impending and trying days are ahead of us.

As might be expected, many people misunderstand this

unrest and fear these changes. Some suppose that this

unrest is born of darkness and the pit, and is a sign of

man's depravity. Others say that it is due to agitators

and disturbers who stir up the people with their doc-

trines of discontent. Still others say that it is all a

dispute over dividends, wages, honours, and territory.

And many others stand in perplexity and doubt, feeling

that something is wrong, knowing that everything

betokens change, but not knowing what to do or what
to hope.

But I believe that this unrest and confusion have a
deeper meaning. The Spirit of God is at work in the

world and is stirring up the hearts of men. There is a

rising tide of conviction in the souls of men, and the

power of God is behind that tide. The light of a new
day is breaking upon our sight, but we are yet in the

twilight. The great heart of humanity is crying out for

light and justice and brotherhood, and it will not be put
off with vague promises. Men are growing discontented

with half-truths and make-believe. They want the

whole truth and uttermost reality. Some of this unrest

may be evil, and some of it may be misdirected. But
the deeper unrest is the authentic sign of God's presence

in His world. The world to-day may be in a state of

commotion and confusion. But the Spirit of God, on
this new creative morning, is brooding over the abyss

and is mothering a new world into being.

The day that is coming is the day of human Brother-

hood. Many, I know, do not so interpret the signs of

the times. One man says that it is the age of the Social
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Gospel; and that is true. There never has been an

hour, since Jesus ascended from Olivet, when men under-

stood so clearly the social meaning of the Gospel as

to-day. Another man tells me that it is the age of the

Social Question; and that is also true. The Social

Question is up for a hearing, and that question makes

the agony and peril of our time. Another tells me that

this is the age of democracy ; and this is true so far as

it goes. There is one great out-standing fact in this

modern time ; the steady, irresistible, world-wide coming

up of the people out of the place of obscurity into the seat

of authority. But after all, these things I have men-

tioned, vital and significant though they be, are but the

outward and visible signs of an inward and spiritual

change. In all, behind all, through all, there is one

clear note—the cry for human Brotherhood. ' The

hunger for Brotherhood,' says George Frederic Watts,
' is at the bottom of the unrest of the civilized world.'

What are the basis and inspiration of this hunger for

Brotherhood, the meaning and sweep of this mighty

truth ? Then we must note how the human soul cries

out in the presence of broken Brotherhood and social

wrong. Finally, I want to mark the direction in

which the mighty tide of Brotherhood is bearing us

to-day, and what we must do in order that we may
have a world of brothers.

1. The Brotherhood of Mankind

It is impossible to say when men first began to think

of God as Father. In the far-distant past a few pro-

phetic souls caught glimpses of this great truth. Here

and there we find traces of this belief before Christ came.

Thus Alexander, according to Plutarch, said that God
was Father of all men, especially of the good and

obedient. The Greeks spoke of Zeus as the father of

gods and men. The old word Jupiter is Zeus-Pater;

and this is the equivalent of the older Sanscrit word

Dyaus-Piter, or heaven-father. Among the Jews we

find this belief coming out into clearer light. Thus the
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Psalmist sings :
' Like as a father pitieth his children,

so the Lord pitieth them that fear Him.' And Malachi
at a later day cries :

' Have we not all one father ? Hath
not one God created us ?

'

Yet the fact remains that the truth of the Divine
Father and of Human Brotherhood was the immortal
discovery of Jesus of Nazareth. He came into a world
that knew little of God as Father, and less of men as

brothers. With other men it was a figure of speech,

something that might be true within certain limitations.

But with Jesus it was the uttermost fact in life ; men, in

virtue of the fact that they were men, were brothers.

The doctrine of Human Brotherhood was the specula-

tion of the philosopher, the dream of the mystic. But
he made that truth current coin and stamped it with the

seal of heaven.

Men had believed that God was Father, the Father of

a few men, the Father of kings and rulers, the Father of

the good, the Father of our nation. They had believed

in the Brotherhood of Mankind within certain limitations

that men of one class or caste might be brothers, the men
of our church and nation. But it was not until a young
man stepped forth from the carpenter's shop in Nazareth,

that this truth found an incarnation and a voice.

This great truth of Divine Fatherhood, with its corre-

lated truth of Human Brotherhood, has been finely called

the master thought of Jesus' life. He lived in the con-

sciousness of this truth himself, and he sought to awaken
the same consciousness in men. The opening words of

the universal prayer are the plainest confession of

Brotherhood :
' Our Father who art in heaven.' The

man who lifts up his heart in prayer to God as Father

learns to look out upon the world of men and to say ' my
Brothers.' In the most positive terms, he charged men
to ' call no man your father upon earth, for one is your
Father who is in heaven. Call no man master who is

upon earth, for one is your Master, the Christ, and all ye

are brothers.' Charles Wagner is right :
' Christianity

is the religion of the Father and of Brotherhood. This

fact can never be gainsaid, and the whole Gospel is con-

tained in these two terms. My Brother : these are not
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simply words, they make a drama, yea, they create a
world.

'

This great Gospel, Jesus gave to men to be the hope
and inspiration of the ages. Alas, the truth was con-

tained in earthen vessels, and so it has suffered griev-

ously at the hands of men. Men never rose to the
height of the Master's vision ; they thought small, the

great ideas of the Gospel. Christianity has suffered

much from the wrong thinking of bad men ; but it has
suffered more from the small thinking of good men.
One of the marvels of the world is the slow progress this

great truth has made during the centuries. It has had
to make its way against the ingrained prejudices of

men ; it has been opposed by kings and priests who
thought first of their prerogatives. King Robert of

Sicily is not the only autocrat who has found in the New
Testament seditious words, and been glad that the
Magnificat was sung in Latin,

Yet—and this is the better word—the truth of Christ

has made its way in the world. For nineteen hundred
years there has been a Church bearing the name of Christ

and seeking to perpetuate his Spirit, This Church has
called men together in the house of prayer, and has
bidden them look up and say :

' Our Father who art in

heaven.' It has taught men to ask :
' Have we not all

one Father ? Hath not one God created us ? ' It has
declared that he hath made of one blood all nations of

men, Jews and Greeks, American and Filippino, the
Saxon and the Boer, the white man and the black man.
It has been teaching also that since God is Father and
man is child, therefore each soul has an infinite worth.
It has affirmed that the Father loves all of his children

and is not willing that one should perish. It has taught
that each life has some meaning in the total meaning of

the world, and hence that its personality should be
honoured. It has been testifying against oppression
and pleading for justice. It has been saying that there
is plenty and to spare in the Father's house, and the
Father's bounties are for all of his children. It must be
confessed that the Church has sometimes interpreted

this truth in a partial and meagre way. Too often it
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has whispered remonstrances over rosewater when it

should have thundered a protest against injustice. At
times the Church itself has been the divisive force in

society, and has set man against his brother over ques-

tions of its own prerogatives. In a very halting and
uncertain way it has preached its supreme and blessed

Evangel. But with it all the truth has been preached,

the testimony has been given, the fact of Brotherhood
has found an incarnation and a voice.

And now at last the men of the world and the message
of God are meeting and each is finding the other. The
people are beginning to take heart and believe that the

hour of their deliverance is at hand. It is the message
of the Gospel that has interpreted the longings of men,
that has aroused their hearts and has intensified their

search after justice. The people are beginning to ask

kings and priests to stand out of their sunshine that

they may have light and warmth. They are reaching

out across lines of division and are feeling for the hands
of their brothers. They are asking why a few men
should own all the earth and the great majority be aliens

in the land of their birth. They are demanding that

privileges held bya few shall be revoked and opportunities

shall be guaranteed to all. They are formulating the

demand that every child shall have a good fair chance
in life and shall enjoy an heir's portion of the common
heritage. God is the Father of all, and men are brothers

of one blood ; why then should we hate one another

and live as aliens ? Men were made to be brothers ; and
why then should we be broken up into castes and classes ?

Every life in the nation has its meaning and its value
;

should it not therefore have standing room and oppor-

tunity ? Men are brothers before they are masters and
servants, employers and employees ; why then should we
allow dispute over wages and dividends to divide them
into hostile groups ?

To-day the truth of Brotherhood is gaining general

acceptance, is finding clear expression, and is seeking

full realization. The Church is teaching it ; fraternal

organizations and Labour Unions profess it ; industry

asks for it ; legislation is feeling its influence ; in a
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stammering way political platforms are writing out its

appeal ; civic programmes and national policies are

trying to interpret it ; international congresses are con-

fessing its obligation. The people are in expectation and

are waiting for some one to show them the way and lead

them into the Kingdom of Brotherhood. The supreme

issue in every social, political, industrial, international

question is the question of Brotherhood. The eternal

conscience of the race is voicing a protest against every-

thing that denies and hinders Brotherhood and arrays

man against his brother man. The race is growing a

determination to make Brotherhood a fact in the uni-

versal life of the world. This hunger for Brotherhood

voices the very passion of the Gospel. The search after

Brotherhood has behind it the vestige and purpose of

the Eternal.

//. The Cry of Broken Brotherhood

We are living in a time of unrest and upheaval. What
is the meaning of the unrest of the world ? What is the

deeper note in the cries of men ? It is the groping of the

great blind giant for light. It is the cry of men in the

face of Broken Brotherhood. It is the hunger of men
for a more brotherly social order. What then are the

conditions in our modern world that break Brotherhood

and keep us divided and antagonistic ?

The Social Question is a question of Broken Brother-

hood. In our time men are growing what may be called

a sense of humanity, and are beginning to realize that

mankind is one family. There came a time in the history

of man when he came to self-consciousness ; and man
saw that he was naked and poor and miserable. In our

time society is coming to self- consciousness ; and society

is discovering that it is miserable and poor and naked.

The race is growing a social conscience. Man is acquiring

a new blush. We are seeing some things as men never

saw them before, and we are ashamed and troubled. We
are discovering that society is poor and miserable and

destitute ; we are discovering that many of our fellows

are growing up in conditions which practically make

8
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impossible a full and worthy human life. We are dis-

covering that- many persons are really disinherited by
society, and have no real opportunity in life. We are

discovering that through the toils and sacrifices of the

past generations society has come into a vast heritage

of achievement ; and yet through neglect on the part of

many or fraud on the part of a few, this heritage has

fallen into few hands and the great mass of people have
no real share in it. We are discovering that ' a large

proportion of people in the prevailing state of society

take part in the rivalry of life only under conditions

which absolutely preclude them, whatever their natural

merit and ability, from any real share therein. They
come into the world to find the best positions not only

already filled, but practically occupied in perpetuity.

For, under the great body of rights which wealth has

inherited from feudalism, we, to all intents and purposes,

allow the wealthy classes to retain control of these

positions generation after generation, to the permanent
exclusion of the rest of the people' (Kidd, Social

Evolution, p. 232).

This means that in the best modern society a large

number of persons begin the struggle for life under a

serious handicap. Through the faults or misfortunes of

their parents they are without a real foothold or fair

opportunity. Because of the conditions that exist in

modern society they are unable to break the handicap
and rise into a larger life. They are early forced into

the mine or factory to work, and thus they grow up
without any technical training or real education. They
toil and struggle, but they make little headway. They
live and die with most of their capacity undeveloped and
their powers unrealized. Many of them are hard worked,

so hard worked that they have no time and energy left

for anything mental or spiritual. They are badly
housed and improperly fed. Many of them are un-

employed part of the year, and so they ever and for ever

hear the howl of the wolf at the door. They find that

the door of opportunity is ever narrowing before them
and their children, owing to the increasing economic
pressure and the rapid concentration of wealth. They
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look forward into the years without aspiration or inspira-

tion or hope, and see nothing ahead for themselves and

their children but hard, pitiless, poorly paid toil.

This is the inner meaning of the Industrial Unrest.

The industrial world to-day is a world of Broken

Brotherhood. Our present industrial system is a direct

result of the Industrial Revolution ; and this has

broken the relations of men, changed the face of the

world and the structure of society. In the generations

of the past, before the middle of the eighteenth century,

manufacture had been largely by hand and production

was on a small scale. But with the invention of the

steam engine and the application of steam to machinery

the whole process of industry underwent a change.

Before, we had the individual worker, owning his own
tools, acting as his own employer, seldom growing rich,

but never very poor.

Now we find what is called corporate and large-scale

production. This massed capital builds great factories

in which hundreds of workers are crowded together.

Individual and personal ownership of industry has

largely ceased ; corporate ownership and control are

now the rule. On the other hand we find the workers

massed in great numbers without ownership in their

tools or voice in the enterprise, controlled and directed

by managers and agents. The stockholders seldom if

ever come into personal relations with the workers
;

and the workers seldom if ever come into personal con-

tact with the owners. This has brought about several

fateful results.

First, it has broken the economic world into two

groups and has depersonalized the relations between men.

To-day the relation between employer and employee is

what Carlyle called a ' cash Nexus.' It is not a personal

and human relation.

Second, this has separated men into two opposed and

competing groups. Managers are intent on getting the

most work for the least pay, and workers are interested

in getting the most pay for the least work. The law of

competition is made the final law of economic life, and

distrust and suspicion are inevitable. Every little
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while some one tells us that the interests of labour and
capital are identical ; but every one knows that under
our present system they are not identical, but opposed.

Then this system has destroyed the worker's incentive

in his work. The processes of industry are beyond the

worker's conscious participation ; he becomes a part of

the machinery and a mere unit in production. On all

sides employers complain of their working people, because

they have no interest and no loyalty. But frankly,

why should the worker have much interest in his work ?

And what is there to be loyal to ? Let a man work hard,

and he becomes a pace-maker for his fellows. However
hard he works, he believes that it makes little difference

in his pay. And no man can develop much loyalty to a

soulless and impersonal corporation.

Further, the present system has destroyed the worker's

joy of workmanship. The time was when a man could

make a complete article, as a pair of shoes, a pin, a

hammer, or a plough. To-day it takes forty-four men to

make a pin and more than a hundred men to make a

shoe. This system leaves little place for the creative

instinct. Work becomes a treadmill, a drudgery, and
not a creative adventure.

The present wage system has broken down on our

hands, and is working badly. Misunderstanding, fric-

tion, strife are not mere incidents and accidents. They
are not due to the follies of working-men and the work of

irresponsible agitators. They are inherent in the system

and will continue as long as the system continues. This

system is working at cross purposes with human nature.

Man is a person and not a labour unit. He is a being of

mind and heart, of affection and will. Ruskin was on

solid ground when he taught that man was a soul, who
could not do his best work until his imagination and
affection were enlisted. One would lose hope of human
nature if men could be contented in such a system.

Many far-sighted employers see this and are trying to

find a remedy. Some resort to profit sharing and bonuses.

But these are makeshifts, and do not meet the need.

This present industrial system, we are beginning to

see, is an unbrotherly and unsatisfactory system. It
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enthrones competition as the final law of economic life.

It breaks men up into groups and destroys personal

relations and brotherly fellowship. It assumes that

selfishness is the fundamentalmotive ofeconomic activity.

It teaches that men are free to do one another to the

death, provided only the arena be a market and the

instrument a bargain. These principles by the nature

of the case are principles of confusion and division. The
principles of competition and selfishness are causes of

friction and warfare. Such principles foredoom the

industrial world to be a scene of anarchy and strife.

So long as such principles and methods remain, the

goodly fellowship of the apostles could not operate our

present industrial system and make its workings just.

This, above all, is the trouble with tJie nations to-day.

They have broken and denied theircommon Brotherhood.

We know something of the tragedies and horrors of the

world-war. We know how some eight million men have

been cut down in the prime of life, have died in battle

or have died of wounds. We know how millions of homes

have been broken and millions of children are orphaned

and homeless, and are cheated out of a child's chance

in the world. This in some respects is the most tragic

fact in this dark tragedy. This is not all, however, for

billions of money which should have gone into the work

of human progress and race redemption have been spent

in fratricidal war. The nations of the world are over-

burdened with debt which they cannot carry. And
the child born in Europe three generations hence will

be born under the shadow of this calamity. He will be

born into a world to find that his future is mortgaged

by these war debts.

But there is something deeper and darker than all

this, and that is the fact of Broken Brotherhood. God
has made of one blood all nations of men to dwell on the

face of the earth. Mankind is one great family, and

nations are called to live together in justice and Brother-

hood. But, alas ! the bond of Brotherhood is denied
;

the world is divided into groups of nations that suspect

and hate one another.

It is just here that we find the real causes of the war.
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Students of international affairs tell us of the ambitions

of rulers and the intrigues of diplomats. Sociologists

discuss the economic factor in life, and expose the

schemes of traders and bankers. These things are all

facts ; they enter into the causes and conditions of the

war. But the real causes of the war are deeper, more
human, more personal, more tragic, than these. The
real causes of war are found in a wrong state of mind.

Men and nations have been unbrotherly and unjust

;

they have sought their own advantage and have despised

other people. The real tragedy of the war lies in the

fact that men think of other nations as strangers and
enemies. It is found here that the men of Germany
learned to look upon the men of France and Britain as

natural and eternal enemies. It was in the fact that

men began arming against one another, and the world

broke up into warring groups. If one thing about this

war is more certain than another it is this ; it grew out

of a wrong state of mind in the peoples of the world ;

it grew out of an unbrotherly spirit, a selfish mood. War
is the result of Broken Brotherhood.

The prevalence of this selfish mood, this un-

brotherly spirit, foredooms the world to be a scene of

confusion and warfare. There are many false doctrines

preached and practised in the world to-day. But the

most prevalent, the most deadly, is the heresy of Cain.

It is every man for himself. My brother is nothing to

me. Am I my brother's keeper ? That was the spirit

behind the first murder ; and it is the spirit behind

social injustice, industrial strife, profiteering and mono-
poly, and grabbing and war.

The truth is clear : the unrest of to-day in its deeper

meaning and strongest passion grows out of the appal-

ling contrast between the ideal of Brotherhood and the

practice of society. The ideal of Brotherhood bids us

believe in a just and brotherly social order, that is

founded upon justice and is motived by love. And
society as we know it contains much injustice, and has

little place for love. We believe in the sacredness of

personality and the infinite value of the one soul. Yet
miUioiis of our brethren are living in the shadow, without
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opportunity in life, unprivileged and disinherited, with-

out any of the things that make for admiration, hope,

and love. We believe that we are all children of one
Father, and so should live together as equals and share

in the common blessing. Yet we accept a social order
in which a few men hold the earth and its resources and
live in luxury from the labour of others. We tolerate

a city in which are tenements not fit for pigsties,where
women fight with fever and infants pant for air and wail

out their little lives ; we sanction privileges which tax
the people's homes and make men aliens in the land of

their birth. Whether the people are discontented or

not is aside from the question. Whoever knows God
ought to be discontented for them, and should never
rest till they are delivered and justice is done.

I should lose hope of human nature if men could be
contented in the face of injustice and inequality. That
would mean that man has forgotten his high lineage

and deserves his lot. Shame on us if we are satisfied

to be up while our brother is down. Shame on the man
whose heart does not burn within him at city slums and
senseless luxury, at social injustice and industrial oppres-

sion. Behind the unrest of to-day is this burning heart

of Brotherhood.

///. The Practice of Brotherhood

We must now turn to the future, and heed the call and
challenge of the hour. This is nothing less and nothing
other than the call to interpret the principle of Brother-

hood, and to build up in the world a brotherly social

order. If Brotherhood is true anywhere it is true

everywhere. If Brotherhood is a fact, then all human
relations are to be brotherly relations. The Son of Man
certified that men are brothers ; He charged men to live

as brothers and He expected men to set about the work of

building a world on the basis of Brotherhood. Our
course is therefore clear ; we must follow His lead and
go the whole length with Him. In the past we have
cherished the ideal of Brotherhood as a private luxury

;

it has been a doctrine for the theorist, an ecstasy for the
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emotionalist, a beautiful sentiment for the prayer

meeting. The voice of the Spirit is calling upon us to

make Brotherhood a reality in life, the inspiration of

all duty, the fundamental fact in human relations, the

pattern of the world that is to be.

The first thing is for us to accept the spirit of Brother-

hood as the law for all life. That this is the law for the

church we all admit. As children of one Father, as

brothers in one family, we meet at the table of our Lord
in remembrance of Christ. The principle of Brother-

hood we have agreed is a universal principle, and applies

all along the line of life. It is therefore the principle

for the polling booth and the railroad company as truly

as for the family circle and the missionary society. It

is just as binding upon the factory and the mill as upon
the prayer meeting and the Bible class. Suppose we
accept this principle of Brotherhood and test a few of

our common practices by it. What would we think of a

member of the family who should seize all the choice

bits of food on the table in the name of profits, and
compel every other member to pay him tribute ? What
would we think of the strong man who would push his

weaker brothers aside and in the name of business take

the best place by the fire ? What would we think of a

few men who formed a monopoly of missionary societies

and compelled the rest of us to give them a share of our

missionary funds ? In the family and the church these

things would be regarded as heathenish, hideous, abomin-

able. But are they less abominable, less hideous and
heathenish when done in politics and trade ?

In social life the fact of Brotherhood fairly commits
us to the task of creating conditions which remove handi-

caps and upbuild life. In the world as we find it the

vast majority of our fellows are living far below their

possibilities.

Recent studies in plant life have shown that every

plant has possibilities far beyond anything that is now
realized ; but by care and cultivation some of these

possibilities may be developed and unfolded. Genera-

tions ago men found a little plant growing wild in

America which had some value as a food producer.
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The plant was some three feet high, and bore a small

spike about as large as a human finger. Man has taken

this plant and cultivated it, and has produced some
marvellous results. By cultivation he has transformed

that old Zea Mays into our Indian corn, the most valu-

able plant in America. And cultivation does not mean
the creation of any new power or possibihty in the plant

;

cultivation means the elimination of competition, thus

enabling all the potencies of soil and sunshine to have

their way in the plant. Cultivation means simply the

selection of an environment and the release of capacity.

The common workers in the bee-hive possess the same
possibilities at the beginning as the queen, and the queen

differs in no respect from any other female in the hive.

When a queen is wanted for a swarm, the workers take

an egg from the common lot and place it in a cell by
itself. They keep it warm, they feed it rich and royal

food, and by and by they have a queen for the swarm.

Which things are allegories and prophecies of man and

his possibilities.

The great mass of men are living far below their possi-

bilities. The vast majority of men go to the grave

without ever having lived at all. In the men around

us there is a vast amount of wasted capacity and un-

developed possibilities. The ethnologist has shown
that man wherever we find him is pretty much the same
thing with about the same powers and talents. The
sociologist has proved that capacity is found among all

classes and conditions of men, and that nature intends

all to have a fair start. But, alas ! many lives are stunted

and dwarfed, physically, mentally, morally, spiritually.

In every human brain it is said there are millions of

unused cells ; and these cells, though unused, possess the

same possibilities of thought and power as the few cells

that are used. The number of persons born in a genera-

tion may represent the total latent power and potential

resources of that generation. But no generation thus far

has as yet succeeded in developing and garnering for the

Kingdom of God, and the use of society, more than a

fraction of the total capacity and possible resources of

mankind. Through poverty and crimCj through want
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of training or lack of opportunity, at least four-fifths of

the total possibility of any one generation is undeveloped
and unused.

The saddest thing about this poverty is not the hunger
and cold and suffering, though these are often sad enough.

The most tragic thing of all is the fact that the powers
of a human being are dwarfed and killed, that the soul of

man is held back and chained down below its upward
possibilities ; the fact that so many people die without
having lived at all. These people are our human brothers,

partakers of the same human nature, called to be

children of the most High God and made for glory

and honour and immortality.

The men who believe in Brotherhood are called of God
to help their human brothers. The men who practise

Brotherhood must go forth to study social conditions, to

lift the handicaps that are upon men and thus enable

every life to grow up tall and straight and clean and
strong. The practice of Brotherhood means a crusade

in behalf of our brother's development. The man who
is content to be up while his brother is down has denied

the faith and does not know Jesus Christ. The man who
is satisfied with the world as it is, because forsooth

it is a comfortable place for him, is committing treason

against the Kingdom of God.
This is not all, but the fact of Brotherhood will lead

us out into other forms of service and effort. In the

world as we find it there are many things that tempt
and hurt and ruin our brothers. There are stumbling-

blocks and mantraps in our cities, existing by form of

law, and placed in the way by the consent of the people.

Here is the saloon which tempts and degrades and ruins

men in body and mind for time and for eternity, which
turns out the angel and enthrones the beast. The man
who can see what the saloon is doing wdth his brothers,

how it is blighting life, wrecking homes, degrading

mankind and destroying souls, who can be unmoved in

the presence of this man-destroying work, has a Christ-

less heart and a dead soul. Do you know why we should

hate the saloon and should seek its destruction ? The
saloon is hurting and ruining our human brothers.
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What is true of the saloon evil is even more true of the

Social Evil. In these days we have just begun to dis-

cover what a bhstering curse the Social Evil is and what
unspeakable havoc it is working in society. Careful

investigations show that from 60 to 70 per cent, of the

adult males of this country at some time in life are affected

with a serious malady as a result of sexual impurity.

Eighty-five per cent, of the operations on women are

due to this evil. No child is born blind ; but many
children become blind a few hours after birth. A large

proportion of the cases of idiocy, feeblemindedness,

epilepsy, and paresis are the direct results of this evil.

I have seen the children in an asylum for the feeble-

minded, and it is a spectacle sad enough to make
angels weep ; I have seen children with all degrees of

mental weakness ; some are only slightly defective

;

some are mal-endowed and weak ; some go shuffling

along, mindless, slobbering idiots. I am told that

nearly all of these cases are due to two causes ; alcohol

and venereal disease. Then my heart burns within me
and I learn to hate these things with a newer and

hotter hatred. These evils have blighted and cursed

the lives of men, of my human brothers ; and I must
hate these things if I love God.

But, ah me, there is a deeper darkness than all this.

This Social Evil is doing its blighting, blasting, blistering

work in the lives of our human sisters. The effects of

the Social Evil are sad enough in the case of man ; but

they are immeasurably worse in the case of woman.
' God in heaven must be sad,' says Mrs. Browning, ' as

He sees how we make muck of our daughters.' Yet in

our cities this evil has gone on for countless generations

unrebuked and unchecked. We know how the white

slave hunters are plying their nefarious business ; we
know how these human wolves are seeking and following

and catching our sisters ; we know how they are being

dragged through the mire and sunk down to hopeless

perdition. And we have not cared. We have not

shepherded Christ's lambs. We have sung or slept

while the wolves hunted and the lambs were caught.

Do you know what the practice of Brotherhood re-
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quires of us ? The first thing is the acceptance of the
Single Standard of Purity : that what is fair for the
man is also fair for the woman ; that if the young man
may sow his wild oats and have his fling, the young
woman should have her fling and may sow her wild oats ;

that if men may expect their mothers, their wives, and
their sons to be pure, women may expect their fathers,

their husbands, and their sons to be pure. A second thing
is to break up the White Slave traffic and wipe the Red
Light District off the face of the earth. Our govern-
ments, State and National, are beginning to take action
against this evil. But, alas ! we find that there is no
money for this work. We have money for everything
else, but no money for this crusade. The price of one
battleship would enable us to break up this infamous
traffic and practically destroy it. One of the most Christly

things that a company of young men could dowould bethe
organization of an order of the Knights of King Arthur,
with the motto :

' Live pure, speak truth, right the
wrong, defend the weak. ' Then let them go out two and
two through the streets of our cities, keeping watch over
the ewe lambs of the Father's flock, and defending them
from the hungry wolves. Finally, let the men of our
churches organize for a crusade against these evils and
go forth to cast out of the city the things that defile,

that work abomination and that make a lie. In all of

our communities there is a mass of evil undisturbed and
unafraid, because no one has voiced a protest or has
organized an opposition. The men who would practise

Brotherhood will investigate city conditions, and they
will then voice a protest, organize an opposition, and
conduct a crusade. So long as these evils exist, that

long the Gospel of Brotherhood will come to us with a
fiery message and will be the call to a relentless

mission :

' Deliver them that are carried away unto death.
And those that are ready to be slain forbear thou not to deliver.

If thou sayest, Behold we know not this
;

Doth not he that weigheth the heart consider it ?

And he that keepeth thy soul, doth he not know it ?

And shall not he render to every man according to his work ?

'

Prov. XXV. II -1 2.
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In our time one of our chief tasks is that of building

an Order of Industrial Brotherhood. In the long reaches

of the past we see two great principles—like Ahriman
and Ahura Mazda, like the good Balder and the evil

Lok, like Light and Darkness, like Christ and Caesar

—

contending for place in human life and control of man's

destiny. These principles—state them as we will—are

Autocracy and Democracy, Selfishness or Brotherhood,

In the generations past humanity has struggled for

human rights and has gained what we call political demo-

cracy. To-day there is a new struggle for human rights,

and this is what we call Social Democracy. There is

one question which overtops all others to-day, and is

the most fateful issue the world has had to face ; that is

the Social Question. Three generations ago De Tocque-

ville declared that the questions at the beginning of

the nineteenth century were political, at the beginning

of the twentieth century they would be social. The
Social Question is up for a hearing, because the Chris-

tian faith and the democratic principles are here to-day.

The Social Question is here because Christianity is here

with its truth of Fatherhood and Brotherhood, its

principle of Liberty and Equality.

The Industrial Question is nothing less than the

demand for Brotherhood in the Social Order. In the

generations past mankind has progressed from slavery

to serfdom and from serfdom to the wage system. To-

day we find the wage system dominant throughout the

world. Thus on the one hand we find the chief indus-

tries of the world owned and controlled by great cor-

porations employing large numbers of workers and

acting through agents. On the other hand we find the

workers in these industries massed in great factories,

controlled by managers, compelled to accept the wages

paid, regarded as means to an end and a part of the

machinery, with no voice in the management and never

consulted with reference to hours, wages, and conditions.

In many cases the owners and managers are benevolent

men, and are planting flowers around their factories,

and establishing pension systems for their employees.

But in spite of it all, nay, in large part because of it all,
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there is a great and growing dissatisfaction with this

system. In the progress of the world men have out-

grown both slavery and feudalism, whether bearing a

political or social aspect. To-day men are going a

step farther, and they are learning to say that autocracy

and feudalism in industry are wrong and impossible.

And so to-day there is a growingdemand for theSocializa-

tion of Industry and the Democratization of the Social

Order.

Men are demanding a voice in the direction and

management of industry ; they are pleading for a com-

plete participation in the social life of the world ; they

are giving a wide interpretation to the principle of

Brotherhood, and are applying it in industry no less

than in poHtics, The democratic faith is creating the

Social Question and is demanding the democratization

of all life. This faith affirms the right of every life to

liberty and self-direction all along the line in government

and in industry ; it imphes the essential equality of all

men and the destruction of all castes and privileges
;

and it finds its realization in a just and fraternal organiza-

tion of man's whole political, social, and industrial life.

All this is simply the impulse and the statement of the

Social Question. ' The Social Question,' says Prof.

Wagner, ' comes of the consciousness of a contradiction

between economic development and the social ideal of

liberty and equality, which is being realized in pohtical

life.' But even deeper than this, the Social Question

grows out of the wide contradiction between the Chris-

tian and democratic conception of man and the actual

life of a vast proportion of the population.

This question of Social and Industrial Brotherhood

is at the bottom of the social movement to-day. In the

struggles of the past men have spelled out a few words

of the message of Brotherhood in Church and State.

To-day men are trying to spell out the meaning of

Brotherhood in social and industrial relations. This

is the real issue and the real crisis of our time. Our

fathers agreed among themselves that governments

should derive their just powers from the consent of the

governed ; that no special privilege or mark of nobility
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should be granted to any man ; that all men should have

a voice in determining the matters that concern them
all. And so they established a democratic government

and wrote out their interpretation of Brotherhood and

equality in constitutional guarantees. This is much,

but this is not all. To-day we are face to face with the

question of Social Brotherhood and Industrial Demo-
cracy, ' What I do say,' wrote Abraham Lincoln, ' is

that no man is good enough to govern another without

that other's consent.' We have accepted that principle

in its political bearing ; to-day we are testing it in its

social and economic application. ' Give a man power

over my whole subsistence,' wrote Alexander Hamilton,
' and you have given him power over my whole mental

and moral life.' We, the children, must complete the

work of our fathers and must establish Social and
Industrial Brotherhood. We must agree among our-

selves that men are brothers in industry as in

missions, and we must give every man some voice in

all of the questions that concern his social and indus-

trial life.

The practice of Brotherhood is the secret of industrial

peace. Many men miss this, and so they fail to see the

deeper meaning of the struggle. They suppose that the

questions at issue have to do with hours and wages,

with ownership of tools and management of industry.

All these are real questions, but they do not touch the

heart of the problem. The fundamental defect is Broken

Brotherhood, and so the fundamental remedy must be

found in renewed Brotherhood, We must go down
and down beneath all mere surface questions of hours

and wages, ownership and management, and deal with

fundamental human relations. We must honour those

relations ; we must seek to adjust them in terms of

justice, love, and Brotherhood. The path of Brother-

hood is the way to industrial peace. The way of

Brotherhood will carry us toward democracy in in-

dustry. It will lead us to remove the handicaps that

are upon our fellows. It will ensure equality of oppor-

tunity for all. It will make an end of monopoly and

privilege. It will bring on just and equitable distribu-
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tion of the proceeds of industry. The way of Brother-

hood is the way to industrial peace.

The race has come to one of the great turning points

in its toilsome march across the centuries, and is inquir-

ing the way into the promised land. There is a great

uprising among the people of the w^orld, and no one but
a dead soul can fail to read the signs of the times. The
people are in protest against injustice and privilege

;

they are demanding justice and fair dealing, and they
are refusing to be put off with fair promises. The great

dumb mass is finding a voice and is demanding a fair

share of the common heritage. The cause of reform

is the cause of Christianity. The search for justice

earns the blessing of the King. Christianity is not here

to keep things as they are, but to make them as they

ought to be.

4. The hunger and search, the call and passion of our day,

all drive us on to the task of building a World-Brotherhood.

The deeper cause of the war, as we have seen, is Broken
Brotherhood. Then the cure for war lies in restored and
honoured Brotherhood. Several things are vital here.

We must learn to believe in the Brotherhood of all

mankind. Men have always believed in Brotherhood,

and have tried to practise it. But the question at issue

from age to age has been this : who is my brother ? So
far as we are concerned we must say that all men are

brothers ; and we must learn to practise World-Brother-

hood.

The fact of Brotherhood is the guarantee of liberty,

equality and fraternity among nations as among men.

Since nations are brothers all peoples ought to be free to

live their own life, and to make the most of themselves.

Since He hath made of one blood all nations of men and
hath given to each its task and place, no other nation

should seize their territory and exploit their resources.

Since all peoples are brothers, no one race can claim

to be better than another or to monopolize the sunshine.

Since He hath made of one blood all nations of men and
hath appointed the bounds of each, each nation has a

right to its own territory and to fair opportunity in the

earth.
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Since nations are brothers, they are under obhgation

to be just and brotherly in all their dealings with one
another. Nations equally with men are under obligation

to love one another, and to seek one another's good.

Brotherhood means love, service, sacrifice. The hurt of

one is the hurt of all. Each nation is to bear the burden
of others and not to seek its own advantage. The
nation that is content to be up by pushing its neighbour
down has denied the faith. The strong nation that

envies its neighbour and crowds it off the map is com-
mitting treason against the human race.

The nations need to gain the international mind. We
must confess, however, that many men are pure pro-

vincials. They have the small village mind. Their

horizon ends with the confines of their town. But the

Christian by the nature of his faith is a citizen of the

world. His vision overleaps town and class, church
lines and national frontiers. He has the world-out-

look. He has the international mind. He has the

planetary consciousness.

Do you ask what is implied in the international mind ?

For one thing, it thinks of humanity as one great family.

It sees different races and peoples with their colours and
customs. But it sees deeper and knows that all are par-

takers in one common human nature. They have one
Father in heaven. They have the same hopes and fears.

They stand in one great equality of need. They are

redeemed by the same Christ and are fronting the same
eternity. It is true that the race is broken up into tribes

and nations ; but these are all surface differences.

Below all they are members of the one great family.

The true international mind respects the people of

other races. As every one knows and as history mourn-
fully testifies, races have suspected and hated one.another.

And out of this suspicion and dislike have come a whole
brood of evils. But this racial suspicion is as artificial

as it is wrong. Children are natural democrats. White
children, black children, red and yellow children will

play together without quarrelling over colour or race.

Not until their elders instil false prejudices do the

children make distinctions.

9
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The International Mind is an attitude of confidence

and goodwill. Since humanity is a Brotherhood, since

each people has its place and its meaning, it is necessary

that the nations learn to live together in peace and unite

their forces in common tasks. Thus far, however, the

nations have lived in an attitude of suspicion and dis-

trust ; and that has been the fruitful source of mis-

understandings and wars. All this must pass and we
must have an attitude of confidence. Speaking in the

House of Commons on May 24, 1916, Sir Edward Grey
uttered these significant words :

' I care not how often

I say it, but this war might have been averted if there

had been a conference ? Why was there no conference ?

Because there was no goodwill.' Because of their

distrust and suspicion the nations came to the edge of

war. Because there was no confidence and goodwill

they fell into murderous warfare.

This International Mind must lie at the foundation of

international peace. By all means let us have an organi-

zation of the nations, a Society of States, a Federation

of the World. But let us know that the foundations

and guarantees of such a League of Nations must be

found in the mind and attitude of men and nations.

International Brotherhood must be a faith, a chivalry, a

religion, before it can become an organization, a reality.

Nations must learn to trust one another, to believe the

best and not the worst of one another. They must
learn to translate love into an international attitude.

They must learn that international love suffereth long

and is kind ; love envieth not, love vaunteth not itself,

love is not puffed up. does not put on airs before other

and lesser peoples, love seeketh not its own, is not

easily provoked, taketh not account of evil, rejoiceth

not in iniquity, but rejoiceth with the truth ; beareth all

things, believeth all things, hopeth that good may pre-

vail, endureth all things. Love between nations

—

if only it might be tried—would never fail.

This International Brotherhood must then express and
incarnate itself in some form of international organiza-

tion. It is too early in the day for any one to define all

the steps that lead to this great object. But the goal of
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the world is an association of men in a fellowship of love.

It is for us therefore to set our faces toward the morning
and march toward the light.

Our task to-day is to affirm our faith in an inter-

national organization of the world, and to work for a
League of Nations.

There must be a League of free nations, a Society of
States, a Federation of the World. In this direction
several things may be noted.

(a) There must be a magna charta of humanity, a
Bill of Rights for nations, a constitution of free states.

This should affirm and establish certain fundamental
rights and duties of nations and peoples. We hold these
truths to be self-evident, that all nations are created
equal ; that they are endowed by their creator with
certain inalienable rights, that each people has the right
to possess its own territory, to live its own life, to
develop its own institutions ; that nations are inter-

dependent and must learn to live for all as they live by
all ; that international trade routes should be world-
highways ; that the dealings of nation with nation
should be on the basis of justice and fair play,

(b) There must be a World-Parliament or Congress or
Duma made up of representatives of the nations, to con-
sider questions of common interest, to frame inter-

national laws and to interpret world-justice.
(c) There must be an International Court to interpret

international law, to decide questions that arise between
nations according to accepted principles and laws. Any
nation feehng itself wronged may submit its case to this
court for adjudication ; and no nation shall be free to
attack another till it has stated its case before the world-
court, and has received a verdict in its favour.

(d) There must be an International Arbitration
Court to pass judgment upon questions that may arise

between peoples, that may not be fully defined by
international law or that lie beyond the recognized
jurisdiction of the world-court. The very existence of
such a recognized arbitration court will have a salutary
influence, and will bring the solution of many questions.
During the past one hundred years some two hundred
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cases have been submitted to arbitration boards by
various nations ; and mark this : in not a single instance

have the nations refused to accept the decision.

(e) There must be an International Police Force large

enough and strong enough to maintain international

law, and enforce the decision of the International Court.

This International Police Force should possess an army
and navy stronger than that of any member ; in fact it

should be the only large army and navy in existence.

No nation must be permitted to gather deadly weapons.

The League of Nations must teach the disturber of the

world's peace that force and ruthlessness do not pay.

But after all, the real power of the League is more potent

and more moral than this. It is the imponderables that

count. We must create and mass and voice the Public

Opinion of the World. That Public Opinion, when it is

once created and massed, will be sufficient to deter any
aggressor. Ajax defied the lightning and failed. The
nation that tries to defy the Public Opinion of the

World dooms itself to certain defeat.

Will the men who call God Father and honour
Christ as Lord accept this truth of Brotherhood, and
live to make that truth real in the life of society ?

The church in its faith confesses the Fatherhood of

God and the Brotherhood of mankind. Does that

faith represent an ultimate reality or merely a pious

opinion ? If it is a reality, the men of goodwill have

a duty that is supreme—the duty of accepting the fact

of Brotherhood in all its meaning, and then seeking

to reduce the principle to practice. And if the prin-

ciple of Brotherhood is a valid one and defines the

necessary relations between men, it is true all along

the line of life. If it is true all along the line of life, it

is binding upon the church and the prayer meeting, and

it is no less binding upon the political government and

the industrial system. Thus far we have had Church

Brotherhood and Missionary Brotherhood ; the final

problem of our day is this : shall we have political

Brotherhood and industrial Brotherhood ? This is the

question that lies behind the political upheaval, the

social unrest, the labour movement. Will we believe
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our belief, take Jesus Christ seriously, and live to make
Brotherhood a fact in the whole life of society ? Men
say that this is simple and commonplace and means little.

On the contrary it means nothing less than a complete
ecclesiastical, political, social revolution. It means
the change and reconstruction of the whole ecclesiastical,

political, and social order and life of the world. It means
that the Church will become a true fellowship of brothers,

where each holds his life in trust for all, and all give their

powers in service to each. It means that the State will

become a partnership of men in all good, a mutual-aid
society ; that all its citizens will co-operate through it

in the search after justice, and use the machinery of

government to equalize opportunity, to protect the weak
and to give the downmost a true inheritance in life. It

means that the industrial order will repudiate the
principles of competition and monopoly, and will

establish a true co-operative commonwealth and Social

Brotherhood. This is the challenge of the world to our
modern Christianity : do you believe in the Fatherhood
of God ? Will you make the Brotherhood of man a
FACT ?

' \^Tien wilt Thou save Thy people ? O God of mercy, when ?

The people, Lord, the people, not thrones and crowns, but men.
God save the people. Tliine they are ; Thy children as thine angels fair.

From vice, oppression, and despair, God save the people.'

The Church must either take this hymn out of the book
or heed its appeal. ' Our Father, who art in heaven :

thy Kingdom come, on earth as in heaven. Give us our
daily bread. Lead us not into temptation. Deliver us
from evil.' The Church must either cease offering this

prayer or it must put its life in pledge for its full answer.

It is an age of crisis, the greatest crisis that has ever

befallen the Church and the race. It is an age of oppor-
tunity, the greatest opportunity that has ever come to

the Church and to the world. Men are growing a deter-

mination to have done with indifference, with injustice,

with privilege, with autocracies of every kind. Mankind
will break in pieces everything that withstands it in this

search, be it ecclesiasticism and aristocratism. be it called

Papacy or Caesarism. Men are demanding some social
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system that shall represent the will of God and shall

secure justice for the downmost man. Call it what we
will, Brotherhood, solidarity. Democracy, Socialism,

—names signify little—humanity demands this new
social order, and will find a way or make a way to its

realization.

In such an hour as this there is one thing for the Church
to do : it must believe the Gospel of the Common Man.
It must not forsake the cause of the people ; it dare not
abate its plea for justice among men ; and it must take
men of all factions by the hand, and bid them remember
that they are brothers and to be at peace. To-day the
Church must take the lead of the people for justice and
must declare that every life shall have a fair inheritance

in society. Will the Church know its opportunity and
prove its Messianic mission ? Or will it fail the people

to-day as it has failed them so often in the past ? The
east is growing bright with promise. The people have
heard the Gospel message and they are in expectation

;

they are beginning to ask for light and they are searching

for the Christ as they have never sought for Him before

;

they are beginning to feel that he is their friend and
deliverer ; and so they are turning to him as they have
never done in all the nineteen hundred years. The
Gospel has been preached and the people have come to

believe it ; they have come to believe that heaven cares

for them, and that it is not the will of the Father in

heaven that one of his little ones should perish. The
Gospel of the Son of Man has been given to the world
and it is now too late to turn back.

There is only one thing for the children of the Kingdom
to do in such an hour as this—to believe their own
Gospel, to follow the heavenly vision, to go forward as

far as truth and justice lead, and to refuse to be stayed

by any voice of fear or any pleading of self-interest. If the

Church will protest against all injustice and will believe

in the worth of the common man : if it will testify that

there is another king, one Jesus, and will witness for the

Kingdom of God and its righteousness ; if it will keep
close to the people it will win their hearts, and will hasten

the coming of the Kingdom of God. But if the Church
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shall prove weak and timid to-day as in the past ; if it

makes more of rights than of righteousness ; if it heeds
the warnings of the masters of privilege and deserts the
cause of the people, then it will lose the hearts of the
people and will delay the Father's Kingdom for another
half-millennium.

When will this unrest cease and the world settle down ?

When Brotherhood is a fact, when all men's good is each
man's rule, and universal peace lies like a flood of light

across the land. The men of Brotherhood are therefore

committed to a life- long, unsurrendering fight against

all injustice, against all unbrotherly things. Better
than all, they are pledged to a growing faith in justice

and upward march toward the light. Some one says

this is Utopian, impossible. We may not be able to

blue-print Utopia ; but no map of the world is Avorth

a second glance that does not contain Utopia. It may
seem impossible to the man who has never heard of Jesus
Christ. But to the man who has stood beneath His
cross it ought to be the most obAaous thing in the world.

The Son of Man gives the final answer :
' I, if I be

lifted up from the earth, will draw all men unto Me.'

We read of the great victory over the devil and his hosts
;

* and the hosts of light overcame the hosts of death by the
blood of the Lamb, and the word of their testimony, and
they loved not their lives unto death.' In our modern
terms that means that we can overcome injustice and
unworthiness by the Spirit of the Christ becoming our
Spirit, by our testimony in word and life, by voice and by
vote, and by our sacrificial serAdce and pure living.

The vision is of God ; our task is clear. We are called

to confess our faith in the Divine Fatherhood, and then
to go forth to build a world of brothers. Let us hear
what the Spirit is saying unto our age. Let us seek to

make the Gospel a reality and to build on earth a city of

brothers. And once more the streets of the city will be
full of happy children, singing as they march :

' Hosanna in the highest,
Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord

;

Blessed is the Kingdom that cometh in the name of our father David
j

Hosanna in the highest.'
"



VII

BROTHERHOOD AND THE NATIVE
RACES

By Sir Harry Johnston, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.

" In the minds of careless people, ' native ' stands

for a coloured man, in a position of political and social

inferiority contrasted with the white man. But we
are obliged now to be more precise in the application

of the term ' native races.' The principal native race

in Australia is a white race, differing very little in

appearance and scarcely at all in language from the

people of the British Islands. The natives of Malta

are a white people likewise, derived from a blend between

North African Semites and Berbers, Italians, French,

and English, but possessing now a very distinct his-

tory, nationality, and language of their own. The
natives of Cyprus are likewise whites, a mixture of

Greeks, Syrians, and Turks, with some Venetian-Italian

and French-crusading strain. The natives of South

Africa comprise a white-skinned population of nearly

1,300,000, with whose affairs the Empire in general is

just as much concerned as with those of the 4,100,000

Negroes and Negroids in the same region. The principal

' native ' race of Canada (seven to eight millions) is of

our own North-west European stock, and there only

remain some 110,000 Amerindians and Eskimo, to re-

present the native races that preceded the French,

Basque. British. Scandinavian, and Russian colonists.

It will be more practical if we assume in this address

that ' native races ' stands for the peoples not of the

North-west European blend of the white varieties of

mankind, but for the darker-skinned Africans, Asiatics,

136
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Australoids, Oceanians, and Amerindians who at present

are governed more or less despotically by men of the

white race. It is the relation of the British Common-
wealth or Empire towards these 376,000,000 people of a

slightly or a much lower level in education than our-

selves that I am here to discuss.

For the most part the white populations of the British

Empire are self-governing, and are contented with their

place in the scheme of the Empire or Commonwealth
which has the King of Great Britain and Ireland as its

emperor or supreme ruler. Ireland is an exception. It

has never liked the combined rule of England and Scot-

land, or at least an important majority of its people have

not done so ; though speaking racially they are, in

different proportions, compounded of the same ethnic

elements as the inhabitants of Great Britain. Gib-

raltar has a ' native ' population of about 20,000

mixed Spaniards. Itahans, and Jews, but is a mere

garrison town and perfectly contented with its place in

the British Empire. Malta, on the other hand, has a

population of about 223,000 natives who are a blend of

the Mediterranean white man, which is a little different

from the stock of the British soldiers, sailors, and civil

officials who garrison and govern the island. These

223,000 Maltese do not possess complete self-government,

though a few of them, as elected members of council,

take part in the government of the little archipelago with

its area of 118 square miles. The Maltese, many of

whom are highly educated, resent at times the air of

superiority which is occasionally conveyed by the atti-

tude of British officers in the garrison and more rarely

by the British civilian officials. They would hke more

say in their country's affairs, they would not dislike a

union with Italy, so nearly allied in race. The language

of ]\Ialta is Phoenician and Arabic in basis, with a con-

siderable borrowing from Italian in the vocabulary.

On the other hand, Malta is highly necessary to the

British Empire as a military garrison and naval strong-

hold in the middle of the Mediterranean ; a link between

Gibraltar and Egypt. Personally, I think if the Maltese

were given a civilian as a Governor, and if later this
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civilian could be chosen from Malta itself (as sometimes

in the past the Lieutenant-Governor has been) they

would easily be reconciled to forming a part—a distinct

part, like the Isle of Man or the Channel Islands—in the

mosaic of the British Empire,

Cyprus is a much larger island than Malta. It has an

area of 3,584 miles or half the size of Wales, and a popu-

lation of only 275,000. Of these, 215,000 are Greek in

language and religion, and perhaps mainly Greek in

race. But another 60,000 are Turks, Syrians, and

Egyptians in origin, Muhammadans in religion, and a

little more Asiatic in race than the Christian Cypriotes.

These last would like us to give Cyprus to the kingdom

of Greece, believing they would gain thereby. The

Muhammadans, on the other hand, much prefer to remain

subjects of the British Empire.

Cyprus, which was first leased from Turkey in 1878,

and was annexed to the British Empire on the outbreak

of war with Turkey in 1914, has suffered from being the

plaything of British statesmen who knew little geography

or ethnology, and could not make up their minds what

to do with it. It was first of all taken by Lord Beacons-

field in 1878 with a kind of vague, gloriose idea that it

would recall the times of the Crusades and serve as a

base and a pretext for taking on a general supervision

and protectorate over Asiatic Turkey. It was to have

been a great place d'armes from which we could watch

over the Suez Canal and Egypt. There was some sense

in this, as the island for its large area and fertility was

very sparsely populated, being about the size of

Cornwall, Devon, and Dorset combined, with only the

population of a London suburb. It offered therefore

great scope for colonization as it was fairly healthy

compared to Egypt and Syria, and its occupation would

not have provoked so direct an interference with tur-

bulent Asiatic or African peoples. But it was found

to have no port which could afford good and safe anchor-

age for big ships. Yet this was only a matter of expend-

ing a few miUion pounds, nothing to the budget of

Imperial expenditure and ultimately recoverable out

of port dues.
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But our statesmen grew easily tired of their romantic
Cypriote adventure. Gladstone's Government which
succeeded Beaconsfield's retained Cyprus, but gave it

the cold shoulder and expressly renounced the policy

of regenerating Turkey-in-Asia under the guise of

advising the Turkish State. We stopped the annual locust

plague, we preserved what remained of the Cyprus pine

forests, but just kept the island going in a state of sus-

pended animation and took care to send thither tired

and sleepy soldier-governors. So that by degrees the
mass of Cypriote people has grown tired of our sluggish

rule. We might by a little more money and a little more
energy and science turn Cyprus into another Sicily, create

a beautiful island kingdom ; either as an^addition to some
new and better-based Greek Confederation, or an island

kingdom by itself, a self-governing, semi-independent
State in the British Empire.
The white population of the British Empire at the

present day, that of Malta and Cyprus, of Canada, New-
foundland, the West Indies, Falkland Islands, New Zea-
land, Australia, and the Union of South Africa, amounts
to a Httle over 62,000,000, including the 100,000 whites
in India and the few thousands in Egypt, Ceylon,

Malaysia, Guiana, Honduras, Tropical Africa, and
Polynesia. Forty-five millions out of these 62,000,000
are inhabitants of Great Britain and Ireland.

As against this we compute that there are 325,000,000
British Asiatics in India, Burma, China, Malaysia,

Ceylon, the Persian Gulf, and Arabia. The Government
of the United Kingdom rules more or less directly some
44,700,000 African Negroes and Negroids, about 338,000
Oceanic Negroes, Melanesians and Polynesians in the

Pacific archipelagoes, and 1,700,000 Aframericans in the

West Indies, Honduras, and Guiana ; in addition to

which total, the daughter nation of the South African

Union governs another 4,000,000 of Bantu Negroes,

Hottentots, and half-breeds ; and lastly, the Common-
wealth of Australia and the Dominion of New Zealand
are responsible for the safe-keeping and welfare of

about 400,000 Papuans, 1.50,000 Australoids. and 100.000
Polynesians and Melanesians. Further, if we are not
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to leave out of the reckoning any of our fellow-citizv^as

who do not belong to the European race and cannot

boast of complete absence of tint from their skins, we
should instance the 100,000 Amerindians and Eskimos
in the Canadian Dominion, and the 30,000 to 40,000

Amerindians in British Guiana, British Honduras, and
the Windward Islands. Such figures added up amount
to a total of 376,028,000. This is the number of the

peoples of coloured skin and non-European race living

under the British flag ; and this, as I have said before,

is only balanced on the other side by about 62,000,000

of white people.

But the 62,000,000 whites represent capitalized wealth

to the amount of £100,000,000,000, as against perhaps

£1,000,000,000 possessed by the black, brown, and yellow

people, 376,000,000 in number. The 62,000,000 whites,

moreover, have an easily definable race superiority over

their 376,000,000 coloured fellow-citizens of the Empire.

They have a slightly greater physical power, so that

viewed from this standpoint their 62,000,000 may count

as 100,000,000, and this average greater strength of

body is probably due to their all-round better food.

They are nowadays far better armed with weapons of

offence and defence ; and this is due to their far superior

education and greater political cohesion. The rate of

illiteracy among that proportion of the 62.000,000 which
is over ten years of age is probably not more than 15 per

cent. ; with the 376,000.000 coloured British subjects

it is nearly 90 per cent. The white rulers of the Empire
—and this is why they are the rulers—can build mighty
ships of war and commerce, tanks, and fortresses ; can

make machine guns, and cannon of huge dimensions

—

rifles, explosives, gases : can nowadays construct and
navigate air- craft. The coloured peoples can do
nothing of the kind ; not because they have not the

requisite ability, but because they have not the know-
ledge, have not the necessary capital, have not the

needed scope and opportunities.

Another direction in which the white man has an
advantage ever the black and brown and yellow is in

religion. He is usually either a Christian or a nominal
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Christian. His Christianity may restrain him from
pushing his advantage home, ruthlessly, but it imposes
little or no restrictions on his life and actions. Except-
ing the tedious Sabbatarianism which Protestantism

borrowed from the Jew and misapplied, and which after

all had its good side in hygiene, there is practically no
tabu imposed by Christianity, except on modes and habits

that are bad for the race. A Hindu if he leaves India

must virtually forgo the precepts of Hinduism, or he

will find life impracticable. In India he is at a dis-

advantage with the European and the Muhammadan
because of the fastidious practices, habits, and waste of

time his religion imposes on him. So, likewise, with the

Buddhist and the Jain. The Muhammadan and the

Jew are freer ; but even their faith inculcates silly and
needless precepts regarding food which raise difficulties

in a hard life of competition unless they are foregone.

Perhaps it is in education, in appliable knowledge, that

the white man so far transcends the black and the brown,

and meets at most with rivals in one single section of the

yellow race, the Japanese. (And the Japanese has much
ancient white man blood in his veins.) The long and
short of it is, in sizing up the British Empire, that with
irresistible power and the advantage of set purpose,

62,000,000 of white people control 376,000,000 of

coloured people, and constrain them more or less to do
the white man's bidding.

Has this been to the advantage of the Asiatic, the

African, the Mongol, the Polynesian ? In the main, yes.

In Newfoundland there was the horrible episode of the

killing out of the Beothuks, a harmless indigenous race

of Amerindians. This, like the destruction of the Tas-

manian aborigines in the early part of the nineteenth

century, was an indelible stain on the British annals

of Imperialism, and was due to the white colonial

pioneers being insufficiently controlled from London.
It created such a feeling of anger and shame in London
when it became known that it led to the foundation of

the Aborigines Protection Society, which I am glad

to say is more active than ever at the present time.

There has been a great decrease among the aboriginal
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Amerindian tribes of Canada since the first discovery of
North America by the European, but this has not been
the fault of the British Empire ; it was mainly due to

the introduction of white men's diseases, like smallpox,
and alcohol, and produced its worst effects in the
eighteenth century. Since the Canadian Dominion came
into existence in 1869, close attention has been paid to

the welfare of the aboriginal peoples of Canada ; and if

they are seemingly not increasing in numbers it is because
they exhibit a tendency to intermarry with the white
pioneers, and so to become absorbed into the white
community from which, racially, they are not so very
far removed.

In Oceania it may seem as though the advent of the

British Empire had been anything but a boon to the
indigenes ; that the Polynesians of New Zealand,

Tonga, Chatham Island, the Gilbert Islands, and the

Melanesians of Fiji, the New Hebrides, and the Solomon
Islands have diminished in numbers and suffered materi-

ally and mentally by our interference in their affairs.

But these accusations would apply to the times, chiefly,

before the British Empire became responsible for the

government of these parts of Oceania.

In the islands inhabited by Polynesians there is setting

in rather a race recovery under British administration

than a further decrease. The Melanesians or Negroid
Fijians are, it is true, decreasing slowly in numbers.
This is partly due to their tendency to intermarry with
Asiatics of different races who are coming into Fiji

as settlers and labourers. In the Solomon Islands and
the New Hebrides the condition of the indigenes is

improving. In Papua, or the British half of New
Guinea, disagreeable stories are occasionally afloat as

to the behaviour of white Australians—pioneers, miners,

recruiters of labour—towards the aborigines. But
public opinion in Australia is against maltreatment of

the Papuans, and I think we are safe in assuming that on
the whole the natives of New Guinea are deriving benefit

from the administration of their country by white men.
In Australia itself, the native population of the black

Australoids (in some ways the most interesting of the
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living races of mankind, because of their primitive char-

acter and their affinities with the most ancient form of

Homo sapiens and with the early Palaeolithic peoples of

Europe) has distinctly diminished in numbers during

the last hundred years. In the south and south-east of

Australia it has virtually become extinct, as it has in

Tasmania. This was due to the rough nature of the

earliest Australian white immigrants, to the introduc-

tion of alcohol and white men's diseases, and to the utter

lack of interest on the part of the British Government
of the first half of the nineteenth century in anthropo-

logy. I fear that no very much better report in history

can be compiled respecting the action of the self-governing

States of the Australian Commonwealth towards the

aboriginals of Queensland, West Australia, and North
Australia. They have been treated by the white popula-

tion as having no more rights than wild beasts, and we
have been told repeatedly that they are, or were, a race

hopeless in the matter of mental improvement and

progress towards civilization. Missionaries have been

much hindered and fettered in dealing with this unhappy
survival of Palaeolithic man.
Yet experiments have quite falsified the predictions

of the white colonists. Missionary work among the

Australian aboriginals, wherever it has been allowed, has

produced good results, even surprising results. So also

have the efforts of a few lay missionaries of science. For

many years past black Australians have served in the

police force as trackers, in the overland transport, on

plantations, and as herdsmen. One pure-blood Aus-

traloid, given by chance a good education, so profited

by it that he became a sound Shakespearean scholar,

an efficient water-colour artist, and a draughtsman in

an engineering shop. He volunteered for service with

the Australian contingent in France. The Australian

aboriginals are fully worthy of survival and might give

quite an appreciable and even valuable strain to the

future uniformly white race of the island continent.

This strain, after all, would be little different to the

element of Palaeolithic man which is to be traced in

the indigenous population of Britain, Ireland, France,
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Germany, Italy, Spain, Russia, India, and North Africa.

There is perhaps less racial difference corporeally between
the European and the Australoid than between the

European and the Negro. Many a white Australian

born of purely British parents has. like the late Sir Harry
Parkes, differed from the Australoid only in skin colour,

and not much in head form or hairiness.

The more probable method by which the Austra-

loid race may become merged into a more generalized

type of humanity will be through Indian, Malaysian, or

Polynesian immigration into Northern Australia. With
these Asiatics or Oceanians they will mingle, and the

hybrid—very like the average Melanesian or Polynesian

—will gradually enter by marriage the white community,
imparting to the future race of Australia a brunet tinge,

such as relics of Pal£eolithic and Neolithic man in these

islands have given to the overriding Nordic race that

came in with the Saxons, Northmen, Normans, French,

Dutch, and Hanoverian German.
As regards America, Oceania, and Australia, however,

it may be said that no very anxious question exists

concerning the coloured peoples. These are, to begin

with, not nearl}^ numerous enough to be a factor of

importance, nor is there any insuperable racial reason

why they should not either persist as they are, where
they are, or become gradually and pleasantly absorbed

into the white community. It is in Africa, in India

—

above all—in Ceylon, and in Malaysia that we are con-

fronted with the great problem : how to retain within

theEmpire by their own consent about 375,000,000 people

with coloured skin, whose relative inferiority to the white

man in physique, learning, and wealth is gradually

diminishing. At present we retain them under our rule

by force. The application of that force may become
less and less easy, especially when the disproportion in

number remains the same as it is now. Can we convince

them that it is better for them—at any rate for a hundred
years to come—to remain within the British Empire of

their own free will ? And can we equally convince some
15,000,000 out of the 62,000,000 of white people that we
shall be wise to concede this principle, and that to
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the coloured peoples, so that they may as readily link

their fortunes with the white races of the British Empire
as the 1 1,000.000 of Negroes and Negroids have done
in the United States ? They are proud to consider them-
selves citizens of that great Republic, that great Con-
federation of diverse peoples.

Until the closing years of the nineteenth century we
scarcely asked ourselves whether it was to the interest

or well-being of millions of Africans and Asiatics that

they should come under the rule of the British Empire.
We took charge of their territories, because they were
contiguous to our most valuable source of trade, the

Indian peninsula ; or because they guarded or threat-

ened the sea routes to India ; or because they were rich

in diamonds, gold, palm oil, ivory, rubber, tin, copper,

pearl fisheries, sugar, coffee, or cacao.

Then a change came over our Imperialism, a change
long fermenting under the surface greed of newspapers
and Chambers of Commerce. We began to ask ourselves

whether the black and the brown people were always to

be political helots with very little voice in the manage-
ment of their own affairs. This change coincided with
the asking of the same question in a coherent way, and
in the English language, by the coloured peoples them-
selves ; and, like our own doubts, was due to the spread

of a modern education at home and abroad. In Africa,

India, Polynesia, as well as in home circles, the mis-

sionaries were the main cause of this evolution in

Imperialism, this desire to reconcile differences of race

and skin colour with an organization like the British

Empire, which should grow into a confederation of free

peoples voluntarily co-operating for their mutual benefit.

During all the nineteenth century the missionaries

had been at work, imparting a European type of educa-

tion to African savages, to the degenerate inheritors of

ancient civilizations in India and China, to the Amer-
indians of the North American plains and the South
American forests, to the Pacific Islanders, lost in their

lusts and careless of the morrow, to the blood-thirsty

Zulu, the simple-minded Tamil, the astute Sinhalese,

and the anthropophagous Melanesians. They had

10
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reconciled the Maori to the white man in New Zealand,

the Bantu to the Briton in South Africa, had restored a

new vigour to China and Japan, and had brought the

educated West Indian Negro to educate and civilize his

wild brothers in West Africa.

The missionaries first did all they could to found the

British Empire in Asia, America, Africa, and Oceania

—

believing—and believing truly—that it was better than

the anarchy which prevailed among the backward races
;

and next, and all unconsciously, they implanted seeds of

discontent with the white man's rule which if not

eradicated by a just and sympathetic treatment may
be the plants and trees that by their growth will split

our Imperial masonry.
The missionaries of Christianity from the sixteenth

century onwards represent something like a cosmic

force, a force which has arisen from the life and death of

Yeshu the Christ, the Son of Mariam, and which is defy-

ing the natural laws of evolution and profoundly affecting

the future of the human species, keeping it perhaps as a

single species with local variations instead of allowing

it by internecine warfare and isolation to become
moulded into diverse species and ultimately into

divergent genera. Man, if he remains one species as he

is to-day, may succeed in completely conquering this

planet from the recalcitrant natural forces ; and eventu-

ally in having a voice in the management of the solar

system.

The missionaries of Christianity, especially in earlier

days, may have wasted som.e time and effort in seeking

to promulgate doctrines and dogmas, myths and theories

as silly, as useless as those they came to refute in the

religions of Asia, Africa, and Polynesia ; but they also,

and increasingly, taught the great imperishable dogmas
of Pity, of the Brotherhood of Mankind, of Sobriety,

Continence, Honesty, respect for Justice, Truth, and

Reason, and the maintenance of a healthy mind in a

healthy body.

They broke down the barriers between the white,

yellow, red, brown, and black races of mankind which

had arisen since the Neolithic age. They taught the
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races of coloured skin to understand the white man as

he really was, in his good and his bad aspects ; and they
taught or tried to teach the unwilling white listeners

what the so-called savage, the so-called backward
peoples wanted, deserved, expected, feared, and were
fit for. Their disinterestedness was complete, in the

aggregate. They did not work for the gain of the

white man, though they indirectly furthered his com-
merce and industries ; neither did they conceal from the

coloured man his own grave deficiencies. They recom-
mended a partnership between the two, a fusion of

interests.

The tendency has now arisen among their pupils, and
among the backward peoples generally, greatly to

underrate the benefits which have accrued through this

domination of the European and North American over

the Asiatic, African, and Amerindian, The educated
native of India does not stop to reflect on what was the

condition of India before the British raj began, and
what had been the condition of that peninsula for a

thousand years previously ; frequently repeated in-

vasions from the north and north-west, carrying with
them slaughter, plundering, burning, destruction of

cities and food crops ; the almost incessant civil wars
and brigandage ; the unchecked plagues and famines

;

the religious persecutions ; the miserably inadequate
means of transport for long distances ; the absence of

well- equipped hospitals and efficient surgeons and
physicians ; the ravages of wild beasts, locusts, and germ
diseases. He overlooks the enormously beneficial

results of British intervention, the gigantic public works,

the order in the finances, the flawless justice of the courts,

the easy access to capital ; the cessation of religious per-

secutions. Before our rule was imposed, directly or

indirectly, consider how the Muhammadans attacked the

Hindus and tortured the Sikhs, how the Hindus chased
the Buddhists from India and oppressed the Jains

;

how the system of caste weighed heavily on the servile

tribes ; and what atrocities—widow- burning, for ex-

ample—and follies, waste of time, waste of food, waste
of money, were perpetrated in the name of religion and
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imposed tyrannically on the masses of the people. From
this nightmare Hindustan has been set free. On a very

much greater scale we have done for India, done for

Africa, what the Romans, Saxons, Normans did for us.

Similarly we are regenerating Egypt. I have no

sympathy with the present Nationalist movement in

Egypt. What does it stand for ? Simply the restora-

tion of once nearly-ruined Egypt to the peoples that

ruined her when she was torn from the Roman Empire,

to the Turk, the Arab, the Kurd, and the Syrian, to the

Muhammadans of western Asia. Arabic was not the

native language of Egypt. That is to be found in the

Coptic tongue, which descends from the Ancient Egyptian

just as the Copts do more directly in race than the

Arabized fellahin. The Muhammadans of Egypt

acknowledge no part or lot in the history of Ancient

Egypt, in the wonderful Pharaonic dynasties. The

Egyptian Nationalist takes not the slightest interest or

pride in Egyptology. I know of no instance in quite the

same degree of intensity wherein a foreign religious

conquest has so completely severed a nation from its

stupendously glorious past as did the regrettable Arab

conquest of Egypt, followed by the still more stupid,

deadening suzerainty of Turkey. We have seen sonie-

thing similar, but not so complete, in Islamized Persia,

in Asia Minor—forgetting it had ever been Greek,

Hittite, or Galatian—in Carthage and in India ;
but rio

repudiation of historical continuity so complete as in

Egypt. My tests of the worth of Egyptian Nationalism

would be that the reigning Sultan should proclaim him-

self King with the title of Ramses XIII or Ahmosis III,

and that the Cairo University should endow a Chair of

Coptic as the national tongue, and a Chair of Egypto-

logy. Then we might begin to think of withdrawing the

British garrisons to Ismailiah, Sinai, and Wadi Haifa,

assured that there would henceforth be no interference

with the Suez Canal, no religious persecution of Chris-

tians, no religious disabilities of any kind, no waste and

dishonesty in the national finances, no repudiation of

debts, no attempts to make Egypt what it was till

Napoleon tore the veil, the Hermit State of Mediter-
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ranean Africa. If British rule or overrule were to be
withdrawn to-morrow from Egypt, India, West Africa,

South or East Africa, from the Sudan, Malaysia, or

Ceylon, there would ensue a chaos of interracial, inter-

religious, intertribal conflicts. The credit of each of

these regions would at once go down, because there

would be no security for the faithful payment of interest

on borrowed money. The soldier class or caste would at

once oppress the studious, the mercantile, the peaceful

civilian citizens.

Yet there should be hope before all these nationalities

of coloured people, a hope that under our rule they may
be gradually educated for self-government, for auto-

nomy ; it may be, for independence and full nation-

hood, as full as that accorded to each of the great

Dominions—Canada, Australia, South Africa, which
only remain within the Empire because it suits them
best so to do. With such a magnificent Empire as ours

throughout the tropical world, and in much of the sub-

tropical regions, we stand in no danger—unless in the

conflict between Labour and Capital at home we cut

our own throats—of running short of markets for our
industries and access to raw materials for those indus-

tries, animal, vegetable, and mineral. We must, by our
behaviour, show these ' native races ' of the Empire
that we are resolved to respect and protect their rights

—

rights to land and free justice, rights to citizenship, to

education ; we must bind them to us by ties of self-

interest. And to govern them or to supervise their

government of themselves we must know them and
understand them, ascertain their history, study their

physique, their languages, their customs and beliefs

;

in short, the white rulers of this Empire must of all

sciences study most carefully anthropology.
Many of us have great hopes of this Brotherhood

Movement as tending to re-establish primal Christianity

on the bases laid down by Jewish philosophers, prophets,

and teachers between 100 B.C. and a.d. 100, as leading

to the solution of class conflicts, the elimination indeed

of class and caste, of interracial conflicts and claims to

superiority and favouritism of one race over another.
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But a few of us fear that if it be only based on gush,

and the hypnotism produced by the prayer wheel, and

the singing of hymns that have lost their meaning and

their aim, it will be of no avail to stave off the break-up

of the British Empire or to effect the general salvation

of mankind. If the Brotherhood will base itself on

science, on the exact sciences, on the true deductions

based on careful research and experiment, if it will

cease plaguing an uncharted heaven for miraculous

assistance and turn instead to the divinity that is in

man, if it will never lose sight of material considerations,

of how our life on earth is to be made tolerable, happy,

profitable—it may make of the British Empire the

nucleus of a Federation of all Mankind, in the common
purpose of a fight to a finish against the hostile forces of

Nature ; Nature the implacable, that is never touched

or stayed by prayer or by the oriental adulation of

hymn and psalm. There may then come about the

complete conquest of this planet and an extension of

man's action beyond, which—in foresight—may console

us for our present futile insignificance, our restricted joys

and our unquenched sorrows."



VIII

BROTHERHOOD AND THE FIGHT
AGAINST VENEREAL DISEASE

By Sir Thomas Barlow, Bt, M.D., F.R.S.

Edmund Burke said long ago " you cannot draw
an indictment against a whole nation."

If ever there was a case in which this was justifiable,

it was in the last war. But even in this case I will

venture to say that the more heartily we recognize any
signs of repentance by our late enemies the better for

humanity.
And if we cannot draw an indictment against a whole

nation, I think it can also be said that we cannot draw
an indictment against a whole class.

It is unjust because it is impossible to prove, and it is

unwise because it rouses recrimination.

Statistics with respect to the fatality of syphilis in

different classes of our people are admittedly un-

satisfactory.

With syphilis as with inebriety, the doctor, out of

consideration for the relatives, often states only the

immediate cause of death, mentioning the organ speci-

ally attacked, without stating the originating cause.

But although there is every reason to be confident that

the numbers in the Registrar-General's reports are

understated, yet the groups indicated are significant.

Let us consider them carefully. As might be expected,

the lowest class of all, viz. that of the casual labourers

(considering their poor habitations and the difficulties

of maintaining sexual decency), gives the largest

mortality figure for syphilis and its results,

151
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Next in rate of mortality comes the group just above
the lowest class of casual labour.

But now observe that the third highest rate is that of

the well-to-do and upper classes.

Then come, in diminishing mortality rate, the skilled

artisans, then the textile workers, then the miners, and
last of all the agricultural class.

It will be understood that I have quoted these groups
in descending order of mortality rate from syphilis.

As to geographical distribution, venereal diseases

hitherto have been predominantly diseases of the big

towns. Big towns are worse than small country towns.

Large seaport towns are worst of all. The Royal Com-
mission estimated by a series of converging and com-
bined statistics that the incidence of syphilis in the large

towns for all classes was about 10 per cent., whilst the

incidence of gonorrhoea was more than 10 per cent.

Thus for all venereal diseases in the big towns the
incidence was not less than 20 per cent.

It is necessary to point out that the syphilitic rate

includes not only the acute active cases, but those per-

sons living who at any previous time have contracted
syphilis, because these are liable to relapse, and it

also includes children who are the subjects of hereditary
syphilis.

What are the salient conclusions which these figures

suggest ?

Density of population and bad housing are no doubt
important factors. But do not forget the third group
which shows excess of leisure as a probable important
factor, and also emphasizes the conclusion that general
education is no guarantee against venereal disease.

The wider our survey of human nature, the more con-
vinced we become that fundamental morality is very
much alike in all classes, and the differences we observe
are largely the result of varying surroundings and
upbringing modified by heredity.

Now if you give even a qualified acceptance to this

view, I believe you will agree with me that when we
approach our brethren of the working-class on the
subject of the fight against venereal disease, it is with
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no desire to magnify or even to emphasize the incidence

of venereal disease in their class. The mortality groups
show that, excluding the lowest casuals and those socially

immediately above them, the leisured class have a higher

mortality than skilled artisans and other workers.

Putting aside, then, any thought of class condemnation,
let us ask what is the basis of our appeal to our working-
class brethren. Briefly it is this : Here is a widespread
accursed poison in English life. There are no doubt
differences in distribution, which can in some degree be
explained, but we have to fight it in every class. The
agricultural districts which have hitherto been but
slightly infected are in peril during demobilization, of

becoming much more infected. It is, however, question-

able whether the rate in the army is really greater than
in the town population. Will you working-men put
your shoulders to the wheel and help us to deal with this

accursed thing ?

If we are to do any good the very first step is to put
aside recrimination of class against class, and I will

also say of sex against sex.

You may reply, you cannnot expect a working-man
or a working-woman, or indeed any man or woman,
without some medical instruction to understand the

physiology of sex or the symptomatology of venereal

disease.

That is true. James Hinton used to say that there

was plenty of benevolence in the world, which if it could

only be rightly distributed and instructed would be
adequate to deal with all the troubles of society. I am
convinced that working-folks can help enormously by
their own special contribution to this fight, but there are

things which they have to learn like other folks in order

to help wisely.

It is one of the advantages of the anti-venereal

propaganda that we are all faced by the question. What
are you doing to help and warn and safeguard those
who need help ?

I submit that it is sound doctrine that having put
aside all general fault-finding and reproach we should
consider first what I may call the unit of responsibility^
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This is surely the responsibility of parent to child, of

father to son, of mother to daughter, and indeed of

mother to son also.

You must not delay the fight against venereal disease

till the beginning of adult life. You must be acquainted
with sexual risks from childhood onwards, andbe prepared
to meet them as they arise in the simplest way possible.

The first and most necessary equipment is knowledge.

There is no subject in which exaggeration is more
harmful than in the ordinary admonitions about sexual

troubles.

Exaggeration is the child of half-knowledge, and every

over-statement, when it is found out, recoils upon the

influence of, and respect for, the parent who has made
that over- statement.

You are the most fitting person of all to teach your
own children ; and if you find yourselves unequal to the

task, whom will you ask to help you ?

The elementary lectures given by the propaganda of

the National Council for combating venereal diseases

supply a useful basis for learning the essential facts of

life. They ought to be supplemented by one or other of

the books on elementary physiology.

We ought always to keep ahead of our children, so

that we can anticipate their inquiries and meet their

natural curiosity, not with a cruel extinguisher or with

silly stupid lies, but with some statement which, how-

ever simple and limited, shall not need in future to be

contradicted.

Every parent should welcome the lessons on nature

study now given in the elementary schools. The
simple facts of botany especially on the reproduction of

plants give a harmless and instructive basis to the

young mind.

The development of the egg and the birth and nurture

of domesticated animals can be taught, especially if there

is a holiday at a farm, without offence. These lessons, by
the way, help the young mind to realize the dependence

of the infant on the mother, and that is in itself a

beautiful and a helpful lesson.

I submit that it is far better that this simple know-
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ledge should be given frankly by the mother to her own
child when occasion arises than that it should be given

by other older children, who may convey the knowledge

with unwholesome accompaniments, and with the guilt

of concealment. Further, I believe it can be given with

a wise economy of truth which satisfies the child's curio-

sity at the time, if parents will just learn their subject

and think it out.

How are the difficulties of sexual development and of

early sexual abuse to be met.

This is where the help of the good family doctor,

either a man or a woman doctor, comes in most usefully.

The wise doctor will assure both parents that although

it is wrong to neglect this danger, yet that it is easy to

exaggerate its ultimate harmfulness.

The mischief induced is in concentrating the child's

thoughts and attention on the sexual organs, and in

the sense of guilt which comes from concealment, rather

than from direct physical damage by the habit. The
allegation that this habit leads to insanity is I think

unwarranted. It may accompany other manifestations

of lack of balance, and lack of balance predisposes to

insanity—but that the habit itself actually provokes

insanity has not been proved.

It is always important to get the doctor to ascertain

whether there is any local irritation which may need

attention, and if he in any given case recommends cir-

cumcision, it is wise to take his advice.

I am far from saying that some physical punishment

is not to be used for this fault, but I believe it ought

never to be severe or enough to excite terror.

The appeal to a child's affection, pointing out that

for the time this habit estranges mother and child,

emphasized by some deprivation of privilege, but

followed by encouragement of all efforts of self-control,

these I believe constitute the more excellent way.

Don't burden the young conscience with too elaborate

a code. It is a mistake to go into long physiological

explanations to schoolboys, still less to give them tran-

scendental arguments.

But tell a boy that he will neither be up to his work
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nor up to his play, insist on its being a shameful thing,

and that it will make him afraid of looking people straight

in the face—these are the sound arguments ; and always

beware of a boy who cultivates solitude.

I have said before, that the mother's duty is with the

boy as well as the girl and I repeat it. There is nothing

in her boy's life and temptations at whatever age that

the mother ought not to know from top to bottom.

But the father must be helpful too, and he must get rid

of that abominable doctrine that he is to be called in to

thrash the boy as a supplement to the mother's gentler

means.
The fact is this is one of the cases in which patience,

encouragement, sympathy, tenacity are absolutely

imperative. So far from care about this habit being

a real trouble and a nuisance, if parents will encourage

their children in the uphill work of self-control it will

cement the bond between parent and child for life.

One word more about the doctor's help. He can

often give a boy invaluable hints, and the hints about

sexual risks should be sandwiched, if I may so say,

between hints about other hygienic needs and not

specialized.

I look forward in future to both teachers and medical

inspectors of schools giving informal lectures and con-

ferences to parents as to the health of their children,

trying to get parental co-operation and removing the

prejudices which come from prudery and half-know-

ledge.

As to the very difificult question how much should

be taught about physiology in the primary schools, I

refer you to what I said about nature study, but I should

stop there. I would rather defer the class teaching of

physiology to the continuation classes when boys and

girls go from school to workshop.

The most vital service that can be rendered by a

female teacher to our working-class girls is individual

warning when the girls are about to leave school for

workshop or factory occupation. The teacher should

previously have talked it over with the mothers, who
ought to co-operate and approve.
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Individual warnings are far better than class warnings,
because of the individual differences in young people
as to their existing knowledge of sexual things.

A great deal can be done by clubs and guilds, and a
good parson, especially of the muscular Christian type,

who will help forward the athletic side, can do a great

deal, not only in athletics, but in personal talks.

Let us never forget when we declaim against prudery
that there is something to be said for a wise mid respectful

reticence. It is not easy to get to close quarters in

individual talks, but I think it is easier and more effective

than in addresses to audiences of very varying needs
and varying previous knowledge and experience.

I should like to say one word about books and pamph-
lets for young people. My conviction is that these are

chiefly useful in arming parents and teachers with hints

as to the mode of putting facts and arguments. I am
timid about placing them in the hands of schoolboys.

Individual talks I think are far more useful.

I have repeatedly stated my conviction to school-

masters, that foul talk is far worse than solitary mas-
turbation in preparing a mental soil for sexual wrong-
doing. I believe that we ought to spare no pains in

securing that our children keep clean lips. I venture to

urge on all fathers that they ought to secure this to

their utmost ability in workshops and protect boys
from the infection of foul jokes and foul stories.

I need not emphasize the damage which comes from
risky asides in music halls. I believe it is wrong to say

that the public demand and insist on such stuff. Give
the public good stuff, and they appreciate it. We ought
to encourage such efforts as that of the ' Old Vic.

'

Now there are two ailments affecting your boys as

they approach manhood—viz. wet dreams and acne
pimples on the face and chest.

I have come to the conclusion that the best thing you
can do is to take your family doctor into consultation.

These ailments are simple things, but they need to be
properly dealt with.

Bear in mind that the lay advice often so confidently

given about these ailments, that the youth should have
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recourse to sexual intercourse, is not only wrong, but
foolish and futile.

I think I hear some of my auditors say this is all very
well, but it does not touch the problem of brotherhood
and the fight against venereal disease. I confess that

I have aimed to place what I think should be the attitude

of all parents whatever their worldly station. If I have
made my meaning clear, you will admit that the venereal

problem must be considered first in regard to the up-
bringing and education of our sons and daughters from
their childhood upward.
But now let us consider the period of advanced

adolescence and young adult life.

It is just as necessary that parents should be ac-

quainted with the salient facts of venereal disease as

with the rudiments of physiology. There are some
folks who say, ' This is not my business ; I don't wish to

know about it.'

The true antidote to unprofitable curiosity is the

determination to utilize our knowledge in safeguarding

our children.

I venture now to urge our brethren of the working-
class to favour the institution of lectures, especially

under the auspices of the trade unions and the co-opera-

tive societies. The preliminary instruction on physio-

logy of which I have already spoken may be given
by lay folk who have studied biological science. Lec-

tures on the social aspects of sexual evil may be given by
well-informed social workers, but lectures giving essential

facts about venereal disease ought to be given by
medical men and women, and by nobody else.

These courses can be arranged by the branches of the

National Council for combating venereal disease, but
I want them to be given under the auspices of the

working-men societies.

Let me very earnestly appeal to these two groups of

the working community to push this move for the very
highest interests of their fellows. I know that in some
of the co-operative societies in the north most valuable

help has been given to the " Schools for Mothers." Not
only have some of these societies subscribed, but they
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have lent their premises for the weekly treatment work.

There are also some instances of courses of general

educational lectures, arranged by the co-operative

societies, and there is that very important organization

the Workers' Educational Association, dealing with

general topics, especially economics. These all give a

precedent for grafting on special instruction in the

direction I have indicated and under these auspices.

I have not the time, nor is this the occasion for de-

scribing in detail the symptoms of the two principal

venereal diseases, gonorrhoea and syphilis. But it is

my duty to enumerate some of the far-reaching

results.

Gonorrhoea is so often belittled that I must remind

you that the discharge which is its chief feature is a

fearfully infective material. If a minute portion con-

taminates the eye, it leads to a very virulent inflamma-

tion, which may in a short time irreparably damage the

eye. Gonorrhoea transmitted to the wife may in its

earlier stages give her very little discomfort, and no
doubt many women have gonorrhoea without knowing
it. But if the wife so suffering becomes pregnant, her

infant contracts the infection in its eyes, as it descends

through the mother's passages. This rapidly sets up, as

I have already mentioned in the adult, a virulent in-

flammation. So virulent, that it was estimated a few

years ago that one-third of the cases regarded as blind

from birth were really cases of gonorrhoeal ophthalmia

contracted in the way I have indicated.

I have said that in the early infection of women, when
only the lower passages are affected, there is not much
pain, but every man should know that the spread of the

infection in women upwards produces a very intractable

state of things, and induces not only danger from
abscess and peritonitis, but often life-long chronic suffer-

ing and disability. And that is specially serious in a

working-man's home.
With regard to syphilis it is important to bear in

mind the very little pain and inconvenience caused to

the victim by the early manifestations, and the fact

that they tend to spontaneously subside after a time,
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even without treatment. These two facts lead to a
sense of false security, which has its tragic side.

It is of course the late recurrences, which may afl'ect

almost every internal organ at one time or other, which
are the real ghastly tragedy of syphilis. Unlike the

early manifestations which clear up, these late lesions

are very chronic and relapsing, and rarely subside

without leaving permanent damage to tissue. Syphilis,

though not often fatal in its early stage in adults, is

very fatal in its late effects, and according to insurance

returns it permanently shortens life to the extent of

five or six years. The most pitiful of all the damage
done is that affecting the nervous system. This

includes convulsive attacks, paralyses, locomotor ataxy,

and general paralysis of the insane. Quite as im-

portant, and often inducing the nerve changes, are the

alterations set up in the large and small arteries. And
observe these late results appertain not to old age. but

to early middle life—the very prime of man's activity.

This complaint is specially infective in the early stage.

In the very late manifestations local infection does not

probably occur. If a man gets married during the early

rash and sore throat stage, he is certain to infect his wife

with the same miserable sequence of symptoms.
But supposing a man has undergone treatment for a

couple of years and at the time of marriage has no
obvious local sign of the disease—even after that interval

infection of a special character often occurs. The wife

may not suspect anything wrong, but if she becomes
pregnant, instead of going the full time, she miscarries.

This misfortune may occur for several successive

pregnancies, and at last a full-time child may be born,

apparently healthy.

But at six weeks the infant develops a typical syphi-

litic rash, and gets a special catarrh of nose and mouth,

which interferes with its sucking, and often compels

premature weaning. After a few weeks this attack

subsides, and the parents fondly believe that they have
seen the last of it.

But besides other intercurrent troubles, at the age

of five or six years when the second teeth are appearing
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the child often begins to suffer from a prolonged affec-

tion of the eyes, which leaves them generally damaged.
Then it gets incurable deafness, and develops fits of

varying type, and becomes mentally deficient, although,

alas ! often surviving some years.

The still more pitiful sequel is that the mother,

although she may escape the earlier obvious signs of

the disease, besides transmitting the poison to her

children often develops in later life some of the grave
manifestations of syphilis in the nervous system which
are ultimately fatal to her.

This would be a gruesome story if there were not a
hopeful side to its treatment.

But forgive my saying one word about quacks. You
would suppose that with such a subtle, tenacious, long-

lasting disease, every sensible man would see the

vital importance of securing all that experience of its

natural history could teach as to reasonable treat-

ment.
The recognition of the beginnings of the later mani-

festations is often difficult. But there is no disease in

which the influence of the quack is more striking. Tliis

applies especially to the industrial towns of the north.

For generations we have had in our possession some
metallic remedies, which, when administered early and
with great thoroughness over a period of two to three

years, have often cured, and if they have not cured have
mitigated the later ailments. But all candid doctors

admit their incomplete cures in not a few cases.

Of late years the discovery of a combination of arsenic

and benzol, which is definitely poisonous to the syphilitic

organism witli comparative innocuousness to the

patient, has given us an additional remedy of great

value.

We know now that it can destroy the syphilitic

organisms that exist free in the blood.

But we have constantly to remember the latency of

some of the rudimental forms, and their subsequent
development, which are responsible for the relapses of

the disease.

During the past four years enormous progress has been

H
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made both in the diagnosis and treatment of syphiHs

in the miUtary and in the civil population.

The more experience mounts up, the more alive we are

to the imperative necessity of initiating the combined

new and old treatments at the very earliest moment
possible after infection.

Thereby we not only obtain greater probability of

preventing entirely the late manifestations, but we
render the patient no longer infective to the community.

I don't hesitate to say that the most beneficent results

of the new treatment concern mother and child. Women
who in consequence of syphilitic infection have had

repeated miscarriages have by means of a course of

salvarsan injections been able to go their full time, and

the infant has been born healthy and remained so.

In this big measure of public health work during the

last three years, the Treasury, the Local Government

Board, the^ Municipalities, and the General Hospitals

have each played their part.

This quadruple alliance has given us a very fine object-

lesson, and I believe it is a presage of other public health

work, applied to many problems.

To be absolutely candid, there are still recalcitrant

public bodies, mercifully diminishing—but we appeal

to our working-men to help us with their votes and their

influence to get rid of obscurantism, narrowness, and

Pharisaism wherever they exist. The old view that it is

a providential arrangement that vice brings its own
penalties, and that these penalties should not be frus-

trated, has surely only to be stated to be scouted.

We want to save innocent women and children

—

but we want to save the guilty too for their own sake,

for the sake of their dependents, and for the sake of

the community.
There is still a great deal to be done in perfecting our

methods. We want to secure continuity of treatment

and repeated regular tests of safety from relapse.

We especially desire the considered and well-balanced

judgment of our working brethren as to how far in this

country the arm of the State should be invoked if men
and women will not persevere with necessary treatment.
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We all want to realize that it is the imperative duty,

not for his or her benefit only, but as a civic obligation,

of every man or woman who has been exposed to

sexual infection to get treated at the earliest possible

moment, and for as long as it is necessary.

Some of our colonies have adopted compulsory

notification.

Whether we see our way to adopt this or not, let us

try to screw up public opinion about the claims of the

community upon its members. Hitherto in our treat-

ment centres we have jealously guarded the confidence

of the patients, and the treatment has been absolutely

voluntary. For my part I should like that plan to have

a further trial with the determined backing of working-

men and that every citizen should play the game.

But now it is time that we gripped the subject still

more closely.

We are agreed, I imagine, that if it is right policy to

provide free means of treatment, then the earlier the

treatment can be applied the better in any given case.

It has been maintained that if some antiseptic applica-

tions are immediately used by the individual himself,

considerable advantage is gained, and that therefore

these applications should be supplied freely before-

hand to anybody wishing to have them. This has

been adopted in the American and Colonial armies, and
to a certain extent in our own army. Now it is urged

that it should be adopted for the civil population. It

is recommended that places under municipal control

should be established where such antiseptic packets are

obtainable by those who wish for them before exposure.

Also that such packets should be obtainable from

chemists without any medical prescription. Even a

penny-in-the-slot arrangement has been recommended.
To all these plans I strongly demur.

The most obvious objection is that this method
facilitates what may be called self-treatment. It lends

itself to repeated employment by the individual of

measures which are inadequate if the disease has gained

a definite footing, and when there is no security except

in the guidance of a skilled medical man. This is not an
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imaginary objection. Actual instances have occurred.

Methods of self-treatment give a false security.

It is to be noted that blunders may easily occur

in the application of these packets, especially when we
remember that men are often in liquor when they engage
in illicit intercourse.

But what is the fundamental objection ?

I will reply in Shakespeare's words :
' How oft the

sight of means to do ill deeds makes ill deeds done.'

If you tell a man that by the prompt employment of

one of these packets immediately after intercourse he
can protect himself, and if you supply him with such a

packet every time he wishes to indulge, you thereby
actually encourage him to repeated promiscuous inter-

course.

All fornication I maintain is wrong—but I submit
that cold-blooded preparation for repeated fornication

as contemplated and encouraged by the free supply of

these packets is a far baser, more degrading thing than
when the act is committed under stress of a sudden
wave of temptation.

By the provision of these facilities, you do your best

to foster a regular habit, which I am confident no sane

man will defend.

Observe, the motives which help a man to resist are

very varied. There are religious motives, social motives,

prudential motives.

When you supply him with one of these packets, and
he always carries it about with him, you have done your

best to weaken the sum total of the motives which
influence him in striving against evil.

There is evidence from military authorities that the

provision of packets has in some groups of soldiers led

to greater frequency of illicit intercourse.

What does this mean ? It means multiplication of

risks as well as greater persistency of evil habits.

Nobody pretends that these packets are infallible

safeguards—far from it when all the risks of infection

are concerned. And there is no proof of the total

venereal rate being materially diminished by them.

One of the conclusions of the special committee ap-
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pointed by the Ministry of Health, published recently

in a \Yhite paper, is the following :

' The issue of prophylactic packets tends to give rise

to a false sense of security, and thus to encourage the

taking of risks which would not be otherwise incurred,

and the neglect of facilities for early treatment when
available, and in certain circumstances might even

increase the spread of disease.'

Still further, 'the general sale of such medicaments

by chemists and unqualified persons might tend to nullify

the beneficial results of the Venereal Disease Act 1917,

as regards the prohibition of treatment and advertise-

ment of treatment by unqualified persons.'

But I mean to carry this question of packets

still further, and ask working-men to consider what its

consequences would be so far as the community is con-

cerned. Can anybody doubt that the public provision

of these packets would increase the sum total of sexual

incontinence, and that that increase would mean a

tendency to postpone marriage, for it would give oppor-

tunities for sexual enjoyment without the obligations

of married life. That would be a fine thing for the

country ! It would lead to a marked diminution of the

birth-rate. Can you doubt that it would lessen the

sacredness of the marriage bond ?

Pursue it still further. You have got to admit the

equality of the sexes now all along the line.

If this provision is a good one for men, you cannot

deny it for women. At what period of a woman's life

do you propose to introduce it ?

Is it to be part of the equipment for the transition

period between girlhood and woman's estate ? I put this

question frankly to my working-class friends, and to

fathers and mothers of every class. Are you willing that

your daughters as well as your sons shall receive instruc-

tion in the use of these packets ? Who is going to give

the instruction, father or mother ?

Now observe if once this provision receives State or

municipal sanction with the approval of medical men,

there is no limit that you can place on its employment.

Women may use it not only for the prevention of venereal
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disease, but for the prevention of conception, and you
may find a decided increase of miscarriages with con-

siderable bodily peril.

If you think you can limit these procedures to men
and professional prostitutes, you are living in a fool's

paradise.

The fact is the public provision of prophylactic

packets has only to be thoughtfully considered in its

logical consequences to be scouted by all right-thinking

men and women.
I urge you to read the White paper issued on this

subject. The summary of conclusions given by Mr.

Waldorf Astor seems to me a fair, impartial, and weighty
document.

I absolutely resent the criticisms of The Times leading

article as to the confusion in this paper between moral
and medical precepts. Moral precepts are an important

part of the doctor's equipment.

In spite of what The Times says, the maintenance of

continence is the effective way of avoiding venereal

disease ; it is the only effective way.

The moral arguments, including our obligations as

citizens and the physical well-being of the community,
are surely questions of public health. They are medical

arguments of the very highest validity. To call them
alien considerations is as unjust as it is absurd.

I refuse, as a doctor, to be tied up to ' technical

considerations.' I stand by the old Roman who said

that nothing was foreign to him that was human.
You cannot split up the nature of man into its different

constituents, and apply arguments to one part of his

nature which are inconsistent with the rest.

But let there be no mistake. I am ready to advise

immediate extreme cleanliness and measures for the

earliest possible treatment after a man has gone astray,

but I stipulate that such measures shall be under

responsible medical guidance in the out-patient depart-

ment of a hospital, or in a centre for complete treatment

of the disease, or in the surgery of a private doctor,

and not an affair of self-treatment with a penny-in-the-

slot arrangement or in an annexe of a public latrine,
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I do not choose to insult this meeting by any sugges-

tion of revival of the Contagious Diseases Act or of the
recognition of maisons tolerSes. These methods both
imply and necessitate the acceptance of permanent
degradation of certain women for the use of men, and
that I do not accept.

I wish I had time to indicate the immense value
both in town and country of provision for the happy and
useful employment of leisure, especially for the young.
We must not be content with giving educational oppor-
tunities and supporting athletics. We ought to give

far more attention to combined musical effort amongst
our young people, and we ought to try to secure innocent
amusements under adequate guidance.

Parents ought to strive to be thoroughly acquainted
with the friendships of their young folks, and to encour-

age early marriages and frugal living.

Finally let me say one word as to the respective value
of the different arguments for a clean life.

Don't disparage the prudential side. The fear of

disease and of the maiming and shortening of life is a
powerful motive.

But I think more powerful is the appeal to the sense

of chivalry and the protection of the weak, and I am
old-fashioned enough to believe that the admonition
which we taught our boys is still good for them as men :

Fear God and keep His commandments."

BROTHERHOOD AND THE FIGHT AGAINST
VENEREAL DISEASE

By Sir Alfred Pearce Gould, K.C.V.O., F.R.C.S.

{Lt.-Col. R.A.M.C, Officer-in-Charge, Surgical Division^

3rd London General Hospital, Wandsworth)

" We have met this afternoon to consider the question
of ' Brotherhood and the Fight against Venereal
Disease.' Now, the first point I want to make is this.

Brotherhood I We have heard a great deal of Brother-
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hood for more than the last few years ; and we want to

^et a great deal more out of this thing than we have

done so far. I want to say that in the thought of Brother-

hood there should always be first and foremost the

thought of the great Elder Brother who has conseerated

that word for all time. You will not forget that when
He was busily engaged one day in a crowd of people, a

message came to Him that His ' brothers ' were outside,

and wanted to speak to Him. He looked around and

said, ' My brothers are those who listen to the Word of

God and obey it. ' That is the true test of Brotherhood

still ; and it is from that point of view that I want to

address a few remarks to you this afternoon.

I might, of course, content myself by saying that the

Word of God has been graven in stone for countless

ages :

' Thou shalt not commit adultery.' It has :

but you and I, while reverencing, as we must and should,

that graven word, realize also that the Word of God is

as plainly written in human experience, and in the

teaching of that experience which we sometimes speak

of under the term science. And I am here to try to tell

you this afternoon that the teaching of science in no

way differs from the law of God as laid down in the

Decalogue.

The diseases which we are thinking of this afternoon

are not more terrible than they are strange. They are

so strange as to stand in a class by themselves. Let me
tell you two or three of their special features—not the

clinical details Sir Thomas Barlow has been speaking

about, but, more generally, some of the special features

of these diseases as contrasted with disease in general.

First, they are diseases 'peculiar to man. We do not

find venereal diseases among lower animals, although

the relations of the sexes are so far different among them

from what we regard as the right relation between men
and women. Not only so, but the very organisms upon

the activity of which these diseases depend are only met
with in connexion with these diseases in man. If. by a

wizard's magic, we could obliterate from the human race

to-day every case of gonorrhoea and syphihs, the gono-

coccus, on the one hand, and the syphilitic spirochaete,
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on the other, could not be found. There is no known
place where these organisms can be found—unless they

are specially cultivated in laboratories, of course—except

in connexion with these diseases. Now, take a somewhat
analogous disease, what is called ' the white plague ' of

man, tuberculosis. The same is not true about tubercle.

If you eliminated from the world every case of tuberculosis

in man, woman, and child to-day, the tubercle bacillus

would be with us still. It is in our zoological gardens
;

it is in our cows and in animals of many kinds, especially

herbivorous animals, existing quite apart from human
disease. Take tetanus, or lockjaw, that terrible scourge

in the early days of the war. The organism exists in

the soil of every garden and cultivated field, quite apart

from the disease in which it occurs. Take plague, which
has devastated Eastern lands so often. The organism

of bubonic plague exists in rats and the lice and fleas of

rats, and quite apart from man. I do not want to base

too much on a single fact of that kind ; but it is one fact

that all intelligent people and students of this disease do
well to bear in mind.

The second fact is somewhat similar, and one which

it is very important to notice and hold to tightly. It is

that, with certain exceptions, to which Sir Thomas
Barlow has referred, what I may call the history

of the venereal diseases is conveyed in the adjective

They are diseases which follow upon intercourse ' out-

side God's ordinance,' as the marriage service has it,

I believe ; or outside the bonds of marriage. The
cause is not premature intercourse ; it is not excessive

intercourse; it is not unnatural intercourse. If you
could obliterate from human experience just one thing

—illicit intercourse—you would thereby remove venereal

diseases from society. As Sir Thomas Barlow has said,

these diseases, once acquired, can be conveyed by a

husband to an innocent wife, or by the wife to an

innocent husband, or by either parent to an unborn child

:

or. again, by careless acts quite apart from sex life

as we see in many cases in the medical profession.

But, after all, the underlying fact of venereal diseases

is that they are venereal, and that they are associated
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with one particular form of sexual wrong-doing—inter-

course outside the marriage bond.

Another thing that is striking about these venereal

diseases is that they result from the practice of a per-

fectly natural function, the function upon which the

propagation of the human race depends. We have
many functions in this body of ours ; and there are

many diseases which are the result of improper uses of

these functions. We can eat to excess, and become gross

or destroy our digestive function. We can take poisons

instead of food into our system, and become the victims

of alcoholism, or what not, in various forms. We can

overwork our brain, heart, skin, or muscles in various

ways, and induce diseases thereby. But venereal disease,

as I have said, is riot dependent upon excess ; it is not

dependent upon anything that we can compare to the

taking of poison into our lungs, as when our soldiers

took it in the form of gas. It is not that : it is a

moral poison, the breach of a particular moral law that

develops all this evil.

Further, these diseases do not arise from the exercise

of this function for the purpose for which that function

exists in the body ; and that is an important point.

I know they are conveyed from husband to wife, or

from wife to husband ; but that is not how these diseases

originate ; that is not why they are in the world. They
are not diseases of honourable married life—quite other

than that ; and the intercourse which leads to them is

not undertaken for the purpose of ''procreation, the pur-

pose for which it is designed.

I want to mention one other point in connexion with

this subject. It is sometimes said that the sex organs

and the sexual I
function must be under the general

law that applies to the other organs and functions of

the body. If a man refuses to use the muscles of his

arm, as by tying it up and keeping it so for months, he

will lose the power of those muscles. If a man lives in

a darkened room, and never sees anything from month
to month, he will lose the power of acute vision. And
the same applies to other organs. It is suggested that

this law must therefore hold for this, one of the highest
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functions of the human organism. That is not so.

The glands upon which the great function of procreation
depends have two separate functions, one dependent
upon an internal secretion and the other upon an external

secretion. The features distinguishing man from woman
are due to the influence of the internal secretion of the
sex glands in their bodies. If a boy is born without
these glands, he cannot develop into a normal man

;

if a girl she cannot develop into a normal woman

;

while if they are removed in early life sex characters
are not acquired. The external secretions of the
sex glands are connected with the act of procreation
and effect the fertilization of the ovum. But the
influences of these sex glands on the formation of
character, growth of the body, development of voice,

growth of the hair, and all kinds of differences which
distinguish man and woman—they do not even thread a
needle in the same way—are the result of what we call the
' internal secretion ' of the sex glands, something that,

like the silent working of God Himself, works unseen
and, as it were, without noise, in the human body from
quite early infancy on past mature life. These glands
belong to a group—the thyroid gland in the throat is

another of these internal secreting glands—which exert
a most important influence upon our bodies, silently and
without anything being seen at all. Other glands—the
pituitary, the suprarenal, etc., have this power of internal
secretion. Now these internal secreting organs are, so far

as we know, and in the ordinary ways of life, incapable
of stimulation by us. We cannot make our thyroid gland
act more vigorously by anything we do, or say, or think.
And the same is true about the sex glands of boy or girl.

You cannot by any power—disciphne, restraint, educa-
tion, surroundings—influence the development of the
female figure, the breaking of the boy's voice, the growth
of long hair on the scalp of a girl or on the chin of a
boy. The occurrence of these sexual changes is beyond
our power to influence. Such is the real internal secre-
tion of the sex organs, and it is only one of the incidental
facts that it is associated with procreation. These two
secretions are connected in a very special way. The
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internal secretion is first in time and in importance

;

without it there is no development of any of the sexual
characteristics, nor of the external secretion (germ and
sperm) upon which procreation depends. The converse
is not true, for the internal secretion is not dependent
upon the external secretion nor upon the sexual act, and
sexual continence does not inhibit either secretion of
the sex glands. What I want to make plain is that
intercourse is not an essential part of life, still less of
the sexual life of an individual. That has been proved
over and over again ; so that no argument for illicit

intercourse, when regular marriage intercourse is im-
possible, is valid.

Well, friends, I maintain that when we put these
various points together the teaching of science on this

matter becomes very clear. What is the scientific

position about the prevention of disease ? To re-

move the cause is to prevent the disease. All other
ways of dealing with diseases— palliatives, as they are
called—are broken reeds to lean upon. It is only when
we know the nature of a disease and its cause, and can
control and remove the cause, that we are ever able to
deal with the disease effectively. And I maintain that
venereal diseases come under the category of prevent-
able diseases. We know their causes—not only the
organisms which produce them, but the circumstances
in which these organisms arise and are found in the
human race ; and we know, therefore, the way to control
and prevent them. Science shows us that the cause of
venereal disease is adultery, and that to free ourselves
from gonorrhoea and syphilis we must keep free from
adultery. Just as surely as from the Decalogue there
sounds out the injunction, ' Thou shalt not commit
adultery,' the teaching of natural science as to the
nature, origin, and true cause of venereal diseases calls

aloud ' Thou shalt not commit adultery.'

"

Canon HORSLEY :
" There are various reasons which

make me glad of the opportunity of saying a few words
on this matter. First of all there is my ten years' prison

experience, when I had thousands of men and women
under my care. There I saw the evil, though no
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doubt I knew little of its causes or the possibility of its

prevention. I was also a member of the Royal Com-
mission appointed to consider the matter, and I became,
in consequence of my regular attendance there, pretty

well saturated with the subject ; and on two of my
shelves I have, I suppose, several hundred books and
pamphlets upon the question. And, thirdly, there comes
in the fact that I have had the honour of being elected

a member of the National Council of Brotherhoods
as well as, for two years. President of the Kent
Federation.

I want to speak especially this afternoon on a point

that might be overlooked. I am not now a metropolitan
mayor, chaplain of a huge prison, or priest of a South
London parish of 14,000 souls ; but simply an old crock

chucked away into an old chalk-pit in a wood to look

after as many people as I have in the parish. In towns
the evil is rampant. It is essentially a town disease, as

we say in our Royal Commission report. Hitherto the

villages of England have been mainly immune, not
merely from the disease, but from the opportunity of

contracting it and from the knowledge of it in this way.
And this is not merely an English phenomenon. A great

Danish doctor said :
' There are only a very few cases

in the country districts. I know of many physicians

practising their whole lifetime in several parts of the

country without having more than two or three cases.'

In rural Ireland, said a Local Government medical
inspector, venereal disease, especially syphilis, is almost
non-existent. In small towns and in several parts of

Sligo, the doctor said, 'We have it now and again—gener-

ally a tramp who turns up with it ; but among the native

population never syphilis, and very rarely gonorrhoea.'

Another eminent authority said it was rare in rural

Scotland. But the conditions are different to-day.

We were told before the Commission that the post-

bellum experience of all times was that after every great

war there was a great outbreak of immorality—more
drunkenness, more crime, more immorality. So it was
in the days of my grandfather, a doctor in the Peninsular

war. It was so after the Boer war. And what is going to
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happen now ? All these wars were little gutter squabbles
compared with the war in which we have been engaged.
All the armies of those days were as a cricket team
compared to a mass meeting in Hyde Park. We have
to remember this. Myriads in place of thousands have
been infected while serving in the armies. Some
of the men who have gone forth from our villages have
been volunteers, others have been conscripts. They
have done their duty and been brave, and many have
died. A tenth of the young manhood of England is

gone from every village. Hitherto the army has been
recruited from adventurers or derelicts. The villages

supplied neither. But now young men are coming
back with the new knowledge of evil, some of them with
a greater taste for evil. They come back to girls who
have not been so forewarned as to be forearmed. This

terrible khaki fever which devastated young girls of a

certain age has been effective in the little village. So in

every little village in England, where there is no resident

doctor and no public building to deal with a subject

hitherto unknown, we are going to have new conditions.

During the war, synchronous with and consequent upon
it, there has been an increase of sexual immorality,

evidenced by the frequency of seductions, bigamy, and
divorce. As a diligent novel-reader in my new leisure,

I attribute a great deal of this to the fact that perhaps
seven out of every ten or a dozen novels are directly

incentive to immorality, teaching that young people

must ' live their life,' as they call it, that they may
experiment in this direction without blame, and that

it is an old-fashioned, outworn idea that men and women
ought to be as God made them and remain as such.

War-time has been ' set for the rising and fall of many in

Israel.' There have come back young men all the better

for their physical and moral training, others have come
back conscious of evil where before they were innocent.

And so there is a danger, greater in the present than in

the past, greater danger to the future and even to the

present wives of those who came back from the war,

with evil consequences to the babies who will be born

next year. Last Sunday morning one of our leading
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London doctors, a great oculist, who has under his care

1,100 blind children, told us that more than half were

blind from a short time after birth, simply by the fault

of their father or mother or both. Is not that an appeal

to our chivalry? I need not speak of other things

—

about premature death, life shortened or permanently

burdened by the consequences of this sin. But I do ask

that our Brotherhoods shall not be afraid to face the

subject, but send out missionaries to our small villages,

there to appeal to the chivalry of the people and so

help to stamp out this miserable curse."

Rev. WORTH M. TIPPY, D.D. (New York) :
" I listened to

the address of Sir Thomas Barlow with especial interest,

because of the relation of the churches to the national

campaign conducted by the Public Health Department of

the Government of the United States. I wish to say that

the movement for the control of venereal diseases in the

United States is something like a crusade. It has had a

pronounced effect on the army, and is now being taken

as positively into the civilian population in the country.

In many respects the campaign has been done roughly
;

and there has been quite a reaction against some of the

things to which reference has been made. We have

used emotional picture screens, and some of our films are

now felt to be unfit for use among the civilian population.

There has even been a question as to whether there has

been sufficient reticence in the army itself. In a

conference held within the last two months with Surgeon-

General Beale and members of his staff and representa-

tives of the Commission who went down to work out the

programme relating to the churches as to cliniques

and the use of prophylactics, it was agreed, after a morn-

ing's discussion, that prophylactics should not be given,

and that it would be the policy of the churches and

others concerned that treatment should only be given

to persons infected. I am very glad to say that that is

to be the policy of the Government, of the State Boards

of Health and the Community Boards of Health in the

United States ; and on that basis we are to work together.

I think the relationship of the churches to a problem

of this character or any social problem must finally get
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down to effective action. The danger of the churches

and of organizations Hke this is lest we spend our efforts

in discussion and do not finally integrate ourselves for

practical measures, national and local. We have come
to this, that segregated areas are to be abolished ; we shall

follow up the scattered cases—a difficult thing to do

—

we shall establish cliniques, provide for the humane care

of prostitutes, and simultaneously work back into the

educational features for the campaign for the control

of venereal diseases. It is recognized by the Govern-

ment of the United States, by the educational authorities,

and by the churches, that finally our great recourse is

to be an educational recourse. And we feel very

strongly we need to give a great deal of help to fathers

and mothers, and as Christians to churches, leaders of

Sunday schools and classes. We shall need to have a

good deal of shepherding care of our young people. We
shall have to watch evidence of waywardness ; and by

personal talks, and continual personal friendship of

pastor and flock, teacher of class and girl or boy, we can

restrain and save those committed to the care of the

churches. I shall carry back to the United States and

to the next Conference some of the outstanding and

insistent statements made by Sir Thomas Barlow with

regard to the personal method of teaching and the

urgency of this problem."

Mr. W. G. THONGER (Paris) : "I greatly appreciate

the honour conferred upon me this afternoon of being

allowed to speak to this distinguished audience, more

especially as I am afraid to speak to you after you have

been listening to the most excellent addresses and

papers. I feel myself extremely out of place, for the

simple reason that I have no technical information to

give to you. I possess no baggage of pamphlets or

books. I have had no opportunity of studying in well-

garnished libraries and my college education has been of

an extremely exiguous nature ; so that I cannot give

you, I am afraid, very much information, either technical

or otherwise. I stand before you this afternoon simply

as a brother, and I come to you as a French brother. I

have the honour and privilege to represent the GaUic
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ally, and my cry this afternoon shall be the Macedonian
cry :

' Come over and help us.' Reference has been
made to prophylactics and the supposed or proposed
remedies for venereal diseases. We have all these,

sir, in our country. We have all that policy carried to

its highest perfection. We have no need to make any
excuses with regard to prudery or excuses to the ladies

for talking about what you consider indelicate matters.

All these difficulties have been swept away centuries

ago. We have a free platform to speak about such
matters. We have a free Press where there is absolutely

no need to use any hidden or guarded language. You
may open to-day Le Temps or Le Matin or any pro-

minent Paris newspaper, and you will find these prophy-
lactic remedies advertised on the front or back page
of these most magnificent and elegant journals. You
will find these things as clearly placed before your eyes

as if some elegant automobile or other commodity were
in question. Our daughters and our sons, no matter
what age, know all about these things, and these ques-

tions are freely discussed across the meal table. We
have no barriers of that description. Gentlemen, you
may start to-morrow morning at a quarter to nine from
Victoria, you may take a short railway journey, and a
still shorter voyage across the Channel, and you will

find yourself in a country where these remedies have
been used for years, maisons de tolerance, licensed prosti-

tution, everything catered for with the most elegant

and magnificent administration. The police authorities

have in their hands every suppression and every re-

striction necessary. A prostitute can be arrested. Oh
yes—on condition that she has not her licence upon her.

She is arrested, taken to the police station, and after

having been submitted to medical examination is then

given the licence ! She is then free to go and ply her

trade across the most beautiful boulevard the world can
show you. Maisons de tolerance !—the most elegant

houses, loaded with crystals, the most beautiful decora-

tions, electric light, beautiful cushions—everything you
may ask for. You have simply to knock at the door
when you get out at the Gare St. Lazare on the Gare du

12
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Nord. These houses are there, with everything carried

to the most magnificent perfection. And this has

existed, not only for the last few years—it has existed

for centuries, and is part and parcel of the administration

and legislation of the country. The results, sir ? States-

men scratch their heads to know where they are going

to get their young men for their next army. The
birth-rate is going down rapidly every year. The
greatest evil in humanity, which mars the happiness of

humanity, and which is in a certain sense the cause of

poverty, is illness, is malady of every description, and
especially venereal malady. And it is no use for us to

talk about remedies for venereal maladies unless we
go to the root of the matter. If we are going to do
something in our country, if we are going to help France

to become a happier and better country, we must go to

the roots of the case, and must begin by educating the

people with regard to the terrible effects of promiscuity

—excuse the word ; I have no better for it. The whole

trouble arises from that. We must find some means or

other of impressing upon our French friends the neces-

sity of imposing upon the men the same regime they are

always ready to impose upon the women.
Now let it be well understood that male chastity is

not accepted by the French population ; and the only

way to get them to accept this doctrine—as I may call

it—is by education. I suggest that we, as Brotherhoods,

we who have taken this to heart, form some sort of com-
mittee, that we get a strong Board formed in Paris,

upon which will be prominent men, men in authority,

that we get men who have written pamphlets, men
who have libraries, men who have technical knowledge

;

and that we get Americans and Englishmen and French-

men put on this Board ; that we carefully eliminate

from this Board political divisions and religious divi-

sions ; that we have the Archbishop, Cardinal Mercier,

ofwhom we heard yesterday afternoon ; and, at the same
time, some leading lights of the French Protestant

churches ; that we get this Board strongly formed, and

that we appeal to the world for funds ; that we oblige

first of all the daily press to take up this question ; that
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we institute a strong aggressive propaganda ; that we
publish miUions of pamphlets. I myself will undertake,

if these two gentlemen will let me have the manuscript

of these magnificent addresses, to have them translated

into tip-top French, and put them into French hands,

and have them scattered across the country. We will

get into the theatres, into the cafes, into the maisons de

tolerance with this knowledge ; and we will start by
educating the people and by showing them the way they

are drifting, and the only remedy. Oh, friends, it is

terrible the work that lies before us. When travelling

in Switzerland the other day my attention was called to

a tremendous range of Alps, trickling down from which

was a little waterfall. You could see that the stream

that was coming from the height of these Alps had worn
away a passage for itself and separated two peaks. There

this stream had been running for centuries and would
still go on running. A geologist would have said, You see

that stream is cutting through that mountain as surely

as a piece of t%vine can cut through a bar of soap ; but it

is taking centuries to do it, and it will go on century

after century until the mountain is severed altogether.

I cannot help likening the work that lies before us to

something like that little waterfall. It will take years

and years probably before any visible impression can be

produced. The mountains are terribly high ; the

glaciers through which this stream will have to cut are

extremely hard—have been hardened by centuries of

false doctrine and prejudice and error. But we have

only got to keep on. The little Brotherhood Movement
which, if you like, represents this afternoon the stream

to which I have referred has only to keep on trickling.

It will grow by degrees ; and in years to come, perhaps

in centuries to come, the effect will make itself felt. One
of the great French explorers wrote in his book Across the

Desert of Sahara that when he was getting near to the

fringe of the desert he put up in an old Arab's tent. As
soon as he got inside, the Arab called out :

' Come outside.

Listen, listen !
' And the explorer listened. He heard

in the distance that peculiar characteristic moaning of

the desert. The wind was coming on, coming on, coming
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on. And the cliief said :
' Listen, sir, listen ? Do you

know what that means ? ' The explorer said, ' No.'
' It is the desert, sir, weeping. The desert is groaning.

It wants to become a garden.' And this French explorer

went on to explain how the genius of the French engineers

might come forward and turn this desert into a garden

by means of irrigation and other scientific arrangements.

This afternoon I stand before you as one who has heard

something of this."



IX

BROTHERHOOD AND THE EASTERN
PEOPLES

By Rev. Danjo Ebina, D.D. (Japan)

"It is a great honour to stand here and represent

the brotherhood of the East beyond the Great Hima-
laya Mountains, which divide the continent of Asia

into two large sections, the Northern and the Southern
Asia. I represent the practical East.

The philosophy of Brotherhood is not new in the far

East. The saying of a great German philosopher, ' in

China the Son of God is only one and all others are his

slaves,' is not absolutely true. It might have been
politically true before the recent democratic revolution.

But philosophically and ethically speaking, it is not

true. Heaven and earth have been considered as the

great parents and men as their favourite children.

Accordingly they should be brothers to each other.
' Not to do to others as you would not wish done to

yourself,' is the saying of a great sage. It is not the

application of the principle of reciprocity ? Let me
quote a more detailed application. ' Let the superior

man never fail reverentially to order his own conduct,

and let him be respectful to others and observant of

propriety ; then all within the four seas will be his

brothers.

'

Thus the Brotherhood idea has been in the East from
very ancient times. But this grand idea was hedged
round by two kinds of political and social distinction of

mankind.
The Chinese thought that they alone were the only

181
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civilized people, and all others were barbarians. They
arrogantly despised foreign people as the ancient Jews
treated the Gentiles. Besides, the educated Chinese

distinguished themselves as the rulers, superior men
from the mass of the illiterate people whom they con-

sidered as a rule small men and mean fellows. There
had been a great gap between superiors and inferiors. A
very, very few could pass over it individually. Even the

greatest sage of China says the following :
' The people

may be made to follow a path of action, but they may
not be made to understand it. The relations between
superiors and inferiors is like that between the wind and
the grass. The grass must bend when the wind blows
upon it. These national and social distinctions pre-

vented the growth of the Brotherhood idea in China.

Its philosophy and ethics were deplorably impotent to

break down the walls and the partitions of the classes.

Is there any possibility of the destruction of these walls

and partitions, more ancient than what you call the

Chinese walls over a thousand miles ?

Yes, the Chino-Japanese war and the Boxer rising

have destroyed Chinese militarism and disillusioned the

minds of the people from the false distinction of the

civilized and the barbarians. Moreover, the recent

democratic revolution made the way for the abolition of

the class distinction. The primogeniture conception

of the rulership was already destroyed, and the idea of

the equality of all children of heaven is to be inculcated

in the minds of the people, especially by the gospel of

Christian Brotherhood and the Western idea of the

individual worth of man upon the earth. As the peak
of the very high mountain is early lit with the light

of the morning dawn, so the top of the Chinese political

and social pyramid has begun to glitter with the light

of the new age. China is ready, I believe, to partake in

the great International Brotherhood Movement to com-
plete in peace the work roughly begun by its three suc-

cessive wars with foreign nations. Thrice defeated in

war she will rise again in the spirit of the universal

brotherhood.

Let us turn to Japan, the home of the sun, where
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unknown ancient sun-worshippers might have made a
pilgrimage and settled there as their permanent abode.
Before the remarkable revolution of 1867, Japan's
social and political condition was inimical to the growth
of the idea of Brotherhood. I think, much more than
that of China. The Japanese regarded Japan as the
sacred land of gods and goddesses, and all aliens as defiled

and unclean. Forbidding others to come, they themselves
did not go out. They isolated themselves entirely from
the rest of the world. Moreover, they divided them-
selves among themselves. Japan was partitioned into

300 prefectures which were occupied by 300 feudal

lords. They were independent of one another, and
had always been preparing to fight against each other.

The peace of 300 years long is remarkable in history,

but it was an armed peace. If there was any brother-

hood to be recognized it was a clan brotherhood.

In my native town where I was born and educated
the warrior class had a certain ceremony of communion
like that of Christians. They broke one day the leavened
loaves, called the loaves of armour and sword, once in

the first month of the year and distributed the fragments
to all their families. The communion signified the clan

brotherhood. But this clan brotherhood was only
apparent, because it was founded on militaristic spirit.

Each one of the warriors was preparing and ready to

defend and fight against one another. Thus nation
against nation, clan against clan, family against family,

and man against man, have been preparing for defence
against one another. Moreover, the Japanese people
were divided into three classes—warriors, common
people, and outcasts. These class distinctions had be-

come almost like a caste. They did not intermarry with
each other.

It is one of the wonders in history that these clans,

prefectures, and class distinctions were once for all

entirely destroyed by the revolution of 1867. The
equality of men and national brotherhood was pro-

claimed as a national morality.

The armed peace of 280 years had fallen down, and had
been buried in the dust, The new age of national
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brotherhood has come. The Oriental idea of the

Fatherhood of the Emperor is duly recognized in Japan.

At the same time, Japan opened its closed doors and

entered into the community of nations, but, alas ! the

community of armed nations. It was a step for a great

advancement ; but in order to be a member of the armed

community, Japan could not but prepare to defend and

fight for herself. It required an enormous amount of

national wealth and man power.

Japan was compelled to bear the heavy burden of

Army and Navy. It was so heavy as to nearly crush

her economically and in consequence to impede the

growth of the mental power and extinguish the burning

desire of young men and women after nobler life and

attainment. Thousands and tens of thousands of students

have been struggling to get the higher education in the

universities. But in vain ! Seventy per cent, could

not get it, because colleges and universities are not

sufficient. Why? Instead of building colleges and

universities Japan was forced to build navies and

increase armies. Japan never built such a large navy

and organized such a strong army in her history as now.

Though Japan could achieve national brotherhood

by her remarkable revolution, it "has been prevented

from enjoying the blessed community of International

Brotherhood by entering into the community of armed

nations. Japan could not help it. The community of

the armed nations blinded the eyes of the Orient to

look into the ideal community of the brotherhood of

free nations already pregnant in the heart of Christen-

dom. Has not this world-war exposed the fallacy of

the armed peace ? Does not the Allied victory on

land and sea make the need for the league of nations ?

Is not the League of Nations the community of

Brotherhood ? Is not the spirit of Brotherhood the

very life of the new age ? Japan that has produced the

community of national brotherhood has a potential

power in herself meet for the new age. Her regenera-

tion for international life is pending upon the success of

the League. Japan's new birth is the best remedy

for troubles between China and Japan. The spirit of
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Brotherhood is the only and essential solution of the

difficult problem of the Far East. It will free Japan

herself from the nightmare of foreign invasion. If she

be spared from the enormous expense for Navy and

Army and build colleges and universities for the boys

and girls, Japan's near future will be bright and

glorious as the rising sun ; she will not only be a blessing

for the East, but for the whole world.

So far I have presented before you the political condi-

tion for the growth of Brotherhood in Japan. Let me
state the ethical and religious condition. There are three

religions in Japan, viz. Shintoism, Buddhism, and

Christianity. Shintoism is a primitive religion of Japan,

born with the nation. It is mainly an ancestor worship

like the religions of the ancient Greeks and Romans.

It is purely a national religion. It has given a con-

siderable tribute for the achievement of the national

brotherhood. By emphasizing the importance of the

worship of national ancestors over that of clan ancestors

it accelerated the destruction of feudalism and sanc-

tioned the unifaction of Japan. Yes. it was the chief

promoter of the revolution of 1867 ; though it has been

the loyal supporter of the Imperial family, yet it has

opened the way of democracy in Japan. The supreme

God of Japan is not only the ancestor of the Imperial

family, but that of the whole people. Therefore all

Japanese, including the Emperor himself, are brothers

to one another as they are children of the same God.

That is logically incontrovertible. Thus it sanctions the

national brotherhood. It cannot but acknowledge the

democratic movement. Must it fight in death struggle

against the universal Brotherhood of Mankind ? It

appears so to the eyes of many observers, but it is only

apparent, it is not logically conclusive.

The ancestor of the Japanese people is, according to

ancient tradition, and the expounding of the ancient

documents by the great Shinto scholars, the creator of

the universe, including all gods and goddesses. Just as

Hebrew prophets announced their national God Jehovah

as the ruler of all nations, so a great Shinto scholar,

Hirata, announced one hundred years ago that the
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Japanese Ancestral God is at the same time the an-

cestor of all human beings. ' It is a shame for the

Japanese,' he exclaimed indignantly, ' that they forget

to worship their chief ancestral God whom the far far

Western people acknowledge as their God and worship.'

There is no difficulty for Shintoism to acknowledge the

universal Brotherhood of humanity.

Buddhism has become a national religion since it

was officially recognized in Japan. They have become
so nationalistic, as it were they have almost lost their

original universal element. But its universal element

is ineradicable. If any opportunity be given, its uni-

versal element will immediately appear as a fountain.

Buddhists have begun to say now, in their usual compre-

hensive pantheistic way of expression, that all men are

children of Buddha, who loves and pities them all with-

out distinctions. Therefore they must love and pity

one another as brothers. Roman Catholicism was propa-

gated in Japan 300 years ago in the name of Buddhism.

I do not affirm whether it was taught openly so by
Catholic priests or not, but anyhow, it was understood

as if it were a sect of Buddhism. Christian God was

translated Deus-Buddha in distinction from Amida-

Buddha. The conception of the former is more fatherly,

whereas that of the latter is more motherly; but the

Brotherhood idea does not alter whether it is founded on

the paternal or maternal principle.

If Protestant missionaries put more emphasis upon

the Brotherhood of mankind instead of the divine election

and everlasting punishment, they would have been more

successful in building up the Kingdom of God in the

East. The East is now prepared for the Gospel of

Christian Brotherhood as the Roman Empire was pre-

pared for the same in the beginning of the Christian era.

When Christians utter the Lord's prayer, either in

prose or melody, voices from the four winds will respond

in perfect accord with it. ' Our Father,' is it not the

genuine utterance of our Brotherhood ? It is not

national, but international. It is not denominational,

but interdenominational. It is not local, but universal.

It is not aristocratic, but democratic. This universal
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Brotherhood deeply rooted in the universal Fatherhood

of God is, I sincerely believe, intensified and realized by

the Cross of Christ who died for all. He has not come

to dominate over all, but to serve all. He is the type

of the new man created after God in righteousness and

hohness of truth,who is neither Greek norJew, Barbarian,

Scythian, bondman, freeman, male nor female. He is

a universal man. The Brotherhood rooted and grounded

in the new man has begun its glorious work in the East,

superseding all sects, denominations, and religions, by

awakening the spirit of Brotherhood in all. But the

Orientals are not credulous. They have been observing

with their keen and sceptical eye the spiritual conditions

of the Occident. The gospel of Brotherhood which

your Christian missionaries have been preaching ap-

peared to them very enigmatical. Why ? What is

their obstacle ? What prevented them from embracing

the gospel ? It is the community of armed peace. They
recognized many, many Europeans who are really Chris-

tians individually worthy of the gospel of Brotherhood.

They appreciate the blessedness of many, many Christian

families worthy of the gospel of Brotherhood. They
acknowledge the national Brotherhood of the people

who defend and fight for their common cause of liberty

and happiness. They have come so far. They hesitate

to go farther. They consider with the eye of doubting

Thomas, whether the gospel of Christian Brotherhood

can really organize the community of free and peaceful

nations. Is not the League of Nations the manifesta-

tion of the Christian ideal of Brotherhood practically

realized ?

The League of Nations is the form in which the ideal

of Christian Brotherhood is to be realized. The spirit

of Christian Brotherhood is the hfe through which the

League of Nations is to be realized. One is the form,

the other is the spirit. These two are inseparable. The
success of the preaching of Christian Brotherhood

depends on the successful organization of the League of

Free Nations. We know that the whole humanity

groans and travails in pain until now ; especially we who
were born of God have been groaning within ourselves
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waiting for the manifestation of the community of

Christian Brotherhood. The spirit of the new man
created after God in righteousness and hohness of truth

has been contradicting the present condition of the

world. It cannot but end in an unutterable tragedy,

unless it produce the new condition of the world.

The East can no longer stand alone. It has already

begun to share the burden of the West. The West shall

not be perfected without the redemption of the East.

Both the East and the West travail and struggle together

in pain to bring forth the new community of Brotherhood

and enjoy the blessed life of heaven. Is not here the

secret of International Brotherhood ?
"
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BROTHERHOOD AND THE LEAGUE
OF NATIONS

By the Right Hon. Lord Robert Cecil, K.C, M.P.

Wednesday, September 17.

*'War is a horrible thing. Do not let us allow any
cant on the subject to obscure that fact. We are thank-
ful for our glorious victory, and rightly so, for the alterna-

tive to victory would have been defeat, with all its

horrors, and would have implied the victory of Germany
and all that that would have meant for Christian

civilization. We are right, therefore, to rejoice, to praise

the gallantry and skill of our soldiers and sailors, and to

reward them for their devotion and courage. But,
nevertheless, let us recognize that war is an evil thing

;

that it involves every kind of material and moral dis-

aster ; that too often it degenerates into an orgy of lust

and cruelty, and that at the best it means a vast amount
of pain and suffering imposed on our innocent fellow-

creatures.

Christians, indeed, have no excuse for any misappre-
hension on the subject. The teaching of the Bible is

quite clear. David, the ' man after God's own heart,'

was not allowed to build His temple because he was a
man of war. The highest title given to the Messiah by
Isaiah is ' the Prince of Peace,' and when His birth is

announced, it is as of one who is to bring ' peace on
earth.' If, therefore, war is tolerated by Christian com-
munities at all it is only because it is a necessary evil.

As international relations at present stand, the only
defence against aggression, and the only punishment for

189
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injustice is by war. Horrible as it is, it is better than con-

doning crime, and until something can be put in its place

to restrain international wrong-doing, war—increasing,

as we are bound to believe it will increase, in ferocity and
destructiveness—is our only resource. But no sane

man can seriously doubt that we are bound by every

dictate of Christianity and humanity to do our best to

get rid of this relic of barbarism.

It is therefore not surprising that we find a general

agreement in this country—and, indeed, everywhere

—

that it would be desirable if possible to substitute for war
some other method of settling international disputes,

and of enforcing international justice. But when any
particular suggestion with that object is made differences

of opinion immediately appear. As far as I know, every

method of keeping peace except the League of Nations

has been tried and has failed. Time after time we have
seen alliances formed with the object of preserving

peace, only to find that they have been a provocation

to war. The Holy Alliance, that great instrument of

European oppression, began in this way, and in modern
times scarcely any international coalition has been

formed which, however nefarious its real aims, did not

profess to be an instrument of peace. Then, too, we
have had the Balance of Power, the inevitable reply to

any partial alliance ; and the Concert of Europe, the

forerunner, perhaps, of the League of Nations, which,

though ultimately ineffective, was in some degree bene-

ficial as long as it lasted.

The one expedient that has so far never been put into

operation is an agreement among all the Powers of the

world—and it is essential that all the Powers should

be included in it—to set up a new international system,

on the basis of international co-operation. That is the

fundamental idea of the League of Nations as established

in the Covenant. It has numerous critics. Some there

are who appeal quite frankly to national selfishness.

They are perhaps commoner in the United States than

in this country, but they exist here. ' We are strong,'

they say, ' and in a world ruled by force we are therefore

powerful. Our military and economic resources are
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immense. No nation or group of nations can ultimately

resist us. Any change in the existing system must

diminish our power,' and some of them add ' since we

are the most enlightened of the nations our supremacy

is good for the world.'

Every self-respecting nation regards itself as the most

enlightened ; even the Prussians did so before the war,

and the argument by which they defended their attempt

to dominate the world was almost exactly that which I

have just endeavoured to set out. It is perhaps un-

necessary to say more about such a contention than

that if the event of the late war has not convinced men
of its folly nothing else will do so.

Others, more subtle, argue that the idea of a League

of Nations is all right, but that the Covenant contains

this or that provision which will so interfere with

national self-love or national interests that it will lead

to friction and ultimately to war rather than to peace.

Men who argue thus surely forget that the conception

underlying the whole Covenant is that a world-peace

can only be established by the operation of a world

public opinion. The framers of the Covenant believed

that the peoples of the world never really desire war,

and that it always arises either from some international

misunderstanding or from the ambition of a relatively

small group of men. Unless this postulate is true, it

must be admitted that there is no hope for the success

of the League, or indeed for the future of civiUzation.

If it be really true that men are so mad that a majority

or even a large fraction of civilized mankind do desire

war for its own sake, then undoubtedly wars will occur.

But if that be not true, if on the contrary it be true, as

it surely is, that every thinking man and woman must

passionately desire peace, then it would seem that if you

can only secure time for men's passions to cool before

they engage in war and opportunity for them to know
the full facts of any international dispute, their common
sense will ensure the preservation of peace. It is to

provide machinery for such delay and consideration

that the Covenant is framed, and all its provisions, its

permanent secretaries, its encouragement of peaceful co-
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operation amongst nations, its insistence on international

publicity, its advocacy of international disarmament,
are all intended to subserve that one great object.

Finally, there is one other school of critics which
deserves our respectful consideration. These are they

who hold that any attempt by material provision to

enforce peace is doomed to disappointment. They say,

with great truth, that the keeping of peace must ultim-

ately depend upon the wishes of men ; that even though

it be true that most of them desire peace, yet humanity,

being prone to evil, is liable to be overwhelmed by gusts

of passion which hurry them into wars, ' and for this,'

say these critics, ' there is only one remedy, and that

must be a spiritual one—the regeneration of mankind.'

All this is true enough. If we rely upon the provisions

of the Covenant to preserve peace we shall be living in

a fool's paradise. The most that any instrument of

that kind can do is to remove obstacles from the path of

peace and allow the better nature of mankind to have its

full influence on international relations.

The real motive for peace must be sought elsewhere.

We Christians think that inthe application of the principle

of Christianity to international relations lies the only

solution of the problem. And if it be so, a great re-

sponsibility rests on the British people. They profess

themselves to be a Christian nation, and when all de-

ductions have been made there is an element of truth

—at least we hope so—in that profession. Christian

internationalism is not easy to achieve. It may not be

possible always simply to apply to nations the precepts

of Christian morality as they affect individuals. But
that should be our endeavour, and it is the duty of every

citizen of the Empire to approach the consideration of

international problems with the firm resolve to be

guided not by a narrow conception of national interests,

but by the broad principles of mercy and pity, of truth

and of justice. It is not the Covenant of the League of

Nations which can save humanity and civilization, but,

if it may be so, the spirit which underlies the Covenant."
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BROTHERHOOD AND THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS

By Prof. Gilbert Murray

" I am glad of this opportunity to express the con-

viction that is in me, that in the distresses and perils

through which the world is now moving the most funda-

mental principle by which to guide our steps is the

spirit of Brotherhood, and that in foreign affairs that

spirit is best achieved, or approached, through the

League of Nations. Of course no principle in itself is

enough to make us safe. One bad principle may wreck
a nation ; but to make it safe needs a combination of

many good principles together with the forces and the

wills to carry them out. Still one principle may, at a

particular crisis, be the central and fundamental law of

wise conduct, and I believe at the present crisis that

principle is neither Freedom nor Equality nor Pre-

paredness nor Loyalty nor Democracy—though all

these are good things—but simply the principle of

Brotherhood.

The project of a League of Nations has had in the

last few years a curious history. In 1915 it was a remote

possibility timidly suggested by a few thoughtful people

on both sides of the Atlantic, who were apt not only to

be sneered at for their pains, but even watched by the

military detectives. Then the old Government appointed

a Foreign Office committee to inquire into it, and drew

up a scheme. Then the war atmosphere thickened, and

the League of Nations seemed more and more like an
unrealizable dream—a thrilling and magnificent vision

all the more admired because the course of events were

so violently at discord with it. And now, after various

vicissitudes, here it is, a clear-cut reality, not yet actually

in existence—it is important when the League is criti-

cized for its inaction to remember that it cannot yet act

because it does not yet exist—but only waiting for the

ratification of the Peace Treaty by three Powers to

13
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spring into full activity. The wheels are not yet going

round, but here is the machinery, not in the clouds, but

here at Sunderland House, and 117 Piccadilly, waiting

to be transferred to Geneva, We can see it and criticize

and talk to it ; and of course we are disappointed. It is

not like the dream that we dreamt.

It reminds me of the experience of coming gradually

in fine weather to land in a new country. The land seen

from sea looks so unearthly, so full of poetry and mystery,

shot with soft colours and lights. Then, as you get

nearer, the lights change, the mists lift, and you see

streets like other streets, houses like other houses, the

same old stones or mud or brick, that you know in the

country you left. If there is beauty in it, as of course

there may be, it is the old earthly beauty and not the

magic of the mists. And that is what normally happens

when our dreams come true.

f We thought of the League of Nations as something to

work a transfiguration of the earth, to establish a new
Brotherhood between nations in place of the old

jealousies and intrigues ; and we find in the first place a
' Secretariat,' a great Government Office of a somewhat
unusual and rather cumbrous kind. The Chief Secretary

is anEnghsh Civil servant, a man of long and distinguished

service - and in my opinion, let me say in passing, a most

admirable choice. The second secretary is a French-

man ; and the head of the International Law Depart-

ment is a Dutchman, of the Pubhcity Department a

Frenchman, the heads of other departments are Nor-

wegian. Swiss, Italian, and, I believe, Spanish. It is

evidently an office whch will be a little more difficult to

run than most. And its work for the redemption of

humanity ? Its work is laid down in certain legal docu-

ments, all based on the Treaty of Paris, and its scope and

powers defined just as if it was the Local Government
Board or the Board of Works. And I find that some of

those who were most enthusiastic about the League

when it was still in the clouds turn aside puzzled and

rather angry saying, ' This is not what we meant. This

is a sort of combined inter-alHed Foreign Office. And
we wanted a temple of human Brotherhood.'
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So much for the Secretariat ; and above it^therelare

of course people who correspond to Ministers or a

Cabinet ; and we find that these are, for most practical

purposes, merely a Cabinet of the Prime Ministers of

England, France, Italy, and the United States, plus the

representatives of four lesser Powers. And our friends

are more disappointed than ever. ' This is not the

council of Mankind,' they say, ' this is a sort of glorified

Cabal. I am not sure that I entirely approve of my own
Prime Minister, and I think those of other countries are

mostly a good deal worse. I never meant that that

little group should get together and rule the world.'

And the main duty of the League will be what ? It

will be to administer and carry out the Treaty of Paris,

that treaty which took such a disastrously long time in

the making, and has hardly a friend in the world when
made. ' To administer the Treaty of Paris,' our friend

will say ;
' I would sooner set it to tear the Treaty of

Paris into shreds. I care nothing for this artificial

fabric which you presume to call by the name of my
League of Nations. You have stolen the well-sounding
name, and set up a mere engine of the old diplomacy,

enormously increased in power. Back to your tents, O
Israel !

' he will cry. • Let us resume our National
Freedom and have nothing to do with this great engine

whereby the few strong and victorious Governments
are trying to increase their hold over the world.'

How are we to answer our friend ? He is pursuing
the ideal of Brotherhood ; I recognize that. But I think

he is forgetting the methods of Brotherhood. You
remember the motto ascribed to the violent men of the

French Revolution ? ' Be my brother or I will kill

you !
' I think our friend is on his way to making that

same mistake.

What is the essence of the League of Nations ? What
is its fundamental idea ? It is, I think, the idea of

extending, into a region which is now a chaos, the

sport of fraud and intrigue and lawless violation,

something like the reign of Law or at least of order

dependent on the will of the majority. It is extending
the principle of Free Institutions into international
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matters. Instead of settling differences by the sword,

we propose to settle them by discussion and voting.

And that means—it is the very essence of the agree-

ment—that we are prepared on occasion to be outvoted,

and to support a course that we do not think the best.

This is a dilemma which has to be faced by every one

who believes in free institutions, and at the same time

has clear opinions of his own.

We all of us face it at every general election. You
cannot at the same time let the majority decide and make
sure of having your own way. And experience has shown
that the only way to national concord is that each citizen

shall agree, after fair discussion, to submit to the will of

the majority. And the same way, we believe, leads to

international concord.

By all means let us count the cost. It is quite a real

cost. If you are an enthusiastic imperialist you will

have to abate your claims and mortify your desires. If

you are an idealist radical, you will have to abate your

expectations and agree to the policy of a majority of

average selfish common-sense men. Your own people

as a whole are probably much less advanced than you
are ; the people of many other nations are probably much
less advanced than your own people. You will have to

acquiesce in a very moderate and middling sort of inter-

national policy. A considerable price to pay perhaps
;

but you have your recompense. This middling average

sort of agreement is the only alternative to no agreement

at all. It is the alternative to chaos, to international

rivalry and intrigue and falseness and violence ; it is

the only alternative to the reality of war, and the dread

of war ; the alternative to the ruin of mankind.

And there is another recompense too. I would venture

earnestly to plead with those who fear that the League

will be too conservative, and set the clock back, that this

fear is groundless. For what is the great secret cause of

almost all the elements in international life which we call

retrograde and destructive ? What is it that makes

nations bitter and cruel and suspicious, mean and jealous

towards foreigners, selfish and tyrannical towards their

subject peoples ? Surely it is above all other causes the
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possibility of war and the fear of war. You exclude

foreigners because they may be enemies
;
you hate them

because they have been enemies. You crush your

subject peoples, because when war comes they may turn

against you
;
you oppress your own people with taxes

and conscriptions, because you must at all costs be safe

in case of war ;
you suppress free speech and free thought,

you grow almost to hate the very principles of Christi-

anity, because you know that suddenly, at some un-

known moment, the world may turn to hell and only the

principles of hell can save you. If you want progress,

if you want freedom, if you want human Brotherhood,

the first thing is to rid the world of war, and the fear of

war.

I remember a great Englishman, Mr. John Morley,

once saying that of all the qualities needed by a states-

man, the one needed most was patience. And especi-

ally it is needed by a statesman who believes in Brother-

hood ; for the methods of Brotherhood must be slow.

You cannot cut knots, and overpower opposition. You
cannot insist swiftly and ruthlessly on your own splendid

ideas and set aside the poor fumblings of other people

—

if you believe in Brotherhood.

Let me illustrate this need of patience. In the first

place you must make your League out of materials that

already exist. Our cloud League was made out of cloud

materials, and that is why we are disappointed now.

An ideal League of Nations ought to be made out of

happy, contented, enlightened, and liberal nations, who
are all on thoroughly good terms with one another. Of
course it ought. But where are they ? We have had to

make our League out of nations exhausted and em-

bittered by the strain of war, discontented, half bank-

rupt, torn with dissension, quivering still with suspicion

and fury against what they feel to have been foul

treacheries and unpardonable wrongs. That is all the

material we have. And we may thank the stars that, in

the midst of their passions, the nations have nevertheless

had the grace to follow some light of wisdom that is still

unextinguished Avithin them, and have agreed to try to

agree.
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P People complain of the spirit of France, of Italy ; of

the present Government of England, of the apparent
indifference of America. Very good ; but what better

nations are there to base your League on ? I don't think
our late enemies are much better. I do think, very
strongly, that their entrance into the League will be a
great help to it, and will make both for stability and for

justice. But that point I take for granted. It is the
essential policy of the League of Nations Union. Will
Russia be better ? Will the new republics and the Balkan
States be more peaceful and enlightened ? These are the
nations on which we must needs build, and our building

will in many ways be difficult. If the United States

stands in with us we shall carry through. If the United
States deserts us the prospect is very dark, but we must
do the best we can. The great source of comfort is that

all the nations will meet in common council, and though
each in its own case may be prejudiced and unjust, there

will always be at the Assembly a large majority of

disinterested parties, and people who have no interests

involved find it easy to be just.

Again in the interests of patience, let us always re-

member that the League itself is only the machinery.

We have got the machinery. But the engine will not go
without steam, and will not go straight without direc-

tion. We have to provide both the direction and the

steam.

What does the engine do for us ? Well, just this. All

of us in this room wish for international co-operation and
understanding, we seek for peace and more than peace

;

for that active and creative peace which means positive

fellowship and goodwill. And before the war there were
groups and masses in every nation working in this

direction. Such feeling was dominant in England, it

was powerful in France, and it existed even in Germany.
But the groups were unorganized, they had little or no
international cohesion, they had no instrument by which
their will could be expressed or their projects carried

into execution. The difference is now that they have
their instrument, or will have it as soon as the League
is formed. The instrument is there ; the engine is
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ready waiting. But the supply of force must come from
public interest ; its direction from the spirit of Brother-

hood in the peoples.

The engine will fail in force if we do not care enough
to take trouble. At this moment Rumania is defying

the Allied Council— the power which will in a few months
be modified into the Council of the League. If the

League cannot take the trouble to make Rumania
obey, or again if it cannot take the trouble to stop the

Turks and Kurds from massacring the Armenians, that

will be failure through lack of force. It will mean that

the peoples of the League do not care enough about
making the law of the League respected.

It will fail in direction if, instead of seeking the welfare

of the League as a whole and the establishment of the

maximum of justice between nations, the great Allied

Governments use their power in order to make semi-

corrupt deals with one another, and to increase their

own possessions at the expense of outsiders. If they

do that, they will be driving the engine in the wrong
direction—not towards life, but towards death, not

towards Brotherhood, but away from Brotherhood.

And they can only do it through their peoples' fault

;

they can only do it if the peoples of the League are selfish

and tyrannical, if they do not care about Justice, and
fair dealing, and the protection of the weak against the

strong. If the peoples of the world will not work the

League, then the League fails. And if it fails, modern
civilization fails too.

Thus I would venture to say to those friends who are

now inclined to turn away from the real League, because

it does not do all that they expected from the ideal

League, that they are mistaking the issue. The League
does not propose to present mankind with new hearts

;

it does not wipe out the disastrous inheritance of the

past and start mankind with a world in which there are

no bad habits and no ancient grudges ; it does not even

present them with an automatic machine, which will

work of itself and eventually produce a new world in so

many months or years. It gives them only an instru-

ment, a very powerful and perhaps even a dangerous
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instrument, which will have energy if they provide it

with energy, and will carry them in the right direction

if they steer it in the right direction ; but not otherwise.

I will deal briefly with one or two further objections

made from the same radical and idealist point of view.
' The League puts the world at the mercy of the Big Five.*

No, the League does not put it there. The world is at

the mercy of the Big Five. The Big Five can, as a
matter of fact, do anything they like, and there is no
power to stand against them. But it so happens that
they are actually surrendering some part of their power
to the League, and the League will make sure that their

power, though it will remain overwhelming, will be
tempered by free discussion, by free voting, and by law.

The Big Five will remain very powerful citizens ; but
they will be citizens, not independent chieftains,

' Again, all the decisions of the League are subject to

the requirement of unanimity. One refractory member of
the Council can paralyse its action.* Well, in the first

place that is something of a safeguard. The Council
can hardly commit any active iniquities if the vote of

one member is enough to hold it up. But, further, I

would ask those who raise this objection if they have
really considered the alternative. Are they really pre-

pared at the present time to agree that any decision

made by—let us say—France, Italy, and Japan shall be
compulsory on England ? Or can they expect the United
States to agree that France, Italy, and Japan should have
the power to send American troops all over the world
against the wish of the American people ? No. The
League which we hope eventually to build must have
far greater powers. But at the present time there are,

I think, two considerations which make the requirement
of unanimity—that is, the ultimate freedom of each
nation in the matter of new decisions—absolutely neces-

sary. First, the League is too new, too experimental

;

to be trusted with a tight compulsory constitution, it

has not yet found out its proper methods. Secondly,

the world is still in a state of war, and the nations under
the influence of war excitement. In a time of peace,

when war is out of the immediate question, it will be
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much easier to have a tighter Covenant. The risks

taken by each State will be much less. At present the

risks are too great for any nation to be expected to put
itself unconditionally, as regards all its future acts, under
the orders of a majority of other nations.

And lastly there is the objection that the first work
of the League is to administer the Treaty of Paris. ' The
League is hound by the treaty ; and in such bondage inter-

national Brotherhood cannot grow.'' To administer the

Treaty of Paris ! That is not the sort of work, I fully

admit, that we associated with the ideal of the League
of Nations while it was still an ideal. I am one of those

who protested publicly against some of the terms of the

Treaty of Paris while it was still possible to hope for some
change to be made in them. And some slight changes

were made. Consequently I am not going to pretend that

I think the Treaty of Paris a satisfactory basis for begin-

ning a new epoch of human history. I think that the

League starts here under a severe handicap. But the

cause of that handicap goes back far deeper than the poor
treaty itself

The treaty, after all, is not the creation of a new state

of peace, but merely a liquidation, as General Smuts
called it, of the existing state of war. The war had to be
stopped. Peace had to be made, and the condition of

the world was such that the peace could not possibly be
the peace that men of liberal or Christian spirit would
desire. War is the deadly enemy of Brotherhood ; and
the atmosphere of Europe then was the atmosphere of

war. The peoples of the various nations were possessed

by war passions. The leaders of the nations were largely

men created and inspired by war passions. I would
even go so far as to say that it seems to me that, at every

point where the treaty was under the direct influence of

public emotion in England, France, Italy, and even
America, it w as under bad influence ; and almost the

only parts of it that are enlightened and thoughtful and
humane are those which were worked out by disin-

terested students and specialists undisturbed by popular
passions or the outcry of the press. And one plea I

will make for the treaty ; that if you go carefully through
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it clause by clause, I believe you will find the vast mass
of it a great deal better than is generally believed. It is

the conspicuous and much-advertised parts that are the
worst. Be that as it may, the Treaty of Paris is, for the
present, the foundation on which our international rela-

tions have to be based. The treaty is there. And the

League has to administer it. The League has also the

power, the undeniable though somewhat restricted

power, of amending and improving it. It must admin-
ister in the spirit of Brotherhood ; it must amend,
where it can amend, in the spirit of Brotherhood. The
League according to the Covenant has the right to

reconsider any treaty which has become inapplicable,

any international conditions whose continuance may
endanger peace and even ' any circumstance whatever
which threatens to disturb the good feeling between
nations on which the peace of the world depends,' It

has the power, if it has the will and the spirit. But of

course the body which ultimately acts as judge over the

treaty is very much the same body which has made the

treaty itself. We cannot jump out of our own skins.

It is we, the peoples of the leading Entente nations, who
have shaped the Treaty, shaped the League, shaped the

immediate course of the world, ahead ; and though
we may gain in wisdom and shall certainly gain in

breadth of view by the counsel of neutrals and of our

late enemies, it is to us, to the peoples of the victorious

powers, that the appeal chiefly lies. It is still an appeal

to the same sovereign ; but it may be an appeal from
Philip drunk to Philip sober. That is the limit of our

hopes.

It is also the definition of our duties. We, we and
our brothers, are responsible for the treaty, responsible

for the present state of the world. We have to co-operate

with our brothers to make that state more tolerable.

Discord and hate have gone nigh to ruining the world
;

it is for the Brotherhood and co-operation to rebuild it.

And if any one among us feels that he has in him some
spark of good counsel or generous feeling, beside which
the common decisions show themselves blind or short-

sighted, ungenerous or retrograde or grasping, surely
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the duty lies upon him to contribute all he can to the
common stores ; not to turn away and curse those who
are misled or misleading, but to the very limit of his

endurance to be patient, and to the very limit of his

strength to help those who are trying to help the world."
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BROTHERHOOD AND THE PRESS

By J. A. Spender, M.A.

" Some years ago an American evangelist came to this

countryon a specialmission to journalism, and I remember
how he opened his first discourse by saying that ' Sin is

news and news is sin.' I think we must give serious

attention to that discouraging aphorism if we want to

understand what a newspaper is, and why newspaper
men are so often considered by their fellow-beings to

be sinners more than the rest. Seldom is it joyful tidings

that the press brings to the world. A large portion of its

record is not of brotherly love, but of crime, violence,

catastrophe, bankruptcy, divorce, conflict. The normal

happy life of the average mortal is not carried on in the

presence of reporters, and calls for no comment. More
or less all newspapers live by sensation, and acquire an
interest in colouring and heightening the drab facts.

The newspaper view of the world always needs correcting

by the memory of its unrecorded life. The newspaper

may be a faithful chronicle, but only of a part of life.

So from the beginning we get a bias in the journa-

list's selection of facts. But that is not all. The world

always wants a moral to its stories, and insists that the

journalist shall furnish that as well. This appears to

be an inexorable law of the press. In the nature of

things there would seem to be no necessary connection

between news and opinion, and no reason why a news-

paper should not stick to the simple business of purvey-

ing news and leaving it to the reader without colour or

comment. But, so far as I know, that experiment has

204
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never been tried with success. All over the world we
see the press developing in the same way, news and com-

ments combining, the newspaper becoming an organ of

opinion, and thereby launching itself into very deep

waters.

But even this is not the end. To these two businesses

of recording facts and expressing opinions the modern
newspaper has added a third ; it has become, as we say,

an advertising medium, a great exchange and mart.

News and advertisement play into each other's hands.

Without the revenue that they draw from advertise-

ments, the great newspapers could not exist or spend

the vast sums that they do on organizing news services,

obtaining cables from all parts of the world, maintain-

ing correspondents abroad and great staffs at home.

The reader profits from the advertisements in the news

services, and the advertiser gets the benefit of a big

circulation, when the news services are good,

f' If we are to understand the modern press, we must

bear these three aspects of it in mind, the news aspect,

the advertisement aspect, the opinion aspect. When
we do that we begin to see what the real problem of the

modern newspaper is.

Two out of these three aspects are frankly commercial.

The business of supplying news and selling advertise-

ment space differs in no way from the business of selling

soap or butter
;

provided it is honestly conducted and

avoids short weight or adulteration, it is a quite legiti-

mate way of making a livelihood or a fortune. But the

business of conveying opinion ought not to be com-

mercial at all. Opinion is valueless or pernicious, unless

it is free and disinterested. Here, at the outset, is the

root problem of the modern press—how to combine free

and disinterested opinion, having no motive but the

good of the State and the welfare of the public with

the frankly commercial pursuit of circulation and

advertisement.

This problem gets harder as the newspapers acquire

wealth and power. The opinion which should be

free and disinterested tends more and more to be

subordinate to the commercial needs of the circulation
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and advertisement departments. The news must be so

heightened and coloured as to catch circulation ; the

opinion must not be such as to oflend readers or adver-

tisers. A newspaper proprietor with millions invested

in newspaper properties will not risk them on a crusade

for impossible ideals or lost causes. He will not give

the prophet of an unpopular gospel a free run in his

columns. He will rather take great pains to find out

what his readers want, and give it to them. He will

join the populace in denouncing the unpopular ; he will

be careful not to run counter to the prejudices or estab-

lished opinions of his readers, he will seek the lowest

common denominator of opinion, and he will very often

rate it much too low. In saying this, I am not imputing

any special crime or depravity to the newspaper pro-

prietor. In the churches, and perhaps even in the

brotherhoods the same tendencies are at work to subdue

the preachers of unpopular ideas. Most business men
would think it necessary to protect their businesses from

an incursion of prophets or preaching friars.

r But the newspaper proprietor differs from all other

business men in having combined with his business a

public function of enormous importance. The enlighten-

ment of the public, the guardianship of its interests, the

protection of its moral standards, and even of its peace,

have little by little drifted into his hands until he is found

exercising a power, which is unique and irresponsible.

All the other makers and purveyors of opinion are

responsible to some body—the preacher to his congrega-

tion, the politician to his constituency, the Cabinet

Minister to Parliament, but the owner of the newspaper

is responsible to nobody except himself, and either alone

or in combination with other newspaper proprietors he

may excite the public mind, start agitation and propa-

ganda against Governments or individuals, influence

the course of events, without being called to account by
any one. He will tell you, perhaps, that his readers are

ultimately his masters, and that if he offends them
they will sooner or later desert his paper, and ruin his

business. But this form of judgment is slow and not

sure—for readers have many motives for reading a par-
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ticular paper—and in the meantime great disadvantage
may be done to the pubhc interest. Again, though it is

quite true that the direct appeal to the pubhc through
the leading article will be discounted by misuse or sus-

picion of interested motives, yet the modern newspaper
has an enormous power of indirect influence through its

news columns. It can suppress, select, emphasize,
suggest, keep up a perpetual small chorus of apprecia-
tions or depreciations through headlines and epithet

which is cumulatively of immense effect. I have heard
a newspaper proprietor say that the power of the press

is ' the suppress ' and prove that cynical thesis by
instancing cases of public men who have been kept
under by the omission of their names and suppression
of all reports of their doings and sayings. Most of the
arts of influencing the crowd can be practised by adepts,
without ever showing their hands, and they are in some
ways the most dangerous of all the arts practised by the
modern press.

The arts, I say, ' of influencing the crowd, ' and here we
come to close quarters with our subject to-day. There
never was such an instrument for dealing with men in

the mass as the modern newspaper. It is an essential

organ of life and government in a modern community.
Without it Parliament would be a private debating
society, and no public man could make his voice carry
farther than the few hundreds or the few thousands he
was immediately addressing. Without it all big business
would be impossible, and most of the ties that bind great
nations together and make them one people would be
broken. The war has revealed to us the enormous
importance of the press, and it has been a constant effort

of all the statesmen of all the belligerents to control it,

to influence it, to use it for their propaganda among
their own people, among the neutral peoples, and even
among the enemy peoples. The newspaper is always
dealing with men in the mass, and men in the mass may
be either a herd or a brotherhood. It depends immensely
on the newspapers whether they are the one or the
other. The herd represents the animal side of man. It

huddles together in self-defence ; it regards every other
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herd as its enemy and rival. It is suspicious, jealous,

hostile, easily roused to fear, passion, and hate, quickly

kindled to wrath and cruelty. The stranger is an
enemy to it, an alien to be chased from its hunting-

ground, or remorselessly hunted down, if he has strayed

within it. Man can only be redeemed from the herd

if he keeps before his eyes the ideal of Brotherhood of the

Christian society in which all men are members one of

another, and all under obligations of mutual helpfulness,

charity, tolerance, justice.

Consider the newspaper from this point of view. It

is all the time appealing to the herd and to the brother-

hood. The same day's paper will on one page give you
news of the brotherhood—the heroic deed, the life laid

down for a friend, the appeals for charity, the noble

sentiments of the orator or the preacher, the fight with

disease and death ; and on another page the news of the

herd—the news, that is sin, appeals to passion and pre-

judice, to catch votes for a political party, alarms, sensa-

tions, to set the herd running, flattering of mean ideas,

and class prejudice, which keeps men estranged and sets

them in hostile camps. Each side is true to human
nature ; and the press, being a mirror of life, must faith-

fully tell the truth. An insipid press that tried to conform
to a Sunday-school standard would nauseate by its un-

reality. But it is within the power of the newspaper
editor, more than any other man, to say whether he shall

play down to the worst or play up to the best that is

in human nature, whether he shall be a servant of the

brotherhood or a drover of the herd. He may present

the world as a carnival of vice, crime, sensuality, and
strife, or as a struggle between good and evil, in which

on the whole the good predominates. He may refine

the taste of his readers, or he may degrade it. He may
have a high standard of truth and honesty, or he may be

prepared to print everything which promises to increase

his circulation. He may have his ear to the ground

and his nose in the mud, or he may at least attempt to

stand upright and keep his eyes open to what is seemly

and of good report.

In the last five years of war the struggle between the
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herd and the brotherhood has been desperate and con-

tinuous, and every copy of every newspaper has borne
witness to it. I beheve our part in the war to have been
just and imperative, but it would be folly to shut our

eyes to the intellectual and moral danger which all war
—even a victorious war—inflicts upon a community. I

hope, indeed I believe, that the good prevails, but it is

a very mixed account. Side by side with incredible

heroism, self-sacrifice, endurance, and mutual helpful-

ness, we see hate, wrath, intolerance, persecution. The
mere outbreak of war discredits all the idealists and
peace-makers. Every man on either side who hoped for

peace or worked for peace, who thought it possible to

avoid the vast slaughter and horror by a better under-

standing between nations, fell at once under suspicion

of being either a credulous fool or a doubtful patriot.

Every one who had predicted or fomented strife at once

declared himself justified, and will for years to come
pride himself on his sagacity and point the finger of

warning at all who believe in the good intentions of their

neighbours. War, according to the German War-book,
is unlimited violence and fraud, and the stoking of the

passion of hate through the public press a necessary

object of all the belligerents. What the Germans
frankly call hate, we on our side claim to be righteous

indignation, but, just or unjust, the sweeping and
passionate indictments which war provokes and even
compels are as devastating to the soul of man as the

great shells and poison gases are to his fields and
habitations ; and the press which is the vehicle of these

passions, and which has learnt to raise its voice louder

and louder in order to be heard above the din, cannot

easily return to the sanity and tolerance, the mutual
allowances, which are more than ever the need of the

nations in their dealings with each other. In our own
camp, war may bring the spirit of Brotherhood to its

highest exaltation, as between the warring camps it is

necessarily and inevitably waged in the spirit of the

herd.

The world is agreed or professes to be agreed that a

cleansing of these passions is necessary, not only to its

14
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peace, but even to its survival on the civilized plane.

The statesmen at Paris have pledged their faith to the
League of Nations, and even the most cynical begin to

perceive that the pursuit of scientific warfare leads at

best to bankruptcy, and at worst to the suicide of civilized

society. But, if these pious vows are to be more than
idle words, we must put a curb on our tongues and set

ourselves to cultivate Brotherhood among nations and
among ourselves with the same seriousness and energy
as we have hitherto pursued efficiency in war and self-

defence. And here the newspapers have an enormous
opportunity and responsibility. They may, if they
choose, make the League of Nations impossible, deride

its ideals, quench hope and faith with a shallow world-

liness, or they may labour in all seriousness for the change
of heart and spirit which is the need of these times

and the aim of the brotherhood.

But let me try to make this a little more concrete by
examples which may at least show what the press must
avoid, if it is to help the cause of the brotherhood. Bis-

marck, who had less right to say it than any man who
ever lived, once declared that his recipe for the peace
of the world was to hang a dozen editors. I think the

editor may retort that he at least should have shared
their fate, for there is no more revolting story than that
of his own manipulations of the press as told in the

Secret Memoirs of his creature and secretary Busch.
Busch's book shocks equally by its open avowals of

duplicity and cynicism and the entire lack of public

conscience which it imputes to Bismarck and his tools

in the press. We see him deliberately sowing the tares

of mischief and suspicion through the press of his own
country and even the foreign press, fomenting quarrels

between his neighbours by communications which were
poisonously misleading when they were not wholly
false, attacking his personal enemies and rivals, and
even, when it suited his purpose, the wife and son of the

sovereign, whose faithful servant he professed to be,

drafting articles with his own hand or dictating them to

his secretary and then blandly and indignantly dis-

owning their authorship when the expected sto-^ij.
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followed, using calumny and untruth without remorse

or scruple, provided it promoted Ms own schemes, or

what he chose to regard as a necessity of German state-

craft. The falsification of the Ems telegram was no

solitary aberration into crime, but rather a characteristic

incident in the career of an habitual criminal, so far at all

events as his dealings with the press were concerned. I

wish we could flatter ourselves that Bismarckwas the only

practitioner of these arts or that they fell into abeyance

at his death. Unhappily he left innumerable successors

who profited by his example ; and when the curtain has

been lifted upon the operations of war propagandists,

we have seen them appeahng to their Governments for

funds to bribe and corrupt a venial press. It was

revealed in the Reichstag a year before the war that the

great armament firm of Krupps had a secret fund which

it employed in attempting to bribe the newspapers oi

other countries to publish false information about their

armaments in order to inflame the German people to

demand a greater expenditure on German armaments.

Could there be a more devihsh conspiracy against the

peace and amity of humankind ? If we are thinking of

Brotherhood and goodwill among nations, we shall need

an opinion which will brand as criminals both the states-

m.en who seduce the press to these infernal purposes

and the journalists or newspaper proprietors who let

themselves be seduced. Journalism becomes an un-

clean and blood-stained profession when it is prostituted

to these base uses. Large allowances may be made for

honest passion and fanaticism, but for mere greed and

ambition exploiting the passions of other people there

should be no mercy, and I would gladly see the League

of Nations armed at least with the power of pubhcly

denouncing all those who are convicted of using the press

and all writers or owners of newspapers who are con-

victed of being suborned or bribed to sow malice and

discord between the nations.

Let us face the facts without flinching. The news-

paper press is, as I have said, an indispensable instru-

ment of all modern communities. Governments would

not work without it, commerce could
i
not proceed with-
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out it, people, one might almost say,could not live with-

out it. It has enormous power for good or evil, and that

power is in the hands of a comparatively few individuals

who run it as a business for profit, and who have put
an enormous capital into it, and who are and must be
actuated by a great many motives besides that of

promoting the public interest. What are we to do
about it ? How are we to make it safe for democracy
or humanity ? The fashionable specific for all other

essential and basic industries, as they are called, is to

nationalize them, and some of our socialist friends have
at times toyed with the idea of submitting the press

to that process. But there is at least one fatal objec-

tion to doing that, which is that the press is with all its

shortcomings the chief critic and corrector of the Govern-
ments, and for Governments to capture it would be one
of the shortest cuts to despotism. A Government-con-
trolled press has all the vices and none of the virtues of

the privately controlled press, and there have been few
more futile and foolish productions than the official

monitors of which history gives us some example.

Where, then, are we to look for a remedy ? Partly to the

education of the reading public, on which such organiza-

tion as yours may play a great part, so that a bad press

may quickly become a discredited press. It has been

said that every country has the press it deserves, but I

am afraid that is only true with great qualifications. The
busy public accepts with much trustfulness what it reads

in print ; a widely circulated newspaper, and still more
a syndicate of widely circulated newspapers, has a long

start of its readers and a power of impressing them by
mere repetition which is not easily corrected. And
newspapers, as we know, may continue to be read and
continue to exert an immense subtle influence over

men's thoughts and habits long after they have lost all

formal credit as guides of opinion. Next, the press may
be said to correct itself by the varieties of opinion which

it expresses, and the great number of conflicting views

between which the public can take its choice. That is

undoubtedly true, but I confess I look with anxiety to

the growing tendencies to combine large numbers of
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newspapers under one control, with the result that one

individual or a very few individuals acquire the power of

disseminating machine-made opinions and palming them
off on the public as expressions of separate and inde-

pendent minds.

I confess I look for the future rather to the individual

writer and journalist. His, when all is said, is the main

responsibility. The press cannot be degraded except

with his consent or raised to a high estate except with his

aid. He has in recent years been more and more merged

in the huge machine of which he is a part. The principle

of anonymity, so handy in practice to the working

journalist, has buried him out of sight, and threatens to

leave him without credit or responsibility for his work.

Routine and custom deaden him to its importance, and

often he awakens with a crash to the discovery that

something that he wrote in the hurry of the moment
and the lightness of his heart has made a commotion all

through the land or even stirred the waters of strife in

some foreign country.

Year after year in filling up my income-tax I find

myself in a momentary doubt whether I shall describe

myself as pursuing the business or following the vocation

of a journahst, an then after a moment's thought I

plump for vocation. Vocation a calling. To get into the

public mind and to get into the journalist's mind that

writing for a newspaper is a high and honourable calling,

carrying with it the utmost civic responsibility which

cannot be passed on to proprietor, editor, or sjmdicate—

this is the way of salvation for the press, and I beg you

as members of the brotherhood to preach it, and if

happily you are members of the press, to practise it. I

would have the law altered, if it needs to be altered, so

as to bring home to every writer full responsibility for

what he himself has written, and to disable him from

pleading that it was written anonymously or on the

instructions of editor or proprietor. This, let me add

for fear of misunderstanding, without at all diminishing

the responsibility of the other two members of the trio.

I believe that such a change in the doctrine and in the

law of the press would do more than anything to raise
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the status of journalism as a calling, and to enable
journalists to stand on firm ground in refusing to
deliver their consciences into the keeping of any master
and to stand together in defence of their freedom and
independence. It would help to give us not only a free

press, but a press which was free for the journalist.

In such conditions the way would be open to organize

the profession of journalism on new lines. I see it, like

the medical or legal profession, furnished with a code
of its own which would enable it to deal drastically with
any of its members found guilty of disgraceful conduct
in a professional sense. And that code could be founded
on one principle only—the principle in the deepest sense

of service to the brotherhood. It would condemn all

panderings to the passions of the herd. It would uphold
patriotism, but deal sternly with the patrioteering, if I

may so call it, which turns that great virtue into bigotry

and prejudice and persecution. It would demand of

its members a reasonable service to the League of Nations
and place outside the pale all who prostituted their pens
in the service of corrupt statesmen, armament firms,

international financiers, or any other who tried to use

or buy the press to stir up strife for their private ends. It

would equally exert its influence against the suppression

or distortion of news, or the use of the press to prosecute

individuals or inflame animosities in domestic affairs,

and it would have the courage, when need arose, to black-

list newspapers at home or abroad which were guilty of

these offences, and to warn the public against being

deceived by them.

Such a consummation may look remote, but it is, I am
persuaded, within reach of another generation, if not of

this, and I see it as the only road of advance for the press.

It is useless for journalists to keep railing at newspaper
proprietors, as if they alone were responsible for all evil.

For whatever is wrong they are jointly responsible, and
in some ways the writer is even more responsible. It is

humiliating for writers to plead that they are under com-
pulsion, when again and again we have seen examples
of men honourably dissociating themselves from policies

and practices that they disapprove, and gaining power
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and influence by so doing. But do not for a moment
think that I wish to paint the picture all black. We
have seen the best as well as some of the worst sides of

the press in the last five years. We have seen heroic

service of the public by men who have gone everywhere,

dared everything, and cheerfully laid down their lives

to enlighten their fellow-countrymen. We have seen

immense enterprise from genuinely patriotic motives

by the owners of newspapers. Above all we have seen

how helpful and how mutually forbearing the press of

a family of allied nations may be. It cannot be too

much to hope that some day the press will bring to the

whole family of nations the same goodwill, the same

desire to abate strife, and to act as interpreters of their

different points of view that the newspapers of France,

Britain, America, and Italy have brought to the service

of these countries in the years of war.

But at the same time, I do not think any journalist

can look back on these last five years without searching

his conscience and asking himself very seriously whether

he did anything that contributed to the great calamity

that overtook the world in 1914, or left anything undone

which might have helped, however little, to avert it.

In that month of August 1914 we saw, in a flash, the

terrible meaning of the warfare of words between nations.

• Some daj' the live coal behind the thought,

WTiether from Baal's stone obsc\ire

Or from the shrine serene

Of God's pure altar brought,

Bursts up in flame, the war of tongue and pen,

Learns with what deadly purpose it was fraught.

And helpless in the fiery passion caught

Shakes all the pillared state with shock of men.'

So wrote the American poet, Russell Lowell, in his

great commemoration ode after the American Civil War,

and I should like to see these words blazoned on the

memory of all who follow the great and perilous profes-

sion of journalism. When we realize the fearful re-

sponsibility of words< we shall enter into the service of

the Brotherhood."!
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INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD
CONGRESS

Public Meeting, Wednesday, September 17

Chairman: Rev. John Clifford, M.A., D.D.

Speaker : The Prime Minister, The Rt. Hon. D.

Lloyd George, O.M., M.P.

The Rt. Hon. the Lord Mayor of London, SIR HORACE
BROOKS MARSHALL: "No Lord Mayor could have

a greater honour than to welcome the Prinne Minister

of his country to the City of London at a Brother-

hood Meeting.

Like the Prime Minister I am an optimist, and I think

that Christianity and Brotherhood will carry us through

all our difficulties. This, I venture to say, in the

universal opinion of the press and every one, has been one

of the greatest, if not the greatest Christian Congress

ever held in the City of London, and we welcome you to

address us to-night. We shall listen to your message

with most intense interest, and knowing as I do that this

great gathering is to listen to you and not to the Lord

Mayor, I will simply say, sir, Welcome to the City of

London."
BISHOP ATKINS, of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

South, U.S.A., led the meeting in prayer.

Rev. JOHN CLIFFORD, M.A., D.D. : "My Friends, this

is the concluding and crowning meeting in connexion

with the first Congress of World-Brotherhood. We
have had a week of especial and deep interest. Gather-

ing together as we did on Saturday afternoon we found

ourselves in the presence of brethren from twenty

different countries, who had been sent as delegates to
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this first Annual Congress. Already we have listened to

a number of addresses, rich in their information,

saturated with convictions, full of brilliant literary

treasure, and rich in their inspiring powers. These

addresses will be published by and by in a volume,

and they will be circulated throughout the earth and

will become the material for the brothers in different

parts of the country, sources of strength and of help to

our brethren who are marching in step for bringing

Brotherhood to complete victory all over the earth.

Our meetings have been attended by delegates, as

I have said, from these different countries, and the

Brotherhood spirit has been supreme, in our purposes,

in our speeches, and in our actions, and finally in the

Constitution which we have formed for the purposes of

continuing this work and making it universal. East

and West have not only grasped hands, but they have

also joined hearts. North and South have met together,

and they have rejoiced in each other's treasures and

delighted in the anticipation of co-operation for the

highest and holiest ends. We started quite early with

a message from President Wilson of the United States

;

that was followed by a message from General Smuts.

By those two messages, and also by others of like sort,

the English-speaking peoples have been linked together

in an abiding fellowship, and together will march for

the emancipation of the world from all the evils which

now afflict it, and for the establishment of righteousness

and truth everywhere. Racial differences have been

ignored ; they have been submerged under the flowing

tide of fraternity, and hence we have had representatives

from countries like Japan and China, from the far

north, that is to say from Finland and Denmark, from

Sierra Leone, from Serbia, Nigeria, Liberia, Holland,

Norway, the West Indies, and other places. This has

really been a pentecostal time. The spirit of Brother-

hood has moved amongst us, and even so as we have

sought to accomplish together what we really believed

to be the purpose of God manifesting in a thousand ways
in the experiences and the life of our time. Ecclesiastical

differences ? These have been to us as naught. Walls
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of partition ? We have broken them down. Cardinal
Mercier of Bels^ium sent us a message at the beginning,

representing Roman CathoHcism, and on the same day
we had our friends—The Friends—the Quakers, repre-

sented by Miss Joan Fry, making a tender and pathetic

appeal to us on behalf of the suffering and tortured men
and women and children of the continent of Europe.
Together we have been working in the interests of

Brotherhood.
Politics of course have been amongst us. We are all

politicians ! And brothers are intensely—I was about to

say vehemently—political. But party politics are as

dumb as the day. They have had no voice.

Lord Robert Cecil sent us a contribution, rich in its

arguments and strong in its appeal. It was given to us

this morning. And Mr. Henderson is the next Presi-

dent of our National Brotherhood, and our delight

in his return to Parliament is in the fact that he
stands forth as representative of Brotherhood prin-

ciples, that he will continue to fight for them in or

out of Parliament. We are political, but not party-

political. I believe in the obligation of every man to

see to the building up of the city of man after the fashion

and plans of the great Architect of the City of God. I

hold that to be the foremost obligation for every one of

us, and I can say for brothers, whether on this side the

Atlantic or the other, whether north, south, east, or

west, that we are determined to so alter the legislation

of the world as that all that is anti-brotherly shall be cast

out of it for ever and into it no statute shall come and
no administration be continued which is not in harmony
with the development and the highest possible perfection

of the individual brotherly life.

We have organized for the continuance of our work,

and we shall keep at it. Brotherhood is on the

march and nothing can stop it. It has to go to

victory. The goal is distinctly discerned ; the plan of

Jehovah is understood ; it is His will that we should all

be brothers, fashioned after the likeness and pattern of

Him Avho is the Elder Brother, Christ Jesus our Lord,

that He may be the first of a vast family of brothers.
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Along with our International Secretary, Mr. William

Ward, I was deputed by the International Committee

to go to Criccieth, and I had a delightful time. On
Sunday night we had a Brotherhood meeting in a little

tabernacle, a tabernacle which is made immortal by the

fact that Mr. Lloyd George's uncle, Richard Lloyd, was

the faithful, devoted, painstaking, and godly pastor of

the communion there. Mr. William Ward spoke, as he

usually does, with great fervour and eloquence concerning

the Brotherhood Movement, and after he had done the

presiding elder asked me to say a few words. I was

obedient to authority—as usual. I said a few words.

Then—and this is the point—that presiding elder said,

' Will our brother, David Lloyd George, speak to us ?
'

He was in his pew : he rose and spoke a few words to us,

words concerning Brotherhood. The simplicity, the fra-

ternity, the beautiful glow of heavenly emotion that

took possession of us in that gathering made me feel

that for once I was a member of the earliest Christian

Church. And amongst the things that will abide in my
memory for ever that night certainly is one. It was a

sacred action, and to-night I rejoice that my friend

is going to speak to us. He is a Brotherhood man.

It was over twenty years ago when first of all I knew
him and we were brothers in fighting. And he has,

as you know, manifested himself as the helper, the

benefactor, and the friend of what is poetically called the

bottom dog. That is his spirit. There is his temper.

The helper of the man who is down. And Brotherhood

stands for that.

So it is with great joy that I preside on this interesting

occasion, and have the delight of introducing to you my
friend and your friend, the Prime Minister, David

Lloyd George."
The PRIME MINISTER, The Rt. Hon. D. LLOYD

GEORGE, O.M., M.P. :
" Mr. Chairman, my Lord Mayor,

and Members of the Brotherhood Movement, I think

it is rather unfair to call upon me to speak after

this wonderful young man. This is the age of the

leadership of octogenarians. I have just come from

a conference with another wonderful man of his age.
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M. Clemenceau. In vigour, in force, in fighting spirit he

is just such another as Dr. Clifford ; and I feel after

first of all meeting M. Clemenceau and now speaking

after Dr. Clifford, that I am at least twenty-four

years too young. The Chairman has told you that,

although you naturally have to deal with the funda-

mental principles of all sound politics, this is not a

political platform, and that is my answer to those who
seem to expect a political pronouncement from me to-

night. If I made a political pronouncement I should

feel that I was outraging the hospitality of the Brother-

hood Movement. And I am not particularly anxious

to enter into controversy. Not that I am afraid of it.

I also, like Dr. Clifford, as he reminded you, have had
my share of controversy. I won't say I did not enjoy

it. It may come yet. My feeling for the moment is

that it is a time for co-operation rather than controversy,

and at any rate on this occasion I would shun any-

thing in the nature of political controversy. I am glad

to be able to attend the meeting of this great and
promising movement. It has achieved great things. I

believe it is capable of achieving a hundred-fold even

what it has already done, provided it secures the neces-

sary support from all the Christian churches in all lands.

And I know of no Movement that more thoroughly

deserves support than the Brotherhood Movement.
May I also say this—and that is why I am here—there

never was a time in the history of Britain, in the history

of a distracted and torn world, when the Brotherhood

Movement was more needed than at this hour.

I think you referred to my friend General Smuts, and
may I just say one word in passing here, how distressed

you all were to hear of the death of his great and dis-

tinguished predecessor. It was a calamity to South

Africa. It was a calamity to the British Empire. I

am using no words of exaggeration, after seeing General

Botha in the Council of the Nations ; it was a calamity

to the world. There was no man the nobility of whose
character, as well as the sagacity of whose mind, carried

greater weight and exercised a more beneficent influence

than General Botha. It is a real calamity. I am glad
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he has been succeeded by one of the most brilHant minds

that South Africa has thrown out. We owe a good

deal to General Smuts. We owe a good deal more than

the public realizes, because during the trying days of the

war his great ability, his genius, was at the disposal of

the Allies, and he helped us in a multitude of ways which

contributed to the ultimate triumph of the cause of

Brotherhood for which we were fighting. I introduce

his name at the present moment because I think he

uttered one of the most penetrating phrases of the war.

It was in his document, his great document, on the

League of Nations. He said ' Humanity has struck

its tents, and is once more on the march.' There never

was a truer saying than that. The direction in which

it will march, the objective it will reach, will depend on

the guidance and the direction which it gets. That

is why a great movement like the Brotherhood Movement
is a timely one at this moment. There are many who
do not reahze that the world is on the move. They lack

not merely the gift of imagination, but the more ordinary

gift of observation. We have just emerged from one of

the most terrible conflicts the world has ever seen. That

could not leave things exactly where they were. Every
disturbance does not necessarily alter things funda-

mentally. You have seen great storms, and the seas a

raging tumult of angry waters, dashing against the rocks,

threatening to sweep over the land. It passes away.

The configuration of the coast has not been altered.

You have simply had a shifting of pebbles on the beach,

but no real change. And that is true of many political

hurricanes which some of us have been in from time to

time. They sweep over the land. There are no land-

marks removed : when the hurricane is passed the

configuration of the land is pretty much what it was.

But this was a tidal wave which swept away landmarks

and submerged huge territories. If men who left

the earth on August 1, 1914. were privileged to revisit

it, they would not know it to-day. It is no use talking

about the old world as if nothing had happened to it.

Two-thirds of Europe was, on August 1, 1914, governed

by powerful and apparently firmly established auto-
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cracies ! Vanished ! The greatest army of the ages,

which was a menace to Europe and to the world, has

gone, and you have substituted for it practically a police

force. The changes are great, and the changes are

fundamental. The Hapsburgs and the Hohenzollerns

and the Romanoffs, who not merely governed three-

quarters of Europe, but represented in themselves an old

order of things, they have gone and gone for ever.

And the world is richer and the world is safer for their

disappearance. Why, it is exactly as if you visited

Switzerland and found the Matterhorn gone and Mont
Blanc disappeared, and the Bernese Oberland had been

swept away by an earthquake, and there was a plain

broken up by a few hills. That is the change which

has taken place in the political configuration of Europe.

There never has been a period in the history of the

world where, in five years, there have been such funda-

mental changes in continents as there have been since

August 4, 1914. That is the world with which we have

to deal now.
And there have been other changes. There have

been political changes. You have nearly trebled the

electorate of this country. Is that no change ? You
have got a change in hours of labour of the most
fundamental character. You have a change in the

attitude of the nation towards problems like unem-
ployment ; a sense of obligation on the part of the

community that where men are prepared and ready

to work, you have no right to let them starve. The
changes are fundamental ; and in the face of all this, the

people who sneer at the idea that the old world has

crumbled are simply silly when they think they are

superior.

Now, that is the old order of things, and there are a

good many more changes which will have to take place

to complete the new picture. Slums will have to go.

Yes, slums will have to go ! I hope that great arma-

ments will disappear, not merely in Germany, other-

wise millions of gallant men will have bled in vain. I

hope I am not treading on the region of political con-

troversy if I express a hope that the long-drawn and
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wretched misunderstanding between Ireland and the

rest of the United Kingdom will also go. I am looking

forward to seeing waste—waste of the resources, of the

land, waste in every shape and form—disappearing, and
a new Britain springing up, freed from ignorance, freed

from insobriety—a really free land ; freed from penury,

freed from poverty, freed from squalor, freed from the

tyranny of mankind over mankind—a really free land.

There are men who seem to imagine that I have accepted

the position of leading counsel for the old order of things.

Rather than do it I would throw up my brief to-morrow.

I believe that there is a spirit in this land, a new spirit,

a spirit that has risen from the sacrifice of the war,

that will lead us on to a land of promise that many
others have been dreaming of, and which I believe is

within the reach of us if we only hold together in

the spirit of Brotherhood and comradeship.

But changes cannot be, as I have been told, by
speeches, nor by counter- speeches, nor by leading articles.

There is nothing that will effect these changes, be-

lieve me, but steady, patient work, of all, by all,

for all. And that must be done in this spirit of

co-operation. And this Movement can help there.

Everything depends on the spirit in which these things

are attempted. What is the right spirit ? The right

spirit to begin the rebuilding of this new land we all

think of, work for, pray for ? The right spirit to do it

is the spirit of the war. What do I mean by that ? The
spirit of comradeship amongst all classes. The spirit of

a passionate desire to see justice done at all costs. The
spirit of deep sympathy with the wronged wherever
they are and whoever they may be. The spirit of

readiness amongst all ranks to make every necessary

sacrifice to achieve that right.

That was the spirit of the war, and I am going to ask

a question. Why should war always get the best out of

mankind and peace always the poorest ? Why, war
brought forth unselfishness in millions, comradeship,

Brotherhood—there was nothing like the Brotherhood of

these men who faced death together. I have heard of

it from men who have been in the trenches, and my heart
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thrills when the story is told. Unselfishness, brother-

hood, comradeship, valour—valour such as the world
has never seen—self-sacrifice, the greatest qualities God
has ever planted in the human heart, all on the altar of

war. Can't we get it on the altar of peace ? Is peace
going to call forth nothing but grasping greed, avarice,

faction, timidity, indulgence ? Ah, one-third of the

great qualities brought out of men, stirred from the

depths of men by war, consecrated to the task of peace
for five years, and you would not know this world.

What is needed now ? The spirit of the war without
any of its cruelties. Then you will achieve great

things.

I wonder whether you realize, whether any of us

realize, the obstacles we overcame in making the war.

Unprepared, unready, untutored, ill-equipped, in three

or four years we had become the most formidable military

power in the world. Why ? Effort, co-operation, readi-

ness, patriotic readiness to put all into the endeavour
for our country. And we overcame. We overcame.

And now we have got difficulties confronting us.

Having overcome gigantic obstacles, do not let us

quail or quarrel before smaller ones. Man is a won-
derful animal. When you think of what he has done
in this war, what he has faced, the terrors. I visited

most of the battlefields of France. I have never gone

near them without feeling what a wonderful creature

God created when He made man. The courage, the

fearlessness, the sacrifices, the determination. There is

no animal on earth who would not have quailed before a

hundredth part of the horror man consciously, intelli-

gently, knowingly faced, fought, won through. Ah,

it was a great saying ' He was made a little lower than

the angels '—but only very little. But it is part of the

history of mankind, unfortunately, that if he has over-

come gigantic difficulties, he has often failed because he

shrinks from secondary difficulties. The difficulties are

great. They are only second, and a long way behind the

difficulties of war. I want the Brotherhood to stimulate

the courage, the quality of the nation ; keep them at the

same level of determination to complete the task. It
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would make such a difference to the history of Britain,

and through Britain of the world.

I remember the great scenes at the beginning of the

war, the young men who thronged to the Horse Guards
Parade to give their names, and I remember how the

Cabinet was sitting, and we heard the names one after

another being rung out ; men from every part of London,

the East End, North, Centre, West, suburbs ; men of all

grades, men of all trades, men of all ranks, men of all

conditions. They knew they were tendering their lives

to their country. What were they fighting for ? They
were fighting for something which there is a good word
for in the English language—I have not been able to

discover an equivalent for it in any other tongue
—

' fair-

play.' What is fair-play ? A sense of right ? Yes, but

it is a good deal more. It includes a sympathy for the

weak who are harshly treated. It is a compound of

justice and mercy, and therefore it is one of the greatest

vords in the world. ' Fair- play.' And I am proud

uf the fact that it is always associated with the British

character. It sometimes needs rousing. It is some-

times obscured and overcast by other appeals. It is

sometimes misled as to its facts, but it is there always,

deep down in the British heart. The coal is always

there ready to warm the hearts and hearths, but the seam
must be worked, and the peace of the world, the security

of the world, the happiness of the world, depend on the

reign of fair-play.

You have heard a good deal about the League of

Nations during this discussion, and I should like to say

a few words on this subject, all the more so as I fear it will

be impossible for me to attend the great meeting which

is to be held, I think, at Whitehall. What is the League

of Nations ? It is an attempt, an organized attempt,

to substitute fair-play for force.

There never was a time when it was more necessary

to have a League of Nations. I ventured, shortly after

the armistice, to point out that the mere fact that we are

creating a number of new small States in Europe ren-

dered it a matter of necessity that you should have a

League of the nations of the earth to protect these small

15
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peoples against the voracity of the great. I did not
foresee at that time that a League of Nations might be
required to prevent small nations from devouring each
other. Growing youth has proverbially got a great

appetite, and rejuvenated old nations are no exception,

I am sorry to say. But to shift the boundaries of your
neighbours because you happen for the moment to be
stronger is foul play, and will have a foul ending, and it

makes no difference whether the nation is great or

whether the nation is small. The lesson of Belgium
and the lesson of Alsace-Lorraine ought to be a lesson

for all nations great and small. There never has been
such a terrible retribution for departing from the strict

principle of fairness amongst nations as that which
has fallen on Germany. And that lesson, written as it

is in blood, ought to be conspicuous to all lands, all

peoples, all empires, all commonwealths, all monarchies
and republics. That is the lesson that ought to be
thoroughly understood, and I hope the League of

Nations will enforce it.

There never was a time when you more needed a
League of Nations. The world has not settled down.
We have peace with Germany ; we have made peace
with Austria, but in half Europe and nearly half of Asia
you can hear the tramp of armed men marching to the

slaughter of their fellow-men. Human passions, when
they are thoroughly aroused, are difficult to allay, and
the frenzy of anger in the world, and the frenzy of

blood, has not yet exhausted itself. The Revolutionary
Wars lasted nearly a quarter of a century. The Wars
of the Reformation lasted even longer. I fear that this

welter of warring peoples will go on unless you have a

strong hand like that of the federated power of the

nations of the world to insist upon peace from ocean to

ocean. You cannot allow this to go on from year to

year, perhaps from decade to decade, to settle questions

that ought to be settled by an appeal to the reason of

mankind. I see no hope for the world, except in a
strong League of its peoples to enforce peace.

I know there is a good deal of criticism here, in France,

and in America, of the machinery of the League. You
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must bear in mind that it was a compromise be-

tween opposing susceptibilities, opposing fears, perhaps
opposing prejudices; and a house, a structure which
is prepared from a design of a conclave of architects,

each with his own particular style, has not necessarily

got the same unity as a house which has been pre-

pared by one architect. All the same, that structure

will provide shelter for the oppressed of all lands,

provided the nations of the world will loyally guard
its ramparts. And that is what you want. Let us

man the walls. You can improve the building later

on. You can beautify it
;

you can adorn
; you can

add. Perhaps you can pull down. But this is the best

beginning that anybody hoped for years ago. Well,

let those men who are devoting their great intellects to

finding faults, to discovering its architectural defects,

to suggesting improvements and reservations, let them
devote their minds, their energies, to making it a reality

to begin with, and when that is done their counsel will

carry greater weight in suggesting improvements.
Now, with regard to that great League of Nations,

everything depends upon its being worked not in the
spirit of intrigue, not in the spirit of suspicion between
nations, not in the spirit of using it in order that one
nation shall get an advantage over another, but in a
spirit of true comradeship amongst the peoples of the
earth. If this is done it will be one of the greatest

institutions ever planned by the hand of man.
The only other appeal I have to make for the principle

of fair-play which animated those who fought in the war
is for fair-play amongst all classes at home. If capital

and labour, employer and worker, if each party is deter-

mined to exercise its power or its wealth, as the case may
be, to extort advantages for itself, without reference

to what is right and fair, either to the other party or to

the community as a whole, that will as truly end in

disaster at home for all classes as a similar spirit ended
in a great catastrophe abroad for the nations that were
animated by it. That applies equally to Capital and
Labour. If Capital were to say. What is the lowest
price for which I can buy Labour, or for which I can
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pay it off ? that would be proceeding on a short-sighted

and a ruinous policy. It ought to say, What is a fair

price ? What will enable the worker and his family to

live in comfort and bring up children in a way that will

make them worthy citizens of a great land ? On the

other hand, if the workers say, ' We belong to an all-

powerful combination, and we mean to use our power
to extort a wage without reference to the resources of

the industry, the industry can pass it on if it likes to

other trades !—that may have the effect, it is true, of

throwing hundreds of thousands out of work, and
diminishing the wages of the rest, or it may cast heavy
burdens on the community. Tiiat we cannot help—that

is their lookout I ' That policy would equally be unfair,

short-sighted, and disastrous. And all labour, as well as

all capital, would suffer in the end. No man, be he
employer or be he workman, has a right to say in refer-

ence to the community or to others. Am I my brother's

keeper ? Tiiat is the policy of Cain, and not the policy

of Brotherhood. And believe me, if ruin were to come
from a conflict conducted on both sides in that spirit,

I know who would suffer. Strong men can always look

after themselves in any misfortune that may befall

society. It is the average man who will suffer, and the

interest of the vast majority of the people of this country

rests in establishing a reign of strict fair-play between
all classes.

I should like to make a final appeal to this great gather-

ing—this great, representative gathering ; it is not

enough to ensure victory in the war, we must ensure the

permanent triumph of the principle for which we fought.

There are people who say. We have won, the victory is

ours ; we have beaten the enemy ; that is enough

;

what more do you want ? The acceptance of that spirit

would be worse than defeat for our country. We have
fought to establish a great and a sacred principle in the

government of the world, and we must ensure its

triumph abroad and at home. Walt Whitman, with

that penetrating sagacity which characterized some of

his greatest poetry, said :
' Now, mark me well, it is

inherent in the nature of things that from any fruition
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of success, however complete, shall come forth some-

thing that shall make a greater struggle necessary.' The
war was not the end : the war was simply the stirring

up of the nations of the world to bigger, to higher, to

nobler paths than they were treading before the cannon
sounded.

There is a difference between the man who goes to the

jungle and the wilderness for sport and the man who
goes there as a pioneer. They both face the dangers,

and the same dangers, and one of them comes home,
sits in a comfortable arm-chair, surrounded by the stuffed

trophies of his heroic deeds, and he contemplates them
with pleasure and with indulgence for the rest of his life.

There is the other man ; he faces the danger ; he over-

comes, but he is there to clear the jungle, to reclaim the

wilderness for civilization.

I am as proud of the victories of my native land as

any man or woman In this hall, but I do not want to

see Britain sitting in its arm-chair with the stuffed

trophies of its victories around it. I want it to reclaim

the wilderness, to clear the jungle ; the jungle of slums,

of poverty, of drunkenness, of ignorance, of wrong, of

every form of tyranny. That is a great career, not merely

for a man, but for a people as well. It is due to the

immortal dead that we should do so. They died not

that we should boast. They did not die that we should

brag to the end of our days. They died for the redemp-
tion of mankind. Pericles, in that undying speech upon
those who fell for Athens, said :

' Acts deserve acts, and
not words, In their honour.' It is not eulogies, it is not

panegyrics, it is not boastful speeches of our triumphs,

that the dead ask. They are asking that we should build

up a new Britain, as a monument to their heroism. The
world is left as it was when they marched into the fire,

with its slums, its sweating, its starvation, its waste, its

huge armaments, with its futile words, treacherous

words. But if the spirit of Brotherhood shown in the

war goes on to build a new Britain, happy, contented,

prosperous, free, then the spirits of the dead will rejoice

that we have honoured their sacrifice."

Mr, WILLIAMWARD :
" Dr. Clifford, in his introductory
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speech, made reference to a memorable visit that was
paid to Criccieth, and to the fact that on the Sunday
evening we found ourselves in the little Baptist Chapel.

Many men would have been amazed to have seen the

Prime Minister of England in that little Bethel, but
neither Dr. Clifford nor I were amazed, because we knew
he would be there. Our hearts were stirred when the

presiding elder arose in the after meeting, and called upon
our brother, David Lloyd George, to say a few words.

I wished the five minutes' speech that the Prime Minister

made on that occasion could have been printed in letters

of gold, and circulated throughout the world. The
feeling in the mind and heart of Dr. Clifford and myself

on hearing that wonderful utterance was, Oh that it could

be delivered to men and women of the Brotherhood

Movement ! Oh that it could be amplified, and, in the

stirring tones that the Prime Minister alone can command,
uttered so that England could catch the vision and feel

its inspiration ! We asked him if he would do so at a

Brotherhood meeting in connexion with the Inter-

national Brotherhood Congress, and he promised to do

so. Outside the ranks of the Brotherhood Movement
I do not think there were many men in England who
believed he would come. We never had a doubt ! One
man in this city of London—and he expressed the

feeling in the minds of most—offered to bet me £10,000

that the Prime Minister would not be here. If it had

not been for the fact that when quite a small boy I

promised my sainted mother I would never make a bet,

I think I should have taken him on, and given the

£10,000 I won from him for the propagation of Brother-

hood throughout the world I

The Prime Minister has come ; he has delivered the

same message with the same spiritual fervour and power

that he gave in the Baptist Chapel at Criccieth, and it

has been heard not by a mere handful of people, not

merely by this great assembly in the City Temple, but

through the generosity of the press it can be heard, and

make the hearts of men and women beat with hope

and joy, throughout the length and breadth of this land,

and even at this very moment the cables across the
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Atlantic are flashing the message. To-morrow morning
the Brotherhood men in Canada, in the United States,

Australia, New Zealand, and other parts of the world
will read the message that has been ringing in our ears

to-night.

We are thankful that the Prime Minister has been
here to-night and thrilled our souls. We feel thankful,

and we want to tell him so, and so I move that expression

of our thanks be given to the Prime Minister, and the

expression of our thanks carries with it a pledge that our
lives shall be dedicated to the realization of the great

ideal that he has put before us."

Mr. THOMAS HOWELL (Canadian National Secretary) :

" Mr. President, my Lord Mayor, and friends, it is a proud
moment for us who have crossed the great Atlantic to

be present at this great Congress to be represented in

this capacity in seconding the vote of thanks to the

Prime Minister of Britain. Mr. Lloyd George, I think

we, sir, on the other side of the Atlantic—I do not think

it is saying too much—are able to sense your leadership

and your mentality perhaps in a greater degree than
some of the people who are close up to you in Great
Britain.

You, sir, have had the great honour and responsi-

bility during this war of discovering men, material, and
methods to win the war for the world, and we are deeply
grateful to God that you have been alive. But now
in the reconstruction period, we have been looking, and
we are finding that you are looking for the agencies to

bring about the blessed realization of the League of

Nations. I congratulate you, sir, that among these

agencies you have discovered the Brotherhood Move-
ment. We understand, sir, that you are coming to

our great Western world. I request, sir, that when
you do come we shall have the opportunity in the

Brotherhoods of the United States and Canada of

greeting you upon our platforms.*'

In replying the Prime Minister said :

" I thank you for your very cordial vote of thanks

—

Mr. Ward and Mr, Howell for their much too kind words
about me.
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Will you allow me to move a vote of thanks to the
Chairman ? I do so from the bottom of my heart. I

do not always agree with him, but I agree with him
oftener than he thinks ! He and I are very old friends,

and I am prouder of nothing more than the fact that I

have retained that friendship, and if I did not retain

that friendship I should be very distressed. I should be
distressed in my soul, and I should feel that I had gone
wrong. It is an inspiration to me to have the friendship

of Dr. Clifford. He has supported me, he has taught
me ; he has scolded me, but it is all to my good. I read
with a thrill the great deliverance which he gave us a
day or two ago. It will be a source of great inspiration

to many others."

Dr. CLIFFORD : "I am very grateful, more grateful

than it is possible for me to say to my friend Lloyd George
for his kindness in moving, and for your kindness in sup-
porting, this resolution of thanks to me.
As for my friendship, while life lasts David Lloyd

George will be one of my dearest and most attached
friends. We have not always agreed. I find that my
friends have a way of disagreeing with me, but that is

—

well, I think it is to their disadvantage ! They would go
much straighter if they would only agree with me ! But
whether agreement or disagreement, the friendship

abides, and with none more close or with greater grati-

tude than with my friend the Prime Minister of this

country."

I

I
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APPENDIX

"YE ARE BRETHREN"

By the Rev. A. F. Winnington Ingram, D.D.,

Bishop of London

{A sermon preached in St. PaiiVs Cathedral on Sunday,
September 14)

"Sirs, ye are brethren; why do ye wrong one to another?"

—

Acts vii. 26.

"So pleaded Moses centuries ago with his warring

brethren, but at the time he pleaded in vain ; it was not

until the iron had entered into their souls, and they had
borne the bondage in Egypt, and the terrible journey

through the wilderness, that they were forged at last into

one people, and understood what Brotherhood really

meant. ' Sirs, ye are brethren ; why do ye wrong one to

another ? ' So we can imagine some angel visitant from
another world expostulating to-day with warring nations,

with warring classes in a nation, with warring Churches.

Have you not had enough of it yet ? Has this five

years of hell taught you nothing ? Do you want an-

other ten million dead to impress upon you the horrors

of war between nations ? Do you want actually to see

happen the ruin of old England which stares us in the

face in consequence of this suicidal war of classes ? Do
you want revealed again the powerlessness of the

Christian Church to avert a crisis to convince you of

the moral weakness of a divided Church ?

Would it not be extremely hard to answer with effect

such a heavenly expostulation this morning ? Consider

233
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the situation calmly, first from the international point

of view, then in its national aspect, and then from the

side of a divided Christendom.

I, From the international point of view it is not

merely the opinion of some inexperienced Christian

preacher, but of the great statesmen of the world, that

we have to choose to-day between something approach-

ing to a ' League of Nations ' or another great war

within the next fifty years ; and, more than that, it is

the opinion of the same great statesmen that such a

league is no mere Utopian vision, but a real and urgent

possibility. We have here assembled to-day in London,

Christians of all denominations and from all parts of

the world ; surely it is the greatest challenge ever made

to Christians in the history of the world. A League of

Nations is a great Christian ideal, the greatest ever put

before the world ; in one of the first Christian sermons

recorded in this very book of the Acts of the Apostles

we are told that God has made of one blood every nation

upon earth ; it may have been a necessary evolution

that the 6,000 years of recorded human history should

have been one long story of cruel and murderous wars,

but it never by any possibility could have been the

ultimate will of God ; those who say that war is a neces-

sity in human life, however unconsciously, do, I believe,

blaspheme God. As one saw the pictures recently

unearthed in ancient Merve depicted in the Temple to

the Sun, one saw a long series of conquerors dragging

along their victims by the hair of their heads ;
this,

no doubt, accurately represented the history of the

Sudan. Can this really be the ultimate will of God for

the world ?

It may be that we have not learnt the lesson ;
it may

be that some long sojourn in the wilderness must succeed

the horrors of the brick fields in Egypt, before the folly

and the waste of war is branded into the conscience of

mankind ; but at least let the Christians of the world

make an effort ; in private conversation, by public

speech, by vote, by influence let us back up the lead of

the Christian statesmen of the world, and see if at last,

after 6,000 years qf war, Trust may not take the place
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of Suspicion, Brotherhood succeed Strife, and Mutual

Helpfulness —especially with regard to building up the

life of the weaker nations—take the place of Envious

Jealousy !

In any case, whether for our doom or for our glory,

let us recognize the patent fact that a League of Nations

is Christianity writ large.

II, But now to turn, with the leave of our visitors

from other nations, to our own nation for a moment.

We often talk of a ' fool's paradise,' but we are in

serious danger as a nation of living in a fool's paradise

to-day. Nothing is, humanly speaking, more certain than

that unless we soon compose our industrial difficulties,

we shall become a bankrupt nation, and the trade of the

world will pass from us, as it has passed from other nations

in the ages which are gone.

And yet, if ever we ought to hear the old expostulation,
' Sirs, ye are brethren, why do ye wrong one to another ?

'

it is over the industrial question in such a country as

ours.

Lord Leverhulme, in his recent book on the Six Hours

Day, as a great employer, says that there is no such

splendid body of workpeople anywhere as exists in this

country, and the verdict of the whole world acclaims the

probity and honour of the British manufacturer. The
saying that ' a Briton's word is as good as his bond ' is

due not only to the even-handed civil service of the

country throughout the world, but also to the honour

and integrity of our men of business.

Is it, then, a Utopian dream to hope that these two

splendid bodies of people shall understand one another ?

It is the old story of faults on both sides. No one can

read The Town Labourer, by Mr, and Mrs, Hammond,
without seeing the reasons for the deep-grounded sus-

picion which exists on the workmen's side or without

feeling unable to deny that the Town Labourer has had to

fight his own way from practical serfdom to indepen-

dence and power with little help from the richer classes

and scarcely any from the official Church,

On the other hand. Lord Leverhulme, while pleading

for his favourite plan of a ' six hours day ' for all, proves
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up to the hilt that brains, and powers of management,
and a spirit of enterprise are as essential to the prosperity

of a business, and therefore to the prosperity of the work-

man, as the hands of the worker himself.

Is it too late in a spirit of brotherhood for each to see

the other's side? Both went over the top together; both

shed their blood to prevent Great Britain becoming

a German province. Why cannot all employers see, as

the chief ones do already, that even from the business

point of view the prosperity and happiness of his work-

people are great assets to the employer, for which no
effort on his part is too great ; that even if schemes of

co-partnership prove impossible (which one hopes they

may not do), yet that the better off the workman is, the

better off is his employer ? And, on the other hand, why
cannot the workman be made to understand that the

policy of ' ca' canny,' so far from helping his brother

who is out of work, is ruining his chance of ever getting

work at all, and spells ruin not only for his employer and
himself, but the country to which they both belong ?

To say that religion has nothing to do with this is to

leave out the one power that can produce the change
;

every lover of his country to-day must pray that the

Holy Spirit may direct and guide the minds and wills

of employers and employed in this country that the

threatening ruin may be—as it easily could be—averted,

and that the little island in the northern sea may show
the way out of this danger, as it has so gloriously shown
the way out of the danger which was so perilously near

us a little more than twelve months ago.

And that brings me to what, so far as this particular

congregation is concerned, is the

—

III. Most pressing question of all. Why is it that

the Church had so little influence to stop the war ? Why
has it really so little influence either to produce a League

of Nations or to calm and compose the industrial strife

to-day ? I say unhesitatingly

—

because it is so divided.

It cannot, with authority, speak in the name of Jesus to

warring nations or warring interests and say, ' Sirs, ye

are brethren ; why do ye wrong one to another ?
'

because the retort is only too obvious, ' Physician, heal
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thyself ! Why speak to us of divided counsels and war-

ring interests while the Church of the Prince of Peace

is a by-word for derision, and there is no hatred said

to be so bitter as the ' Odium Theologicum '
1

My Christian brethren, it is time we all united to roll

away this reproach ; indeed, if we are to regain our

influence in the world we are bound to do so ; and yet

it is foolish to imagine that we can ignore conscientious

beliefs or undo one wrong by righting another.

What, for instance, is the good of breaking up the

Church of England in an effort to join up with the Wes-
leyans, or make some concessions to the Presbyterians

which would prevent any subsequent reunion with

Greece or Rome.?
As one writer in an interesting book called Towards

Reunion humorously says, ' A man is no better clothed if

he tears up his shirt to patch his trousers.'

Those who have really gone into the matter of Reunion

realize this. It is Mr. Shakespeare who says that the mere

idea of a Federation of existing Churches is impossible

for an Episcopal Church to accept, and it is the weighty

second interim report of the Committee of Faith and

Order which lays down that ' the first fact which we
agree to acknowledge is that the position of Episcopacy

in the greater pari of Christendom as the recognized organ

of the unity and continuity of the Church is such that the

members of the Episcopal Churches ought not to be

expected to abandon it in assenting to any basis of

reunion,' thoughthey hasten, of course, to add: ' That

the second fact which we agree to acknowledge is that

there are a number of Christian Churches not accepting

the Episcopal orders which have been used by the

Holy Spirit in His work of enlightening the world, con-

verting sinners, and perfecting saints !

'

In my own two years' negotiations with prominent

members of the Wesleyan Church, the results of which

are now published by Wells, Gardner, Darton & Co.,

under the title The Hope of Reunion, we have been careful

to safeguard the conscientious convictions of both

Churches, and if the outhne of union is accepted, as I

hope, by the official bodies of both Churches, there is no
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reason why the principles embodied in it should not

be applied to every one of the scattered Churches of

Christendom ; and without giving up one conscientious

conviction or committing one breach of Catholic orders,

Christendom might again become united.

Our only enemy is the deadly self-complacency of each

divided body ; each looks round its own little circle, and
says :

' Behold ! I am rich and increased with goods,

and have need of nothing,' and knoweth not that it is

miserable and poor and blind and naked, just because it

is thinking of itself or its party or its denomination,

and not of the one Person that matters

—

Christ Himself.

What is the High Church party going to get out of

it ? What is the Low Church ? What is Methodism
going to get out of it, or the Congregationalists, or the

Baptists ? Whereas the one question we have all got to

ask is :
' What is Christ going to get out of it ? ' How

is it going to affect His Kingdom in the world or increase

His influence ? It is an old proverb, ' Where there is a

will there's a way,' but at present there is no will ; there

is vague sentiment and nothing more, and we may well

pray at such a gathering as this that we all see ourselves

as Christ sees us to-day, and that we may be filled with

that passion for unity which He showed when He prayed :

' that they all may be one, as Thou, Father, art in Me
and I in Thee, that they all may be one in Us.'

And it is here that these great Brotherhoods of men,
followed by Sisterhoods of women, which have sprung

up all over the world, may teach us a lesson. Do you
imagine that men will not bear their witness to Christ,

or that, in doing so, they will fail to help their brothers ?

Then who are these million of men singing, ' O God,

our help in ages past,' like a roll of thunder ; who are

these banding themselves in twos and threes to look up
some case of distress or reclaim some erring brother ?

It is easy to sneer at all this as only a ' Pleasant

Sunday Afternoon,'' or a ' social gathering without

worship,' and no one would claim that you reached

the heights of worship or sounded the depth of the

Love of God by attending for an hour the afternoon

meeting of a great Brotherhood.
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But may not the scanty attendance of men in many of

the churches and chapels of more organized Christianity

be due to the fact that we have left oat something which

was an essential feature of the early Church t We have

left out Brotherhood ; we have failed to make the indi-

vidual man feel that he is an integral part of the Church
;

not only that he is cared for, but that he is wanted ! he

is wanted to make the Church ; that the Christianity he

professes has something quite personal and intimate to

say to his business, to his home, to his habits. There is

a great thirst in the soul of man for Brotherhood, and the

Church was meant to be the most perfect Brotherhood

the world had ever seen. It began by being so, but what

with its divisions and concentrating its interests upon
minor points, important but not vital, it has failed just

where these great Brotherhoods, numbering at least

millions of men, have succeeded. True greatness is always

humble enough to learn ; let us bow our heads as we hear

this old, but oft-forgotten truth thundered towards us

from great gatherings of men all over the world. ' Sirs,

ye are brethren.' We have forgotten the Lord's own
chosen test, ' By this shall every man know that ye are

My disciples, if ye have love one towards another !

'

And so from the pulpit of St. Paul's Cathedral, and as

the 108th Bishop of London, I wish Godspeed to this

great gathering in London of the Brotherhoods of the

world.

May the spirit which originated you and governs you

still be the spirit which shall increasingly rule the

world ; it is the spirit which will alone make the League

of Nations possible ; it is the spirit which will alone calm

industrial strife ; it is the spirit which alone can reunite

the scattered fragments of Christ's Church !

May the prayer of all Christendom go up to the Holy
Spirit of God to-day !

' As Thou with bond of love did join
The Father to the Son,

So fill us all with mutual love
And knit our hearts in one.' "
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INTERNATIONAL SISTERHOOD

By Miss Maude Royden

{A Sermon to Women, delivered in the City Temple,

Sunday morning, September 14)

" I WANT to address myself this morning chiefly to that

side which is represented by the women, and I want to

take for my text John xx. 17— ' Jesus said unto her . . .

go to My brethren, and say unto them, I ascend unto My
Father and your Father, and to My God and your God.'

The message of the Incarnation came to a woman, and
when the world crucified Christ and thought it had
successfully buried Him, it was to a woman that there

came the message ' I ascend unto my Father and your

Father.' I do not think it is really by an accident that

the greatest book that has been written during the war
is an appeal to women. That book

—

The Science of

Power—is to my mind perhaps the greatest of the war
books just because it strikes such a note of hope. You
who are in the midst of a great, and in a sense a successful,

movement, who are in all the exhilaration of joy of

meeting your fellow-workers and hearing from them all

that is being done, that sense of being brothers and

sisters with people whom you have never seen face to

face, are not able to forget that the world outside, the

world in which you live and have to do your work, is a

disillusioned world. Only the other day I was reading

for the thousandth time that great chapter at the end

of the Bible, ' I saw the holy city. New Jerusalem, coming

down from God out of heaven,' and it seemed to me the

most awful tragedy that that was easier for most of us to

realize in August 1914 than it is in September 1919.

240
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In spite of the fact that the world seemed to be crashing

into disaster^how great we did not know—in spite of

the fact that all international work was suspended for

a time, that hatred took the place of love, and destruc-

tion the place of construction, is it not true that most
of us had a greater hope of seeing that heavenly city

come down from God out of heaven when we went into

the war than we have now we are coming out of it ?

Then there was all the hope and the heroism ; to-day

we ask ourselves, Where is this New Jerusalem, this new
world for which men have laid down their lives in

millions ? What is the difference between this world
to-day and that world, excepting that this world is

worse ? That whereas nations were armed before, they
are now preparing armies and navies on a scale that was
undreamed-of; whereas conscription seemed a mad
impossibility, to-day we are asking ourselves to get ready

to fight against its becoming permanent ; that whereas

then there were poor and rich, to-day there are millions

on the verge of starvation. Instead of that heavenly
city. New Jenisalem, when all classes and all nations

should make peace ; instead of that fellowship which
drew at least our own nations into a great brotherhood of

service, class strives against class, and all those saints

and heroes whom the English language was not sufficient

to praise when they were in khaki, are now striving

against one another. And all that glamour, that

idealism, that hope, seems to die in our hearts.

' Gone are all the fires of youth, the follies, furies, cvirses, peissionate

tears.

Gone like fires and floods and earthquakes of the planet's dawning
years.

Fires that shook me once, but now to silent ashes fallen away,
Cold upon the dead volcano sleeps the gleam of dying day.'

What a contrast ? Am I recalling to you something

you don't want to think about ? You, as I say, do
rightly rejoice in your own work, but is it not true of the

world outside ? Is it not sometimes true of you in your

own hearts ?

* Fires that shook me once, but now to silent ashes'fallen away,
Cold upon the dead volcano sleeps the gleam of dying day.'

16
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My sisters, if the message of the Resurrection was given
to a woman to proclaim to those in whose hearts despair
was reigning because their Lord had been taken away
and no one knew where He was laid : if to-day it is to
women that a great philosopher like Kidd turns in his

despair, so to-day surely there is as great a hope as there
was then ; and if the war is not to leave us a dead volcano,
it is upon men and women like yourselves who still

believe in Brotherhood, who still hope for the future of
the world, upon whom despair has not fallen, it is upon
your shoulders the burden of this tormented and
exhausted world must rest. It was, after all, when the
world was without form and void, and darkness was upon
the face of the deep, it was then that ' the Spirit of God
moved upon the face of the waters, and God said, Let
there be light, and there was light.'

To-day I believe that the world's future rests upon
those who find it still possible to believe. Those only
are traitors to-day who despair. For on what have we
to build ? We have a knowledge that we never had
before of the inexhaustible heroism of which mankind is

capable. We now know that men, ordinary human,
average men, at the best time of their lives, between
eighteen and forty-five, are ready to go out and die for

their country, which has in many cases done so tragically

little for them ; or for a great ideal, the sort of thing that
it seemed almost hopeless to appeal to a few years ago.

Who dares to despair of humanity in the face of such a
truth as that ? It is not a thing we theorize about any
longer ; it is not a desperate hope to which we forlornly

cling. It is a solid fact. We can get millions of men to

throw away everything, either to defend their country,
or for something greater still, for a great ideal. And on
that we have to build.

What are we going to build ? What city of God can
we raise that is worthy of the price that has been paid
for it ? Last week another Brotherhood was sitting and
discussing its affairs in Bournemouth— the Brotherhood
of Science. The British Association has been discussing
at Bournemouth the almost incredible extent to which
science is able to reduce the art of slaughter. Science
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is in some respects the great hope of the world. Scientists

have taught us to love truth and to desire knowledge

—

and it was a lesson that religious people needed very
badly to learn—but I confess when I read the records of

those meetings at Bournemouth, and realize that science

itself seems more bent to show us how amazingly, how
miraculously it can murder, rather than how divinely

it can create, I think to myself that after all in science

and art, in the love of truth and beauty, there is nothing
unless behind it lies love of humanity ; unless it is

directed to the service of God and man, even our greatest

achievements may only make the world more horrible

to live in.

That impulse of love, that desire to serve the world,

must come not from this expert or the other, not perhaps
even from the great leaders, from the great statesmen
of the world—one after another disappointments—but
from the ordinary men and women, and above all per-

haps from women. Because, my sisters, if man has
discovered and taught the world the great laws by which
material progress is governed, if men have realized the
laws under which science advances, the laws under which
the world operates, by which health may be given
instead of disease, and plenty instead of famine, if men
can teach us this, I sometimes think it is nevertheless
in the hearts of women that the law itself is written.

That if to men belongs, or has belonged in the past, the
power to take a wide view, to realize that law operates
throughout the world, it is in the homes that the law
itself is working. It is there that love is indeed the
fulfilling of the law. It is there that success or failure

is judged rightly by the degree of love and gentleness
and sweetness and liberty that prevails. Cannot you
bring these two conceptions together, you whose whole
life, as far as motherhood is concerned, is a long act of

self-sacrifice ; who before your children were born gave
all to them ? For before a child is born, everything that
the mother has goes first to that child. Even in the
famine-stricken countries of Europe, even in the worst
cases, in places like Hungary and Austria, the children

continued to be born comparatively healthy up to the
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year 1918, because the mothers up to that time were

able to give everything first to the child, and it is by the

slow starvation of mothers in Europe that the children

in many countries have been able to survive at all. If,

then, women have learned by bearing children, or caring

for children, by teaching or nurturing them—and how
few women do not at some time in their lives have the care

of children—that love alone can create human life, that

God is Love simply because God created the world, and

that nothing but love can create, it is for you to build

that new world, to create not homes only, but nations,

not nations only, but a world based on the truth that you

have learned in the silence of your own homes. If that

truth cannot be given by you to the world, the world

must perish, for it is only by undying love that the new
world will ever be born. What principles shall we build

it on ? What you tell us. Do you not know in your own
hearts that you cannot build a world on the bodies of

starved children ? If any one else thinks it you do not.

Europe is starving to-day. The older people do not

matter so much, because grown-up people can suffer an

extraordinary degree of privation and yet recover when
the hardship is over. But a child cannot wait. A
starving baby will never recover all that it might have

been if it had been properly fed when it was little. We
cannot build our New Jerusalem on the deaths of these

little ones. A child to a woman is only a child, it is not

an enemy. It is just a suffering baby. But get beyond

that and realize that upon that starving baby you cannot

build the City of God, and make the world realize it also.

' It is not the will of your Father which is in heaven

that one of these little ones should perish.' Not one !

Not even an Austrian or a German baby ! Not even the

baby that will be born next week and is still held re-

sponsible for the war. Will you make the world realize

that ? O God of Love, if on the ashes of war could spring

these flowers of pity and humanity, would not hope

return to the hearts of men as spring returns to the

world ?

It was a man and not a woman, but he expressed the

feeling of all women, I think, who said to me the other
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day when giving me some money for these very starving
babies, that he had had a son returned to him from a
German prison weighing just over six stone ; a fine
athletic boy, who had been playing cricket for his county
before the war broke out. I asked this man if he would
like to ear-mark his money for some other country

;

would he like to say what country it should go to ; to
France, Belgium, or to a neutral country ? ' No,' he
said, ' I will not do that. You spoke just now of a
child of six. I have no enemies of six !

' Have you ?

Does it not seem to you, my sisters, that the world itself

might be created out of a spirit of love such as there was
in that man's heart ?

Or again, this country in which we live, how fit is it

for children to grow up in ? The homes out of which
some of you have come, the very houses in which the
people of this country live, the houses which have to be
run by women and in which children have to be brought
up, are they the kind of houses very often that the
children of God should be brought up in ? If you want
them to be better, it is you who have got to make them so.

You cannot be satisfied to make your own little home
lovely and realize that millions are living in houses that
would appear to have been built by lunatics— I put it

at that, I would rather they were mad than bad ! If you
want them better, it is you who have got to insist that
they shall be better. It is from us, newly called to
public responsibility in this country, that the inspira-

tion must come. Abandon the idea that democracy
will often throw up some great prophet and leader who
will of himself lead you into the promised land. Demo-
cracy means that you are responsible. You have got to
insist that these things shall be altered. You have the
power, have you the will ? It means hard work

; going
to public meetings ; adding to that heavy burden of toil

that rests on the shoulders of the woman who has a house
to run and young children to bring up. But it also

means creating in this country something a little like the
Kingdom of God. You cannot get better homes and
schools, a nobler country, while we are heaping up arma-
ments for the next war. Therefore beside your care for
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your home, your city, and your school must go your care

for the world. That is why one looks with such hope to

an international movement like yours. It is useless to

imagine there is going to be either energy, science, or

money to build the heavenly Jerusalem in England, if

England has got to devote her science, energy, and money

to holding down other countries in other parts of the

world. Do not think it can be done, it cannot. We
have got to choose between a world where the genius of

science is given to lightening the burden of humanity,

or a world in which the genius of science develops more

and more amazingly the means of destruction. And it

is for us, and not only for our statesmen, to choose.

Begin here, in our own Empire. If there is in your home

some discontented, unhappy child, who is always in

disgrace, always complaining, do you not search your

own heart to find out what you have done wrong towards

that child ? Do you decide it is entirely that child's

fault and not yours ? No. leave that kind of nonsense to

fathers ! It is*^ impossible for mothers to think anything

so absurd. And here in our own Empire, when we look

towards India and Egypt and Ireland, can our hearts be

altogether content ? Can we be sure that it is wholly

their fault that they are seething with discontent, that

they are filled with indignation ? Is it really because

they alone are wicked, impossible, and impracticable ?

You who create homes, cannot you think some responsi-

bility attaches to us ? When you think how India, for

instance, came to our help during the great war, how

splendidly again and again her children died, can you

think without a qualm to-day that India is convulsed

with discontent ? What have we done ? Let us not

always be asking what some one else has done. What
have we done to create that discontent ? I am not going

to make a political speech ; I am appealing to great

fundamental principles. Be very sure if you have

power over another, and that other is always rebellious

and discontented, or at any moment so. it is your business

first of all to examine your own conscience and ask what

it is you have done. What misunderstanding have

you created, what misuse of power may you have been
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guilty of, before you decide it is altogether the fault

of that difficult, discontented, rebellious member of your
family. If in the British Empire all were free and con-

tented, what a mission we could preach to the world !

Why, the mere fact that so many of our dominions are

contented and free, and live side by side with us in amity
and self-respect, that alone is a great message to the
world just now. But let us not rest content until there

is no flaw in our armour, until at every point we feel

we have done all that is possible to knit together the
broken bonds of Brotherhood, to create in the world
that great sense of fellowship, not only between those

we love easily, but between those whom it is not easy
to love. It is the spirit of God moving on the face of the

waters that has called into being your great fellowship.

Be more audacious in what you are going to do. Re-
member that twelve brothers, when their Lord was taken
from them, turned the world upside-down ; and do
you aim at no less than they. In this distracted broken
world you contain the spirit of hope, the very principle

of love, the bond of unity. For you it is not a dead
volcano, nor is the day dying, but you take hope.

Lift your eyes to the hills, from whence cometh your
strength, and give to all the world the spirit of Brother-

hood that is yours."
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BROTHERHOOD IN THE CROSS

By Canon H. F. de Candole

{A Sermon delivered in Westminster Abbey on Sunday
afternoon, September 14)

" God hath made of one blood all nations of men to dwell upon the
face of the earth."—Acts xvii. 26.

" For I determined not to know anything among you, save Jesus
Christ and Him crucified."— 1 Cor. ii. 2.

" We welcome to our service this afternoon many dele-

gates of the International Brotherhood Congress now
meeting in London. It will therefore be fitting that I

should speak to you on the religion of Brotherhood. In
doing so I shall be bringing no strange theme to a

Christian pulpit, for it is this very gospel which the

Church has always believed and taught. If we go back
to those first days of the Christian Society recorded in

the Acts of the Apostles we find a company of men
and women, unknown and unlettered, without worldly

support or influence, fired with a passion and enthusiasm
that has no parallel in history. Before it the whole
structure of the Roman Empire with its slavery and
cruelty and callous indifference to the wrongs from which
millions suffered, swayed, and fell, and in its place a new
structure was built up, founded on the doctrine of the

equality of all men in the sight of God. For so it was
that they had learnt Christ. ' In Him there could be
neither Jew nor Greek, Barbarian, Scythian, bond nor
free.

'

What is this religion of Brotherhood ? What does it

imply ? How can it be discovered and practised ? A
suggestive and in some way startling reply to these

248
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questions is found in a comparison between the two

declarations of St. Paul at Athens and Corinth. In

both his theme is the same, the brotherhood of men, but

in the one case the result was a splendid failure, and in

the other a glowing success. To us, confronted with

what has been so widely called the failure of organized

Christianity to attach men to rehgion, the parallel may
give room and stimulus to thought, as well as pause for

careful and serious consideration. We may well

beheve that St. Paul's heart beat high when he entered

the famous city- Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of

Arts. On the road that led him in he noticed altars

bearing the inscription ' To an unknowTi God,' and in

the market-place where he watched the business of the

day he heard the chattering of slaves, men and women
made in the image of God, but regarded in Athens, that

mighty seat of culture and learning, as mere goods or

cattle, possessing neither human feelings nor immortal

souls. His spirit was stirred within him, the narrative

tells us, and when utterance was given him he broke out

into an impassioned declaration of the Fatherhood of

God and the Brotherhood of men. Certainly M'hat he

said was novel, and they liked it all the better for that.

For all the Athenians and strangers which were there

spent their time in nothing else but either to tell or to

hear some new thing—and it was arresting. The very

appearance of the preacher was enough to command
attention. For there, surrounded by a group of the

intellectuals of the world in a place consecrated by the

names and deeds of men who had made Greece illus-

trious as the mother of freedom, and the paradise of poetry

and art, stood a barbarian, a Jew, a man without com-

manding presence or grace of speech, his worn garments

and hard and horny hands betraying the son of the

soil rather than the child of culture. They might make
merry of him, but hsten they must ! And how inspiring

it was ! The vision of a unity of all mankind in the God
who created and sustained and would one day judge

them was a theme to inspire the enthusiasm of the

most indifferent in his audience. And it ought to have

been convincing. For this God had intervened 4in.
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human affairs in the person of Jesus Christ, Himself the

Divine Son, and in his resurrection from the dead had

given an assurance of a judgment to come. In view of

all this, God was calling men everywhere to repent ; only

by their so doing could the day dawn of the universal

Brotherhood of Man.
But in spite of the sublime argument so steadily main-

tained and the burning passion of the preacher's heart,

there was little response. St. Paul departed from

Athens a disappointed and disillusioned man. He left

no church behind him in Athens ; nor did he ever write

an epistle to the saints in that great city. It was a

splendid failure. The religion of Brotherhood was not

for Athens !

So he crosses to Corinth, the home of industry and

commerce, the proud market-place of Greece, its imperial

and cosmopolitan centre. Men of all nations met in its

streets and trafficked in its marts. Here was ' the

Empire in miniature '
; every interest, political, com-

mercial, intellectual, religious, was represented in it.

What is the Apostle to say to these people ? Shall he

repeat the message he had brought to Athens and begin

again the argument, so subtle and irrefutable, with which

he had sought to win the allegiance of the cultured

Athenians to the Gospel of Christ ? We need not ask, for

he himself has opened to us his whole heart and made
fresh confession of his failure and told us of his new
resolve. ' When I came to Corinth,' he says, ' I deter-

mined to know nothing among you save Jesus Christ

and Him crucified. I had no mind to preach any more

a beautiful philosophy, but a crucified Christ.'

But though the setting was new, the theme was the

same as before, the Fatherhood of God and the Brother-

hood of man. For who were they that he found at

Corinth ? Newly created as the city was, it was likely

to be democratic and independent. The population was

as varied as any of our great sea-faring cities—Italians,

Greeks, Jews, Orientals, adventurers from all parts were

there, and to all these without fear or favour he preached

the gospel that made all men stand equally without

merit before a God who had no respect of persons. The
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Greek was there, listening in the pride of a long and
illustrious ancestry, expectant to hear something that

would put a fresh touch of glory to his splendid past,

but moved to utter loathing at the idea of a God mani-
fested in a Jew ; a man of sorrows, and acquainted with
grief, there was no beauty in him that he should desire

him. The Jew was there, to whom as the seed of Abra-
ham was given the utmost parts of the earth for his

possession, and who could therefore despise the Gentile,

make profit out of him, and be more than justified in

living at his expense. Anger and hate arose in his heart

as he heard his Messiah identified with the crucified

Jesus, and the blessings which belonged to him alone

made freely over to all mankind. The Roman was
there, the common master of Greek and Jew, regarding

them alike as existing mainly that they might be ruled

by Rome. And he, the mighty master of the world, finds

himself listening to a man who declared that One who
suffered a death no Roman could die is the one Lord
and Saviour of mankind, the one hope of all the ends of

the earth. Was there ever a more incredulous audience

in front of a preacher ? And yet St. Paul preached on.

Too careless to be intolerant, they let him have his way.

So he preached till he prevailed, till into the heart of

the proud Greek there stole a new humility of spirit,

and he embraced a nobler wisdom than his fathers had
known, till the Jew felt the wonder of a love that was as

wide as the world breaking into his soul, till the Roman
guided himself to a Lord in whose will was his peace

and the peace of all mankind.
And then the wonderful thing happened. The old

divisions were broken down, the old antipathies healed,

and a new sense of Brotherhood was born in them. They
knew that they were all one in Christ Jesus. And this

consciousness of Brotherhood grew and reached out

beyond the limits of Corinth to those beyond. Tidings

came of poverty and distress in Jerusalem. Now
Corinth had no dealings with Jerusalem ; they were
strangers to each other—but the new sense of Brother-

hood knit them to those whom they had never seen in

the flesh. If one member suffer, all suffer with it. The
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riches of Corinth were at the service of the poverty of

Jerusalem. A collection is made, and St. Paul writes,

as he tells the story at the close of the second epistle,

and gives thanks for the creation of the new Brother-

hood which by its mutual service proclaimed to the

world the coming of a new order of things whose watch-
word was love and service, and knew no distinction

of race or station. That is the contrast, significant

and surprising—the brotherhood that was not and the

brotherhood that was. What made the difference ?

Did it all lie, St. Paul himself being witness, in the

emphasis of his two utterances ? The one was an at-

tempted explanation of the providential ordering of the

universe, sublime and truthful, but ineffective ; the other

was a simple telling of the story of the Cross, foolish and
impossible as it seemed, but mighty through God to the

pulling down of strongholds. Has it not something to

say to us to-day ? Does it not bid us remember that

God's thoughts are not as our thoughts, nor his ways as

our ways ? And God's ways have been expressed once

and for all in the Cross set up on Calvary, the epitome
of the world's history, the sign of man's redemption, the

power of the new creation by which all mankind finds

its unity and strength.

If the brotherhood of men is to be more than a beauti-

ful dream, we must learn God's way of making the dream
come true.

/ The kingdom that I seek is Thine,

So let the way that leads to it be Thine.

Else I must surely stray.'

Agreed as we all are to-day that the hope of the

world is bound up with the spread of true religion, it

behoves us to know what true religion is and by what
means it comes. A French writer has remarked that

when Christ came into the world he asked nothing of it

but a cross on which to die ; on that cross he did some-

thing for men which he could not do for Himself, and so

made possible the achievement of His will for the unity

of mankind. To us it stands mostly for the symbol of

sacrifice, giving us the live and beautiful conception of
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life which has made the word of the cross music in the

ears of all who hear it. To our soldiers as they fell on
the battlefield it spoke of One who loved not His life

unto the death, but who gave His life for his friends,

and in the inspiration of it they too laid down their lives.

To us at home, beset with the grim struggles of our

industrial and social life, it breathes again the truth by
which alone men can dwell together in unity. But that

is not all ; the Cross was first of all the outward and
visible explanation of God's character. It told of Him
as holy and ritrhteous, hating iniquity and sin, and there-

fore of the need of reconciliation with Him. This fact

is curiously and significantly unpopular to-day, and deep
silence about it has fallen upon nearly all our lips. We
glory in the greatness of man, in his capacity for endur-

ance and suffering, in his excellent and admirable quali-

ties, and overlook the fact of sin. And yet, as Mr. G. K.
Chesterton observes, ' no one can walk down the street

without seeing that man is a fallen creature.' Sin is a
fact, whether we are worrying about it or not. Nor is

it merely a negative principle which might give place to

something higher. It is an active principle working
against goodness. No schemes of reconstruction can
avail if this primary need of human nature is denied or

overlooked. Nor can we hope for the coming of a
religion of Brotherhood until men have first been recon-

ciled to God through the word of the Cross.

Like Bunyan's pilgrim we need one who can show
us the way to the place where our burden falls. In the

light of the great movements of the past we can see, if

we will, how this has ever been God's way of renewal.

I have spoken of St. Paul. Think of St. Francis dwelling

upon the wounds of the crucified till they seemed to

stand out upon his body, and then going out in his

apostolic labours restoring to men their rightful place

in the kingdom of God, and making them conscious of

their brotherhood in Christ who died for them.
Think of Wesley and his preaching of the Cross, and

remember how after the revival of that time those great

social movements sprang up as a result of the new value

vf human life that the Cross had put upon it. And
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carry your memory on still farther and remember how
out of it there sprang a new love for the world that we
speak of as ' heathen.'

All nations were the goal of His ambition, for He died

for all. The love which stretched its arms east and
west upon the Cross to embrace all mankind was the

power of that great missionary movement which made
east and west one in Him. In the Cross of Christ the

brotherhood of man leapt over all national boundaries
and claimed the whole world as its field. ' Everything
in the world,' it has been said recently, ' humanly
speaking depends now upon Labour, and everything
in Labour depends upon Religion.' That is only another
way of saying that it is the spirit that matters, and the

real problem of the moment is how to create the right

spirit. Labour is in many of its best representatives

earnestly and devotedly set upon the solution, for it is

profoundly dissatisfied with the present state of religion.

But we must not be impatient, still less must we
despair. Loyalty to the Cross is the one need of the
hour, for the Cross has shown that the equality of all

men in the sight of God is the eternal and primal law
of the universe. The Cross set up on Calvary was not
the first Cross on which God suffered. There was always
a Cross in His heart. The Lamb was slain ' before the

foundation of the world. ' Calvary did but make visible

what was always true, that God loved man, each man
and every man, not for his merits, but because he was
His, made in His image, made for His love. And when
Christ died He died for all ; at once there was created

a new value for human souls. Every man, however
degraded or ignorant, was now one ' for whom Christ

died.' None could be despised or ill-treated or refused

the fullest opportunity, seeing that God had set so high
a price on him. But for the realization of that, God
needed the co-operation of man. Therefore the little

Church set herself at once to take up her cross and spread
its spirit everywhere. The task was not easy, for man
was slow to understand and grasp the significance of so

great a truth.

The leaven spread slowly, many remained but babes
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in Christ. So it was their Master had told them it would

be. And what is true of individuals is true likewise of

nations. Not all at once do they spring into full com-

prehension of their heritage in Christ. Their inequality

in growth, experience, education, power of self-control

warn us that we cannot put them all at once on the

same level of political privilege. There will be babes

among the nations as well as among individuals. But

it is ours to bid them bring as they are able their dis-

tinctive gifts of citizenship, government, and intellect

into the City of God ; and as the spirit of Christ gains

larger freedom in their experiences, so will they make

fuller contribution to the wealth of the whole family of

God.
And, last of all, the Cross asserts that the unity of the

world is based on the moral sovereignty of Jesus Christ.

It reveals a moral principle to which all must be subject,

in the recognition of which we shall find our duty.

Thank God that that is the thought that is compelling

great movements like the one represented here to-day.

The faithful few who followed Christ saw at length in

His Cross and victory over death that the moral sove-

reignty of the world was held in His wounded hands,

and that only in allegiance to Him could all be made one.

The desire that must in this day of disorder and confusion

fill us all, is that we may see some organized movement

of all who own Jesus as Lord and fight beneath His

banner.

Thus the Cross is the assurance that the Brotherhood

of Man is the eternal law of the universe. It offers us a

safeguard against impatience
;

gives us an expression

of religion that preserves it from individuahsm, seeing

that He died for all ; from worldliness, seeing that it

proved the value of the eternal and unseen as against

the standards of a passing age ; from nationahsm,

seeing that it displays a catholicity that includes all

nations in its embrace
;

gives us a hope of which we are

not ashamed ; and creates the power by which the thing

can be done, the motive power of a love which over-

rides all distinctions and binds all men by gold chains

about the feet of God. Wesley's last words were, ' The
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best of all, God is with us.' In that confidence we go

forward, sure that the gates of hell shall not prevail

against us. God's will shall be done on earth as it is in

heaven, and all mankind live together in the fellowship

of a common brotherhood, realized and sacred to them

in the revelation of the Fatherhood of God through the

Cross of His dear Son."



IV

THE GREAT BROTHERHOOD

By the Rev. Joseph Fort Newton, D.Litt., D.D.

{A sermon preached in the City Temple, London, Sunday
evening, September 14)

" One ia your Master, even Christ ; and all ye are brethren."—Matt.
xxiii. 8.

*' There speaks the Great Brother—a Master by virtue

of His vision of truth and His power of love—and the

throb of His heart is felt to this far-off day, though ages

have come and gone. About Him are gathered a group
of peasants, drawn by the winsomeness of His person-

ality and the magnetism of His truth, and in the centre

He breaks the bread and blesses the cup of fellowship.

In that atmosphere there was room for all the varied

expressions of personality, all types of temperament,
all methods of ministry ; it was a unity in diversity, a
creative fellowship in whose radiance human souls grew
luminous and simple minds attained to a power that

was hard to know from genius.

Such was the secret and inspiration of the early Chris-

tian fraternity, as it began its morning march in the

world—not a church in our sense of the word, but a
fellowship of Joy and Power^happy, heroic, and whole-

hearted in its loyalty ; its only weapons a victorious

faith and a new and haunting kind of goodness. If it

suffered persecution, it counted it a joy to suffer so

much for One who had suffered so much for it, giving

His life for it, pouring His life into it. The men of the

Roman Empire were amazed by the advent in their

cities of these bands of humble folk, in whose spirit there

17 257
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was a freshness as of the morning, and whose gentle

strength no danger, no difficulty could dismay. They
had a quiet and glad enthusiasm, and withal an un-

conquerable courage, which recalled the old Roman
valour, without its sternness. Here was a spirit, a faith,

a force to grasp the crumbling classic civilization and
redeem it, reshaping the fashion of the world.

The teaching of Jesus may be summed up in the

simple words : the Fatherly love of God, the Brotherly

love of man, and the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.

God the Father of all, over all, in all, through all ; God
in the far distances of whose Fatherhood all souls of all

races, of all ages, were conceived in love, having one

nature, one need, one destiny—upon this immutable
foundation Jesus rested His religion. The genius of His

gospel was the extension of the idea of the family to

include all humanity ; its law, love of God and love of

man ; its ideal, a Beloved Community in loyalty to which

human life, both personal and social, finds fruition and
fulfilment. That is to say. Brotherhood is not a mere
detail in the religion of Jesus, but the essence amd glory

of His gospel ; and in the Golden Rule—written dimly

in the heart of man, and discovered by many teachers

—He found the principle of reciprocity by which it may
be realized.

No matter to what page we turn in the record of the

words of Jesus, we find Him saying that though we have

the eloquence of an angel, and even give our bodies to

be burned, and have not a brotherly heart, we are nothing.

In the parable of the Prodigal Son the elder brother is

shown in an unlovely light, not because he stayed at

home, but because he was unbrotherly to the wanderer

who returned ragged and world-broken. In the parable

of Dives and Lazarus the rich man lifted up his eyes in

hell, not because he was rich, but because he passed by
a brother in dire plight at his door, smitten with disease

and attended by dogs ; and the neglect of a suffering

brother man made the memory of his life a red and blaz-

ing hell. In the parable of the Good Samaritan the

priests were rebuked, not because they were priests, but

because they thought that God stayed in a temple listen-
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ing to prayer and song, whereas He is out on the rough

highways of hfe, the unseen companion of every man
fallen by the way—His true priest the despised Samaritan

who helped a man in need regardless of his race or

religion. In the wonderful judgment parables men
stand condemned not for their theology, or their lack

of it, but because they did not give a cup of cold water

to a brother man athirst, did not visit the sick, the

prisoner, and those in distress. So it is everywhere in

the teaching of Jesus, to whom :

' The crest and crowning of all good,

Life's final star is—Brotherhood.'

At the heart of the Gospel of Jesus, the basis of its

brotherly obligation and appeal, was His profound

faith—born of insight and experience—that God is the

Father of all men, not of a few elect, not of the pious

alone, but of every soul, however far wandering, how-

ever far fallen ; of the thieves by the wayside no less

than of the man whom they treated so brutally. The
Prodigal went into a far country, but no man can go

far enough—though it be to the depths of hell—to cease

to be a child of the Eternal ; and thus Jesus rested

fraternity upon the fact of sonship—never losing hope

for any soul. The thought of Jesus about God is

the sovereign revelation of His life, uniting as it does

the truth that is in pantheism—a truth that shakes the

poison out of all our wild flowers—with a vision of life

in terms of personal relations, moral duties, and spiritual

values. The unspeakable uplift which Jesus brought

to the thought and faith and life ofman was His assurance

that the reliable, responsive, friendly Power in which we
live and move—which blooms in the flowers, glows in

the sunsets, and fills the heart of man with a wild, sad

joy—experience of which makes men eager for scientific

research, practical enterprise or spiritual quest, is the

everywhereness of the Heavenly Father.

Such must be our insight and faith, if our fraternal

sentiment is not to evaporate in misty eloquence, or else

be only a rope of sand ; the faith that men are sons of

God, and therefore made to be brothers, made to share
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the large innocence of nature and the unfailing love of

God who cares more for a brother than for all posses-

sions ; and that if we do not live after the law of our

nature, a veil falls over the beauty of the world, leaving

us to walk alone or struggle together in confusion. If

we are to have an ethic of fraternity we must learn ' that

goodness is not merely some form of similar activity of

self and neighbour, but is really an attitude of each to

the other ; the reahzation, indeed, of spiritual kinship

and unity '—in short, that goodness is community, and

that it takes two men and God to make a brother.

Truly it has been said that the crying need of our day,

in every field of aspiration and endeavour, is a clear,

commanding conception of the Common Good ; the per-

ception that the good of humanity as a whole actually

exists—not as a dream, but as a fact—and that the good

of any class, or sect, or nation can only be realized in the

good of all. In one of his poems William Morris speaks

of the problems of our day as a ' tangled wood,' until

they are seen in the light of life's meaning as a whole, and

' looking up, at last we see

The glimmer of the open light,

From o'er the place where we would be
;

Then grow the very brambles bright.'

Looking up, Jesus saw in clear vision the meaning of life,

the goal of its uprising passion and desire, the purpose

of its organization in the home, in industry, in moral

fellowship and spiritual faith, to be the building of the

Kingdom of God on earth ; and so pointed the way out

of the ' tangled wood ' in which we wander confused.

Here, at last, in the teaching of Jesus—and here alone

—we have a faith and a vision equal, alike in nobility

and comprehensiveness, to the problems that face us.

Surely the first and most pressing of all problems is to

organize the goodwill, the moral intelligence, and the

practical acumen of the world, and make an end of war.

To-day, despite the measureless woe through which we
have passed, we find ourselves disillusioned and wist-

fully bewildered, and not a few are haunted by the

horrible fear that, after all, high ideals are at the mercy
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of low instincts. True we have a League of Nations,

like a city set upon a hill, but the hill is honeycombed by
subterranean intrigue and mined with the high explosive

of secret diplomacy. No one can tell what record will

leap to light to-morrow and shatter it to bits. And this

after five years of blood and fire and tears, nothing
learned save a new skill at the old game of grab, and all

the old envies, greeds, and rancours as active as ever !

Seven million dead, and unnumbered others the victims

of brutality, disease, and famine, and no guarantee of

enduring peace secured !

When one sees the great ideals for which the war
Avas fought fading away—the hopes which sustained men,
during those years of agony, turning to dust—and states-

men who pledged themselves to ' a war to end war ' now
talking of the ' next war,' and seemingly content with a
peace of ' dicker and deal ' which has little hope of hold-

ing together for a single generation, one thinks of the

millions dead sleeping these days beneath the poppies
' in Flanders' fields.' Those gallant men who went
singing to the shambles—leaving their songs as a legacy

—felt that they were not dying in vain, and were glad to

lay down their lives to save their children from such a
horror as had come upon themselves. Now the fight is

over ; and the pledges given these heroes by their leaders

are not redeemed. One recalls that flashing line of

William Morris, who, as though foreseeing this day,

wrote :
' For men betrayed are ?nighty, and great are the

wrongfully dead.^

Hope there is none save as we learn—by tragedy,

if in no other way—to help one another, to have joint

aspirations, to act in concert, to labour for the same
end, to develop to its consummation the fraternal instinct;

and this is true not only that, war may be done away,
but also in our interracial relations now so acute. So
long as distances were great and races lived in separate

lands this problem was not so keenly felt, but to-day

the world has shrunk to the size of a neighbourhood and
many peoples are mingled. Lord Morley thinks the

problem of the black man in America ' insoluble,' and so

it is, if we forget that he is our brother in black. As a
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welter of rancours and suspicions, as a wrangle of irrita-

tions, it is hopeless. Not less so the medley of races in

this Empire, some of them among the oldest races of

humanity, and others just emerging from primitive life.

If these races appeal to the magnates of Mammon as a

field for investment—if not of exploitation^how much
more shall they touch the hearts of those who follow

the banner of Jesus, the Son of Man ! What human
resources are there waiting to be turned to the highest

service, if only we can realize that we are brothers—

that the injury of one is the hurt of all—and let each race

be free to unfold its best life, adding its gift to the

Human Commonwealth,
Dark and menacing is the problem of industrial unrest,

and if the issue is left to be fought out by extremists it

will shatter a society already cracked by the shock of

world-war. Here, again, there is no hope but in the

gradual progress of practical fraternity, in the deepening

sense of communal interest and obligation, until, at last,

the private interest and the vested interest are con-

verted into the common interest. The butcher, the

baker, and the candlestick-maker each forms a union to

protect and advance his trade ; and, later, having learned

that they can do together what none can do alone, they

form one big union—inviting the miner and the tram

driver to unite in the federation. No doubt the fiddlers

and the preachers will also join the procession. Ultim-

ately, as we learn that there is no justice at all if it be

not for all, there will be a union of unions and the dis-

covery of one union including all others—that is.

Humanity. In the long last—inevitably, if we believe

that human nature changes slowly but surely for the

better—the common good will replace selfish interests

as the ruling motive, even in the market-place.

No failure of the Church has been more tragic than its

failure in brotherliness. Its creeds, its ritual are framed,

it would seem, to exclude, not to include, as if it must

always be trying to limit the limitless love of God, or

build a hedge fence about His grace. Sect is set over

against sect, or at least working apart, so far they have

been unable to realize ' the will to fellowship ' in the
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service of a common Master. Hence such a Movement
as that under whose banner we are met, springing up
spontaneously and growing rapidly, in answer to a
deeply felt need for closer fellowship. If it had its origin

outside the Church, it is in no wise opposed to the Church,
but may be taken as a token that hitherto the Church
has been too narrow, too unbrotherly. It is religious,

but not ecclesiastical ; spiritual, but not sectarian

;

affirmative, but not dogmatic ; its sole aim being to

assert the principle, to spread the spirit, and to promote
the practice of brotherhood. For that reason, it makes
no dogma—theological or economic—a test of its fellow-

ship, but invites men of every rank and walk of life to

join hands in a spirit of goodwill in the name of Freedom,
Friendship, and Fraternity, and to do the things that
need to be done for the common good.

If ever this Movement should select a poet-laureate,

it can find him in Edwin Markham—a man to know
whom is a kind of religion. No one living has set to

nobler music the yearning for fraternity, the passion for

social justice, and the prophecy of a loftier democracy
and a m.ore practical religion. He it was who summed
up the things needful to man in three words. Bread,
Beauty, and Brotherhood, to expound which his song
takes many keys and variations. For him Bread is a
symbol of all the material needs that lie at the basis

of life—food, shelter, clothing, air-space—the elementary
necessities which healthy physical life demands. Man
does not ' live by bread alone,' but he cannot live with-

out bread ; and if some go hungry in a world of plenty
it is proof that some one else has been unbrotherly.

Yet the problem of Bread itself cannot be solved in

terms of bread alone, and every effort to do so ends in

defeat. Therefore to Bread we must add Beauty, else

our bread will be stale and unsatisfying.

Now by Beauty our poet means the things of the mind,
of the spirit, that heavenly manna which feeds the" heart,

that spiritual idealism of which it has been said that, if

it cannot bake bread, it can give us God, Duty, and
Immortality—those realities without which our bread
is a stone. Ruskin knew this when he went to and fro
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over England, moved by the Spirit of Beauty, as Wesley
before him had been moved by the Spirit of Jesus, seek-

ing to touch the drab, dingy industrial life of his day
with the glow and colour of art. But Ruskin learned

that if Bread is to be sacramental, and Beauty consecrat-

ing, it must be by the realization of the Spirit of Brother-

hood. Otherwise life is not a banquet where all are

served, but a hideous scramble where life treads on life,

and heart on heart. Our Bread must be ' brother-

bread,' as Markham said, in which all have a share, and
until we learn to live the brotherly life many will be

stinted that a few may feast, and there is no hope of a

happy and well-ordered human society.

Robert Burns was right— and his vision is confirmed

by a chorus of seers, singers, artists, and prophets—as

surely as suns rise and set, the time will come when
man to man shall brothers be. By as much as we
live the brotherly life in the Church, in business, in

all our relations and affairs, making it the genius

^ of social order and of national policy, by so much do
we help to bring the Kingdom of God, the Father.

Every trade that perverts, poisons, or degrades man
must go, because it is unbrotherly. Every dogma that

darkens the sky, dealing damnation round the land,

must go, because it is unbrotherly. And they will go,

because ' the better angels of our nature ' will more
and more rule our race, bringing order out of chaos

and making a human world worthy of the world of light

and air and bird- song. It is inevitable. It is the pur-

pose of God. It is the destiny of man. One is our

Master, and by His grace we shall learn that all we are

brethren."
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BROTHERHOOD CONGRESS: PUBLIC MEETING

At the City Temple, Wednesday, September 17, 1919

Prayer—Bishop Atkins

O Lord our heavenly Father, impelled alike by the desires
of our hearts and the commandment of Thy Word, we enter
this day into Thy gates with thanksgiving and into Thy
courts with praise. Great art Thou, O Lord, and greatly
to be praised, and great and manifold are the scores upon
which we thank Thee. We thank Thee, Father, for this

holy place, wherein through the generations a sound and
saving gospel has been proclaimed to the thousands of this

capital city of mankind. We thank Thee for this occasion
which brings us together to-night, for the organization and
work of this Brotherhood. We thank Thee, Father, that
they, moved by the spirit of God, by the spirit of Jesus Christ,

have organized themselves for the purpose of accomplishing
in an unofficial way, as brethren in various lands and in

various communities, the things which we have been com-
manded to do by our Master. We thank Thee that a score
of nations have sent representatives hither to engage in this

great Congress, and that they have come together without
reference to ecclesiastical demands or political affiliations

or national relationships or commercial interests, for the
one sole purpose of advancing the good of their fellow-men
along the lines of human living and human interest by
sacrificial interest and devotion.

Let Thy blessings, O Lord, rest upon these brethren, and
grant that the plans made here may be executed in such
wise that the organization shall grow largely in all lands,

until the spirit of Brotherhood shall have taken hold of the
race.

Now, Lord, we pray Thy blessing upon him who is to
bring us the message to-night (Premier David Lloyd George).
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We thank Thee for his personality, for his career, for his

courage, for his devotion to all the higher interests of man-
kind at home and abroad. We thank Thee, O Lord, for

the work which he and President Wilson and M. Clemenceau
and their coadjutors have done through these terribly

trying months in which they have sought to bring to pass
such a state of things as to prevent war in the future, and
to bring the nations really into brotherly relations with each
other. We thank Thee, Lord, that Thou hast enabled them
to stand, as their Master stood, as the shadow of a great
rock in a weary land, standing to the sunward to shelter

from the burning fires of this terrible day ; standing to the
windward to protect those that were storm-beaten from the
storms that have raged. We pray Thee, O Lord, to grant
that their work may be perfected. We pray Thee to give
grace to the Senate of the United States, that they may be
able to hear and feel the heart-beat of the great American
nation, and to make a sure, satisfactory, and favourable
settlement of this great question of the League of Nations,
in order that all the forces that began the work may be
combined in the work until it has been accomplished and
peace has been established in the earth.

And we would not forget, O Lord, those who have made
the sacrifices necessary to bring a universal and lasting peace
to the world. Bless those, we pray Thee, in every land,

whose fathers, sons, husbands, and brothers have been sacri-

ficed upon this altar of a peace that shall be righteous and
lasting, and grant, O Lord, that all the people may combine
in an effort to make solid and enduring the peace which has
been bought at such a terrible price.

And now. Father, we beseech Thee to hear and answer
the thousand unarticulated prayers of our hearts for the
welfare of all mankind. Lead and guide the nations in the
midst of their perturbation since the war has ceased, and
under the dominion of the league of peace grant that they
may have opportunity to execute the genius which they
have in perfecting their civilizations without fear, with
none to make them afraid for their rights and for their

destiny.

Hear us in these our prayers, O Lord, forgive us our sins,

grant the fulness of Thy spiritual blessings to us and to our
families and to our constituencies, that God may be glorified

in our lives and that our lives may be fruitful for the kingdom
of God. Amen.
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V

MESSAGES AND LETTERS TO THE CONGRESS

From the Right Hon. Jan C. Smuts [South Africa)

To THE President :

I send my hearty greetings to the International

Brotherhood Congress and my best wishes for the

success of the Movement. There is no doubt that this

Movement is a response to the deepest needs and longings

of our day. The old order of things, into which we were
born, in the Victorian age, lies in ruins to-day, and we
are called upon to piece together the broken fragments,

to reshape the world on new lines, to take part in the

great creative task of bringing a new order into being

;

and in this task, what matters most is a new spirit

—

a deeper consciousness of human fellow-feeling below all

class distinctions and beyond all national limits amid
the cataclysms.

From the ruins of the Roman Empire arose the great

ideal of Christian Brotherhood, binding together slave

and nobleman, Jew and Gentile, Roman and barbarian,

which became the basis of our European civilization— so

from the greater ruins of our time should arise a new
spirit of human Brotherhood, a new faith in humanity
and the great human ideals.

Only that spirit could recreate the world from within

the hearts of men, and thus lay the foundations of a new
world- order. Any other basis of reform would be
merely external, mechanical and unstable.

Whatever the Brotherhood Movement can do in this

direction will be an achievement on the very highest

plane of human destiny.

(Signed) Smuts.
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From Cardinal Mercier

Dear Sir,

You ask me for a few words of sympathy in

regard to the Brotherhood International Congress which

meets in London from the 13th to 17th September of

this year. I am much touched by this request and

thank you for it.

It would not be possible for me to speak with cer-

tainty and precision of the aims of your Institution,

unless I had been in personal touch with it
;
you and

your esteemed colleagues will understand that, and it

is, I presume, such an opinion that you are asking me
for, but, although distant from you, I am able to guess,

by your programme, what are the objects of your forth-

coming Congress.

I am not one of those who look down with hostile

sentiments on the League of Nations. It inspires a noble

thought of Brotherhood, and seeks to draw the peoples

together, whilst so many clashing interests and low and

evil passions tend to sever them. But could the Family

of Nations, such as the Peace Conference conceives it,

be realized, it would never be anything but a bereaved

family. What is a home in which the father and mother

are missing ? Only a precarious shelter of orphans in

mourning !

We are brethren, yes, but because we have a same

Father, who is King of Heaven, and who, by His Christ,

lives in our midst and within each of us ; we are brethren,

indeed, because we are called to take the milk of life

from the same Mother, our Holy Mother the Church,

sprung from the wounded heart of our crucified Lord.

It is with joy that I join with you to ask of Almighty

God to prosper the work of the League of Nations by

giving it that supernatural breath of life which it lacks,

and without which its organization will be doomed to

inertia. May we, by our prayers and spirit of self-sacri-

fice, " supply the soul we all feel is needed to make the

League of Nations a successful undertaking, and thus
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bring that unity among men which our Lord and Maker,
Jesus Christ, preached, lived, and died for."

Yours cordially in Christ,

(Signed) Desire Cardinal Mercier,
Archbishop of Malines.

From the Prime Minister of Canada {Sir Robert Borden)

Ottawa, Ontario,
August 25, 1919.

I have learned with much interest of the World-
Brotherhood Conference which is to assemble at London
in September next. The purpose and endeavour of the

Conference are of the deepest significance, and I trust

that its deliberations may be attended with every success.

Every effort to establish and maintain a truer under-

standing, and thus to promote goodwill between the

nations, must aid in laying the firm foundations of a
permanent peace.

From H.M. the King
September 17, 1919,

Dear Mr. Ward,
I received the following telegram from Lord

Stamfordham from Balmoral Castle late last evening :

" Your letter and enclosures received. Had the

King been in London His Majesty would have gladly

received the Delegation from the International Brother-

hood Congress suggested in Mr. Ward's letter, but
having regard to the long and inconvenient journey and
the impossibility of entertaining the members of the

Delegation here the King regrets that he cannot have
the pleasure of seeing these representatives of so im-

portant and international body.^

—

Stamfordham."
Yours faithfully,

Evan R. Davies.

Fro7n the Archbishop of Canterbury

The following message from the Archbishop of Canter-

bury was, owing to his absence in Scotland, received too

late for delivery during the Congress :
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" The call to a better understanding of Brotherhood is

one of the war outcomes for which we are profoundly
thankful. Let our Christian fellowship on behalf of what
is righteous and true be definitely asserted on the wisest
scale with full avowal of its Christian basis, and we shall

strengthen one another's hands and further the cause
wherein we are all enlisted. Together let us ask the
blessing of Almighty God upon an endeavour which
corresponds so closely with the purpose of our Divine
Master's Prayer ' that all may be one.'

"

From Professor C. Vallee

Lille,
September 5, 1919.

Cher Monsieur et Ami,
Monsieur Nick vient de me rejoindre k la mon-

tagne, et me transmet votre invitation pour le congr^s
de Londres.

J'espere pouvoir y etre, car nous repartons pour Lille

la semaine prochaine et je partirai immediatement pour
Londres, si toutefois je ne suis pas trop fatigue.

Monsieur Nick vous a 6crit, je crois, au suget de
Mademoiselle Bohin qui nous aide maintenant a Fives
et parle bien anglais.

S'il etait possible, dans les previsions de logement,
de nous laisser dans le voisinage I'un de Pautre, je vous
en serais bien reconnaissant

:

Mdlle Bohin me sera, en effet, d'un grand secours. car

comme vous le savez, je suis bien ignorant de la langue
anglaise.

En attendant le plaisir de vous revoir, recevez, je vous
prie, cher Monsieur, mes bons vceux pour le succes du
congr^s et mes bonnes salutations.

C. Vallee.

From Lord Burnham

Fleet Street, London, E.C.4,
August 27, 1919.

My dear Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of

the 21st inst. on behalf of the National Brotherhood
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Council, in regard to the International Brotherhood
Congress which you are holding in September at the

City Temple.
I feel flattered by the request which you are good

enough to make that I shall give an address on
September 17. and nothing would have given me greater

pleasure had I been able to do so. It is absolutely true

that at the present moment my hands are so full of

public and private work that I am unable to take any
other engagements. Almost every day I am in the Chair

of Resettlement and Advisory Committees of one sort or

another, and I have now promised to preside over the

Joint Committee of Teachers and Local Education
authorities, to which the Minister has referred the whole
question of teachers' salaries and allowances. As you
may imagine, this will make another inroad upon my
spare time.

Under these circumstances, I fear I cannot accept the

invitation you are good enough to give me, but I am glad

to know that the newspaper press will be so well repre-

sented by my friend Mr, J. A. Spender.

Thanking you none the less for your courtesy,

I am.
Yours truly,

BurnHAM.

From Sir W. Robertson Nicoll

August 18, 1919.

My dear Mr. Ward,
I have been travelling in Scotland on my holiday

and all my correspondence is out of joint. I am much
flattered by the kind request of the Committee, but I am
sorry I cannot accept it, I am not so young as I was,

and it takes me all my time to get through the routine

work, which is very heavy, so that I am refusing all

invitations to address meetings. However, I preached
a little sermon here yesterday at my village chapel on
Brotherhood as vivified by the war, and I hope to print

this in The British Weekly.

I wish you the greatest success in your noble enter-
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prise, which has my fullest sympathy, confidence, and
respect.

I am, my dear Mr. Ward,
Yours very sincerely,

W. Robertson Nicoll.

From the American Ambassador
London,

September, 13, 1919.

Dear Dr. Stevenson,
I am very sorry that engagements at Manchester

and Birmingham render it impossible for me to attend

any of the gatherings of the International Brotherhood

Congress this week, and more particularly your Meeting

on Monday morning at which I hoped to express on

behalf of the President and the people of the United

States their sympathy with the movement. May I trust

to you to deliver such a message in my stead ? The great

need of the world is to hold up before mankind the truth

of their brotherhood, and to make it a living and vital

force among the nations.

Very truly yours,

John W. Davis.

From Dr. T. Albert Moore, Canadian Brotherhood

Federation {by Cable)

While imperative duties prevent attendance Congress,

causing great personal disappointment, extend heartiest

greetings from Canadian Brotherhood Federation, with

assurance heartiest co-operation with International

Brotherhood.
T. Albert Moore.

From the Christian Socialists of Paris

Neuilly,
September 13, 1919.

Dear Sir,

At the last meeting of the Christian Socialists'

Parisian Group, I had the honour of presenting your

appeal to all organizations similar to yours.
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I was charged by the group to send to your Conference

our best wishes.

May your Objects and Methods be soon realized for the

glory of God and the good of all the inheritors that live

on earth.

Yours in Christ our Master,

G. Leschot,

Tresurer du Groupe parisien de V Union
des Socialists ChrMiens.

From Wanganui Men's Brotherhood

New Zealand,
July 2^, 1919.

Dear Sir and Brother,
My Executive wishes me to write at once and

convey their greetings to the International Conference

to be held in London in September, and to express our

regret that we are unable to be represented on that most
important occasion. We will be delighted to hear again

from you, and anything that pertains to Brotherhood

we will be pleased to receive.

I must now conclude with the hope that we will soon

hear from you again.

I remain,

F. W. Ansley,
Hon. Sec. and Organizer.

From the New Zealand Brotherhood Federation

Hamilton, New Zealand,
July 24, 1919.

Dear Sir,

May I, in deepest sincerity, express to the

brotherhood of Christian men who will assemble in

September the warmest felicitations, the kindliest

greetings ; and pray that the Spirit of the Living God
may manifest His radiant Presence among you all.

I remain.

Yours in the bonds of Christian Brotherhood,

Ernest O. Blamires,
President.
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From a Nigerian Brotherhood

The National Brotherhood Society, Ijebu Ode, Nigeria,
June 1, 1919.

Dear Sir,

I am praying always that the Almighty God
whose Kingdom we are establishing may assist you
abundantly in your philanthropic work—to raise the

fallen and down-trodden, and to improve humanity
generally,

I am, yours fraternally,

O. S. Olukoya Onobanjo,
Founder and Superintendent.
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OFFICERS OF THE FEDERATION AND
MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE

{Elected at the Business Session of the First World-Brotherhood
Congress, held at the City Temple, London, September 1919)

President

Rev. John Cliftobd, M.A., D.D,
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CONSTITUTION ADOPTED AT THE FIRST
INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD CONGRESS

Held at the City Temple, London, September 1919

The First World-Brotherhood Congress, held at the

City Temple, London, England, September 1919, at

the Business Session decided unanimously that the

following be the Constitution of the Federation :

—

I. Name.—The name shall be The World-Brother-

hood Federation.

II. Motto.—The motto of the Federation shall be

—

" One is your Master, even Christ, and all ye are brothers.

"

III. Objects and Work.—The objects and work of

the Federation shall be :

—

(i) To promote the organization of Brotherhoods and
kindred societies in all countries,

(ii) To promote the universal observance of a Brother-

hood Sunday,
(iii) To interpret and exemplify Brotherhood in the

light of the life and principles of Jesus,

(iv) To make such a spirit and interpretation of

Brotherhood dominant in all life—personal,

social, economic, and political.

IV. Membership.—The Federation shall function

through a Council and its Executive.

Any National Brotherhood Federation may be en-

rolled as a unit, and shall have representatives in the

Council not to exceed ten. In countries where no
National Federation exists, the Council or its Executive

may appoint a National Committee with the view of

promoting such a National Federation. This Committee
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shall meantime have the standing and privileges of a

National Federation.

V. Officers and Executive.—The officers shall be an

Hon. President, President, Vice-Presidents, Commis-
sioner and Secretary, and Treasurer. These, together

with twenty others elected by the Council, shall con-

stitute the Executive.

Between meetings of the Council, the Executive shall

have all the powers and transact all the business of

the Council.

VI. Meetings.—There shall be an annual meeting

of the Council for the receiving of reports, election of

officers, and general business.

The date and place of all meetings shall be deter-

mined by the Executive.

The Executive may call special meetings of the

Council.

VII. Funds.-—The Executive shall negotiate with

each national unit as to funds to be raised within its

particular territory for the work of the World-Federa-

tion, and, in addition, shall take such other steps

both in organized and unorganized territory as may be

necessary or advisable to secure funds needed for its

work.
VIII. Substitutes.—In case of inability to attend

any meeting of the Council or Executive on the part

of a member, his place may be taken by a substitute

properly accredited from the body from which he comes.

IX. Congresses.—The Council or its Executive may
call a World-Congress at such a time and place as they

may deem advisable. At such Congresses unlimited

representation shall be allowed to National Federations

and Committees as provided for in the clause on Member-
ship.

The Executive may also invite the attendance of

persons from other countries not organized at all.

X. Amendment.—This Constitution may be amended
at any Annual Meeting of the Council on the favourable

vote of three-fourths of the members voting, provided

the amendment has previously been considered by the

Executive.
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LIST OF DELEGATES AT THE INTERNATIONAL
BROTHERHOOD CONGRESS

DELEGATES FROM OVERSEAS
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Yule, F. R.
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'
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Wood, Rev. Dr. C.
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Piper, Harold R.
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Ackroyd, Miss
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Allen, Rev. J. H.
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Armitage, Rev. G.

Armstrong, Rev. W. H.
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Beaney, Mr. H. J.

Bell, Rev. G. K. A., M.A.
Bell, Mr. W. G., M.A.
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Benney, Mr. H. W.
Bentinck, Lord H. Cavendish,
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Beswick, Mr. W.
Bettridge, Alderman
Birch, Rev. R. J.

Blackburn, Mr. J.
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IX

MR. WILLIAM WARD'S ITINERARY

Places visited in the interests of International

Brotherhood

1908. France : Paris, Boulogne.

1909. Belgium : Brussels, Charleroi.

1910. France and Belgium : Lille, Liege, Brussels.

1910. France and Szvitzerland : Besanyon, Vevey,
Geneva.

1911. France : Paris, Rouen, Le Havre, Boulogne.

1911. France and Holland : St. Quentin, Amsterdam,
The Hague, Utrecht.

1911. Canada : Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Winnipeg, Calgary, Regina.

1912. Canada : Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton,
Port Arthur, Portage la Prarie, Winnipeg,
Regina, Calgary, Edmonton, Vancouver.

1913. France : Lille, Ghent, Boulogne.

1913. U.S.A. and Canada : Montreal, Toronto, Winni-

peg, Regina, Morse Jaw, Medicine Hat, Port

Arthur, Buffalo, Philadelphia, Washington,

1914. U.S.A. and Canada : Montreal, Toronto, Niag-

ara, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit.

1914. France : Lille, Paris.

1915. France : Paris, Senlis, Chantilly.

1915. France and Belgium: Brouay, Bethune, Dunkirk,

Calais, Boulogne, St. Omer, La Panne.

1916. U.S.A. and Canada : Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo,

Baltimore, Philadelphia.

1917. France : Paris, Marseilles, Nimes, Cannes, Nice.

1918. France : Lille, Croix, Paris, Boulogne, Maique-
lay, Montdidier.
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1919. France and Belgium : Lille, Roubaix, Tour-
coing, Croix, Brussels, Paris, St. Quentin,

Rheims, Ypres, Lens.

1919. Canada and U.S.A. : St. John, N.B., Montreal,

Toronto, Hamilton, Winnipeg, London, Brant-
ford, Regina, Calgary, Vancouver, New West-
minster, Portland (Oregon). Denver (Colorado),

Cedar Rapids, Chicago, Philadelphia, Wash-
ington, New York.

1919. France, Italy, Serbia : Paris, Turin, Venice,

Trieste, Fiume, Belgrade.

1919. France and Belgium : Lille, Paris, Arras, Brussels.

1919. France, Serbia, Bulgaria, Turkey : Paris, Bel-

grade, Nish, Sofia, Adrianople, Constantinople.

Printed in Great Britain bp Hazel!, Watson <<• Vine;/, Ld.,

London and Aylesiury.












